




 



This book is nothing like I imagined it would be when I embarked on a 

study of the transnational history of the risk assessment- risk management 

framework. Like many others, I knew I needed to study in- depth what had 

happened at the National Research Council, which published Risk Assess-

ment in the Federal Government, or the “Red Book,” in 1983, often presented 

as the unique point-source of the framework. I also knew that the Red Book 

earned an aura because William Ruckelshaus gave it visibility, in a moment 

when it was working to restore the authority of the Environmental Protec-

tion Agency. As I made progress through archives and interviews, though, 

it very quickly became clear that the institutionalization of risk decision- 

making and of the EPA were inseparable. They have emerged together, gave 

form and credibility to one another, and changed jointly over time. Risk 

decision- making is the bureaucratic translation of the ambition to govern 

uncertain hazards in a rational, optimal, and scientific manner. It is an 

instance of Max Weber’s ideal type of the bureaucracy as administration 

legitimized by expertise, except that in this case science does not represent 

a historical force progressing in our societies in a linear fashion. It gives 

shape to bureaucratic institutions from within, responding to their difficul-

ties to govern risks and the public controversies they give rise to.

Many people helped me along the way, and were indeed essential to 

make the most out of this moment of serendipity: Pierre- Benoit Joly and 

Mike Power saw this work in its early stages and helped me bring it to 

fruition. The conversations with them were essential to gear up to perform 

this research. Two persons made the journey with me: I worked for a cou-

ple of years with Soraya Boudia on the subject, which was a great pleasure 

and an important source of inspiration, and method. I have had recurrent 
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Since Donald Trump became president of the United States in January 2017 

and two successive proponents of environmental deregulation were placed 

at the head of the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)— Scott Pruitt 

first and then Andrew Wheeler— this agency has undergone a massive dis-

ruption, both in the orientation of its policies and in the traditional way in 

which it develops standards and regulations for environmental protection.

Protecting the public against environmental and health threats, one of 

the agency’s key goals for decades, has been replaced by a job protection 

mantra, as if the agency’s mission were to promote the economy and as 

if regulatory measures to clean up the environment and protection from 

health risks linked to environmental degradations, in and of themselves, 

were detrimental to the economy. This reorientation motivated the rever-

sal of many standards advanced by President Barack Obama’s EPA, from 

greenhouse gas emissions standards for cars and light trucks, to the con-

templated ban of the pesticide chlorpyrifos, to the obligation to declare 

methane emissions from drilling operations. These efforts look like an 

unprecedented attack on environmental rules adopted in the United States 

and the fundamental vocation of the agency (Dillon et al. 2018).

In keeping with this reorientation, the new leadership of the agency 

has radically altered the way that the agency uses science. The budget cuts 

inflicted on the EPA have severely reduced the capacities of its Office of 

Research and Development (ORD). References to the agency’s scientific 

mission in its official website presentation have been obliterated and, very 

recently, the use of the term science- based has been banned in official agency 

communication. The membership of the Science Advisory Board (SAB), a 

panel of external scientists who review key policies and proposals of the 
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2 Introduction

agency, has been completely renewed, based on a rule that excludes research-

ers who benefited from research grants by the agency— thus promoting sci-

entists funded by other sources, notably by the industries that the agency 

regulates. In 2018, the EPA administrator unilaterally decided to apply at 

the agency a bill that had repeatedly failed to pass in Congress, according 

to which unpublished scientific studies may not be used as evidence by the 

agency (Hakim and Lipton 2018). This provision de facto excludes epide-

miological studies of the health effects of pollution on populations (such as 

biomonitoring studies) that are generally not published in order to preserve 

the confidentiality of the people included in the cohorts. It severely decon-

structs what is considered acceptable evidence, and restricts the use of the 

regulatory knowledge that is most conducive to protective standards (Mayo 

and Hollander 1991; Wagner and Steinzor 2018; Wagner et al. 2018).

With these measures, these two administrators reversed the traditional 

policy focus of the agency on the reduction of risk, as well as the pattern of 

using science to advance this policy. They are ignoring what had become 

a rule in the EPA: the formal separation between scientific assessment of 

environmental issues and policy development— a central tenet of the risk 

paradigm that the agency embraced in the early 1980s. For past administra-

tors of the agency, whether Republican or Democrat, this is a complete and 

dangerous reversal of the rules that made the credibility of the EPA (Ruckel-

shaus 2017; McCarthy and McGabe 2018).

This attack on science and the traditional process for regulating risks 

is due, first, to the belief among Republicans that science is a bastion of 

politically biased environmentalism. Over the past two decades, Republi-

cans have become fierce opponents of environmental policy and regulation 

(Layzer 2012; Sellers 2018). Second, the attack reflects a more fundamen-

tal and gradual decline in trust in science among conservatives. Since the 

1990s, political conservatism compounded with religious conservatism to 

create a rise in the proportion of Republicans who do not believe in evolu-

tion (nearly 70 percent) and who maintain that the effects of global warm-

ing have been exaggerated (50 percent) (Gauchat 2012). During the two 

terms of President George W. Bush, this stance translated into aggressive 

editing or twisting of the science produced inside the agency to support the 

Republican’s agenda (UCS 2008; see also Rich and Merrick 2006, Freeman 

and Vermeule 2007, Rest and Halpern 2007, Shulman 2008, and Shapiro 

2009). The attack on the EPA’s science in the current presidency is not the 
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Introduction 3

first one that the agency’s science has had to endure (McGarity 2001; Fred-

rickson et al. 2018).

But conservatives attack the use of science in policy for a third, perhaps 

even more fundamental reason. Risk regulation is rooted in science, and 

their wish is precisely to roll back or eliminate altogether environmental con-

straints on business development. Science is, to use Mark Brown’s apt phrase, 

a “proxy battleground for politics” (Brown 2009, 3) and, further, a medium 

for the assertion of legitimate policies and institutions. Conservatives are not 

attacking science as much as science- backed federal administration (Miller 

2017). The radicalism of these attacks reflects the deep, historical institution-

alization of the recourse to science for policymaking at the EPA, as well as the 

way in which science has authorized the EPA to address environmental and 

health hazards. The EPA is an agency that regulates thanks to scientific work 

and large programs of measurement, experimentation, and modeling, and 

thanks to the contribution of multiple constituencies of scientists in various 

parts of the agency. Science- based decision- making is an essential part of its 

identity, legitimacy, and autonomy.

Science, Risk, and the Design of the EPA

The US EPA was established by the National Environmental Policy Act, 

adopted by President Richard Nixon in late 1970, which placed the services 

that administered statutes related to the environment and variegated kinds 

of pollution under the same institutional roof. It is in charge of the imple-

mentation of an immense variety of legislation and programs (Weinberg 

and Reilly 2013), among which the best known are probably the program 

for criteria air pollutants [National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAASQ)] 

and hazardous air pollutants [National Emissions Standards for Hazardous 

Air Pollutants (NESHAPS)], for pesticides [Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and 

Rodenticide Act (FIFRA)] and toxic substances [Toxic Substances Control 

Act (TSCA)], for Superfund sites [Comprehensive Environmental Response, 

Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA)], for hazardous waste [Resource 

Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)], and for drinking water [Safe Drink-

ing Water Act (SDWA)] and surface water [Clean Water Act (CWA)]. These 

statutes are risk- based: They rest on the principle that the hazards due to tech-

nologies (notably chemicals) can be anticipated and should be addressed 

before they materialize (Shapiro and Glicksman 2003, 31). And even though 
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4 Introduction

not all the programs administered by the agency are risk based (many 

statutes command actions of measurement and monitoring, depollution, 

decontamination, and technology assessment and substitution based on 

established, deterministic knowledge, from the Emergency Planning and 

Community Right- to- Know Act to the Endangered Species Act, through the 

Energy Independence and Security Act, the Marine Protection, Research, 

and Sanctuaries Act, the Noise Control Act, or the Energy Policy Act), the 

notion of risk has consistently influenced the image of the EPA’s bureau-

cracy and its handling of environmental and human health problems.

William Ruckelshaus inaugurated this practice of deriving the identity 

of the EPA, as well as an image of how it is acting, from this technical, 

rationalistic language of risk. In a speech he gave at the National Academy 

of Sciences (NAS) at the end of June 1983, soon after being reappointed 

by President Ronald Reagan to end the crisis to which Ann Gorsuch had 

brought the agency (Ruckelshaus had been the first administrator of the EPA 

between 1970 and 1973), he articulated the public mission of his agency 

and the ways of fulfilling it in just this way (Ruckelshaus 1983c, 1026):

EPA is an instrument of public policy, whose mission is to protect the public 

health and the environment laid down by its statutes. That manner is to set stan-

dards and enforce them, and our enforcement powers are strong and pervasive. 

But the standards we set, whether technology-  or health- related, must have a 

sound scientific base  … Scientists assess a risk to find out what the problems 

are. The process of deciding what to do about the problems is risk management. 

The National Academy of Science report recommends that these two functions— 

risk assessment and risk management— be separated as much as possible within a 

regulatory agency. This is what we now do at EPA and it makes sense.

To today’s reader, this might not sound like a very original argument. 

At the time that this speech was pronounced, however, the rubrics of risk 

assessment and risk management were hardly used in law, in public discourse, 

or in the actual processes of the EPA to describe what it was doing or had 

to do as a whole. It was probably the first time that an EPA administrator 

could formulate what the identity and goal of the agency were in such an 

integrated manner. At this moment, risk became used to refer to the class 

of things that the EPA, across the many laws it applies and the various mis-

sions of its offices, could identify with, above and beyond cancer- causing 

chemicals, oil spills, species extinction, emission- reducing technologies, or 

other elements. Along with risk emerged a legitimate description of this 
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bureaucracy’s own way of producing effective and legitimate rules. Haz-

ard identification, hazard characterization, exposure assessment, risk character-

ization, and risk management: each of these rubrics referred to disciplinary 

exercises that are necessary to the agency and embody its expertise and 

competence. They helped rationalize and represent the way that the EPA 

was using science, which science it chose to use, and how it used this science 

to legitimately regulate the environment and the behavior of industries and 

citizens through the making of decisions.

This mixed scientific and administrative vocabulary acquired its author-

ity through a report by the National Research Council (NRC),1 with a vivid 

red cover, later called the Red Book (Johnson and Reisa 2003; Rodricks 2007). 

In this report, titled Risk Assessment in the Federal Government: Managing the 

Process (RAFG) (NRC 1983),2 regulatory practices on uncertain environmen-

tal health hazards were codified as consisting of risk assessment (compris-

ing several scientific exercises, as described previously, and preceded by a 

research stage) and risk management. An oft- reproduced graph included in 

the NRC report shows the logical organization of these processes to produce 

a decision (see figure 0.1).

It comprises what is known as the risk paradigm (Barnes 1994),3 a set of 

conventional commandments, which may be summarized as follows:

RESEARCH RISK ASSESSMENT RISK MANAGEMENT

Laboratory and field
observations of adverse
health effects and
exposures to particular
agents

Hazard identification
(Does the agent cause
the adverse effect?)

Development of
regulatory options

Evaluation of public
health, economic,
social, and political
consequences of
regulatory options

Information on
extrapolation methods
for high to low doses
and from animal to
human

Dose-Response Assessment
(What is the relationship
between dose and incidence
in humans?)

Field measurements,
estimated exposures,
characterization of
populations

Exposure Assessment
(What exposures are
currently experienced
or anticipated under
different conditions?)

Risk Characterization
(What is the estimated
inicidence of the
adverse effect in a
given population?)

Agency decisions
and actions

Figure 0.1
Elements of risk assessment and risk management (adapted from NRC 1983).
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6 Introduction

• Analyze risk quantitatively, using data or studies enabling the descrip-

tion of the hazard (hazard identification), its seriousness under various 

circumstances (hazard characterization), and the extent to which people 

face the hazard in the actual environment (exposure assessment).

• Characterize the risk and ensure that all judgments and assumptions 

used to calculate the risk are made explicit.

• In the adoption of the final standard, or the risk management stage, 

take into account a wide variety of elements, from the results of the risk 

assessment to the costs and benefits of the potential standard; consid-

eration of fairness or other values is legitimate at this stage only, and it 

should always be distinguished from the risk assessment.

• Make sure that those responsible for making choices, either analytical or 

political, are identified, and distinguish (at least formally) the risk assess-

ment from the risk management.

Since the 1980s, this paradigm has evolved a great deal. In the initial 

design presented in figure 0.1, the regulatory process is presented as mak-

ing a frank decision, based on an initial act of knowledge production. Risk 

management is separate and downstream in the process. Over time, it has 

appeared more legitimate to place risk assessment within the sphere of risk 

management (Power and McCarthy 1998; Jardine et al. 2003; Power 2007; 

Renn 2008; NRC 2009; Assmuth et al. 2010). Simultaneously, the need to 

involve the public and to create opportunities for deliberating about the 

balance between economic development and environmental goals has been 

increasingly recognized. The public should not be at the receiving end of 

a linear decision- making process; rather, it should participate throughout 

(Stern 2009). These transformations toward more risk communication and 

public participation were promoted by landmark reports of the NRC that, 

after RAFG, renovated the paradigm of science- based decision- making for 

environment and health hazards (NRC 1994, 1996, 2009). More rules were 

articulated in these reports and complemented the initial paradigm (e.g., 

Van Zwanenberg and Millstone 2005; Renn 2008; NRC 2009; Pellizzoni 

2009; Abt et al. 2010; Hultman et al. 2010). Key new prescriptions include:

• Monitor and research the variety of potential hazards facing the public.

• Measure and rank problems according to their gravity, but also accord-

ing to the costs and benefits of addressing them.

• Once you select the problem, formulate it clearly.
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Introduction 7

• Do not solely minimize individual risks, but also aim to improve health 

and environmental conditions.

• Engage with the public during all stages of the decision- making process.

• Evaluate and review the consequences of the adopted standard.

This evolving paradigm has structured the image and identity of the 

agency, inside and out. The paradigm has value for the internal integra-

tion of the agency. It has been used as a way to assemble an organization 

with perennial problems of internal cohesion, split as it is between mul-

tiple program offices. Functional offices for research and development, for 

policy management or for legal affairs as well as the agency administrator 

and deputy administrator also, frequently have difficulties controlling the 

rules and decisions that are shaped within program offices. Processes for 

joint assessment or analysis of risks and environmental conditions, in this 

context, have been conceived as an instrument to re- assemble the organi-

zation. And indeed, nearly all the guidance documents adopted since the 

early 1980s, be it by the offices governing air pollution, water, pesticides 

or other topics, build on the four standard exercises of hazard identifica-

tion, dose- response calculations, exposure assessment, and risk character-

ization. Most, if not all cross- agency programmatic documents are founded 

on this process and division of responsibility, referring back to RAFG or 

to the agency’s flagship reports in which this paradigm is frequently pre-

sented (e.g., EPA 1984b, 1995b, 2012). This paradigm is used to justify the 

role of the ORD vis à vis program offices. It has given rise to the creation 

of risk assessment and risk management services inside regulatory offices. 

It has also translated into the creation of a host of high- level transversal 

bodies in the agency, such as the Risk Assessment Forum and Risk Manage-

ment Council— now called the Science Policy Council. And in the nearly 

five decades of the agency’s existence, almost its entire staff has been 

trained in the technical exercises and procedures of risk assessment and 

risk management.

But the risk framework is essential for the outside, too. The model under-

pins the public representation of the agency, of its unity, credibility and 

rationality. There have been fourteen confirmed administrators of the 

agency since its creation in 1970.4 William Ruckelshaus was the first to 

embrace the paradigm publicly, but his immediate successors basically took 

the same course, publicly emphasizing the risk- based nature of the agency. 

Bill Reilly, EPA administrator during the term of President George H. W. 
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8 Introduction

Bush, also promoted risk analysis. Carol Browner, appointed by Bill Clinton, 

initially seemed to distance herself from science and risk analysis, but she 

ended up defending them as an important tradition of the agency. Chris-

tine Todd Whitman, appointed in 2001 by George W. Bush, praised the 

“long- standing traditions” of “precaution, science- based risk analysis, and 

sound risk management, including consideration of benefit/cost” (cited in 

Gibb 2001). Interestingly, risk assessment and risk management continued 

to be central pillars of the EPA in terms of defining its generic objects of 

action, its typical knowledge, and its way of making decisions, even during 

times when the president chooses to restrict its budget and staff. The statis-

tics in this regard from 1970 through 2016 are given in figure 0.2.

Most of what Daniel Carpenter would call the audiences of the EPA (Car-

penter 2010)— including other agencies, principals in the executive or in 

Congress, the regulated industries, scientists, environmental nongovern-

mental organizations (NGOs), and courts, among others— have to come to 

accept this identity of the agency as an entity that assesses and manages risk. 

They describe its operations and goals in these terms too, and hold agency 

administrators accountable related to this vision. Most assume and expect 
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Introduction 9

that some pattern corresponding to these criteria and codes of decision- 

making will be apparent in what the agency does. When the Government 

Accountability Office (GAO) of Congress reviews the EPA’s performance 

under a given program, it assigns the risk assessment/risk management model 

to the agency’s actions (GAO 2008). When an EPA official needs to inform a 

congressperson in a hearing about how the EPA works, she starts by explain-

ing what a risk assessment is, using the four operations defined in RAFG and 

in agency guidelines, and then discusses how risk assessment informs risk 

management measures. The courts review the EPA’s proposed rules against 

the benchmark of risk assessment methods and the due separation between 

risk assessment and risk management processes. NGOs describe (and also 

attack) the EPA using these terms to refer to what it does and should do.

The Puzzle

The notion of risk and procedures for the assessment and management of 

uncertain hazards has thus been very central in the institutionalization of 

the EPA, as well as in the assertion of a public image of how it acts and why.

There is a seldom noted paradox in this centrality of risk for this agency: 

Risk evokes models of coherent and rational administrative action— models 

of decision- making based on analytical knowledge and adjusted to defined 

probabilities. The paradigm works as an integrated and coherent represen-

tation of knowledge and action (Power 1997). It looks like a mini- regime 

of risk regulation, comprised of a delimited set of processes to address 

risks systematically (Hood et al. 2001). But risk is also the generic name for 

extremely controversial issues that the US polity and institutional system 

are struggling to frame and solve. The governance of environmental and 

health hazards is an area of extreme political polarization and constant dis-

putes about what the real risks are, the appreciation of experts of these risks, 

and hence the legitimacy of administrations to manage them. How, then, are 

integrated designs for administrative knowledge and action invented and 

reinvented, projecting an impression of rationality, credibility, and control 

in societies that constantly question these very attributes of administra-

tions? How does one forge an accepted, legitimate model for making deci-

sions amid intense controversy, doubt, and actual difficulties to establish 

shared, frank decisions about environmental problems?
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10 Introduction

Risk is synonymous with calculation and control, but also with contro-

versy (Nelkin 1985; Beck 1992; Leiss 2000). Hazards constitute “zones of 

ignorance” (Callon et al. 2009). To make claims about these hazards (and, 

in particular, to anticipate these hazards), one needs to make a number of 

assumptions about what information is needed in order to know about these 

hazards, what kind of calculations can reveal their true, future extent, and 

the parameters to use in making these calculations. Risk assessment thus 

involves choices that are determined by viewpoints, moral assumptions, 

and visions of nature and technology. Given that these are diverse across 

the polity (Douglas and Wildavsky 1983; Beck 1986; Lash et al. 1996; Collin-

gridge and Reeve 1986), technical uncertainty soon turns into a political or 

structural kind of uncertainty (Wynne 1987; Schwarz and Thompson 1990; 

Jamieson 1996; Borraz 2008, 2011). Structural uncertainty translates into the 

flexible, irreconcilable interpretation of information (Collins 1981). Inject-

ing more science into the debate makes things worse, not better, because 

its diversity and disunity mean that anyone will find facts, information, or 

theories to support his or her existing opinion (Sarewitz 2004).

Risk invites controversy all the more easily, as it is a subject of pressing 

institutional action and urgent social demands. With environmental risks, 

we are in a regime of “post- normal science” (Funtowicz and Ravetz 1993, 

739). We stand outside the realm of normal or research science, into what 

has been called regulatory science (see Salter 1988; Jasanoff 1990): a science 

that aims to fill knowledge gaps and make difficult predictions of human 

health risks in the context of multiple, contradictory, and pressing institu-

tional demands. In postnormal or regulatory science, the deconstruction of 

scientific claims and the apparent impossibility to decide controversy are 

the rule rather than the exception (Jasanoff 1995; Irwin et al. 1997). The 

assertion of truth and scientific authority is a constant and daunting (if not 

impossible) challenge in such a context. Again, risks involve complicated 

interpretations of information, but visions of what information is needed 

and why and for what scientific information is used also matter. Scientists 

may be accused by policymakers of making decisions in their stead, while 

pretending not to. Policymakers, in turn, are regularly criticized for not 

being able to face the facts and for making decisions without taking into 

account the available information and evidence.

In matters of risk, we see constant disagreements, miscommunications, 

and opposition of interests between scientists and policymakers, making 
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this boundary a site of dispute as much as a site of mutual construction of 

authority (Gieryn 1983; Jasanoff 1987, 1990; Halffman 2005). And so, risk 

assessment itself, the cornerstone of its model of science- based decision- 

making, is an object of dispute (Clarke and Short 1993; Wartenberg and 

Chess 1993; Slovic 1999). The “ideals of good governance” based on ratio-

nal risk analysis have increasingly been publicly challenged in contem-

porary societies (Power 2007, 20). Even though they sometimes initially 

supported the application of risk assessment and cost- benefit analysis,5 

public interest groups and environmental activists have gradually dis-

tanced themselves from these methods, which they found to be “slow, 

to be insensitive, to be costly for agencies and society as a whole, and to 

frustrate the health- protective goal of environmental health legislation” 

(Cranor 1997, 103). They are accused of delaying the adoption of regula-

tory measures on the issue— which is called “paralysis by analysis” (Mirer 

2003, 1129)— and of serving the interests of polluters (Shabecoff 2003). 

Its underlying utilitarian meaning is frequently indicted as well (Shapiro 

and Glicksman 2003). Alternatives to risk assessment, for this reason, have 

been actively explored (Silbergeld 1993; Frosdick 1997; O’Brien 2000), 

even as scientists and the regulated industries were busy defending and 

advancing it (Michaels 2008).

Last but not least, risk invites controversy because of its implications 

about the distribution of power in society (Nelkin 1995). Risk implies mea-

surement and comparison of situations based on observable levels of hazard, 

probabilities, but also and relatedly, costs and benefits. It is the subject of a 

large quantification of the natural world and life. It grants power to those 

who quantify and compute, as well as to new experts, who impose prescrip-

tions about what the true risks are and judge whether citizens are right to 

worry about something. Under notions of risk perception and communica-

tion, risk thus establishes a certain relationship between the state and soci-

ety, or between knowledgeable experts and the individual. This rationality 

of government is at the very least worthy of discussion, given the way that 

it treats the individual citizen as someone who does not understand risk 

and that should make utilitarian decisions. It is discussible, and in fact it is 

often contested for this very reason. Risks are objects of intense conflict, in 

which the scientific measurement of risk gets embroiled in broader disputes 

about the “meaning and morality of protecting the environment, about the 

distribution of resources and about the locus of power” (Nelkin 1995, 445).
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12 Introduction

All of this accentuates the paradox. There are, so to speak, two facets to 

risk. Risk is the name of an apparently rational way of defining and address-

ing environmental issues, underpinned by the reduction of scientific uncer-

tainty, the calculation of odds, and the adjustment of public decisions to 

what knowledge establishes (Bernstein 1996). And the EPA has been at the 

forefront of the codification of this way of handling environmental issues, 

organizing and representing itself along the lines of such a model of risk- 

based administration of the environment.

On the other hand, risk is also the name of a state of controversy— mixing 

scientific, moral, and policy dimensions— that has become pervasive in 

industrial societies and leads to radically questioning the institutional and 

administrative system by which the environment and public health are 

protected (Beck 1992). This level of controversy is something that the EPA 

also embodies. Bill Reilly, EPA administrator between 1988 and 1992, once 

noted that 80 percent of all the standards he signed ended up being chal-

lenged in court (O’Leary 1995). Each piece of data advanced in support 

of its standards, its calculations, or models gets forensically deconstructed. 

Most of its choices for the assessment of risk and its determinations of how 

to reduce these risks are attacked in courts by corporations and environ-

mental groups alike. The levels of risk that it declares acceptable are con-

stantly debated. These divisions are reflected inside the agency.

The EPA is an agency that suffers from problems of internal cohesion. Its 

offices enact different pieces of legislation that, in their diversity, reflect the 

structural uncertainty existing in society, and among audiences, concern-

ing what a risk is and how to establish it. Offices of the agency, therefore, 

make policies in different ways. Its professionals frequently disagree about 

when an issue implies a joint determination of the risk and of environmen-

tal standards. In matters of environment, where something affecting water 

also tends to affect the air, and ultimately the health of populations, it quite 

often does so. The EPA is required to act in an integrated manner, and yet 

it cannot.

So, what we have with the risk paradigm is the unlikely coexistence of 

a harmonious, standard design for governing the environment on the one 

hand, projecting the smooth coordination of all involved— scientists, econo-

mists, layers, political managers, industries, communities, and environmen-

tal groups— to make collective decisions on seemingly accepted criteria; and 

on the other, continuous public disputes about uncertain environmental 
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and health issues, their nature, their importance, and the legitimacy of those 

who are charged with addressing them. The fashioning of an accepted model 

of rationality in a context of controversy and conflict of rationalities is the 

main puzzle that this book is interested in addressing.

Folded within this paradox, one finds a number of other intriguing 

questions about risk- based decision- making and its institutionalization as a 

model of administration and bureaucratic operation. The first concerns the 

use of science in policy. Why is science so closely reflected in the design of 

an agency when the use of science in policy and administration is the sub-

ject of so much controversy? Why does the administration of the environ-

ment and public health materially rely on something that is so disputed, 

and even distrusted (Ezrahi 1990; Hilgartner 2000; Jas et Boudia 2014)? 

This puzzle is a version of what Bijker, Bal, and Hendriks (2009) called “the 

paradox of scientific authority,” or the intriguing observation that scientific 

advice continues to appear “effective and influential in an age in which the 

status of science and/or scientists seems to be as low as it has ever been” 

(Bijker et al. 2009, 1). In the case of the EPA, the paradox is that science 

has been incorporated into the standard way in which the various offices 

develop standards and rules, and thus make policies, at a time when it has 

become more difficult to agree on the right forms of knowledge to conduct 

environmental policies, as well as to trust scientific experts (Nelkin 1975). 

Science is as much a currency of environmental politics as it is a source of 

authority (Cozzens and Woodhouse 1995; Weingart 1999). Various people 

inside the EPA, but also the regulated industry and environmental groups, 

defend their views and construct their interests through science (Tesh 

2000). All try to achieve results that advance data and scientific interpreta-

tions, while contesting others. Confusingly enough, they all also do so in 

the name of good science, jeopardizing the very possibility for anyone to 

gain the ground of objectivity, truth, and scientific authority. Regulatory 

knowledge is a field of contention (Demortain 2017; Wagner et al. 2018). 

So, why does science appear to be an instrumental resource for regulat-

ing controversial matters when its interpretation is the battleground for so 

many disputes? How, specifically, could an agency foster a model for the 

use of scientific knowledge in policy, when this knowledge is contested?

A second puzzle concerns the science of risk. While it appears to be a 

well- defined science— resting on the calculation of odds using statistics 

and probabilities to adjust actions and attribute responsibility (Ewald 1986, 
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1991)— and one that has become increasingly sophisticated at that, it is 

not strictly reducible to a science. It involves, by nature, evaluative and 

normative choices within the very act of calculating, of choosing models 

of extrapolation and statistical methods. These choices help establishing 

criteria for definitive decisions, separating what is safe from what is not 

safe, acceptable and nonacceptable. Observers of risk regulation, in the lon-

ger run, confirm that such an instrumental paradigm has been dominant 

(Fisher 2007). The linear model “involving usually a scientific process of 

risk assessment and then political processes of risk management and risk 

communication  … has come to dominate much of the policy and legal 

discourse” (Fisher 2013, 125). However, folded within the logic of calcu-

lating uncertain hazards, one finds a multiplicity of other epistemologies 

and styles of statistical thinking (Hacking 1990; Jasanoff 1993a; Bernstein 

1996), or what O’Malley (2004, 21) calls “configurations of uncertainty.”6 

Analyzing risk also may mean ranking them, rather than calculating them 

individually with utmost precision— a commensurative and prioritizing 

approach. The decisionistic approach to risk also may be supplanted by a 

predictive approach, believing in the possibility to eliminate uncertainty 

and illuminate choices thanks to full, exact knowledge. Finally, a delibera-

tive logic, finding uncertainty in the preferences of decision- makers and the 

public and organizing the confrontation of preferences in order to make a 

collective choice emerge, is not completely foreign to risk science. What is 

the relation between these various conceptions of governing uncertain haz-

ards, and what makes risk such a malleable notion? How do these models of 

administration engender one another or coexist in the agency?

The third puzzle concerns the invention and institutionalization of 

models for administrative governance. The risk paradigm is the basis of a 

now widely accepted administrative gospel, or what Jasanoff (1999) calls 

the “songlines of risk.” It has been institutionalized worldwide (Winickoff 

and Bushey 2010; Fisher 2013), and many of the international texts describ-

ing the paradigm refer their readers to the NRC report of 1983 (Jardine et al. 

2003), as well as to the experience of the EPA (WHO 2009; Demortain 2011; 

Demortain 2012). We know a great deal about how and why organizations 

facing complex and uncertain situations, such as risk bureaucracies, copy 

each other (Di Maggio and Powell 1983; Brunsson and Jacobsson 2000), 

but much less about how they innovate. What makes the EPA the source 

of these innovative frameworks that make the use of science in policy so 
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credible and routine, when its autonomy, authority, and legitimacy are 

challenged so often? How did it innovate through this ambiguous notion 

of risk, and succeed in changing institutional forms that change rarely and 

slowly (Sewell 1992)?

What is more, the EPA has formalized and applied this knowledge of risk 

much more than any other federal agency in the United States dealing with 

health, the environment, and safety, such as the US Food and Drug Admin-

istration (FDA; Lehman et al. 1955) or the Occupational Safety and Health 

Administration (OSHA). These other agencies have also invested in formal 

risk assessment methodologies and risk- based decision- making. In fact, the 

FDA did so before the EPA. But at no point have these agencies used a 

model of decision- making through risk assessment as the embodiment of 

what they are doing or as a standard of credibility and legitimacy of their 

actions. What makes the EPA, an agency with presumably less autonomy 

and power than others (especially the FDA) (Carpenter 2001, 2010), insti-

tutionally innovative?

Strategic and Cultural Perspectives on Rational Administration

These puzzles connect to a broader question concerning the way in which 

rationality in administration takes form and the roles of analytical tools and 

knowledge in the constitution, both material and symbolic, of an agency 

and of its capacity to administer intractable public problems. They defy 

two broad ways of analyzing how and why bureaucracies embrace rational 

analysis and decision- making tools— one that can broadly be called strate-

gic, and the other cultural.7

One way to approach an administrative organization like the EPA is as 

an expression of the historical force and progression of formal, instrumen-

tal rationality, in line with Max Weber’s conception of bureaucracy. Weber 

portrayed bureaucracy as the incarnation of the rational spirit, with ratio-

nality meaning the instrumental, formal means- end rationality that, in his 

view, was reaching into more and more areas of social life. Where he speaks 

about expertise and technical specialization of administrations, it is a signal 

that he considers that science and bureaucracy partake in the same kind 

of rationality, based on a “means- ends decision- making calculus” (Reed 

2005, 119), and the same process of expansion and accentuation of this 

rationality.
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The theory of organizational decision- making showed that formal, 

means- end rationality is not the way in which administration was rational 

(Simon 1969). Decision- makers in organizations do not spontaneously com-

pute all information accessible to adopt the means that are most adapted to 

an end. Multiple forms of limits of administration impose a bounded model 

of rationality (Hood 1976; Forester 1984; Lodge and Wegrich 2016). The 

rational model came under scrutiny with Charles Lindblom’s work on incre-

mentalism (Lindblom 1959). Listing all values related to a policy in order 

of importance, ranking policy outcomes in terms of how efficiently they 

satisfy each value, and choosing among policy alternatives and instruments 

to achieve these outcomes comprise a comprehensive- rational model that is 

an idealization of the scientific method. It enshrines a “rationality project” 

(Stone 2012/1988, 9): namely, the project of making policy “with rational, 

analytical, and scientific methods,” based on a model of reasoning in which 

“decisions are or should be made in a series of well- defined steps” (ibid., 12). 

But in the actual, material “administrative rationality” (Pfiffner 1960), facts 

and values are not easily separated, and pluralism in the organization makes 

it difficult to reach common goals, and measures of efficiency. Decision- 

making tends to be incremental, circular, multidimensional, and in confor-

mity with the power structure of the organization (Nicolaidis 1960).

Subsequently, a vast literature on strategic decision- making confirmed 

Lindblom’s initial findings, according to which “formal analysis has only a 

partial, incremental role to play in decision making” (Langley 1989, 623). 

Assessing the variety of ways in which formal analytical tools were used 

in the strategic management of organizations— the processes and practices 

unfolding around them, the kind of leadership and governance structures 

with which they were associated (Langley 1989, 1991), and their outcomes 

across a large number of organizations and cases of decisions (e.g., Hick-

son 1987)— it highlighted that formal analysis has only indirect effects on 

the formation of decisions (March 1982; Brunsson 1985). In practice, they 

serve to communicate already- formed decisions in order to justify them a 

posteriori (Bower 1970; Meyer 1984; Langley 1989), extend the control of 

the dominant coalition in the organization (Mintzberg 1980; Newman and 

Rosenberg 1985), or deflect attention from issues that leaders of the organi-

zation fail to answer (Meltsner 1976).

In public administration, the application of rational analytical tools 

“reflects the interests, strategies, and compromises of those who exercise 
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political power” (Moe 1989, 267), and the politics of bureaucratic design 

more generally (McCubbins et al. 1987, 1989; Macey 1992). It is defined 

by the strategies of principals to control regulatory agencies and limit their 

powers (Howell and Lewis 2002; Wood and Bohte 2004). One of the rules or 

expectations that principals apply, in the case of regulatory agencies, is that 

the agencies will strictly work to establish facts and refrain from deciding 

policy values and making law (Yellin 1983). Risk analysis and various kinds 

of analytical exercises thus get used in regulatory agencies because of the 

preferences applied by the coalition of actors that conceive and control 

the agency (Shapiro 2011). Agencies retain some power in this relationship 

with principals, and of course, they may use rational analytical tools in 

such a way as to disguise substantive policy choices. But whatever the actual 

pattern of use of analysis, it appears rational and instrumental in terms 

of the behaviors and strategies of actors in this interinstitutional game 

(Allison 1971).

There are three limits to this strategic vision of analytical knowledge in 

bureaucracy, as a “technology of rationality” (March 2006, 201). The first 

is that this perspective grants little autonomy to agencies and pays little 

attention to the content and effects of their expertise. It tends to “mini-

mize the role of bureaucratic action” and disregard the real “capacities to 

analyze, to create new programs, to solve problems, to plan, to administer 

programs with efficiency” (Carpenter 2001, 14– 15). Second, it simplifies 

the environment in which the agencies operate, erasing from the picture 

a whole set of other audiences among which agencies construct their role 

and define the knowledge they need to use and the outcomes they try to 

achieve (Arrelano- Gault et al. 2013). Third and finally, this literature keeps 

instrumental rationality as its horizon, and in a sense, takes it for granted 

(Cabantous et al. 2010). It leaves aside the hypothesis, deriving from Weber, 

that formal, instrumental rationality may be in tension with other material 

rationalities, or systems of meanings and values in an organization (Diesing 

1962; Swidler 1973; Clegg 1975, 1989; Kalberg 1980; Brubaker 1984; Town-

ley 2008; Baunsgaard and Clegg 2012).8

New institutionalism takes a different approach to the question of 

rationality, which it does not approach strategically, but rather culturally. 

Dobbin (1994, 118) argues that the work of Weber on bureaucracy and 

instrumental rationality was structured by a “tension between the modern 

tendency to see rationality as acultural and the sociological tendency to see 
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all practices and understandings as part of culture” (see also Hindess 1987). 

New institutionalists built on such a cultural vision in order to articulate a 

new vision of rationalization, in which “supposedly universal precepts of 

organizational efficacy are simply abstractions from social practices that 

emerged for complex historical reasons” (Dobbin 1994, 122). Rationality 

is a product of what is normatively considered as the rational form within 

a given organizational field. The main logic at work in the adoption of 

rational models is not efficiency and performance, but legitimacy, which 

is understood as conformation to socially defined norms of what it is to 

be rational: “Highly structured organizational fields provide a context in 

which individual efforts to deal rationally with uncertainty and constraint 

often lead, in the aggregate, to homogeneity in structure, culture, and out-

put” (Di Maggio and Powell 1983, 147). The context of these organizational 

fields is where it becomes rational to embrace particular organizational 

forms and practices, true “rational myths” for organizations (Meyer and 

Rowan 1977, 360). The adoption of such templates leaves a generally quite 

large degree of decoupling. It does not mean that practices in the orga-

nization are regulated down to the minute level in the way the template 

dictates. But the adoption of a model is a ritual of legitimation— a way of 

complying with the standards of legitimacy of what an organization should 

appear to have (Brunsson 2000).

These elements of rational organizational life are induced in organiza-

tions (Scott 1987) through a process “rooted in conformity” and “in the 

taken- for- granted aspects of everyday life” (Zucker 1983, 5). The adoption 

of seemingly rational models in organizations is the result less of internal 

adaptation to locally understood problems and locally devised strategies 

than of the engagement with professional intermediaries— consultant, 

standard- setters, and prescribers of organizational methods of all kinds— 

and state organizations, which codify, carry, and prescribe these norms 

across the organizational field (Greenwood et al. 2002; Scott 2008). They 

induce norms and ideas about appropriate practice, and promulgate ratio-

nal myths as they do (Scott 1987).

This process of collective institutionalization of models across popu-

lations of organizations verifies in the case of risk management, where a 

multiplicity of organizations, faced with increasingly hostile publics and 

demands of accountability, turn to risk as a logic of managing the threats 

to their own legitimacy and existence (Rothstein 2006). Measuring and 
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analyzing risk is an effective technology for organizations facing uncer-

tainty and risks to their reputation (Power 2004; Power et al. 2009). The 

organizations that formally embrace risk assessment and risk management 

are precisely those that manage social problems incorporating high risk of 

failure and legitimacy attacks (Saint- Martin and Allison 2011; Rothstein 

and Downer 2012; Huber and Rothstein 2013; Mazmanian and Beckman 

2018). The limit of rationality there is less that actors are not as rational as 

they pretend to be, but rather that they embrace formal conventions and 

schemes for managing risk under the normative pressure of professional 

networks (Hayne and Free 2014), without actually adapting their practices. 

Risk management formulas tend to become void, legalistic rituals to dem-

onstrate attention to risk and rational responses to threats, with limited 

impact on what organizations actually pay attention to and how they pro-

cess these threats (Power 2007). Clarke’s depiction of disaster management 

methods as “fantasy documents” is most explicit about this (Clarke 1999). 

Worst of all, it may direct their attention away from harder- to- detect prob-

lems and challenges and toward more conceivable, codified, and measured 

problems (Power 2007; Rothstein et al. 2006).

The advantages of such a sociological, new institutionalist approach is 

that it provides a criterion to understand when and where rationalization 

operates in practice— the kind of diffusion of norms and ways of doing 

things that is described under the notion of institutional work. This work 

can apply to any rationality, or what the field calls institutional logics of 

action (Thornton et al. 2012). So it helps to treat symmetrically the different 

coalitions of actors that engage, with their own register of rationality, in the 

enterprise of legitimizing an organization.

There are limits, though, to the way that it approaches the organiza-

tional production of rationalities. First, this strain of work does not provide 

any external benchmark through which one may understand that one logic 

of action takes precedence over another. It is, in fact, not very interested in 

confrontation and conflict among rationalities and their proponents. New 

institutionalists overlook an important condition of legitimacy of organi-

zational forms and rules: the fact of corresponding to the substances of the 

situations from which it is abstracted, or to actual values prevailing in 

the society (Selznick 1996; Stinchcombe 1997; Scott 2002).

Second, in new institutional scholarship, organizations tend to be 

described as recipients of models circulating in organizational fields and 
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professional networks, hardly as sites of articulation or even invention of 

such rational forms. The various logics of conformation and imitation are 

particularly effective to analyze the adoption of rational forms, less their 

initiation. A federal organization like the EPA would more likely be a pre-

scriber and authorizer of organizational forms than a recipient of norms 

stemming from its environment in this framework— sending us back to the 

original question of the origin of its credibility and authority in articulating 

modes of reasoning and deciding.

Design, Controversy, and Legitimacy

Rational decision- making seems to make sense, thus, as the result of either 

of two contrasting processes. We end up with a choice between considering 

it as the reflection of an organization’s strategic behavior in interinstitu-

tional power games, or as ritualistic and symbolic of its belonging to an 

organizational field (Meyer 1984); or between a process in which “organiza-

tional managers look out,” or the “society looks in” (Suchman 1995, 577). 

In both cases, what counts as rational knowledge seems to be given. Not 

much seems to be happening in terms of production and validation of ratio-

nal forms of knowledge; and conversely, rational knowledge does not seem 

to have much performative effects on bureaucracies, their legitimacy and 

autonomy to act and govern. To better analyze the active work on knowledge 

forms and the shaping of legitimate institutions, in its political context, we 

need to abandon the alternative metaphors of strategic rationalization and 

mindless imitation, to assume instead that knowledge, and science, partakes 

in the design of bureaucracies— understood as the purposeful forging of an 

organization for the legitimate administering of public problems. Design, in 

short, is rationality forged in response to a state of controversy.

Research on design in political science developed in the United States 

in the 1980s (Howlett 2009; Howlett and Lejano 2013) to investigate the 

rational composition of policy. It investigates the crafts and methods per-

taining to “the process of inventing, developing and fine- tuning a course of 

action” for public policies (Dryzek 1983, 346). It builds on Herbert Simon’s 

notion that the construction of alternative courses of action is a fundamen-

tal pattern of social action (Simon 1969). It considers how the behaviors 

of actors involved in politics and policymaking is controlled or steered to 

achieve predefined choices. It also assumes that there is a craft to it, which 
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can be taught and equipped (Alexander 1982; Linder and Peters 1984, 1987; 

Weimer 1993; Considine et al. 2014). The field has long been animated by 

a dispute as to whether design could indeed be guided by an instrument’s 

so- called blueprints or instead should be considered a more contextual and 

pragmatic activity (Dryzek 1983; Junginger 2014). But overall, its roots are 

in the rational and instrumental tradition of policy studies (Howlett and 

Lejano 2013; see also Lascoumes and Le Galès 2007). This rational orienta-

tion can be seen in the way in which the question of bureaucratic design is 

treated in the literature: as a question of defining administrative procedures 

and rules to achieve substantive goals (Weimer 1995). Design is, in this 

version, an intention- based theory of institutional change (Goodin 1996).

Bureaucratic design has a both a material and symbolic dimension. Mate-

rially speaking, the design of the bureaucratic institution involves its pro-

grammation, so that the organization produces the kind of outcomes that 

are legitimately expected from it. This definition of design brings us back to 

the concerns of some of the earliest students of organizations. Most of the 

early theorists of organizations were interested in studying formal organiza-

tions (Blau and Scott 1962), governmental or industrial ones (Arellano- Gault 

et al. 2013), and looked for the implications of the formal rules, processes 

and roles that visibly defined them and helped them coordinate people 

(Barnard 1968), on the internal life of organizations and on their capacity 

to make collective decisions and act purposely. Early theorists approached 

formal organizations, particularly public bureaucracies, as a device that is 

programmed and structured to act (March and Simon 1958; Bittner 1965). 

Their objective was to understand what gave them this capacity to act in a 

coherent and unitary manner, looking first and foremost into the “opera-

tive codes” and “universalistic formal rules” that make the organization 

(Parsons 1956, 63). Of course, scholars of organizations have subsequently 

discovered that formal rules do not define and regulate the organization 

alone. Informal rules, organizational cultures, and transorganizational 

coalitions are as important. But design is precisely about controlling the 

roles, cultures, and forms of political coordination between the diversity 

of bureaucratic actors— assembling the organization— so that it produces 

expected outcomes (Dowling and Pfeffer 1975; Stinchcombe 2001).

Design generates the material elements of administrative organization 

through which a public image of the agency and of its action is formed. 

The models, frameworks and other norms of action applying across the 
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various parts of the organization, formally or informally, enhance its cred-

ibility in various ways. They provide a vocabulary to represent the work of 

the agency as one that is able to determine the necessary rules, standards 

or decisions for society (Laroche 1995). They legitimize the organization, 

because they project a rational image of practice, mimicking the orderli-

ness of science (Power 2016). By showing which generic, abstract actor is 

included in the governance of an issue, these designs structure the political 

image of the agency, as a more or less democratic, participatory body (Mof-

fitt 2014). Designs work as a bureaucratic screen between internal practices 

and the agency’s audiences, offering them a rationalized representation of 

what’s happening inside and of how the agency is administering things, 

to legitimize it. They are the instruments to expose the inner workings of 

the organization and subject them to the evaluation of audiences (Power 

2007). They help focus, and control, the attribution of dispositions to the 

agency and the definition of its overall character (Selznick 1949; Dowling 

and Pfeffer 1975; Suchman 1995; Carpenter 2010). They form a narrative of 

rationalization that legitimizes new actions and performs the future of the 

organization (Brown 1978).

The link between design and legitimacy is better understood by factoring 

in the structural condition of controversy. As Schön and Rein (1994) have 

shown, design is a response to uncertainty and the controversy it gener-

ates. These scholars were inspired by an emerging set of questions in the 

field of urban planning, about so- called wicked problems: problematic situ-

ations that lack structure and boundaries and are not amenable to standard 

treatment (Rittel and Webber 1973). These situations are characterized by 

a dissolution of the fact/value distinction, and irreducible disagreement 

about policy means and/or ends. Taking inspiration from the work of archi-

tectural design and approaching design as a process and form of knowl-

edge (Cross 1982; Weick 1993), Schön and Rein identified what they call 

“design rationality”: They see “a policy designer who constructs, in some 

relatively protected forum, a representation of a policy or program that 

will be sent out, upon its completion, into an actual policy environment. 

As the representation of the policy object takes shape, the policy designer’s 

seeing/moving/seeing reveals new meanings, goals, and criteria, some of 

which are found to be mutually incompatible, requiring the framing of new 

problems, opportunities, or dilemmas” (Schön and Rein 1994, 86). Between 

comprehensive rationality and chaos (Cohen et al. 1972), design resembles 
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a pragmatic process of inquiry into the right techniques to solve a problem 

in a contentious policy environment (Evans 2000; Sanderson 2009; Dals-

gaard 2014). From their perspective, design is a dialectical process of exper-

imenting with a form and adjusting its shape depending on the results 

of the trials,9 to bring structure to controversial problems. Controversies 

stimulate the construction of new bureaucratic forms. They stimulate the 

reflexivity of those who aim to administer, such as bureaucrats and their 

scientific advisers, leading to changes of pre- formed institutional practices 

and contents (Riles 2004).

Risk issues are wicked, unstructured problems (Hisschemöller and Hoppe 

1995), in which the limits of knowledge compound with the diversity of 

interests and viewpoints in the society. These situations of uncertainty 

invite disagreement about hazards and their causes, but also about the 

legitimacy of institutions, administrative instruments, and official  expertise 

(Martin and Richards 1995). In a risk policy controversy, not much time 

elapses between the moment when the purely scientific question emerges 

and when institutional factors underpinning the issue are pointed to 

 (Nelkin 1984; Tierney 2014). In these contexts of irreducible disagreement, 

what administrations know, where they collect information and opinions 

from, and who is included in their actual mode of governance get incrimi-

nated, whether they augment or minimize risks, is always disputed. Admin-

istrative governance, the perceived credibility of the administration to deal 

with problems, becomes particularly hard to establish and defend (Douglas 

and Wildavsky 1983; Stone 1989; Bovens and Hart 1996). Bureaucratic 

design ensues.

The Sciences of Bureaucracy

In this book, I approach bureaucratic design as an iterative process of for-

mal, purposive assembling of an organization to counter controversies and 

enhance its credibility as a producer of legitimate outcomes. Science plays 

an important role in the institution of legitimate bureaucratic forms, pre-

cisely because its practitioners perform the structuring of problems, and 

assembling elements of knowledge to obtain an outcome. Design relies 

heavily on the competences, rationales, and propositions of those scientists 

who are closely involved in policy, such as the various risk experts whose 

work will be at the center of this book. They are an integral component of 
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the process by which conflicting actors and viewpoints, both among the 

audiences of the bureaucracy and internally, are described and framed in an 

integrated and legible decision- making process.

Here, I capitalize on a whole strain of research in science and technology 

studies (Hackett et al. 2008), as well as its demonstration of what one may 

call the organizational ingeniosity of science. From Shapin and Schaffer’s 

seminal work on experiment and demonstration, in which the scientific 

method is defined as a set of “patterns of doing things and of organizing 

men to practical ends” (Shapin and Schaffer 1985, 15), to Collins’s study 

of the alignment in informal networks of experimental replication (Collins 

1974), through Star’s ethnographic analysis of the construction of shared 

infrastructures of information (Star 1992, 1995; Star and Ruhleder 1996; 

Bowker and Star 1999) and John Law’s research on scientific “modes of 

ordering” (Law 1994, 20), science and technology studies have generated 

a great deal of resource to understand how science works to align people 

with incommensurable views on shared perceptions and common choices. 

Looking behind science, and the task of demonstrating and proving, one 

finds the creation of common standards of information and of generic cri-

teria of facticity to bring people together in joint spaces of interpretation.

This is in fact what students of risk assessment and other decision- 

making sciences have shown: The conception and application of standard 

procedures for cost- benefit analysis helps depersonalize decision and create 

an impression of objective, regular, and replicable knowledge (Porter 1995), 

in keeping with expectations of efficiency, impersonality, and rule- based 

functioning at the heart of the American bureaucratic paradigm (Barzelay 

and Armajani 1992). These forms of mechanical objectivity respond to the 

questioning of the choices and criteria of professional communities that 

oversee administrative decisions. Analyzing risk, costs, and benefits in an 

orderly sequence and organizing the respective role of expert judgment 

and administrative pronouncements form a “dominant script,” thanks to 

which regulators have achieved a form of objectivity (Kysar 2010). These 

policy sciences generally aim to settle debates and make issues decidable 

(Fischer 2000). Their practitioners maintain a tight relation between the 

sciences’ disciplinary ambition to know, describe, and model the world and 

the organization of administrative knowledge and techniques.

Design is comprised of two main practices. The first practice is the cre-

ation of what one may call a knowledge representation (Star 1995), defining 
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common objects of attention (risk) and the forms of knowledge that are 

necessary to know this object, as well as the remaining uncertainties. 

Design involves the construction of a scheme, comprised of various mutu-

ally exclusive but plural knowledge rubrics. If assembled, these elements of 

knowledge can produce an objective image. These rubrics are “‘black- boxes’ 

whose authority might be invoked automatically, avoiding further open 

and indeterminate negotiation,” and “deleting the ambiguity” inherent in 

knowledge (Wynne 1992, 748). This first dimension is cognitive and results 

in the formalization of bureaucratic knowledge.

Second, from this knowledge representation derives organizational 

roles and identities. Assembling knowledges is assembling the people that 

embody or carry this knowledge. This second design practice involves the 

definition of linkages and boundaries between carriers of this knowledge, 

articulating their work through rules and procedures (Fujimura 1987; 

Strauss 1988) to align them on common elements of information, and 

hopefully decision. This second aspect is more regulative and materializes 

by the emergence of bureaucratic technologies: the processes through which 

a bureaucracy succeeds in producing legitimate outcomes, the accepted “if- 

A- then- B” kind of algorithms based on which it can create an internal dis-

cipline (Landau 1992).

Such design practices are prevalent in administrations that host and use 

analytical disciplines, from risk analysis to systems, policy, or cost- benefit 

analysis (see chapter 1). These designerly sciences (Cross 1982) are at the 

source of the bureaucratic assemblages that will be discussed in multiple 

chapters in this book— the various frameworks, models, and integrated 

decision- making schemes that agencies such as the EPA embrace, as they 

seek to articulate the criteria of the various conflicting actors engaged 

in risk controversies. They enshrine what one could call the science of a 

bureaucracy— the expertise of an organization that learns how to reinvent 

its mode of government amid constant conflicts about the environment, 

risk, and its legitimacy to administer them.

Assembling a credible bureaucracy does not depend on the willing-

ness, capacity, and rationality of a unique and detached designer. Rather, 

it involves competing networks of actors that form in the course of con-

troversy to shape the knowledge, technologies, and image of the organi-

zation. They typically take shape during moments of intense controversy 

surrounding the agency— moments when its institutional life is threatened 
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and where its operations and forms can be modified. They define what is 

at stake in the controversy, analyze the positions of people comprising the 

controversy, and give the ways of articulating them, as well as the organiza-

tional forms and frames to adopt for that purpose.

Schön and Rein identified a unique “design rationality,” but there may 

be different responses to different sorts of controversy. I broaden their 

approach to consider that design is comprised of a variety of rationales 

depending on the way uncertainty is interpreted. This extension is neces-

sary to take into account the fact that different traditions are at play in 

the modeling of institutions (Linder and Peters 1995). Notwithstanding 

the supposed uniformity of the organizing concept of risk (Jasanoff 1999; 

Power 2004, 2007, 2014; Rothstein et al. 2006; Rothstein and Downer 

2012), it seems appropriate to consider that the generic issue of risk has 

generated a variety of bureaucratic designs that have taken form over time 

and competed with one another. These plural designs and distinctive rela-

tions to uncertainty, express the variety of material rationalities that Max 

Weber talked about. The EPA is an agency that harbors several of these.

A scientistic, predictive design finds the origin of uncertainty in a lack of 

knowledge, to be reduced through the search for more accurate and precise 

information. In organizational terms, it translates into algorithmic, sequen-

tial modes of assemblage, in which the successive consideration of a defined 

set of information is logically conducive to a policy. It involves a minimal 

set of actors, and an almost machinelike assemblage in which science leads 

to or dictates policy, illustrated by linear science- to- policy sequences. But 

controversies, as indicated in this chapter, generally involve doubts or dis-

putes concerning the values and policy goals that should be pursued. Facing 

such structural uncertainty, a decisionistic rationale may appear, embodied 

by a more modular assemblage involving calculation of risk on the one 

hand and imposition of a choice criterion on the other hand. They mutually 

support each other, and no sequential order is clearly established.

Two other designs may be employed in the face of uncertainty. Com-

mensuration is a form of assemblage that is motivated by the instability of 

preferences about safety, both outside and inside the agency. Uncertainty is 

not a problem of knowledge but of unclear characterization of one’s utility 

function and goals, and it translates into disputes about the prioritization 

of risks in comparative, commensurative frameworks. Where controversy is 

rooted in the impossibility to agree on values, nonalgorithmic assemblages 
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emerge (Majone 1992; Thacher and Rein 2004; Shapiro 2011). Instead, a 

deliberative design emerges from these controversies that are due to irrecon-

cilable visions of the world and conceptions of what counts as risk. From 

that perspective, the ideal bureaucratic design is one that orchestrates the 

collective articulation of these views.

Whichever design predominates, it has a deep, legitimizing function for 

embattled administrations. It describes people defending heterogeneous 

criteria of what is a risk and what matters, incorporating them into an 

abstract order. The frameworks composed by the specialists of analysis and 

decision- making embody a constitution of sorts, showing how the organi-

zation articulates the views of those involved, both internally— among its 

scientists, lawyers, and political officials— and beyond itself, with varied 

audiences of environmental policy and regulation— scientists, NGOs, com-

munities, industry groups, other agencies, executive or legislative princi-

pals. Frameworks thus displace controversy.

Once instituted, design may become an object of controversy, as audi-

ences of the agency take this screen as the reality, and problematize its 

effects. The process of design is iterative, as this book will show through 

giving the history of the risk assessment‒risk management framework— 

how it took form, how it was reflected in the EPA, and how it subsequently 

became a component of the controversy about the agency and its capacity 

to handle uncertain issues. One assemblage leads to another, as controversy 

forces the agency to reinvent its knowledge, technologies, and the overall 

image of how it acts.

Organization of the Book

A central proposition in this book is that the EPA is an agency that is struc-

turally embedded in controversy. This configuration involves a constant 

evaluation of the credibility of the knowledge and regulatory measures 

adopted by the agency to address what appears as uncertain, risk issues 

on which its various audiences are frequently, if not systematically in con-

flict. The EPA’s proposed standards are contested and debated time and time 

again before producing any sort of effect. They are subjected to variegated 

and often opposing demands and moralities. Controversy materializes by 

the multiple trials, formal and informal, to which the agency is subjected. 

These trials include court judgments, hearings in Congress, reviews of 
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decisions and programs by the White House and its various offices and 

political parties and associated think tanks, and public campaigns by public 

or private interest groups. They express a fundamental state of dispute about 

the environment and its problems and widely diverging sets of knowledge, 

criteria, and values to apply in environmental matters. This state of dispute 

reverberates inside the agency, because the diversity of its various program 

offices and its professional groups inside each of these offices, make it dif-

ficult to construct and impose integrated visions of risks.

At the same time, the EPA is remarkably effective at organizing itself, 

inventing modes of assemblage of the actors that take part in the resolution 

of environmental problems. The chapters of this book recount how a vari-

ety of designs were activated, depending on who coalesced in and around 

the EPA bureaucracy, to bring together people with otherwise conflicting 

views of risk. The book offers detailed histories of each of these designs and 

design networks, corresponding to successive moments in the political life 

of the EPA. It offers a political history of rationalization, showing how ratio-

nal decision- making tools and their proponents actively contribute to shap-

ing the legitimacy of an organization to administer the environment and 

hazards, in a political configuration of controversy.

Chapter 1 goes back to the history of risk analysis to show that it is an 

academic and professional field that, at its heart, is a form of design science 

that responds to political demands emerging from embattled institutions to 

help govern controversial situations.

Chapters 2 and 3 recount the emergence of two early bureaucratic tech-

nologies in use at the EPA— or at least in parts of the agency— and the con-

troversy in response to which they emerged. The first is risk assessment 

guidelines and the use of what came to be known as default assumptions, 

which help to compensate for the lack of data and to define thresholds 

above which an intervention is thought of as legitimate and force a deci-

sion. It is the first design to have taken form at the EPA, at the end of the 

1970s, amid the growing scientific and regulatory controversy surrounding 

regulatory measures for cancer- causing chemicals. This design has benefited 

from the work of toxicologists, biologists, and statisticians that embraced 

the goals and missions of the EPA, and it was the first sketch of a mode of 

articulation between scientists and policymakers, or between calculations 

and policy choices. Chapter 3 traces the development of a technique of 

risk- ranking as part of the attempt to control diverging estimations of risk 
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made by separate offices of the agency. Differences between these estima-

tions produced an inconsistency that typically caused the EPA’s work to be 

challenged. This time, economists and policy analysts led the reflection on 

the necessary designs, and worked to generalize it in the agency, without 

astounding success.

Chapters 4‒7 focus on the risk assessment‒risk management framework, 

its conception, and institutionalization in the EPA. The framework is an 

integrated design for risk- based decision- making using elements of both the 

knowledge deposited in risk assessment guidelines, and elements of econo-

mists’ risk- ranking approach. This integrated design emerged in the agency 

first, but it took its final form in RAFG because the NRC became the center 

of the configuration in which the authority of regulatory agencies, and 

their right to use science for decision- making was debated. The set of con-

cepts presented in RAFG in 1983, I argue in chapter 4, inaugurated a par-

ticular period in the agency, precisely because it provided for ways to ideally 

articulate the two preceding bureaucratic technologies— quantitative risk 

assessment and risk- ranking— in an integrated scheme that combined 

multiple approaches to risk: scientific calculation of hazards, definition of 

policy criteria to address remaining uncertainties, and comparison and pri-

oritizing of these issues. Chapter 5 shows how instrumental this emergent 

design was for the EPA administrator to construct a legitimate image of 

the work of his or her administration. The way in which the administrator 

extended the framework to include a more deliberative design of risk com-

munication shows just that. Quantitative risk assessment, risk- ranking, risk 

communication: each of these designs was institutionalized in the agency, 

changed the organization, and framed subsequent conflicts about the mis-

sions, powers, and procedures of the agency. This is what chapters 6 and 7 

discuss.

Chapters 8‒10, finally, recount how the risk framework unraveled, as it 

no longer offered protection against new controversies. Chapter 8 charts the 

relative marginalization of the risk- ranking design under the first adminis-

trator appointed by a Democratic president, for whom it was of little use 

in a configuration in which the main conflict engaging the agency con-

cerned environmental justice and ecological restoration, not risks. Chapter 

9 explains how the early risk- assessment mechanism devised in the 1970s 

lost its emphasis in the context of renewed controversies over the EPA’s abil-

ity to produce consensual estimations of risk. The chemical industry and its 
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allies systematically pleaded for methods to reduce uncertainty and predict 

risk. Finally, chapter 10 shows how the agency has become the site of dif-

ferent designs— more holistic and pragmatic at once— in response to the 

controversies manufactured by opponents of the decisionistic design insti-

tutionalized in the agency over the years. The promotion of a formalism 

in terms of problem formulation attests that the EPA nevertheless retains the 

capacity to give shape to its own mode of administrative action, in a context 

in which it fails to design what science to use and how to forge protective 

standards, as today’s situation precisely illustrates.
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Risk assessment emerged in the 1970s as a regular component of the 

dominant paradigm of systems analysis, alongside “cost- benefit analysis, 

technology assessment, social forecasting and the like” (Hoos 1979, 192).1 

From the moment it first took shape, risk assessment was considered to be 

a symptom of the emergence of “new forms of technology management, 

the most visible of which are detailed analyses of the anticipated impact 

of proposed developments” (Fischhoff 1977). Economic cost- benefit analy-

sis, general systems analysis, operations research, decision- theory way of 

thought, and risk assessment all are “attempts at policy science” (Wynne 

1975, 118). They comprise a “family of techniques … conceived as ways of 

improving decision- making by broadening the role of logic and empirical 

inquiry” (Tribe 1972, 75). Rip (1986) later labeled this set of sciences “strate-

gic” sciences, to convey the fact that they shared a similar interest in aiding 

decision- making.2

By shaping and embracing the quantitative assessment of health risks or 

the comparative economic analysis of their reduction, the EPA has placed 

itself in the ambit of these sciences, and of this particular way of under-

standing the administration of the environment and health, as a way of 

making rational decisions. Sociologists and philosophers, very often critical 

of these policy sciences, tend to argue that they are representative of an 

expanding technoscientific or technocratic ideology. This narrative, how-

ever, obscures the contextual and historical constitution of these sciences 

and of their techniques. They were born in the context of public contro-

versies surrounding technologies and their hazards, as well as policies for 

managing them. Risk research, it appears, is knowledge formed to respond 

to public controversies about environmental and health hazards, with a 

view toward solving them.

1 Risk Sciences: Expertise for Decision- Making and Dispute
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The Sociological Critique of Policy Sciences

Risk assessment has emerged as the discipline of quantifying the nega-

tive events in technical systems. As such, it is intimately linked to systems 

analysis. Originally, systems analysis was the name that was given to the 

civic, administrative, and corporate transposition of the particular disci-

pline known as “operations research” in the United States or “operational 

research” in the United Kingdom (Thomas 2015). Operational research was 

the name that various departments of military and defense ministries in these 

two countries gave to services in charge of the analysis and optimization of 

military operations, equipment, and weapons. Operations research sought 

to apply a theory to an almost infinite set of contexts of action. It was 

the stuff of physicists and mathematicians, recruited to work closely with 

military personnel, to review and analyze operations in the field and to 

find ways of optimizing them by applying a “scientific method.”3 It aimed 

to provide the means for choosing among various solutions in a situation 

with multiple options and high levels of uncertainty as to the capacity to 

attain the defined objectives.

Systems analysis evolved after World War II as an attempt to general-

ize the philosophy of operations research (i.e., optimization) beyond mili-

tary issues and organizations. The RAND Corporation, an organization for 

research and development founded by the US Air Force, became the hub of 

that intellectual enterprise (Jardini 2000). The concept was theorized within 

its walls and applied to more and more cases, particularly under the intel-

lectual drive of Charles J. Hitch, a British economist. Hitch theorized the 

extension of operations research into an approach for guiding choices and 

rational decisions, becoming a “generic form of policy analysis” (Thomas 

2015, 268), a more widely applicable heuristics aimed at articulating and 

exploring ranges of scenarios and decision options, rather than at identify-

ing the only optimal decision.4

Systems analysis started to be applied within government and gained 

public visibility in the 1960s when Robert McNamara became secretary of 

the US Defense Department, and Hitch his general comptroller. Together 

with other “whiz kids” recruited from RAND and the Ford Corporation 

(where McNamara worked before joining President John F. Kennedy’s cabi-

net), they applied the Planning Programming Budgeting System (PPBS) 

method that Hitch had developed at the RAND. In 1965, President Lyndon 
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B. Johnson asked for the PPBS method to be generalized across the federal 

government. This meant that systems analysis, and specifically the kind of 

cost- effectiveness and cost- benefit analysis branded by RAND professionals 

to improve economic efficiency, started to be applied to a variety of new 

federal programs composing Johnson’s “Great Society” vision, from pov-

erty to mass education to urban renewal and health care (Enthoven 1980).

Systems analysis and risk analysis share several important programmatic 

dimensions. The first concerns the possibility and desirability of rational-

izing human actions: from game theory and the concept of utility, what 

these sciences maintained was the belief that human actions could indeed 

be directed by optimal decisions, or decisions that would achieve the high-

est levels of utility for all players in a system. That notion was also appar-

ent in cost- benefit and risk- benefit analyses, which sought to balance risks 

and costs, or risks and benefits, as if they could be measured on the same 

plane and their relation or ratio optimized. A second, cross- cutting claim 

was that mathematical and statistical analysis could indeed be used, as in 

the prisoner’s dilemma, to compute these utility functions. From systems 

analysis to technology assessment, the motto was: “Data, quantification, 

calculation.”5 Data gaps or uncertainties were not irredeemable: all of these 

sciences built on probabilistic thinking and believed in the power of proba-

bilistic analysis, whether objective or subjective, to identity optimal out-

comes (Fortun and Schweber 1993). Third, policy science was marked by a 

belief in the power of a generically conceived scientific method (Mirowski 

1999, 2002; Thomas 2015). Systems analysis, technology assessment, and, 

later, risk assessment all built on a similar belief in the power of fundamen-

tal thought processes and modes of reasoning to solve multiple kinds of 

problems, as well as a distinctive ethos of abstraction, whereby problems 

are captured through standard, quantitative parameters rather than studied 

empirically.

Rationalization/optimization, quantification of probabilities, and sci-

entific method were the pride of practitioners of operations research, and 

hence of systems analysis and policy sciences as well. All three traits were 

shared by the practitioners of the emerging practice of risk assessment. Fur-

thermore, all of these sister sciences were the object of the same scathing 

critique by sociologists, such as Ida Hoos.6 Hoos took up all three traits of 

policy science, but then derided each of them. First, where analysts saw 

optimization, she discerned marketing and a lack of accountability. She 
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claimed that systems analysis was an oversold, booming business— an arti-

ficial market energized by professionals (not only engineers and econo-

mists, but also so- called soft scientists such as environmental designers, 

urban planners, political scientists, and sociologists) in search of profes-

sional prestige and contracts. Likewise, engineers and economists involved 

in risk assessment were contract- seeking advisers who drew from massive 

public budgets the funds to perform studies that never got reviewed and 

had no substantial impact on decisions (Hoos 1983). Systems analysts were 

everywhere in government, where they claimed to render decisions and 

policies optimal. Yet, in practice, any actual systems studies came down 

to an endless, goalless collection and processing of data, which produced 

obscure results, if any at all.

Second, in Hoos’s work, quantification becomes “quantomania”: “What 

cannot be counted simply doesn’t count, and so we systematically ignore 

large and important areas of concern” (Hoos 1979, 193). Quantomania was 

equated with the drunkard’s search for his keys under the lamppost because 

there is more light there, even if it is nowhere near where he dropped them. 

Uncertainties and data gaps were pervasive, yet completely ignored by risk 

analysts, who replaced them by strings of intuitive guesses and assump-

tions (and all the while accusing citizens and laypeople of irrationality). 

Actual risks and disasters were firmly denied by engineers, who stuck to 

their fictitious calculations to show that risks were very low and concrete 

consequences minor. Risk- benefit analyses and risk comparisons served 

essentially to force acceptance of ongoing technological developments 

(notably nuclear energy) on the public.

Third, Hoos reduced the love of the scientific method to an inability 

to embrace the complexity of social problems. These scientistic exercises, 

she claimed, shared a recognizable methodological tropism, or “subtle 

shift from problem or substance focus to methodology or technique focus” 

(ibid., 193; see also Tribe [1972] on “process reduction” in policy sciences, 

and Kramer [1975]). Engineers’, economists’, and natural scientists’ faith 

that science makes complex problems tractable and amenable to decisions 

was deceiving. It actually stifles social debate on the criteria and values to 

apply in the selection of what mattered to the population. Hoos held that 

“society” was not a system like a weapons system (there was no objective, 

valid definition of its limits; one did not “solve” the problems in that space 

definitively, and there were no right or wrong solutions concerning health 
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or urban renewal). Systems analysis perpetuated the illusion that grave 

problems facing society and social groups could be measured, managed, 

and even solved in an optimal manner, with no involvement by the people 

concerned with those very problems.

Policy Science and Political Domination

Like Ida Hoos, whom he cited, Wynne came to risk assessment after con-

sidering the institutionalization of technology assessment.7 He questioned 

“the political model” underlying the conceptualization of the latter (Wynne 

1975, 125), claiming that with technology assessment, politics took on 

a new, scientific, and decisionistic form that distracted the public from 

fundamentally political questions. Wynne argued that there were clear 

“commitments and premises which frame the analysis and action of the 

[technology assessment]- policy scientific movement: first, man is an exclu-

sively materialistic, uniformly rational economic calculator; his society— 

the only conceivable society— is a utopian version of leisure- class American. 

The natural environment is to be replaced by an artificial one created by 

corporate commerce. Mammoth and sophisticated technology administers 

man‘s every need; political conflict is emasculated to ‘technical’ questions 

over the acquisition of scarce resources; other societies don’t exist except in 

so far as they strive to attain this utopian— or is it dystopian— ideal” (ibid., 

115). This paradigm discouraged public participation and assumed that 

quantitative analysis of impacts and risks was a medium for managing (and 

limiting) political confrontations and producing supposedly harmonious 

decisions. The expansion of this “common political- technical language” 

(ibid., 126) worked, in practical terms, in favor of corporate interests. Tech-

nology assessment, as a language of objectivity, cohered with a politics of 

consensus and an economic model rooted in corporate monopolies and an 

unbridled quest for capitalistic growth.

Inspired by Jürgen Habermas (1971), Wynne explained that the scien-

tistic language of technology assessment was one medium of legitimation. 

Under the rhetoric of consensus, and because of its unicity and lack of com-

peting paradigms, it effectuated a dire, almost totalitarian, social control: “A 

second and perhaps more appropriate model in our case is the one which 

he [Habermas] terms ‘decisionistic’. In this model, the political process still 

has a place, but its terms are entirely circumscribed by technical predicates, 
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definitions and means.… It is also a more pervasive form of scientism just 

because it obscures the resultant distortion of the nature of politics and 

authority under the fallacious impression that politics is still alive and well” 

(ibid., 123).

Wynne approached risk assessment later, as he set out to study the 

Windscale inquiry,8 using the emerging sociological methods of labora-

tory studies to study “scientific knowledge in important public arenas” 

(Wynne 2013, xvii). Through numerous publications (Wynne 1982, 1996, 

1995, 2002, 2005, 2013), Wynne developed a “sociological analysis of 

scientific rationality” (Wynne 1982, 127), through five recurring, often 

critical themes. The first is that risk is a particular, reductive way of fram-

ing concerns that exist in the public, and which relate not strictly to the 

measure of the frequency and severity of predefined events, but also to 

the value of technological developments for variegated social projects and 

worldviews. Risk assessment involves a shift: The issue of the presence of 

technology in our societies is no longer raised as a question of collective 

choices to be made, but purely as a problem of social acceptance and man-

agement of the negative impacts of technology. The political choices that 

have supported technologies are rendered invisible, and the debates on the 

common worlds brought about by them are concealed (Wynne 2002; see 

also Rayner 2003, 2007). There are hidden commitments— a favorite term 

of Wynne— behind risk assessment. However, by framing the technologi-

cal problem in strict scientific and metrological terms, it effectively shuts 

off all possibilities for open deliberation around the ends and values of 

technology.

Second, risk sciences operate with a standardized model of the citizen as 

interested only in the utilitarian measure of the consequences of technolo-

gies, as only concerned with safety; this model presents the citizen as being 

incapable of dealing with uncertainty and constructing independent social 

meanings through autonomous relationships, outside institutions (Wynne 

2005,72). The third theme is the claim that reliance on these analytical 

exercises and on its practitioners severely restricts institutions’ ability to 

learn and compounds a general lack of reflexivity. Risk assessment, being 

insensitive to the diversity of meanings and commitments toward tech-

nologies or the environment, actually fuels the frustrations of the public 

and communities with regard to institutional policy mechanisms. Funda-

mentally, it partakes of the declining trust in institutions. The fourth theme 
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is the construal of the public as a figure of error and ignorance. Finally, 

the fifth theme is that risk analysts or risk assessors are the cadres of the 

rationalization of society and of its technoscientization. Risk assessment is 

an instrumental science, pushed by an elite, that is part and parcel of the 

policy of technological development.

Wynne’s arguments provide the beginning of a theorized answer to the 

problem of why and how risk assessment acquired some sort of currency 

in the administration and governance of technology- related issues: It is 

because of its capacity to depoliticize public opinion and to conceal power 

and domination issues, naturalizing the monopoly of technical experts and 

bureaucracies in tackling issues at the expense of the wider public. He saw it 

as a reinvention of the language, whereby technocracy naturalized ongoing 

technological developments, colonized the life- world, and removed itself 

from public consciousness and critique. For Wynne, risk assessment and its 

professional cadres are not assistants to making decisions about technolo-

gies; rather, they are part and parcel of a ready- made decision to develop 

technologies and diffuse them. They are the technology themselves.

Risk: Professional Domination

In 1981, the risk profession became visible with the creation of the Society 

for Risk Analysis (SRA) in the United States. Risk assessment, by then, had 

become an official label for a new group of professionals close to govern-

ment and major petro chemical corporations and energy utilities (Hoos 

1983). In 1984, James Short Jr., then- president of the American Sociological 

Association, focused his annual address on the fact that “an entire industry 

has grown up around risk analysis, complete with professional trappings, 

governmental agencies, and personnel drawn from a variety of disciplines 

and professions” (Short 1984). As an organizational sociologist interested 

in accidents and disasters, on the path toward the development of a theory 

of “normal accidents” that confronted engineers’ faith in the reliability of 

large engineered systems, Charles Perrow had more reasons than any other 

scholar to cross the path of risk analysts. His curt and incisive paper (Perrow 

1982)9 was motivated by his attending a symposium in 1981, the proceed-

ings of which were published as Societal Risk Assessment: How Safe Is Safe 

Enough? (Schwing and Albers Jr. 1980). In it, he reviewed the various papers 

delivered at the conference by leading figures in the field, from Howard 
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Raiffa to Lester Lave. Perrow was quick to detect the particular worldview 

(and political inclinations)10 underpinning the conversation among the 

new risk professionals. According to Perrow, the speakers had in common 

a misrepresentation of the public as a mass of ill- informed, irrational indi-

viduals who were so frequently wrong about the real safety issues that they 

should not be allowed to make a contribution to the issue. Perrow also 

pointed out the biased agenda of risk professionals: “If the public is mis-

represented, the issues are more so. The cases that are most frequently dis-

cussed are nuclear power, toxic chemicals, genetic engineering, and various 

forms of transportation. In each of these cases, the risk- acceptance position 

is the one that favors private business and industry, and the risk- aversive 

position would harm it” (Perrow 1982, 299).

Risk and Culture (Douglas and Wildawsky 1983), written at about the 

same time, proposed an equally incisive critique of risk analysis. This book 

inaugurated an original theory to understand why and how certain col-

lective hazards or harms come to matter more in a social group, given the 

diversity of such hazards— a question that risk assessors typically overlook, 

focusing as they do on a limited set of risks, and one that risk perception spe-

cialists often misrepresent. These authors argued that what people choose to 

worry about depends on their worldviews and their belonging to a given 

social group. From this perspective, anyone is entitled to worry about what-

ever she or he chooses to worry about; it is just a matter of cultural selection 

of hazards out of a broad range of hazards and uncertainties that exist in 

the wider world.

The book is a clear attack on the view, common among engineers, toxi-

cologists, economists, and statisticians, that people worry about the wrong 

risks. It confronts these experts, and their claim to know risks better, by 

making the simple point that, as there are so many dangers threatening us 

individually or collectively, we cannot know them all, or know them fully; 

hence, uncertainty matters. In quantifying the costs and benefits associ-

ated with particular damages (ibid., 69), risk assessors overlook uncertainty, 

assuming that “what is true for the past will remain true for the future” (i.e., 

data about past frequency of events is extrapolated as a measure of what 

will occur). They further claim that the costs and benefits of technologies 

can be measured in the marketplace, and that people have sufficient infor-

mation to make intelligent choices. However, none of these assumptions 
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can be verified: relations to risk in a social context are moral and politi-

cal and depend on changing, variable values. There are, moreover, massive 

uncertainties in the calculation of probabilities.

So risk assessors’ claim of measuring risks objectively is misleading. 

In the harsh words of Douglas and Wildavsky, “it is a travesty of ratio-

nal thought,” a kind of “naked objectivity” that applies standard methods 

without consideration and relevance for the social contexts of risk, and one 

that comes down to “educated guesses.” Disengaged from value debates, 

working at a distance from the public through numbers only, assuming no 

role in public decision- making (only in giving “advice”), risk assessors stop 

where responsibility starts (ibid., 80– 81).

Mary Douglas remained interested in the emerging profession of risk 

analysis, its worldview, and its social role,11 and continued to write about the 

profession from her own, anthropological perspective in order to show 

that risk assessment was the locus of a particular political morality. Indus-

trial hazards, the new taboos of industrial societies, were appropriated by a 

new class of professional public figures: the specialists of risk analysis and 

risk perception. The kinds of things that were being called risks in the 1970s 

and 1980s, typically, were pollutions. Douglas saw pollutions as objects that 

threatened the cohesion and solidarity of a group; they were things that 

got designated as bad and foreign to us, and were made invisible to protect 

the integrity of our communities. The quasi- science of risk assessment was 

essentially a central institution of judgment and blame attribution in modern, 

stratified societies.

Risk analysts are precisely in the business of finding causes— or faults— 

for all the hazards that affect us as individuals. They fulfill the social func-

tion of blame, and risk assessment is a blaming technology: “its forensic 

uses fit the tool to the task of building a culture that supports a modern 

industrial society” (Douglas 1992, 15). It is the sign of an adversarial, blame- 

your- neighbor type of society. This institutional role is reflected in the par-

ticular epistemology and values that define risk professionals: a defense of 

objectivity and ideological neutrality, the belief in the rationality of the 

individual, a preference for methodological individualism, and a depoliti-

cized perspective on problems and situations (Douglas 1990). This forensic 

role combines with an ideological discourse of social domination over the 

rest of social beings, which are considered irrational (Douglas 1992, 13).
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Secondary Scientization and the Reinvention of Expertise  

in the Risk Society

In the ideological analysis advanced by the critics of risk assessment, risk 

assessment (and policy sciences more generally) are the reincarnation of a 

perpetual technocratic project of rationalization, which is seemingly unaf-

fected by the context of conflicts and controversies surrounding science and 

technologies. It is curiously decontextualized, and variations and historical 

changes in the actual practice of risk assessment are mostly overlooked.12

Risk assessment appeared in a context in which threats to our safety, 

environment, and health had become primary issues of concern— which 

was precisely the vantage point from which critics of policy science and risk 

assessment could claim that risk assessors ignored publics, knowledges, and 

meanings. Beck’s argument in Risikogesellshaft (Beck 1986), his opus on the 

risk society, is that hazards are inherent to the nature of contemporary soci-

eties and manufactured by them. The scale of manufactured risks is bigger 

than any of the safety issues societies have dealt with thus far. They are often 

irreversible and extend across time, space, and social groups. They are fun-

damentally difficult to analyze and apprehend collectively. In the English 

translation of his book, Beck (1992) makes no explicit mention of “risk assess-

ment” or “risk analysis,” and names no professional risk group.13 But Beck 

does put forward an original argument about the kinds of techniques and 

expertise that were being reframed at the time as elements of risk research.

The rise of manufactured risks magnifies one of the greatest tensions in 

the politics and government of contemporary societies: their relationship to 

specialized, scientific knowledge as a means of dealing with collective issues. 

One of Beck’s main theses is that science has lost part of its credibility and 

authority to describe the risks that we face and to prescribe what to do about 

them. In his lapidary terms, “there is no expert on risk” (Beck 1992, 29). 

The experience of disasters, risks, and uncertainties is dispersed into societ-

ies, and thus everyone is an expert on risk and may participate in the social 

definition of threats. Scientists’ typically rational, calculative understanding 

of these risks is only one perspective on risks. The authority of science is 

challenged by the difficulty to calculate risks and establish their causes: “ulti-

mately no one can know about risks, so long as to know means to have con-

sciously experienced” (ibid., 72). Scientists have lost their monopoly over 

the production of validated knowledge. Their social authority is breached 
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and makes space for explicit distrust. The autonomy and professionalization 

of science are severely restricted, as citizens question the knowledge and 

proofs that come forward from this space (ibid., 157).

Beck’s thesis about the loss of authority of science is actually intertwined 

with a second thesis called secondary scientization. He discerns a historical 

shift toward a new mode of scientization in the postwar period. The first 

phase of scientization, during the Industrial Revolution, was an era when 

disagreements among scientists and engineers were managed in confined 

spaces, and where the truth- bearing products of science were transferred 

to society without question. In the risk society, internal errors and criti-

cism among scientists are exposed because the public has come to doubt 

technoscientific products. Yet science does not recede entirely when chal-

lenged. Scientization continues because the social controversies over tech-

nosciences and associated risks are themselves couched in the language of 

science. All the parties engaged in the definition of risk employ scientific 

language, notably what Beck calls the “scientized ecology movement” (ibid., 

162). Science expands under the form of a language of doubt and critique 

that fills the public sphere. Scientization thus increases while the authority 

of scientists diminishes. In the risk society, science emerges as a medium of 

controversy. It partakes in social contexts of dispute made of data compari-

sons, interpretive wars, and mutual deconstruction of methods.

The secondary scientization thesis can potentially transform the critique 

of policy science. Some of Beck’s writing echoes the critical arguments of 

Hoos, Wynne, and others. He points to the fact that scientists tend to legiti-

mize and force the acceptance of risks. He agrees with them that beneath the 

cloak of objectivity and scientific demonstrations, science justifies private 

interests and commercial values. Science has become “self- service shops for 

financially endowed customers in need of arguments” (Beck 1992, 173). 

Self- appointed scientific experts on risks advance convenient assessments 

of low or negligible risks of continuing to develop and diffuse technologies 

(Beck 1992, 173).

But Beck also notes that risk controversies affect scientists who act as 

experts on risk, and thus they become a driver of transformation of scientific 

expertise, its content, and its modes of expression in public. He does not 

fold risk research and risk assessment strictly into science, but rather sees 

them as the product of an expansion of science in a society marked by con-

troversy. They are the scientific disciplines’ response to the new conditions 
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of uncertainty, interpretive flexibility (Collins 1981), and controversial sci-

entific statements on risk. Secondary scientization means that more people 

and groups wield scientific arguments in generalized disputes about the 

definition of risks and secondary adverse effects. A game of expertise and 

counterexpertise sets in, in which science is prompted to move toward new 

competences and territories as it is embroiled in controversy. In Beck’s words:

New public- oriented scientific experts emerge, the dubious aspects of the foun-

dations of scientific argumentation are exposed with counter- scientific thor-

oughness, and many sciences are subjected through their applied practices to a 

“politicization test” of a previously unknown extent. In this way, science not only 

experiences a rapid diminution of its public credibility, but also opens new fields 

of activity and application for itself.… Here the self- contradiction that scientific 

development has got into in its reflexive phase becomes tangible: the publicly 

transmitted criticism of the previous development becomes the motor of expan-

sion. (Beck 1992, 161)

Risk assessment must be seen as characteristic of the era of secondary sci-

entization, of an altogether different contract between policy and science 

premised on the impossibility of speaking truth to power or of conveying 

knowledge directly from science to decision- makers— premised, further-

more, on the fact that science has been harnessed by publics and interests.

Thus, this process is politicized and can serve to translate disputes, not 

avert them altogether. Risk assessment, from this perspective of second-

ary scientization, is the product of the transformation of scientific ratio-

nality under the effect of generalized doubts and interpretive flexibility 

of scientific claims in controversial contexts. It is less the reincarnation 

of a technoscientific, instrumental rationality that ignores and suppresses 

social meanings and relationships to technologies and their risks. Instead, 

it emerges as a product of these controversies: a reaction of scientific dis-

ciplines and of professions that have a stake in the development and dif-

fusion of technologies, to the disputes that their products generate in the 

public sphere. The science of the assessment of technologies and risks is the 

product of the encounter between science and social conflict.

Risk Research and the Political Context

Risk research came together as an interdisciplinary field in the 1970s (Rip 

1986; Krimsky and Golding 1992; Thompson et al. 2005; Bales 2009; Boudia 

2014). The field was structured through the SRA. Risk research lay at the 
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intersection of five separate fields that embraced a probabilistic perspective 

on the diverse kinds of hazards they were studying (Rip 1986). The first 

was risk analysis itself, derived from the application of systems analysis to 

nuclear safety issues. The second was safety and reliability engineering— a 

far less visible tradition, but equally linked to the search by governments 

and corporations for optimized, standardized safety in engineered systems 

such as transportation or industrial production. The third root was research 

about catastrophic events and disasters, particularly in the discipline of 

geography. Actuarial statistics constituted the fourth root, and medical 

research the fifth (i.e., toxicology and epidemiology specifically, aiming to 

define comparative rates of mortality and of untoward effects). Research 

on risk perception forms an emergent, sixth branch as well. The various 

strands of research converged toward the use of the word risk, rather than 

hazard, out of an interest in probabilistic calculation, judgment, and miti-

gation. It also stemmed from their search for new audiences and sources of 

funding.

The creation of the SRA did not merge these groups into a single new 

disciplinary entity.14 The areas of risk research focus on very different sorts 

of hazards, use different methodologies of calculation, and speak to differ-

ent audiences. The term risk, which successive working groups of the society 

have tried to define, is quite elusive (Thompson et al. 2005). The first lead-

ers of the SRA ensured that it would become a home for three such groups 

in particular: safety and reliability engineers (the smallest of the three), 

health and toxicity people, and social scientists (Bales 2009). For several of 

these (particularly risk analysts, engineers, and toxicologists), it was a way 

to move away from a peripheral or subordinate position in their originat-

ing discipline and toward a home where their identity would be respected 

more. Risk research, even after the launch of the SRA, remains a disciplinary 

archipelago (Hood and Jones 1996; Bales 2009).

One reason for the internal differences in the “interdiscipline” (Klein 

1996) is that risk research evolves in response to institutional demands 

for restoring capacities to decide and choose in the face of social protest 

(Rip 1986). The very first articulation of assessing risks of nuclear  accidents 

was by an engineer reacting to the problem of deciding on the siting of 

nuclear facilities (Farmer 1967). Civil use of nuclear technology has always 

been controversial, ever since the project of adapting this military tech-

nology to the production of electricity was formulated (Nelkin 1971). 
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 It soon became the object of national disputes waged in the media, as well 

as local conflicts surrounding the siting of plants and later of nuclear waste 

facilities.

At a meeting of the International Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna in 

1967, F. R. Farmer suggested converting safety into a measurable index of 

risk, implying that numerical levels of acceptability and unacceptability 

could be established precisely. In 1969, Chauncey Starr, an engineer, physi-

cist, and then- dean of the School of Engineering and Applied Science at 

the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA), felt the need to engage 

in the mounting controversies surrounding the development of the civil 

use of nuclear energy and to demonstrate that public concerns about the 

safety of that energy were unfounded. Starr’s paper was developed as part 

of his chairing the National Academy of Engineering’s Committee on Pub-

lic Engineering Policy (Boudia 2014).15 In a paper published in Science, he 

computed a risk- benefit ratio for a set of technologies (car, civil aviation, 

nuclear reactors), implicitly taking on the context of contested techno-

logical developments. Comparative measurement of risks was a manner of 

demonstrating to the public that focusing on that particular hazard was 

pointless. It was a way of telling groups and communities mobilized against 

that technology to shift their focus to other concerns. The paper was one 

of the most visible and powerful articulations of the notion, repeated ever 

after by everyone in this field, that involuntary or uncontrolled risks are 

always more negatively and acutely perceived than voluntary, controlled 

risks, and that the public directs its attention to these risks, however less 

probable or damaging they may be.16

This link between comparative risk assessment and the handling of pub-

lic controversy also verifies with legally mandated exercises of cost, risk, 

or impact assessment. Environmental impact assessment burgeoned after 

a requirement to perform such analysis was included in the US National 

Environmental Policy Act of 1969, which provided the impetus for fed-

eral agencies to hire or consult thousands of environmental analysts (Clark 

1997). Toxicology accelerated when assessments of the safety of food addi-

tives, pesticides, and chemicals found in air and water were made mandatory 

by successive laws that shaped a new social and environmental regulatory 

landscape. Successive executive orders for the quantification of costs and 

benefits of regulations (starting with Executive Order 12291, passed in 1981, 

mandating the performance of cost- benefit analysis for all rules, with an 
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anticipated impact on the economy above $100 million) were the most 

direct reason for the federal government hiring economists. A study of risk 

professionals in the United States showed that a third of them were work-

ing for federal organizations (Dietz and Rycroft 1988).17

The point is that, with “policy sciences” broadly speaking, scientific 

norms and procedures were being imported “into a political setting of 

intense conflict” (Taylor 1984, 8), where public decisions had been formi-

dably difficult to shape and implement. The idea that political contexts 

structure risk research was evidenced in the birth of the SRA. Two of the 

three disciplinary groups inside the SRA, in fact, were dealing with the 

most intense public disputes of the time: Safety and reliability engineers 

were directly involved in the controversy over risks relating to the expand-

ing civil use of nuclear technology; health scientists were involved in the 

controversy over the risks of chemicals in food and in the environment, 

and they also were decisive in forging ways of rendering the chemical prob-

lem controllable (Sellers 1999; Frickel 2004; Shostak 2013). The third area 

of risk perception consisted of precisely the field addressing— and translat-

ing into tractable terms— the problem of the public and the emergence and 

expression of its collective preferences, as well as the difficulty of applying 

decisions where they remained controversial.

This embedding in a political context has implications for the kinds of 

knowledge produced by risk research (Rip 1986). First, the engagement with 

controversial contexts means that the field had adopted ways of conceptu-

alizing social controversies and their causes, and of demarcating the scien-

tific contribution to decision- making from the realm of politics. Notions of 

risk evaluation and risk acceptability featured centrally among the concepts 

that helped the field take form. In his book Of Acceptable Risk, William Low-

rance, an engineer by training, distinguished between a factual, scientific 

measurement or assessment of risk and a normative judgment of safety. He 

recommended distinguishing these two planes of discussion explicitly, so 

that value conflicts would not disrupt the agreement on facts (Lowrance 

1976).

The fact/value distinction was not always easy to apply, but William D. 

Rowe’s contribution improved the concepts further. In his Anatomy of Risk 

(Rowe 1977)— originally a report to the EPA, dating from 1975, to review 

the attempts to settle the nuclear dispute by means of probabilistic risk 

analysis (Rowe 1975)— he did away with the objective/subjective, fact/value 
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dichotomies. He argued that the main distinction to make was not between 

science and policy, but between technical value judgments, those “made by 

experts in the absence of hard technical information when faced with the 

difficulties in obtaining further information” (Rowe 1975, 3) and “societal” 

or “managerial” judgments of appropriate balance between risks, costs, and 

benefits. This codification of the politics of risk helped the field assert its 

legitimate role in decision- making, as shown by the themes that the found-

ers of the SRA selected for the society, notably the “application of assess-

ments to such things as cost- benefit evaluations, administrative actions, 

political factors, etc.” (Thompson et al. 2005, 1336). The center of gravity 

of the interdiscipline is not simply calculating risk with ever more sophis-

ticated methods and data, but contributing to the intellectual process of 

forming judgments and public decisions.18

The close relation with institutions and with contexts of political uncer-

tainty surrounding acceptance of hazardous economic activities meant 

that there was a tight connection between the political context in which 

problems of risk are defined and the actual orientations of risk research. As 

Rip (1986, 6) put it: “The problem- definitions used by relevant actors in 

different contexts have shaped the direction and content of risk research 

directly. In turn, the expertise shaped by such problem- definitions will pro-

duce particular kinds of policy advice.” Risk analysis of nuclear installations 

illustrates this point— namely, that risk assessment is the field of inventing 

technologies to frame controversy and is attached to the context of such 

controversy.

The probabilistic risk analysis of nuclear reactors in the 1970s stemmed 

from the problematic implementation of the Price- Anderson Nuclear Indus-

tries Indemnity Act of 1957 (or Price- Anderson Act). The Act was adopted to 

create a pool of funds to insure against the costs of nuclear accidents and to 

clear a major hurdle for private investment in that energy. It stipulated that 

private companies were to pay up to around $10 billion of damages, while 

further actions (e.g., appropriation of federal funds) could be decided by the 

US Congress in the case of damages exceeding that sum. In that context, 

the definition of possible effects of a nuclear accident on populations, and 

the quantification of the probability and severity of these damages, were 

instrumental in defining insurance policies in monetary terms. In effect, 

this was a quest for low probabilities (Fuller 1975), which led the Atomic 

Energy Commission, on the occasion of the renewal of the Price- Anderson 
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Act in 1967, to dedicate $3 million to new probability research, resulting 

in the Reactor Safety Study (WASH- 1400 or NUREG 75/014) by Norman 

Rasmussen, a professor at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT).

Rasmussen’s study is remembered as the first large- scale application of 

probabilistic risk assessment (e.g., Bedford and Cooke 2001), considering a 

wide variety of possible negative outcomes related to the use of a nuclear 

reactor, ranging from events affecting the reactor itself to thyroid problems 

in surrounding populations following accidental radioactive emissions. The 

power of his study, a fault- tree analysis, rests as much in the identification 

of the initial 130,000 sequences of events, and the selection of seventy- 

eight more important sequences, as in the actual computation of probabili-

ties for each of these sequences. This is where the value of the method lies, 

according to Rasmussen. In his conception of risk assessment, a larger error 

band than in a strict reliability study can be tolerated because the heart of 

the exercise is the consideration of the results “to see if they are meaning-

ful” (Rasmussen 1975, 5). He articulated a logical method to identify such 

meaningful events and assign a number to each of them.

It is not possible to separate the report from the controversy. The authors 

(and sponsors) consciously engaged with the public dispute about nuclear 

risks. Rasmussen referred in several places in the report to the public discus-

sions of nuclear risks, and he also set an objective of ending the confusion 

surrounding those risks. He also included in his study a comparison between 

nuclear and nonnuclear risks, to stress (as he did throughout the report) 

that the risks concerning nuclear reactors were low probability (Rasmussen 

1975, 103). The Reactor Safety Study was heavily and publicly criticized, 

instantly after its publication. Rasmussen appeared to have too much sym-

pathy for the development of nuclear energy and minimized the risks in a 

way that was much too evident. In light of his positive assumptions about 

nuclear energy, the actual computations presented in the report appeared 

suspect (Hippel 1977). This applied either to health damages resulting from 

a nuclear accident, such as genetic defects or water pollution (Primack 

1975), or to the failure of reactor components (Weatherwax 1975).

Thus, this study neither resolved the controversy about the risks of 

nuclear accidents nor laid the foundations for a political compromise on the 

development of nuclear energy in the United States. But it had an impact 

in the longer run, as the incarnation of a procedure to organize and enable 

decision- making on disputed issues. “Shortly thereafter [after Rasmussen’s 
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study] a new generation of [Probabilistic Risk Assessments] appeared in 

which some of the methodological defects of the Reactor Safety Study were 

avoided. The US NRC released the Fault Tree Handbook … in 1981 and the 

PRA Procedures Guide … in 1983 which shored up and standardized much 

of the risk assessment methodology” (Bedford and Cooke 2001, 7).

From a longer- term perspective, the development of uncertainty analy-

sis methods, both qualitative and quantitative, was risk assessors’ coded 

response to the criticism of a technical and political nature (Hayns 1999). 

Several years after its publication, what was remembered from Rasmus-

sen’s study was not the actual estimations, but the heuristics that had been 

applied. The method was tried again several times after that, in successive 

reactor safety studies, which means that the report still had a legacy— it 

provided a way of reasoning about safety issues. Risk assessment, in the 

aftermath of the report, appeared less as a given numerical figure for the 

risk of nuclear accidents than as a general method and set of criteria (vol-

untary/involuntary, natural/artificial, high/low probability, acceptable/not 

acceptable) to be able to identify, classify, and select safety issues— in short, 

a socially legitimate way to talk about risk. Finally, by hiding pro- nuclear 

energy bias within an arcane methodology, Rasmussen paradoxically 

showed the value of isolating technical considerations from value discus-

sions in a structured decision- making process. The study inspired people 

like Paul Slovic to study the inherently sociopolitical nature of risks (Slovic 

1999). It was also a key lesson for Rowe’s thinking on acceptability, societal 

judgments, and a decision- making structure that could accommodate both 

the scientific inputs and the consideration of values (Rowe 1975).

Conclusion

Risk assessment can thus be envisioned as a science that participates in 

the development of rational rules for decision- making in the context of the 

disputes that those who administer these problems face, as much as one 

that carries instrumental rationality into public policy. Controversies can 

be considered to be a primary, causal context for the development of policy 

sciences, and not simply scientific and industrial interests to avert delibera-

tion and contestation by the public (Cambrosio and Limoges 1991). This 

has clearly been the case with technology assessment, which evolved a con-

structive technology assessment branch (Schot and Rip 1997). It has also 
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been the case of systems analysis: the generic systems approach devised 

by Hitch and his colleagues in the 1950s was a reaction to the political 

contexts in which analysts were placed, as well as an adjustment to become 

more effective in these contexts. This has also been the case with risk analy-

sis. Risk research and risk assessment are not inattentive to the possibility of 

dispute. Risk assessors do not design decisions by themselves; rather, they 

design opportunities for administrations to make decisions. They do not 

ignore public controversies. Instead, they develop methods and produce 

calculations to limit and avert them, in conjunction with public adminis-

trations and regulatory agencies. There is a political dimension inherent in 

risk assessment and in its rise— and methodologically, there is a way to do 

a political analysis of risk analysis— if we understand it as a science that is 

constrained by, and responsive to, contexts of controversy.

The ways in which risk assessors conceive of new kinds of data, analyti-

cal methods, and structures for decision- making and governance, pinpoint-

ing where the public, experts, and decision- makers stand, show that design 

is just such a response. Risk sciences, and policy sciences more broadly, are 

design sciences: sciences that construct the formal elements of a mode of 

decision- making to frame controversies and form decisions. They do so dif-

ferently in the various subareas of risk research, with a different notion of 

where the controversy comes from and the kinds of uncertainty that cause 

them. Probabilistic risk analysis, as developed by nuclear engineers, is cer-

tainly different from the calculative- protective vision of medical scientists, 

who adapted probabilistic approaches to the assessment of cancer risks. 

This is where the mixed histories of the EPA and of risk decision- making 

begin. Cancer assessment was gradually formalized and put in place at the 

EPA in the second half of the 1970s in order to decide the dispute surround-

ing cancer- causing chemicals— the first of many episodes of the invention 

of the EPA in response to the public emergence of risk.
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Rational decision- making at the EPA is influenced by the hope that endur-

ing controversies could be resolved and legitimate decisions advanced. It 

is shaped through a process that involves scientists and their rationales 

for reordering knowledge and administration. In 1976, a group of medi-

cal scientists and toxicologists, brought together on the initiative of the 

EPA administrator, engaged in the creation of a procedure for computing 

and regulating the risks of getting cancer from exposure to chemicals— 

namely, the cancer assessment guidelines (EPA 1976). This technology for 

making decisions, still in use today, structures judgment of the hazards 

posed by chemical substances and helps to arrive at regulatory measures 

concerning them. The technology involves a series of steps to devise esti-

mations of the level of concern, truncating uncertainty as much as pos-

sible to provide a firm ground for decision- makers. This process rests on 

the assemblage of various people and expertise: biochemists and statis-

ticians, but also policy analysts and administrative officials making the 

final decision.

The common narrative of the invention of quantitative health risk 

assessment links it to the rise of risk science and the expansion of engineer-

ing methods for probabilistic risk analysis in this sphere of the medical and 

biological sciences (e.g., Nash 2017). But the history of the EPA’s cancer risk 

assessment guidelines shows that this bureaucratic technology reflected a 

particular political situation, namely, the agency’s difficulty in establish-

ing noncontroversial facts concerning cancer risks before the courts, in the 

context of the medical disputes raging around carcinogenesis. This cir-

cumstance provoked the design of a new, probabilistic organization: one in 

which a decision emerges from the examination of data and the ascertain-

ing of a level of risk. This technology was conceived by a network including 

2 The Invention of Quantitative Risk Assessment
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the agency’s lead economist and policy analyst, Alvin Alm, and toxicolo-

gists from inside and outside the agency. It was to produce long- lasting 

effects on the internal organization of the agency, as well as its credibility 

as a regulator of cancer- causing substances, putting together an organiza-

tion that could govern risks according to degrees of certainty and harm, 

in a legible manner. Ideally, this was an organization in which cancer risk 

assessors acted transversally, informing the action of officials in the diverse 

regulatory programs of the agency.

The Delaney Problem

The environment made it onto President Richard Nixon’s agenda under 

pressure from the public environmental movement that had built up in 

the 1960s in the United States, culminating in the first incarnation of 

Earth Day on April 22, 1970. He was also forced to move forward on this 

issue because of the popularity of Senator Edmund Muskie, head of the 

Public Works Senate Committee and future Democratic candidate for 

president, who was championing the environment. The 1969 National 

Environmental Policy Act was the first piece of general environmental leg-

islation applying across all sectors of government. It required all agencies 

of the federal government to consider the detailed impacts of actions that 

were expected to have an effect on the quality of the environment, and 

it established a Council on Environmental Quality in the White House. 

Nixon also decided to add to the program of the White House Council on 

Government Reorganization, chaired by Roy Ash, formerly head of Litton 

Industries (a company developing military technologies and equipment, 

and a contractor to the US Department of Defense), a project to institute 

a new department for all matters related to nature and the environment 

(Landy et al. 1994).

Both Ash and Nixon were in favor of creating a large, new Department 

for Environment and Natural Resources. An environmental committee 

inside the Ash Council was appointed to design this department. The group 

was headed by Amory Bradford and also included Douglas Costle, a future 

EPA administrator (1977‒1981),1 and J. Terry Davies, a political scientist 

and future EPA assistant administrator in the 1980s. It soon developed a set 

of original ideas, which differed from the plan to create a new department. 

It argued that such a new department would be too heterogeneous and 
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unwieldy, with imbalances between its environmental and developmental 

perspectives. Moreover, it would tend to disrupt the distribution of subjects 

among committees in the US Congress. They pushed instead for a global 

approach to the environmental problem. A notion of comprehensive envi-

ronmental management implied doing away with the separate treatment of 

different kinds of pollution in order to sensibly improve the overall state of 

the environment. The new administration was thus envisaged as an agency 

rather than a department so that it could approach the environment as a 

whole and embody public policy in this regard.

That plan was finally accepted by Ash, and by Nixon. When it was 

formally inaugurated in December 1970, the EPA thus compounded the 

bureaus that administered statutes relating to the environment in a handful 

of departments. Tellingly, the act of creating the new agency was a reorga-

nization or redistribution of fifteen existing offices and groups from the 

previous departments to the new agency. The US Department of Health, 

Education, and Welfare contributed the groups in charge of air, solid waste, 

radiological health, water hygiene, and pesticide tolerance. The US Depart-

ment of the Interior conceded its unit for water quality and pesticide label 

review. The Atomic Energy Commission and the Federal Radiation Council 

transferred its service for radiation protection standards. Pesticide registra-

tion came from the US Department of Agriculture (USDA). The creation 

of the EPA was not accompanied by a revamping of all of these statutes 

and offices. So the legislative tasks, goals, resources, and processes of each 

bureau, as well as their personnel, remained in place.

These choices had two major implications for the EPA’s authority. One 

was that because the EPA was an agency, not a department, the EPA admin-

istrator was not a member of the president’s cabinet. This has been a recur-

rent problem over the life of the agency, and Congress debated elevating 

the agency to cabinet status on several occasions (in 1992, 2001, and 2012), 

but it never occurred (though the administrator of the agency has cabinet- 

status rank today). This meant that the EPA administrator was kept out of 

a number of strategic policy choices made by the White House, which saw 

it as a lower- ranking administrative body to be supervised. From the very 

start, the EPA was a targeted candidate for supervision by the White House 

Council of Environmental Quality, the Regulatory Council, and the Office 

of Management and Budget (OMB), and attempts at displacing agency 

decision- making toward other parts of the executive (Percival 2011).
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The other implication was that an environmental protection agency was 

simply very difficult to steer. Its administrative infrastructure was made of 

separate bureaus, each implementing regulatory statutes with distinct rules 

and supervised by different congressional committees, all intent on push-

ing through “agency- forcing” legislation. The strategy was one of legisla-

tive micromanagement, leading to the definition of often- ambitious goals 

and tight schedules for the agency to meet in order to ensure delivery and 

minimize the risk of capture of the regulatory body by the regulated indus-

tries (Stigler 1971; Rosenbaum 1995). In practice, this meant that the vari-

ous offices of the EPA had very different objectives, constraints, patterns 

of staffing, and expertise (McGarity 1991), as well as different regulatory 

cultures. Some were seen as more inclined toward protective policies, and 

others as closer to the industries they regulated. It also meant, however, 

that they were largely autonomous and difficult to steer from the top. They 

were fiefdoms that could easily frustrate the deployment of the administra-

tor’s chosen policies.

The agency’s first administrator, William Ruckelshaus, chose an “activist 

suit strategy” (Marcus 1980, 88) to build up the newly created institution’s 

credibility. His ambition was to quickly amass a number of successes on 

the legal front, taking on polluters. The strategy was meant to break with 

the image of its constituent part and to avoid falling captive to businesses’ 

and interest groups’ symmetrical criticism, through radical, unambiguous 

actions. This was announced forcefully by Ruckelshaus in December 1970, 

when several cities were threatened with prosecution if they failed to stop 

the discharge of pollutants into rivers within 180 days, and when several 

corporations were charged with pollution control violations (Marcus 1980, 

88– 90). Ruckelshaus also decided to opt for a case- by- case litigation strat-

egy, through which he tried to cancel registrations of pesticides based on 

the argument of cancer effects. This litigation strategy, operated directly 

from the Office of the General Counsel, had in part been chosen against the 

Office of Pesticides. The latter, which had been transferred from the USDA, 

was oriented toward product registration, not driven by public health or 

environmental protection concerns, and was reputed to be relatively close 

to the industries it regulated (Landy et al. 1994; Powell 1999). It was one 

of the offices that seemed less easy to merge within a new environmental 

agency. To advance his strategy of establishing the EPA’s reputation in high- 

profile litigation, Ruckelshaus decided to circumvent the Office of Pesticides 
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and to have his general counsel run so- called cancellation hearings against 

a number of pesticides, including dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT), 

aldrin/dieldrin, mirex, and heptachlor.

Cancer Policy: From Fixed Principles and Facts to Flexible  

Judgment Guidelines

Cancer had emerged as a major national public issue long before the EPA 

was set up. The question of the widespread effects of various chemicals on 

the environment and human health lay at the heart of the nascent mod-

ern environmental movement in the 1960s. The cancer issue was also a 

policy issue. Even before the collective mobilization of the 1960s, lawmak-

ers had moved boldly on it. For instance, an amendment to the Pure Food 

and Drug Act adopted in 1958, pushed by Representative James Delaney, 

prescribed that any food additive shown in animal tests to be carcinogenic 

may not be approved. The Delaney amendment, of course, was a radical 

regulatory intervention and an unmistakable sign of the rise of a new kind 

of regulation, soon known as social regulation: a form of public interven-

tion on industries and markets that is similar to competition regulation, 

but motivated this time by health, environmental, or social concerns. The 

rise of social regulation was deeply linked to the growing influence of pub-

lic interest groups in the 1960s, reflecting a new, more open pattern of 

interest group politics (Vogel 1988; Bardach 1989; Harris and Milkis 1989). 

Cancer became an object of official federal policy with the adoption of 

the National Cancer Act in 1971 (establishing a fund to research possible 

ways to cure cancer). The Mrak Commission’s report “Pesticides and Their 

Relationship to Environmental Health” (1969), a report of the US surgeon 

general in 1969 (also on the evaluation of environmental carcinogens), and 

the 1971 report of the Council on Environmental Quality confirmed the 

“war on cancer” agenda. They also contributed to changing the framing 

of the cancer problem. From a focus on finding the medical “silver bul-

let” for eradicating the disease, it became one of controlling toxics as the 

silent, environmental cause of cancer and of acting preventively instead 

of curing. The EPA was thus born in this atmosphere of environmentalism 

under political pressure from members of Congress, environmental groups, 

and public demands for regulatory intervention against polluting, health- 

damaging chemicals.
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Establishing a generic cancer policy applicable to all cases and meet-

ing the high levels of protection and safety that the statutes imposed, as 

Delaney had, proved immensely difficult. The EPA was soon confronted 

with the challenge of proving in court what was immensely controversial 

in science and medicine: the causal link between exposure to chemicals 

and the development of cancer. The dominant assumption in medicine was 

that exposure to carcinogenic chemicals could bring about cancer effects 

at any dose. But for some carcinogens, nongenotoxic ones in particular, it 

appeared that the existence of a threshold was still a possibility. And there 

was no definitive standard of proof to establish the existence of this thresh-

old in the dose- response relationship. It was a matter of choice between 

statistical methods to extrapolate between tested doses.

That whole issue aroused strong emotions. It turned into a full- blown 

medical and toxicological controversy, compounded by legal challenges 

and doubts about whether administrations had sufficient authority to 

decide this threshold question, which has a direct impact on decisions 

on whether to regulate a chemical. Because of this problem, the Delaney 

amendment was particularly hard to implement for the FDA. It faced strong 

opposition on the grounds that the economic activity associated with the 

production and use of these chemicals was often substantial, and it seemed 

difficult to ignore the benefits associated with a substance, even though 

there were also risks.

Opponents of the amendment argued, on the contrary, that regula-

tory measures on products and substances should be based on the doses to 

which people were actually exposed. In other words, they should be regu-

lated according to the risk, which was a function of the hazard. Harm mat-

tered, but it was assumed to be more appropriate to ban things only when 

they were proved to be regularly or frequently harmful under one or the 

other condition. The pharmacology division of the FDA developed a proce-

dure for establishing not absolute, but acceptably safe, levels of chemicals 

(Lehman et al. 1955; see also Rodricks 2007; Carpenter 2010), sketching out 

a kind of risk- based procedure for ruling chemicals. The procedure consisted 

of drawing dose- response curves based on experimental results. The curve 

normally was supposed to have a threshold corresponding to a dose that 

was conceptualized as the No Observed Adverse Effect Level (NOAEL). To take 

into account differences between experimental animals’ and humans’ reac-

tions to a similar substance, as well as to define a dose that it was deemed 
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acceptable (by toxicologists at least) to expose humans to, the dose was 

divided by 10, 100, or 1,000. (The convention was to divide by 10 the safe 

dose found in animals, to determine the safe dose for humans, and/or by a 

supplementary factor of 10 to determine the safe dose for the most sensi-

tive human, and/or by yet another factor of 10 to protect the most sensi-

tive human against potentially lethal and irreversible effects). The resulting 

calculated dose was called the acceptable daily intake.

With regard to the EPA, the Criteria Office, one part of the Office of 

Health and Environmental Assessment (OHEA) of the ORD, was routinely 

performing this sort of assessment for noncarcinogenic substances. This 

was, in essence, the basis of what was then starting to be called risk assess-

ment, in lieu of the former, more qualitative exercise of “safety evaluation” 

(Weill and McCollister 1963, 486). But for substances with a cancer effect, 

the EPA devised a less flexible policy, abstracted from the arguments used 

by its legal counsels in the first procedures to cancel the registration 

of pesticides. The cases resembled each other and raised the same kind of 

questions and challenges for the EPA (namely, the scientific challenge of 

proving scientifically the existence of a link between exposure to the pesti-

cides and risks of cancer). The EPA’s associate general counsel of the Office 

of Pesticides asked Umberto Saffioti, a scientist in the National Cancer Insti-

tute, to abstract principles that could serve as a standard of legal proof of 

carcinogenicity. Choosing Saffioti was by no means neutral, because he had 

chaired a scientific panel under the auspices of the National Cancer Insti-

tute a few years earlier, which had concluded that no safe level of exposure 

to carcinogenic substances could be established.2 Saffioti’s principles were 

still used in the proceedings of the EPA for cancellation of the registra-

tion of the pesticides aldrin and dieldrin. The principles were particularly 

precautionary and represented an aggressive legal strategy. In formulating 

them, the EPA’s attorneys had clearly taken strong stances in medical toxi-

cological debates to ascertain the following facts that were immediately 

convertible to legal strategies:

1. A carcinogen is any agent that increases tumor induction in humans or 

animals.

2. Well- established criteria exist for distinguishing between benign and 

malignant tumors; however, even the induction of benign tumors is suf-

ficient to characterize a chemical as a carcinogen.
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3. The majority of human cancers are caused by avoidable exposures to 

carcinogens.

4. While chemicals can be carcinogenic agents, only a small percentage are.

5. Carcinogenesis is characterized by its irreversibility and long latency 

period following initial exposure to a carcinogenic agent.

6. Individual susceptibility to carcinogens varies greatly.

7. The concept of a threshold exposure level for a carcinogenic agent has 

no practical significance because no valid method of establishing such a 

level exists.

8. A carcinogenic agent may be identified through analysis of tumor induc-

tion results with laboratory animals exposed to the agent, or on a post 

hoc basis by properly conducted epidemiological studies.

9. Any substance that produces tumors in animals must be considered a 

carcinogenic hazard to humans if the results were produced in a valid 

carcinogenesis test.

These principles and supposed facts about pesticides and cancer were as 

scientific as they were policy- based (Jasanoff 1982). They were developed by 

leaving aside many gray and controversial areas regarding the determina-

tion of carcinogenicity, under the concerted search for effective legal argu-

ments. They were meant to determine mechanically how the EPA would 

now treat chemicals, as well as securing victory in court. Moreover, because 

there were hundreds (or even thousands) of them, the combined impact of 

these decisions on health or the economy could become substantial. They 

were also an essential instrument for representing the EPA’s posture toward 

the toxics problem as a whole; an image that could supplant variations and 

inconsistencies across ad hoc responses to individual, controversial chemi-

cals like DDT. In short, they were a bureaucratic technology to bring closure 

to controversial issues.

They were not, however, a very effective technology because they elic-

ited controversy in turn. First, it was not that easy to defend these prin-

ciples before the courts. Although credible, these facts could very well be 

countered by other scientists or medical researchers, whom the industry 

readily cited in court to counter the EPA. They were, moreover, insufficient 

to close legal cases. Mirex, for instance, was not formally banned until June 

1978, and only after the manufacturer, Allied Chemical, decided to suspend 

its production because of the high costs of defending its use in court, and 
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after the state of Mississippi, which bought the main unit manufacturing 

Mirex from Allied Chemical, agreed to rescind the license to manufacture 

it in exchange for stopping the cancellation hearings. The scientific case 

constructed by EPA’s attorneys did not seem to have been as effective as the 

successive scandals in the media about the presence of Mirex in the Niagara 

River (Severo 1976).

Reactions to these principles had appeared within the agency. Scientists 

in the Office of Pesticides, one of the EPA’s program offices that counted a 

large group of scientists, were frustrated that scientific and medical issues 

were being arbitrated by lawyers in search of firm legal ground to argue their 

cases. Other officials in this office simply deemed the principles inappropri-

ate in the context of FIFRA, which mandated weighing the benefits of pes-

ticide use for agricultural production against the risks. Even in legal terms, 

the principles were not necessarily the right instrument because blanket 

principles overlooked the wide diversity of types of cancer and modes of 

cancer onset, and making such blanket judgments could easily be found to 

surpass the agency’s delegated authority under the law it was administering.

At the time, Alvin Alm was managing the Office of Planning and Man-

agement,3 having moved there from the position of chief of staff of the 

Council of Environmental Quality in the White House in 1973. He was a 

public administration graduate from Syracuse University, and he already 

had had ten years of experience in public administration of environmen-

tal programs. People who got to know him and worked with him closely 

describe him as “a ‘let’s get things done’, let’s be rational, let’s get things 

organized, a managerial sort of a person”4 and an “astute analyst” (Fiorino 

1995, 56). He was, above all, a staunch proponent of ex ante policy analy-

sis and of the sort of comprehensive synoptic analysis that informed the 

policy analysis school movement of those days in the United States. At 

the EPA, Alm assembled an effective team of policy analysts, as described 

by his administrator, Russell Train: “Al Alm had put together a top- flight 

economic analysis staff, and the analytic data on costs, both to business 

and to the public health, that we were able to present were outstanding. In 

fact, we won many an argument simply because of the quality of our data” 

(Train 2003, 180). It was Alm who advised the administrator to move from a 

strategy of asserting definitive cancer facts in courts in aggressive legal strat-

egies. Alm, who was to have a major influence ten years later on the formal 

adoption of risk assessment methods throughout the agency (see chapter 6), 
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recommended a formal strategy of measuring the risks and benefits of prod-

ucts, as well as the establishment of a scientific group inside the agency to 

perform these assessments. With these recommendations, Alm was in fact 

instituting a move from a system of black- and- white decision- making (is 

a substance carcinogenic or not?) to a system in which the reality to be 

regulated is captured through a scale of risk, or shades of gray. This implied 

complex organizational and cognitive changes, such as the explication of 

decision options, and the complicated design of cross- agency reasoning 

procedures, to collectively choose among these options. Alm was, at this 

point in time, sketching out the elements of a probabilistic organization.

The EPA administrator, Russell Train, refused to produce the official 

notice for the cancer principles (Dickson 1987) and withdrew his support 

for the Office of the General Counsel’s litigation strategy. His reaction was 

in part guided by the fact that he was spending long hours in hearings 

before Congress justifying the agency’s actions in these legal cases. He fol-

lowed Alm’s recommendation to clarify flexible modes of judgment about 

toxicity through a guideline, a new kind of instrument that aimed less at 

establishing determinate rules than at clarifying options that rule- makers 

could use in developing a rule. A guideline, ideally, was to be comprehen-

sive and detailed, to cover the manifold options that decision- makers could 

resort to under various statutes. In effect, it was a tool to assemble the 

necessary elements to make the organization more probabilistic: one that 

could adjust its strategy to the level of risk emerging from the calculations 

and the level of certainty underpinning these calculations— a flexible orga-

nization in which decisions were produced by a chain of actors along which 

information was transmitted to design the decision, rather than a pyrami-

dal organization implementing a fixed strategy defined at the top. This tool 

was particularly welcome at the EPA, which had to decide on the carcinoge-

nicity of substances that were regulated under different Acts, some of which 

required the setting of ample safety margins, and others the balancing of 

risks and benefits associated with the use of a substance. A guideline, thus, 

could fit in the interstices of different laws. Adaptable and flexible, it would 

cover “the whole class of chemical carcinogens” (Rushefsky 1986, 209) and 

ensure the consistency of the approach, its scientific soundness, and fair-

ness to various chemicals and companies.

By the time the EPA started to formally develop guidance, the U.S. 

Supreme Court had effectively allowed regulatory agencies to set this kind 
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of informal generic policy (meaning that they were issued through a proce-

dure involving giving notice in the Federal Register and public comment; 

see McGarity 1979, 752). A guideline, however, also had to demonstrate the 

EPA’s commitment to be as protective as the “zero- risk” Delaney amend-

ment or the “principles” previously used in courts by EPA lawyers could 

be (US Congress 1983b, 372). The decision mechanism designed in the 

guideline— one in which a variety of information was considered in order 

to shape predefined decision options— was the way to ensure this.

The Interim Cancer Assessment Guidelines of 1976

Train opted for the instrument of the guideline, and furthermore, he agreed 

to establish a Carcinogen Assessment Group (CAG) within the ORD, as Alm 

had also suggested. The CAG was established as a branch of the OHEA. 

A sign of the group’s policy centrality was the fact that it was based in 

Washington, D.C., at the agency headquarters (as opposed to the two other 

branches of the OHEA, based in Cincinnati and in Research Triangle Park 

in North Carolina). The group was comprised of scientists with a specializa-

tion in mutagenicity and reproductive toxicity. It was managed by Eliza-

beth Anderson, a chemist and toxicologist. The group chair was Roy Albert, 

a medical doctor and scientist from New York University who also had 

experience in research on radiation hazards at the Atomic Energy Commis-

sion. As part of an agreement with the EPA, he participated in the CAG’s 

activities a couple of times every month, thus giving it scientific medical 

support and lending it credibility.

The group published its interim guidelines for cancer assessment in May 

1976. The structure of reasoning that the guidelines recommended was 

not immediately apparent from the text. It curtly indicated that the assess-

ment should have a summary that answered two main questions: “(1) How 

likely is the agent to be a human carcinogen? (2) If the agent is a human 

carcinogen, what is the estimated impact on human health?” (EPA 1976, 2). 

Anderson later got into the habit of converting the questions into steps, 

structuring an integrated, linear process of assessment.5

The first question was solved by applying a particular assessment tech-

nology abstracted as a weight of evidence (WOE). In this exercise, the assessor 

decided what weights to grant various kinds of studies relating to the same 

chemical, yet mostly employing different methodologies and producing 
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different results. A WOE essentially created a hierarchy of knowledge. Stud-

ies indicating the presence of tumors (i.e., negative studies) were supposed 

to be granted more weight than those that did not (i.e., positive studies). If 

two studies were available to the risk assessor, with one study on rats indicat-

ing cancer, and another on mice indicating no cancer, then the assessor was 

to continue working on a cancer hypothesis and not let the negative study 

overturn the hypothesis. The judgment about the carcinogenicity of the 

substance was to be “firm,” or backed by “substantial evidence,” if malig-

nant tumors were found in several animal species. The evidence was to be 

considered “suggestive” if the only tumors that were seen were benign and 

“generally accepted as not progressing towards malignancy” (EPA 1976, 2).

The WOE method addressed rather than ignored the uncertainty or 

interpretive flexibility inherent in the consideration of experimental stud-

ies. Such studies, unfortunately, were rarely entirely positive, and were 

themselves rare. They failed to establish firm causal relations between expo-

sure to a given substance and cancer incidence in an individual or group. 

Experiments were not devoid of ambiguity, moreover, for tumors could be 

interpreted in various ways: “Different substances act at different stages in 

the process. Some carcinogens may act as initiators, others as promoters. 

Still others may be complete carcinogens, capable of acting at both the 

initiation and promotion stages” (Harrison and Hoberg 1994, 24). There 

were also different kinds of tumors, benign or malign, and the interpreta-

tion that benign tumors were a sign of carcinogenicity was contested. Car-

cinogen identification depended on the capacity to interpret these tumors 

in animal experiments. WOE did not assume that the studies provided 

unambiguous results, and it admitted that contradicting signs would be 

available to the assessor. Neither did it assume that the assessor would be 

able to decide on the basis of only one study, for evidence was clearly an 

assemblage. This approach, couched in the scientific language of proof, was 

in fact a powerful strategy of legal demonstration: a standard of legal proof 

that the courts soon agreed to follow (McGarity 2003).6

The second question involved some quantitative analysis, employing 

mathematical and statistical techniques. In those days, when EPA staff 

described the approach, the overall carcinogenicity assessment task was 

called a “health assessment” or “effect assessment,” with sporadic refer-

ences to the production of “risk assessment documents.” Risk assessment, 

or quantitative risk assessment, covered only the second step of the process, 
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or the quantitative measurement of the impact.7 With these guidelines, the 

CAG was extending risk assessment beyond what any other agency was 

effectively doing.

Much like the WOE, quantitative risk assessment was both computa-

tional and judgmental. It involved assessing, first, the number of people 

exposed to the chemical in the environment. Precise, unambiguous data 

were missing to determine this. For instance, numbers indicating what 

percentage of the population was exposed to a given dose of the product 

were generally absent— there was no system in place that allowed empirical 

information on this topic to be collected. Therefore, estimates were needed 

to define an exposure pattern: Who is exposed, and for how long? Are kids 

and pregnant women more exposed than others?

Second, quantitative risk assessment involved drawing a dose- response 

curve. Only high doses of the chemicals (not the doses that people are nor-

mally exposed to in daily life) were tested in animal experiments. Therefore, 

the toxicity of the substance was known only at these doses. Mathematical 

models were used to extrapolate from these points to lower doses, or to the 

doses that one could realistically expect to find in the environment. The so- 

called dose- response curve was the line linking the resulting toxicity points. 

The guideline mentioned just two available mathematical models to per-

form this extrapolation: the linear model and the probit model.8 The linear 

model “assumes that there is a finite, though diminishing, risk at all doses 

above zero” (Harisson and Hoberg 1994, 23). In other words, when apply-

ing the mathematical equation constituting the model, one would obtain 

dose- response points that, linked to one another, would produce a linear 

curve, showing no level at which the substance would seem to be safe.

Two mathematical models were mentioned in the guideline, leading 

Rushefsky to call it very flexible (Rushefsky 1985). In practice, however, 

CAG members generally used the linear model. As Dickson notes, agencies 

have generally embraced the no- threshold hypothesis, or at least refused to 

engage in extensively researching and deciding the issue of whether dose- 

response relationships could exhibit a threshold in some situations. They 

have also generally concluded that a nongenotoxic mechanism (wherein a 

threshold may be found) had not been adequately proven (Dickson 1987). 

The linear approach was soon institutionalized at the EPA.

An OHEA report of 1980, explaining how it would calculate unit risk 

estimates for air pollutants as part of the criteria- setting exercise that the 
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Air Office had to perform under the Clean Air Act, put forward what will 

henceforth be known as the multistage model, developed by the biostatisti-

cian Kenny Crump under contract with the agency (EPA 1980a). The expo-

sure calculation and dose- response combined would lead to the expression 

of a cancer risk in terms of excess lifetime incidence. The implicit EPA 

guidance was that an excess incidence of one cancer in a population of 

1 million people justified intervening. Altogether, the guideline expressed 

a policy, not just a scientific method, or what the document calls a phi-

losophy: “Evidence has accumulated that indicates that the non- threshold 

concept can also be applicable to chemical carcinogens … We, thus, have a 

comparable conceptual basis for the regulation of chemicals as for ionizing 

radiation where the philosophy has been to eliminate or reduce exposure 

to the greatest extent possible consistent with the acceptability of the costs 

involved” (EPA 1976, 2).

There are various ways of explaining why the EPA opted for a conserva-

tive (the term that engineers were using to denote a model including wide 

margins of error) policy of this sort, most of which are related to the need 

to make choices in the presence of uncertainties. It was not known in detail 

whether substances with a promoting or initiating effect behaved differ-

ently; it was not known for sure which individual substance exhibited a 

threshold and which would not (Harrison and Hoberg 1994, 25). By apply-

ing a linear model, the EPA was sure that it was erring on the safe side. 

But the other influential reason was the experience available in the area of 

radiation, where so- called low doses had been a major debate for decades, 

resulting in the adoption of the ALARA (meaning “as low as reasonably 

achievable”) principle concerning exposure to radiation. In the absence of 

certainty of where safety precisely lies, one should derive a measure of pro-

tection from plausible levels of risk. Roy Albert, who had experience in the 

area of radiation, consistently defended the application of this reasoning 

to environmental toxicants.9 In effect, the guideline was not very detailed 

(indeed, it was quite short). It largely preserved and valued the judgment of 

the CAG scientists.10

With this guideline, it became official EPA policy to consider, due to the 

need to protect the population, that there was no safe dose for carcinogenic 

substances, and that exposure to them should be reduced as much as pos-

sible. As a design, it assembled the expertise of toxicologists and biostatisti-

cians, with the choices of other administrative and policy officials of the 
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agency, to stay on the safe side. It was computing as many numbers as pos-

sible, aiming to be precise and reliable by reviewing wide sets of data. With 

these guidelines, the science was becoming more sophisticated and scien-

tists began to challenge diagnoses. It was a long way from the days when 

regulators and judges faced with making decisions on cancer risk simply 

asked if the compound in question caused cancer in a lab animal. But the 

EPA was also acknowledging the existence of uncertainties, and at least pro-

visional limits on the science, and constructing uncertainty- compensation 

rules out of consideration of its public health mission.

The substantial choices laid down in the guideline were protective, but 

the procedural design offered protection for the industry too, as well as a 

measure of the EPA’s awareness of what was due process and the limits of its 

authority. The two steps of risk assessment represented only the first half of 

a decision- making procedure— described in the preamble of the guideline 

by the EPA administrator— wherein the decision- maker may balance the 

risk estimate with a consideration of the costs and benefits of the future 

regulatory intervention. Again, this had been the suggestion of Alvin Alm, 

and Russell Train had followed suit to give reassurances to the regulated 

industries. In his preamble, Train states that the decision- making procedure 

described in the guideline separated the more robust biological and bio-

statistical aspects from the rest: “I believe it is important to emphasize the 

two- step nature of the decision- making process with regard to the regula-

tion of a potential carcinogen. Although different EPA statutory authorities 

have different requirements, in general two decisions must be made with 

regard to each potential carcinogen. The decision is whether a particular 

substance constitutes a cancer risk. The second decision is what regulatory 

action, if any, should be taken to reduce that risk” (EPA 1976, 3). A footnote 

in the risk assessment part of the guideline pointed out that “[t]his health 

risk assessment is part of the risk- benefit analysis [which is performed] after 

a determination that a health risk exists” in the case of pesticides. It was a 

trace of the intra- agency conflict on cancer principles, and it showed that 

the guideline had been devised to resolve the issue. To better articulate the 

whole risk and benefit assessment strategy, the guideline included a second 

facet for the economic impact analysis of proposed actions on carcinogenic 

pesticides.

The EPA documents of the mid- 1970s did not feature the graphs that 

later documents of the 1980s would typically include, but if one had been 
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produced, it would have looked like figure 2.1. In the bureaucratic assem-

blage described in the guideline, CAG and the scientific assessment of the 

risk has a transversal role, feeding regulatory offices with a computation of 

the risk. Regulatory offices then construct the regulatory decision adapted 

to the Act that they implement.

The assemblage thus gave the EPA several advantages. It would instill 

various options in risk assessment and demonstrate its flexibility. At the 

same time, it also worked as a bureaucratic screen, protecting EPA’s internal 

capacity to overcome uncertainty through expert judgment, as opposed to 

further research. It also helped to flexibly combine two separate modules 

for risk assessment and cost- benefit assessment: the cost- benefit part was an 

integral part of pesticide assessment. It could be left out in other cases. Such 

was the technology for decisions in a probabilistic organization. Instead 

of compelling a scientific fact (any chemical producing a tumor is hazard-

ous) to impose a decision (they should be banned), it used an algorithm to 

Cost-Benefit
Assessment by
Program office

Cost-Benefit
Assessment by
Program office

Cost-Benefit
Assessment by
Program office

Cost-Benefit
Assessment by
Program office

Risk Assessment by CAG/ORD
(WOE and cancer estimate, leading to the computation

of excess lifetime incidence or average cancer risk)

Administrator/Deputy Administrator: Validation of Regulatory Action 

D
ecision

Figure 2.1
A graphic representation of the decision- making system in the EPA (1976) interim 

guidelines.
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produce several informed judgments, in sequence, from which a legitimate 

decision seemed to flow. The algorithm was a legitimizing design, in that 

the person who had authority (the administrator) built on the judgments 

of medical scientists and policy analysts.

Guidelines of Controversy

The cancer assessment guideline was adopted as part of an informal rule- 

making procedure involving official notice and consideration of public 

comments. They were not reviewed by external scientists, however. They 

were still defended as being based on a broad scientific consensus that the 

linear, no- threshold hypothesis was the most plausible one, as well as being 

a reasonable one to apply in the context of health protection.

But this was not sufficient to turn it into a standard practice across the 

agency. Its application was impeded by interoffice disputes, rooted in dif-

ferences in the degree to which they embraced conservative assumptions. 

The Air Office was the first program office to implement the guideline. 

As mentioned previously, an OHEA report drawn up in 1980 explained 

how it would calculate unit risk estimates for air pollutants, as part of the 

criteria- setting exercise that the Air Office had to perform under the Clean 

Air Act (EPA 1980a). In that document, the OHEA outlined the multistage 

model. As a result, a substance with either “best evidence” or “substantial 

evidence” would be listed as a hazardous air pollutant, on the grounds that 

there was a “high probability” that it was a human carcinogen. Quantita-

tive risk assessment was thus a preliminary indication of significant risk 

(EPA 1979b, 25). The office proposed “National Emission Standards for 

Identifying, Assessing, and Regulating Airborne Substances Posing a Risk of 

Cancer” (Federal Register 1979). The “assessment group” formula underpin-

ning the CAG was replicated in the form of a series of teams, each of which 

would carry out the corresponding analyses for regulatory offices: the Expo-

sure Assessment Group, Mutagenicity Assessment Group, and Teratogenic-

ity Assessment Group, which engaged in the experimental development of 

more guidelines. By 1980, three guidelines had been developed and were in 

use (EPA 1976; Federal Register 1979, 1980b, with a fourth in the making 

[EPA 1983a]). They routinized the assessments performed by scientists in 

regulatory offices or in ORD, though without harmonizing them strictly. 
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The practical work remained quite literally case by case, with the guidelines 

providing directions for treating more ambiguous cases.

The Air Office was the main client of the OHEA, but the relationship 

with other program offices was less cooperative. Certain offices were doing 

their assessments independently, without drawing from the science avail-

able in the ORD or using its guidelines. The Office of Pesticides was particu-

larly autonomous for scientific evaluation purposes: by law, agrochemical 

companies were required to test their products and provide data and studies 

to the office. The office, therefore, had plenty of knowledge for reviewing 

and did not need to have the ORD labs perform such tests. It also had a 

substantial scientific staff inherited from the USDA, including toxicologists 

and health scientists, allowing it to analyze the industry data and perform 

many screening assessments, day after day. It produced more assessments 

than any other program office of the agency. The nature of the Act, which 

allowed the EPA to take into consideration the costs and benefits of register-

ing a product as a pesticide, as well as the regulatory culture ingrained in 

many of the staff (including those that transferred from the USDA), meant 

that their safety assessments were regularly less protective than those of the 

more health- oriented people in CAG.

The modus vivendi, for many years, was not to question the fact that 

OHEA was not involved in the health and environmental assessment 

of pesticides. The Air Office was in the opposite situation, relying quite 

strongly on the scientific forces of the ORD.11 The Water Office, finally, was 

intermediate. Interoffice problems were particularly acute for more contro-

versial chemicals, particularly cancer- causing chemicals found in air, water, 

or contaminated sites across the country. Each office was led to make its 

own assessment of the safety of chemicals, specifically when caught in the 

crossfire of the many public controversies on the subject. In those years, 

gross, highly symbolic pollutants were addressed, leading to a short list of 

“chemicals of the month” regularly making the headlines, and which the 

agency was forced to address. The inconsistencies were particularly prob-

lematic where the EPA was actually setting risk levels for states to act on, 

as under the water legislation, or the EPA’s own regional offices, as in the 

Superfund program.

The guideline drew up a cross- office process, linking scientists in the ORD 

to regulatory bureaucrats, lawyers, or policy analysts in program offices. In 

practice, changing the organization to reflect this natural liaison between 
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various sorts of knowledge and competences was hard to obtain. A reform 

of the ORD was attempted to address this issue. In the 1970s, the ORD bud-

get was in the region of $200 to $300 million, well within the range of the 

research budget of departments with large scientific programs, such as the 

US Department of Energy or US Department of Defense. In those years, the 

ORD was the largest department of the EPA,12 but it was not integrated with 

the rest of the agency. The EPA inherited laboratories from various existing 

departments; it never actually designed the ORD, its research orientation, 

or the actual laboratories. The problem of the relevance of the research car-

ried out in the ORD for the work of program offices emerged almost imme-

diately during the early life of the agency.

A report by the NRC (1977) pinpointed the problem. Despite its title 

(“Decision- making in the EPA”), the report focused to a large extent on the 

question of the science that the EPA used for its regulatory work, and put its 

finger on problems that were there to stay: namely, the need to have a sys-

tem in place to review the data and scientific studies that regulatory offices 

used, to ensure that all of the science was used; and that leaders of the 

agency must have direct access to the science.13 In August of the same year, 

the SAB of the agency published its own report on “the research, devel-

opment, monitoring, and technical support system of the US EPA” (SAB 

1977). A “dangerous ally” (Jasanoff 1990, 85) of the agency, the board did 

not spare it from criticism, noting the continuing problems that plagued 

the relationship that various parts of the agency had with science and 

research. It highlighted a lack of communication between natural scien-

tists and lawyers and recommended that the former present their data and 

translate their information into adapted formats— meaning that the tech-

nical information should be organized in the form of a cost- effectiveness 

comparison of various control options. It found a lack of logical connec-

tion between the research performed by laboratories and the needs of the 

regulatory offices; questionable value of some of the research performed 

in labs; duplication of research among the various laboratories; laborato-

ries functioning like autonomous empires; and a lack of assessment of the 

uncertainties, costs, and benefits (SAB 1977). In other words, the ORD labo-

ratories did not appear to be functioning as laboratories of a regulatory 

agency, and their activities seemed to be steered to some extent by the 

leaders of the various program offices or of the whole agency. A reorganiza-

tion of the laboratories was eventually decided, leading to the creation of 
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five “megalaboratories.” The OHEA was promoted to that status, in which 

the CAG took on a prominent position.14 With this decision- making guide-

line, cancer- causing chemicals were in the process of becoming a generic 

object for the agency, and CAG was virtually becoming a transversal office, 

providing science to the various other offices of the agency. Science- based 

decision- making was becoming a new, virtual organigram for an agency 

otherwise made of regulatory siloes.

The guidance developed by the EPA found confirmation in a multia-

gency document that was soon compiled by an interagency group, the 

so- called Interagency Regulatory Liaison Group (IRLG). The origins of that 

group go back to May 1977, when the EPA, FDA, and Consumer Product 

Safety Commission (CPSC) held a joint press conference on chlorofluo-

rocarbons that helped the leaders of each agency to realize the benefits 

of such occasional coordination and common action, and also led to the 

idea of having more regular meetings. The IRLG was formally created in 

September 1979 as a “systematic, but short- lived, attempt at comprehen-

sively coordinating regulatory policy” (Gore 1993, 19), with eight working 

groups, including one on risk assessment. It developed common cancer 

guidelines based on that of the EPA and the comparable approach devel-

oped by OSHA.15 The risk assessment work group, which included Eliz-

abeth Anderson of the CAG, decided to focus on cancer and produce a 

state- of- the- art methodology.

The first draft of the document threatened the generic cancer policy of 

OSHA, which had not embraced quantitative risk assessment as the EPA had 

done (Landy et al. 1994). Saffioti, who was instrumental in the develop-

ment of cancer policy in that agency, regarded quantitative risk assessment 

as spuriously precise and certain. He only agreed to the inclusion of a short 

discussion of quantitative risk assessment in the document, highlighting 

uncertainties much more than the former draft had done. Roy Albert, who 

had joined the group for the revision of the first draft, did not facilitate the 

rewording. Although they were proponents of quantitative risk assessment, 

he (and Elizabeth Anderson) considered the EPA and CAG to be ahead of 

any other agency and were wary of the difficulties that the interagency 

policy could create for the CAG’s work.

The resulting document was entitled “Scientific Bases for Identification 

of Potential Carcinogens and Estimation of Risks” (IRLG 1979). It reflected 

both the composition of the group, which read “as a list of prominent cancer 
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researchers and advocates of risk- averse cancer policy” (Rushefsky 1986, 94), 

and the tensions spawned by each one’s defense of the agency’s guidance. 

The former led to a broadly conservative, cautious guideline, which erred in 

all choices on the side of caution in order to avoid false negatives; the latter 

resulted in a lack of discussion about the range of available options (e.g., 

on the weight to grant to different kinds of negative or positive studies, or 

the choice of sample size and statistical confidence levels in animal tests). 

With such lack of detail and flexibility in the options, the guideline hardly 

reflected the uncertainty in the exercise of carcinogenic identification, and 

thus the policy nature of many of the determinations involved. The reason 

for this was clear: the group had explicitly been instructed not to address 

policy. So the inherent policy dimension of the technical choices laid out in 

the text could not be assumed explicitly. It led the group to forge an ad hoc 

distinction between science and policy. The draft work plan of the IRLG, 

back in 1977, had already stipulated, “Whether a particular type of risk 

may have to be accepted in certain circumstances is a policy decision, but 

the issue should not become entangled with the scientific problem of risk 

measurement” (IRLG 1977). At the end of the day, the guideline was seen as 

disguising policy choices in scientific terms (Landy et al. 1994).

The White House Regulatory Council still endorsed the report. It argued 

that agencies should deal with cancer risks quantitatively and use the IRLG 

report as a guideline. But the guideline, like OSHA’s generic principles or 

EPA’s interim guideline of 1976, proved to be “exceptionally controver-

sial” (Rushefsky 1986, 89). At the very least, the chemical and oil industries 

had decided to engage in a forceful debate about conservative policies. A 

number of large chemical and petrochemical businesses banded together 

in 1977 to form the American Industrial Health Council (AIHC), a vehicle 

used to counter the development of guidelines by the social regulation 

agencies. The main threat, for the industry, was that guidelines would in 

effect distort the regulatory frameworks, taking a precautionary stance 

toward all chemicals, beyond the letter of the Acts. The 1977 Clean Air Act, 

for instance, addressed a few extraordinary air pollutants. As guidelines rep-

resented implicit extensions of regulatory policy to potentially unlimited 

numbers of chemicals, they had to be stopped.

The AIHC pointed to the confusion in the IRLG report between meth-

odological and regulatory considerations to debunk its conservative pref-

erence. It accused the working group of not admitting its policy biases 
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and of hiding them in arcane technical language (Landy et al. 1994). The 

industry pushed instead for the application of guidelines developed by 

another group under the aegis of the White House Office of Science and 

Technology Policy (OSTP). The group worked under the leadership of Gil 

Omenn, a medical doctor and scientist, professor of medicine at the Uni-

versity of Washington in 1979, and deputy science advisor to President 

Jimmy Carter between 1979 and 1981.16 Omenn had been associated with 

the work of the IRLG’s risk assessment group, but he was seen as defend-

ing a position that was contrary to OSHA’s approach. The OSHA official 

in the IRLG spread the word that Omenn was the industry’s mouthpiece 

within the group and that he should be dissociated from its work. He 

stopped being formally invited to the meetings and thus practically left 

the group. He was thus free to work separately on OSTP’s own guidance 

document.

The OSTP document, published in the medical literature as Calkins et al. 

(1980), differed markedly from that of IRLG. First, it addressed regulatory 

questions, whereas the IRLG had decided from the beginning to leave pol-

icy out of its scope. The report presented cancer assessment as a component 

of a two- stage approach: first research, and then assessment by regulatory 

agencies of the significance of the risk and benefits behind the findings. 

In operational terms, the framework contained three steps: identification of 

carcinogenic substances and characterization of their risks by scientists, fol-

lowed by the act of reduction (see figure 2.2). While similar in appearance to 

1. Identification of the hazard
Epidemiology
Toxicology
In vivo tests

2. Characterization of risk
Potency
Exposures
Susceptibility

3. Reduction of risk
Information
Regulation
Substitution

Figure 2.2
OSTP’s 1980 linear decision- making process for carcinogens (adapted from Faustman 

and Omenn 2010, 1083).
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the two- step approaches of the EPA and the IRLG, this guideline introduced 

much greater flexibility in its design, with the request for information (pre-

sumably from the manufacturer of the substance) being a possible regula-

tory outcome.

The OSTP guideline was also much more positivistic in the identifica-

tion of carcinogens. It did not recommend any juggling with positive and 

negative studies, as in the weight of evidence judgment. It argued that 

classifying a substance as carcinogenic should happen only if preponder-

ant scientific evidence indicated as much. Furthermore, the text did not 

recommend any model for extrapolation. More crucially, the OSTP recom-

mended that all authority for cancer risk assessment be consolidated under 

the national toxicology program— including the research performed by 

the EPA and OSHA17— much as the industry advocated. This guideline, in 

essence, disassembled the EPA: in a typical scientistic, predictive fashion, it 

saw no uncertainty, and no need to create a particular organizational space, 

within which judgments could be formed. Graphically speaking, the linear, 

step- by- step process exhibits no boundaries. It does not allow delimiting, 

crafting a legitimate space of intervention of the agency.

Industry Campaign

The chemical and petrochemical industries waged a concerted battle 

against OSHA and EPA guidelines, coordinated by the AIHC and supported 

by other groups such as the Chemical Manufacturers Association. Every 

EPA publication was met by counterpublications. Also, all the public con-

sultation meetings organized by the EPA for air or water pollutants were 

crowded with industry representatives forcefully denigrating, in particular, 

the generic and default conservative approach embedded in the agency’s 

1976 guideline. In 1980, for instance, the EPA organized a public hearing 

on the proposed standards for air pollutants, established in the framework 

of the Clean Air Act and based on the work of the CAG. The AIHC sent 

several people to speak at the hearing, and dozens of representatives of its 

member- companies filled the auditorium. Industry people took issue, first, 

with the WOE approach, arguing that the EPA was in essence classifying 

chemical substances as carcinogenic or not based on a single study. Wayne 

Jaeschke, head toxicologist at Stauffer Chemicals, repeatedly referred in 

his talk to the supposed “one mouse criteria” that the EPA was applying 
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in its assessments: “The one mouse criteria that EPA has set up is totally 

unsound, that this is a matter where there are no rationalized clear- cut 

principles. That’s been made abundantly clear by the litany of testimony 

here on metabolism and other factors, and it certainly seems to me that 

this is a matter of scientific judgment … You must have the best scientific 

judgment” (EPA 1980c, 22). The CAG’s Anderson countered this, show-

ing that the decisionistic system designed in the guideline was not applied 

without judgment or lack of adaptation to the circumstances: “Any infor-

mation we have about mechanisms of action, short- term test data, all of 

the information is put together to see what sense we can make of the entire 

picture, so there is no search in a haystack for one study that happens to 

show a positive signal and then just action going straight ahead on that 

basis” (ibid., 24).

The AIHC had also sent Richard Wilson, a Harvard University physicist, 

to the hearing. As an early proponent of cost- benefit analysis, Wilson dis-

carded the no- threshold hypothesis, along with the lack of flexibility in the 

guideline: “I don’t say that you should automatically let the risk assessor 

choose what he wants, but you should not rule him out by some legal pro-

cess saying, you must take the linear hypothesis. Take the linear hypothesis, 

if you can accept something, fine, but don’t leave out the possibility of 

someone coming back in this particular case … it should be allowed, and I 

think there would be such cases.” Anderson, at this point, countered that 

the current IRLG guidelines and EPA’s general approach recognized that 

“where such data can be generated, it certainly would be used” (ibid., 34– 35). 

Wilson also advanced his own estimates of cancer risks at the population 

level in the United States for the purpose of deconstructing that of the EPA. 

There were, in his view, no more than ten cases of cancer per year that one 

could associate to industrial chemicals in the air, such that EPA’s conserva-

tive policy was not warranted.

These acrimonious exchanges showed the interest of the guideline as a 

bureaucratic technology. It provided a reference point for audiences that 

wished to engage with the agency and criticize its expertise and decisions. 

But they also left a lot of flexibility inside, for agencies to shape decisions 

case by case. It worked as a screen, giving something legitimate to see out-

side (“The EPA uses this or that method of extrapolation”; “Health scientists 

assess, managers decide”), but concealing some of the details of what was 

happening inside for each substance. This, of course, created frustration on 
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the part of these actors who wanted to control what the agency was doing 

and reduce its autonomy, leaving them to complain that the agency was 

not doing what it was pledging to do or that it was applying a cookbook 

approach,18 blindly following linear extrapolation methods, and so on.

The regulatory agencies’ efforts to establish guidelines had diverse fates. 

Despite great initial enthusiasm around the IRLG guidelines (Clark 1979), 

the agencies failed to formally adopt them (see Landy et al. 1994). From 

this point onward, the agencies parted company.19 The White House Reg-

ulatory Council continued working on a possible cross- agency platform 

for risk assessment, resulting in the later publication of its principles for 

chemical carcinogens (Federal Register 1979). Still, the EPA effort earned 

it some legal security for its regulatory actions. The key court case in that 

period was the Supreme Court’s 1980 ruling on benzene, following the 

OSHA’s adoption of a workplace exposure standard for the chemical of one 

part per million. According to the majority opinion of Justice John Paul 

Stevens, no exact quantification of the risk was expected, but the agency 

“does have an obligation to find that a significant risk is present before it 

can characterize a place of employment as ‘unsafe’” (448 U.S. 607, 656).20 

Throughout its judgment, the Court took the establishment of a quantita-

tive dose- response curve as the main way to demonstrate this significance. 

The judgment promoted quantitative risk assessment as a means of execut-

ing protective regulatory decisions.21

With the benzene decision, the Supreme Court effectively required agen-

cies to use a quantitative or numerical measure of the risk to decide on 

whether to regulate a substance. A system of classification based on qualita-

tive expert judgments was no longer sufficient. These measures of the risk 

were needed for agencies to distinguish between significant or insignifi-

cant (de minimis) risk. In 1979, the court ruling in the Monsanto v. Kennedy 

case, involving the FDA, essentially authorized the agency not to ban a 

carcinogenic substance— despite the Delaney amendment that ordered it 

to do so— if the insignificance of the risk were demonstrated in a quantita-

tive risk assessment. The Supreme Court, in this case, decisively promoted 

quantitative risk assessment as a tool for finding criteria— if not thresh-

olds in a dose- response curve, or at least qualitatively appreciated levels of 

significance— and constructing decisions.

The CPSC was next in line. In a 1983 decision, the Fifth Circuit Court of 

Appeals ruled against the agency’s decision to ban a kind of foam insulation 
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using formaldehyde.22 The court established several important rules apply-

ing to risk assessment: Agencies should not base their risk assessments on 

a single study; risk assessments should yield a most probable estimation, 

rather than a range of values, using the upper value to define its standard; 

agencies should not use a single model (like the multistage model of the 

EPA) for their extrapolations; and finally, they should use real exposure data 

rather than worst- case assumptions.

On the whole, the EPA’s decisions were spared from criticism in court. In 

an essentially supportive Supreme Court ruling,23 the agency was granted 

the right, in areas where risk assessments are needed, to make policy judg-

ments when findings of fact could not be made with absolute certainty. 

The ruling did not “speak to the content of the policies that may fill the 

factual void” (McGarity 1979, 781), but it still supported the agency in the 

belief that the guidelines were a legally acceptable benchmark of analysis 

and decision for the courts, and that therefore, it could extend their use 

across regulatory programs. It provided a reference for the courts to exam-

ine, and in a context where the courts only reviewed the procedures applied 

by agencies without scrutinizing their scientific reasoning and interpreta-

tions, they found nothing to argue against.

By providing a clear benchmark of scientific analysis to the courts, the 

EPA facilitated the institutionalization of what has come to be known as 

the hard- look doctrine: a doctrine in which courts are supposed to take a 

hard look at whether and how agencies applied the intentions laid out by 

Congress in the statutes they administer, and considered all aspects of the 

problem and the contentions of all parties (Glicksman and Schroeder 1991; 

Foster and Huber 1999; McGarity 2003; Freeman and Vermeule 2007). 

Counterintuitively, the hard- look doctrine also recognized the fundamen-

tal lack of the courts’ expertise to substantively review the science used by 

agencies in their decisions, as well as their lack of legitimacy to prescribe 

agencies’ criteria for their decisions, in cases where Congress’s intentions 

were unclear. The hard- look doctrine justified applying the “arbitrary and 

capricious test,” originating in the Administrative Procedure Act of 1946, 

whereby agency regulations were generally upheld so long as the agency 

demonstrated that it had applied a minimal standard of rationality. Risk 

assessment guidelines provided just such a standard of rationality, and 

wherever the EPA could convince the courts that it had formally applied 
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its own guidelines, it stood a good chance of not losing its case in court— a 

good reason for not altering its frameworks.24

Conclusion

Risk assessment, in the form of a guideline, emerged as way of making deci-

sions in the EPA in the 1970s in order to defend the goals and legitimacy 

of the agency in difficult contexts of uncertainty, close supervision, and 

intense industry opposition. In the words of Terry Yosie, staff director of 

the EPA’s SAB in the 1980s, the guideline “represented one of Washington’s 

most venerable principles: be sure that your potential adversaries (be they 

industrial firms, environmentalists, Congress, or the OMB) debate your 

ideas, and your agenda” (Yosie 1989, 3).

The risk assessment methodology, standardized in the guideline, even 

if not properly and systematically applied in all corners of the agency on 

all chemical substances assessed, provided a bureaucratic screen, both rep-

resenting to the outside what the agency was holding as its ideal form of 

assessment— decisions adjusted to degrees of risk and certainty emerging 

from consideration of data and calculations, but also guarantees of “objec-

tivity,” “consistency” or “feasibility” (Stephan et al. 1983)— demonstrating 

its commitment to approximation of this ideal, and concealing, in the mean-

time, the individual decisions that did not follow the model. The guideline 

deflected accusations of poor science and biased regulatory decision- making. 

It helped tone down the level of judicial scrutiny. It became a focal point 

in the ongoing discussions with the industry, helping the agency set these 

debates and negotiations on its own terms. In all these respects, it was an 

effective bureaucratic tool that acted to durably reflect within the agency. 

It did not solve all of the EPA’s problems though, particularly not the con-

tinual lack of consensus among the agency’s diverse offices. Other designs 

were needed for this problem of integration of the organization and of its 

knowledge that economists and policy analysts took care of articulating.
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The interest in risk as a legitimate design for administering environmental 

problems in the EPA did not materialize only among medical scientists, 

toxicologists, and statisticians with regard to the application of probabi-

listic analysis to chemically induced biological mechanisms. At about the 

same time as the health scientists of the ORD were articulating a standard 

risk assessment method and pushing it at the agency, the EPA administra-

tor and some of the agency’s policy analysts were grappling with another 

kind of controversy: incoherence caused by offices delivering divergent 

standards on the same chemical and risk. This incoherence stemmed from 

the differences among offices operating on the same generic regulatory 

object— chemicals— but with contrasting regulatory regimes and differ-

ent modes of relationship with regulated industries. It gave substance to 

another form of uncertainty, as damaging for the EPA: that concerning the 

diversity of valuations of the risk, and the diverging preferences for tack-

ling one or another hazard first. The diffusion of chemicals across environ-

mental media, and thus across the boundaries of separate regulatory offices 

and their regimes, revealed this uncertainty, and created occasions for con-

flict, as the EPA was not designed to deal with chemicals in a coordinated 

manner. There was a major risk of controversy in this situation: divergent 

estimations of risk within the agency fueled disputes outside it about the 

reality and acceptability of chemical hazards and, most important, disputes 

about the appropriateness of the design of the agency and the legitimacy of 

its action toward chemical hazards— all of this occurring at a time when the 

debate on the excess of environmental regulation and the virtue of having 

put these new risk agencies in place became urgent.

This chapter explores the formal bureaucratic assemblage that emerged 

in this context. The agency’s policy analysts, with support from the EPA 

3 Prioritizing Toxics: The Prehistory of Risk Management
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administrator, articulated a new, cross- agency discipline of risk- ranking. It 

did not reorder the agency in the way that quantitative risk assessment 

was in the process of doing. In particular, it did not create any strong base 

of knowledge across offices or coordination among them. But five years 

ahead of the installation of a new discipline of risk management, which risk- 

ranking preceded, the experiment helped establish the value of economic 

knowledge and of processes of centralizing information for the agency’s 

policies, and showed the advantage of keeping economists and policy analysts 

close to the leaders of the agency in order to steer the agency and control 

the image of what it delivered overall.

EPA’s Inborn Consistency Problems

The internal coherence of the EPA has been a problem ever since its incep-

tion in December 1970— and in fact, even before that. As the previous 

chapter recounts, after protracted negotiations, the Ash Council settled for 

creating an agency that assembled all regulatory programs aimed at com-

bating environmental pollution under a single administrative umbrella. 

Whether a department or an agency, one question remained: Would this 

new governmental organization have new missions and powers, or would 

it simply gather those of existing services?

One of the organizational plans that the group contemplated was more 

disruptive than the others. It consisted in creating, from scratch, a func-

tional agency in which the personnel of the units inherited from the various 

departments would be redistributed in newly formed, nonprogrammatic 

offices for dealing with abatement, monitoring, research, and standard- 

setting, separately. That plan had been devised by Alain Enthoven, a sys-

tems analyst and former adviser to the US Department of Defense, where 

he had been busy introducing systems analysis methods under the lead-

ership of Robert McNamara. Enthoven introduced his functional scheme 

just two months before the EPA started its operations. Terry Davies pushed 

for an even more integrated design, with an agency structured around key 

functions, including disseminating information and performing analysis. 

Douglas Costle, who led the environmental committee that designed the 

new administration, was no enemy of this functional plan. In contrast 

to Enthoven, however, he feared, as an experienced bureaucrat, that too 

strong a disruption of existing bureaucratic structures would result in chaos 
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and opposition. He thus settled for an intermediary, incremental strategy: 

launching the agency on the basis of a program- office structure “with sub-

stantial continuity with its programmatic past” (Marcus 1980, 104), but 

subsequent reinforcement of integrative services.

William Ruckelshaus, upon being appointed as the first administrator 

of the agency, was sold on Costle’s plan to make the agency evolve toward 

cross- program integration. He understood that the agency would be much 

more governable and project a united image to the public if offices were not 

separate, undirected fiefdoms. As Daniel Carpenter’s work shows, agencies 

are seldom free of legitimacy, identity, and reputational challenges, nota-

bly at their creation (Carpenter 2001, 2010). Being federal bodies, they are 

necessarily assailed by positive and negative discourse that constructs their 

image and legitimacy. Image is, moreover, an instrument of management 

of these organizations. Administering them, therefore, implies the con-

struction of a single image of their action and outcomes. After five months 

in office, following Costle’s advice to proceed in various stages, Ruckelshaus 

outlined a new organizational chart, adding three functional offices to the 

existing program- oriented ones: Planning and Management, Enforcement 

and General Counsel, and Research and Monitoring (see figure 3.1). As the 

Administrator Staff Offices

Legislation

Equal Opportunity

International Affairs

Public Affairs

Asst. Admin.
for Planning
and 
Management

Asst. Admin. 
for
Enforcement
and General
Counsel 

Asst. Admin.
for Media
Programs 

Asst. Admin.
for
Categorical
Programs 
(Pesticides, 
Radiation,
and Solid
Wastes)  

Asst. Admin.
for Research
and
Monitoring 

Deputy Administrator

Figure 3.1
Ruckelshaus’s second organizational plan (adapted from Marcus 1980, 105).
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previous chapter illustrated, the first two were instrumental in constructing 

the EPA’s authority, insofar as they were responsible for conceiving of two 

essential instruments: the cancer principles, first, and the risk assessment 

guidelines, second.

But Ruckelshaus did not fully apply stage 2 because he had planned to 

group all media- related programs under one umbrella office, Media Pro-

grams. He ended up, instead, with separate offices for Air and Water. He 

never implemented stage 3 of Costle’s strategy— scrapping program offices 

to institutionalize a purely functional organization. According to Marcus 

(1980), combating the offices to create a whole new structure for the EPA was 

not of high enough importance to Ruckelshaus in the context of his cho-

sen, litigation- oriented strategy for the agency. This strategy obviously cor-

responded to Ruckelshaus’s inclinations and ways of working. As a lawyer, 

he could easily launch prosecution actions with top legal aides, which would 

make an impression on the public, industries, and states. It partly dispensed 

Ruckelshaus from going any further in implementing a reorganization plan 

for the agency. The organization of the agency along programmatic lines 

was thus never disrupted. By 1981, the agency’s organizational chart mixed 

functional and programmatic offices, on top of regional ones (see figure 3.2).

During his first mandate, Ruckelshaus nevertheless experienced the 

negative effects of this organizational scheme for the deployment of his 

policies. He had felt frustrated early on due to not being able to count on 

dedicated scientific advisory services for reviewing the standards prepared 

inside the Air Office. He had only three days to review the proposed stan-

dards, with hardly any support. Marcus shows that this experience, coupled 

with pressure from the White House to factor economic implications into 

the EPA’s decisions, forced Ruckelshaus to think about ways of controlling 

decision- making by program offices. The result was the “1000.6 approach” 

(named after the 1971 EPA order that describes it), which instituted a cen-

tral decision- making steering committee designed to turn the standards 

prepared by program offices into options for consideration by higher- level 

decision- makers. With that approach, the program offices’ work was only 

an initial sequence in a broader decision- making process involving ex post 

reviews of decisions drafted by ORD scientists and lawyers in the Office of 

Enforcement. In this way, the EPA administrator and associated decision- 

makers were afforded the possibility of choosing among options based on 

measured costs and benefits, as well as political and judicial opportunities.
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Unfortunately, the picture soon became even more complex, with the 

enactment of major laws throughout the 1970s containing distinct provi-

sions, standards of safety, and regulatory instruments to address a similar 

regulatory object, chemicals. Chemicals were in the process of becoming 

the boundary object (Star and Griesemer 1989) of the EPA as a molecular 

bureaucracy (Hepler- Smith 2019): an object with a distinct identity, but dealt 

with differently by the various offices of the agency. Initially, the EPA had 

to implement preexisting laws, such as FIFRA, passed in 1947 and amended 

in 1972. Under that Act, the EPA had to review existing and new pesticides 

proposed for use in agriculture and manage their use in the fields. This mis-

sion was carried out by the Office of Pesticides, transferred from the USDA 

(while pesticide labeling came from the US Department of the Interior). 

Another was the 1970 Clean Air Act— specifically, the NAAQS program— 

that sets atmospheric goals for a number of specific pollutants (the so- called 

criteria air pollutants: carbon monoxide, lead, lead compounds, nitrogen 

dioxide, ozone, particulate matter 10, particulate matter 2.5, and sulfur 

dioxide), as well as creating a program to control emissions to reach these 

quality standards. The EPA was to define threshold levels for the presence 

of these pollutants in ambient air. Yet another program was the Hazardous 

Air Pollutant program, in which standards were set for the emissions of 187 

listed chemicals. These standards prescribed the use of a control technology 

that was deemed appropriate to reduce these emissions. Until the EPA was 

formed, the Act was administered by the US Department of Health, Educa-

tion, and Welfare, from which the Air Office inherited its staff.

The amendments of the 1972 Federal Water Pollution Control Act (bet-

ter known as the CWA) aimed for the elimination of pollutant discharges 

from point- sources into surface waters. They also charged the EPA with 

drawing up a list of national standards for toxic water pollutants. The main 

instrument in this respect was effluent guidelines, encompassing a toxic 

effluent standard (a limitation for these effluents, including an ample mar-

gin of safety) and a prescription to use a given technology that could help 

to reduce the discharge to below the threshold. The amendments to the 

CWA that were passed in 1977 confirmed this approach of setting criteria 

for a list of 129 priority pollutants.1 The exercise was called criteria formu-

lation. Based on these criteria, the EPA would choose the best available 

technology to bring down these pollution levels. The criteria were set by 

EPA and the individual states, which could choose a different criterion for 
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each specific body of water. In practice, the EPA gave some discretion to the 

states, which at times adopted a more precautionary approach. The staff 

administering the CWA program came from the Department of the Interior 

and the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

However, with the creation of the EPA came multiple other new environ-

mental policies and statutes. In 1976, the US Congress adopted the TSCA. 

As a result, the EPA had to look at many more chemicals that were about 

to be commercialized or already were so, independent of the dose and of 

the effects they produced in particular media. Part of the motivation for 

passing this Act was to include chemicals that were not already covered by 

separate legislation for air, water, waste, or pesticides. Sections 6 and 9 of 

the Act required the EPA to regulate chemical substances under the author-

ity provided by other Acts, where possible. But it also established two huge 

new programs for reviewing the risks of existing chemicals and screening 

and licensing new chemicals (Boullier et al. 2019).

In 1977, Congress also reformed the Clean Air Act. The amendments 

soon set further ambitious precautionary goals for the agency (Graham 

1985). First, they established a broad definition of “hazardous air pollutant” 

as “an air pollutant to which no ambient air quality standard is applicable and 

which in the judgment of the Administrator causes, or contributes to, air 

pollution which may reasonably be anticipated to result in an increase in 

mortality or an increase in serious irreversible, or incapacitating reversible, 

illness.”2 Second, it provided that the EPA administrator decide within one 

year (or two years for radioactive emissions) whether radioactive pollutants, 

arsenic, cadmium, and polycyclic organic matter were hazardous within 

the meaning of section 112.

In the same year, the RCRA was passed in order to expand the pro-

gram for managing and regulating municipal and industrial waste, includ-

ing toxic or hazardous waste. The program involved defining systems for 

managing the production and reducing the volume of waste, reducing the 

use of landfills, managing a permit program for producers and transporters 

of waste, and for managers of landfills, and so on. Finally, with the 1979 

creation of CERCLA, also called the Superfund program, the EPA became 

concerned with the presence and effects of chemicals at local, contami-

nated sites. The Act provided for very wide- scale activity, covering an esti-

mated 5,000 abandoned dumping grounds across the country that were 

deemed to be potential public health hazards. The Superfund program 
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involved emergency action in case of oil spills or other similar pollution, 

long- term remedial and containment action, and enforcement against par-

ties responsible for hazardous waste and spills. It generated much more 

activity at the EPA headquarters and in EPA regions than any other program, 

and it obtained extensive political visibility through the Love Canal and 

Times Beach scandals.

The various Acts3 that the various offices of the EPA had to implement by 

the end of the 1970s (see table 3.1) had little in common. They dealt with 

significantly different environmental problems, some of which were closer 

to conventional, well known, and hardly hazardous forms of pollution of 

natural resources, while others involved the management of the uncertain 

effects of toxic substances. Moreover, even where these substances were 

targeted for administrative action, the measures taken by the offices in the 

various programs would still differ. The programs were developed by coali-

tions of senators and congresspeople, under pressure from different interest 

groups and reacting to specific controversies and scandals, with little conti-

nuity among them. The result was very different standards of evidence and 

safety criteria, as well as different levels of authority and different levels of 

resources, for the EPA. The Clean Air Act required that the public be pro-

tected by establishing an adequate margin of safety, without regard for the 

costs or benefits of the use of the chemicals in question. The agency was not 

able to define a level of risk that would match measured benefits; rather, it 

simply had to aim for absolute safety. The CWA was technology- based: The 

agency had to prove that a given technology would reduce pollution to a 

Table 3.1
Main statutes administered by the EPA, listed by office

Office Act/Regulatory Program

Office for Air and Radiation Criteria air pollutants (NAAQS)

Hazardous air pollutants (NESHAPS)

Office of Pesticides and Toxic 
Substances

Pesticides (FIFRA)

Toxic substances (TSCA)

Office for Solid Waste and Emergency 
Response

Contaminated sites (Superfund/CERCLA)

Hazardous waste (RCRA)

Office of Water Drinking water (SDWA)

Surface water (CWA)
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level deemed acceptable. The laws for pesticides and toxic substances were 

based on yet another standard: They were intended to secure safety in a 

relative sense, avoiding those risks that would be considered unreasonable 

in relation to a variety of costs and benefits associated with the regulated 

chemical. Such was the case for FIFRA and TSCA, which required the EPA to 

choose the least burdensome options of control.

Taking on the Chemical Revolution

The multiplication of these Acts that target chemicals in various forms and 

media was both an opportunity and a problem for the EPA. It was a politi-

cal opportunity because it gave shape to a unified political agenda to which 

the agency could lay claim, and on which it could build its identity and 

legitimacy. This is the route that Costle chose to go down when he was 

appointed as EPA administrator, succeeding Russell Train in January 1976. 

Costle had worked in the OMB in the White House, and then was a mem-

ber of the environmental committee inside the Ash Council. As mentioned 

previously, he had been instrumental in choosing to create the agency in 

the first place, and thus in departing from the original plan to create a 

cabinet- level Department for Natural Resources and the Environment. He 

was a proponent of a gradual integration of the agency for effective and 

comprehensive environmental management.4 In the context of a multipli-

cation of agency- forcing statutes that compelled the EPA to work on toxics 

from multiple perspectives, Costle initiated a strategy of greater integration, 

which had two aspects: working on a political agenda and working on inte-

grative mechanisms inside the agency.

Costle took a stand on the terrain of cancer risk and health, defending 

a new identity for the EPA as a health- oriented agency. He developed the 

theme of the chemical revolution, insisting on the potential links between 

the diffusion of toxics in the natural and biological environments and the 

prevalence of cancer. This meant that the object of the EPA’s overall action 

had to evolve from manifest pollution and identified chemicals to the more 

invisible and widespread health threat of toxics. Costle hammered down 

this theme in successive speeches in 1978. In an oral history interview, he 

retrospectively emphasized that the EPA was as much a health- protection 

agency as an environmental pollution agency: “In some ways, it was an 
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intellectual coming- of- age for the Agency to find itself suddenly dealing 

with a different universe of problems. It was never intended that we would 

drift away from the original environmental quality- of- life issue, but we did 

become preoccupied with health concerns” (EPA 2013).

Costle embraced toxic chemicals as the EPA’s main issue for several rea-

sons. One was that he felt that cancer and health were the right focus to 

keep the White House’s support and to preserve the agency’s budget, as 

well as its perimeter in the face of a new proposal to merge the EPA into 

the Department of the Interior (Landy et al. 1994). Train had a relatively 

high level of independence from the White House and cultivated ties with 

Congress, which gradually earned him substantial support from the key 

committees and subcommittees.5 Costle was much closer to the president, 

Jimmy Carter, and to his agenda. Carter had made the war on cancer an 

explicit priority for his mandate. Eight months after the enactment of the 

TSCA in October 1976, Carter delivered an environmental message to 

Congress that embodied this new understanding of the problem of cancer 

and inaugurated a different policy based on comprehensive action on the 

toxic environment through the coordination of the FDA, OSHA, the CPSC, 

the EPA, and the USDA. By following up on cancer and health, Costle was 

showing that his agency would be instrumental to the president’s priorities.

The other reason for embracing the chemical revolution and health 

agenda was that they constituted a plausible common agenda across the 

agency. Addressing toxics was what the multiple new Acts passed throughout 

the 1970s had in common. When speaking about the chemical revolution, 

Costle tried to instill the sense that these Acts were about the same thing: 

managing our chemicalized environment and its burden on public health:

Substances show up, not just in one place, but across many media— air, water, 

land— often simultaneously. The public health concern then becomes the total 

body burden: what exposure are you getting? … So what is the nature of our job? 

It is to use common sense to reduce risk by reducing exposure, to take a harder 

look at new substances before we introduce them into commerce. But let’s not kid 

ourselves that we are smart enough to know how to draw the bright line, or that 

there is a single scientifically sound way to do that.

— Costle (cited in EPA 2013)

Toxics, compared to what a later report called the “grossest and most 

familiar forms of air and water pollution” (EPA 1981c, 1– 5), or the pollut-

ants already targeted in such Acts as the Clean Air Act or CWA (conventional 
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pollutants), could not be efficiently managed in only one environmental 

media. The same toxic could be regulated several times under several stat-

utes because it was present in several media. The possible integration was 

nicely represented in the EPA Journal in 1979, with the representation of the 

life cycle of a chemical (see figure 3.3).

Balkanization and Credibility

In those days, then, chemicals became a generic risk object of the action 

and attention of the agency. The multiple statutes adopted over time to 

deal with chemicals of various kinds and with all environmental media 

CAA

(OSHA)

FEEDSTOCKS MANUFACTURER
(RCRA)

(RCRA)

(HMTA) (HMTA)

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS
(OSHA, FIFRA)

CONSUMER PRODUCTS
(CPSA,
FFDCA,
FFA,
FHSA,
FIFRA,
PPPA)

(RCRA)

(FWPCA)

(SDWA)

PROCESSOR

(OSHA)

TSCA TSCA

WASTE

WASTE

WASTE
WASTE

• KEY •
CAA = CLEAN AIR ACT
CPSA = CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY ACT
FFDCA = FED. FOOD, DRUG & COSMETIC ACT
FFA = FLAMMABLE FABRICS ACT
FHSA = FED. HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES ACT
FIFRA = FED. INSECTICIDE, FUNGICIDE, & RODENTICIDE ACT
FWPCA = FED. WATER POLLUTION CONTROL ACT
HMTA = HAZARDOUS MATERIALS TRANSPORTATION ACT
OSHA = OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY & HEALTH ACT
PPPA = POISON PREVENTION PACKAGING ACT
RCRA = RESOURCE CONSERVATION & RECOVERY ACT
SDWA = SAFE DRINKING WATER ACT
TSCA = TOXIC SUBSTANCES CONTROL ACT

Figure 3.3
“Legislative authorities affecting the life cycle of a chemical” (adapted from EPA 1980b).
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centrally “emplaced” this object in the network of preoccupations that the 

agency had to deal with (Hilgartner 1992, 48; see also Hutter and Power 

2005; Lezaun 2006). Consequently, its reputation and legitimacy became 

dependent on its action toward this object.

Unfortunately, integrated action on toxics was orthogonal to the balkan-

ized structure of the agency. In 1970, each office within the EPA was differ-

ent, as all of them originated in departments with contradistinctive agendas 

and policy cultures. As new regulatory programs were set up, more offices 

were created, still with different cultures. Each office was headed by a politi-

cal appointee and had its own weight and importance in the agency. The 

EPA was probably the most decentralized of all the agencies in the United 

States— no more than a set of “policy towers” placed side by side (Norton 

2005, 20), with large professional cleavages (Landy et al. 1994) and adminis-

trative turf wars. Being part of the same agency meant competing for an ade-

quate share of a budget, the administrator’s attention, or getting the chance 

to blame a neighboring office to escape responsibility for a failing standard. 

The siloed structure of the agency and the weakness of its transversal, func-

tional offices created uncertainty for the management of the EPA’s credibility 

and overall reputation. The autonomy of these offices meant that decisions 

would be prepared autonomously and not reviewed at the level of scrutiny 

that they would receive once published. It was difficult for the person sign-

ing the decisions, and those called to Capitol Hill to be grilled in hearings 

about them, to justify a particular decision and to explain discrepancies and 

shifts in the agency’s position on sometimes one and the same chemical.

The ubiquitous dioxin— in reality, a family of organic chemical compounds 

presumed to be among the most carcinogenic on Earth— was one such case. 

The EPA had acted early on in its existence to reduce the domestic use of 

2- 4- 5- T, a pesticide in that family. In 1979, the staff of the Air Office sug-

gested adding dioxin to the list of hazardous air pollutants— an action that 

the agency had not formally decided to take by 1983.6 In 1981, however, 

the CAG had produced what should have become an agencywide risk value 

for dioxin. It estimated that, with a risk as high as 4.25 × 10– 5 mg/kg/day, 

dioxin was one of the most potent carcinogens known. This rather alarm-

ing estimate went beyond anything the Office of Pesticides had reckoned, 

and it contributed to fueling the controversies that were unfolding at the 

same time in the media over the ubiquitous dioxin pollution in the country 

(Anonymous 1978, 1979).
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During the 1979 presidential campaign, under the pressure of the ecolo-

gist and independent presidential candidate Barry Commoner, the problem 

of dioxin in municipal waste came onto the national agenda. With the 

discovery of high levels of dioxin in many sites, from Love Canal to Times 

Beach, Missouri (the latter was called the “Missouri crisis” in the press), the 

topic escalated into a nationwide issue (Shabecoff 1983). The subject was 

highly embarrassing for the EPA, though, because several of its offices were 

yet to address the topic.

In 1984, the Water Office of the agency issued a criteria document for 

tetrachlorodibenzo- p- dioxin (TCDD) as part of the CWA, with a different 

value from the ones advocated by CAG or the Office of Pesticides. As soon 

as this assessment was published, it triggered a revision, as the document 

had failed to factor in exposure to dioxin via media other than water, and 

therefore was useless for the Superfund office. All of this created much con-

fusion around dioxin and made the EPA as much a part of the problem as 

a solution to it. A difficult hearing in Congress in October 1983 (US Con-

gress 1984) made the EPA’s embarrassment fully visible, as it had been with 

regard to other chemicals to which program offices had reacted, in urgency, 

and separately, in recent years, from vinyl chloride to the pesticide kepone.

Integration by Analysis: First Attempt

In October 1976, before Carter was elected and Costle began his mandate, 

the deputy administrator of EPA, John Quarles, had taken the decision to 

create an Integrated Toxics Strategy Work Group. The group’s mission was 

to think about strategies to improve the agency’s action on the problem of 

chemicals as a whole, as well as to motivate separate program offices to con-

tribute to this goal, in addition to implementing their own statutes. This 

was the place for the formulation of the strategic problem of “toxics inte-

gration.” The fate of the EPA, from the mid- 1970s with the passing of the 

TSCA, appeared to be sealed by this double bind: the need to address toxics 

or chemical safety as a whole, but with insufficient resources to actually 

integrate what the various offices did. The paradox was defined, internally, 

as the “toxics integration” problem, a central and “unusually difficult” one 

for the agency: “[I]t represents the intersection of two problems, the toxic 

effects problem and the integration problem, each of which is difficult 

enough alone,” and which “exacerbate one another” (EPA 1981c, 1– 2).
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The more the EPA set out to address toxics, the more it was confronted 

with its lack of control over its separate offices, their regulatory priorities, 

and corresponding ways of computing the risks (Beardsley 1987). The para-

dox and danger for the EPA as a whole were evident: The more a chemical 

substance spreads, the larger the number of program offices dealing with 

the substance would be, and the more the EPA would be evaluated overall 

for its action on the substance. Toxics accentuated both separate program 

offices’ action and the agency’s overall credibility.

During a four- month deliberation, the work group on integration identi-

fied one way forward: a ranking scheme. The diagnosis was that the EPA had 

been too much of an administrative victim of Congress’s inchoate kind of 

priority- setting. Each law passed by congresspersons and senators targeted 

different sets of chemicals, forcing the agency to regulate them separately 

instead of earmarking global resources and leaving the agency to manage 

its priorities globally. It was time for the EPA to take control over its own 

priorities. The working group of the OPRM, with direct support from EPA 

Administrator Douglas Costle and from his deputy administrator, Barbara 

Blum, concluded that it should experiment with a ranking scheme (EPA 

1981c). This ranking would proceed in two phases. First, an extensive threat 

list would be established based on unified assessments of the health effects, 

exposure levels, and ecological damages of many chemicals. Second, an 

action list would be drawn up in order to guide regulatory action concretely 

across the agency. In this second phase, elements other than just the sci-

ence would be taken into consideration: costs, benefits of regulatory inter-

vention, and feasibility also would be the criteria. The notion and design 

of toxics integration thus embedded the expertise of economists and policy 

analysts, expertise generally termed regulatory analysis, involving the com-

bined analysis of the benefits of regulatory measures (including the reduc-

tion of health risks) and their costs, for a variety of alternatives. At that 

moment in time, this expertise was being promoted, and an attempt was 

made to materialize it in the organigram and functioning of the agency, 

in competition with the biological and biostatistical expertise promoted 

through the cancer assessment guideline of 1976.

The project was both ambitious and realistic. Computing common 

assessments of the hazardousness of many substances bordered on the 

unfeasible. The knowledge about many substances was simply incomplete, 

and therefore unequal. Establishing a common assessment of a substance 
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with people from across the agency, furthermore, would run into the dif-

ficulty of having people agree on the same set of assumptions regarding 

the linearity of the dose- response relationship, WOE, and the rest. There 

was, moreover, no evidence that costs, benefits, or feasibility could even be 

quantified and compared. But the plan was also realistic, and policy ana-

lysts adapted their ideals of commensuration to the context as follows: “[I]n 

view of the uncertainties in defining precisely the factors needed to make 

such a ranking (effects, exposure, abatement costs, benefits, data credibility, 

etc.), we recommend a coarse ranking, such as high, medium and low priori-

ties, rather than a strict ordinal array for both the action and threat lists” 

(EPA 1977, 23, emphasis in original). Also, the ranking process would be 

less mechanical (i.e., follow a set scientific methodology) than judgmental 

and participative.

A major issue was where to locate such an activity in the agency. In 

a typical decision- science fashion, the economists outlined a number of 

recommended management options, including having a staff office for tox-

ics integration, with political backing and substantive authority to ensure 

compliance with its ranking across the agency. The group advised that the 

new office be chaired by the assistant administrator for toxic substances, 

or by a college of relevant assistant administrators. Having one or several 

political appointees as its head, it thus would benefit from greater author-

ity over program offices. The office would assess the hazards of substances 

independently, drawing from data contributed by individual offices and 

sending its assessment of priorities back to the offices for them in order 

to manage their own workload and crises in an informed way, compatible 

with other offices. It also would create an integrated annual work plan, 

with repercussions on the activities of all headquarters and regional offices, 

as well as on the ORD (which would be required, under this plan, to do its 

own planning only after the Toxics Integration office had drawn up its inte-

grated plan). The EPA assembled according to this plan would look very dif-

ferent from the one designed in the guideline of 1976. It would be organized 

around the risk- ranking function and integrated thanks to comparative risk 

information, as in figure 3.4.

Three things happened in practice, none of which was really transfor-

mative. First, a Toxic Substance Priority Committee was formed inside the 

OPRM to monitor ongoing activities at the level of individual chemical 

substances. In 1979, it published a lengthy status report on EPA chemical 
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activities, listing the parallel activities in different offices for each substance 

(EPA 1979a),7 including substances that mattered greatly to the EPA and to 

the industry because of their toxicity and the large volumes in which they 

could be found in the environment. The committee only had the capacity 

to gather information, and its function was purely advisory. It only barely 

succeeded in producing coordination among offices assessing the same sub-

stance at the same time. A subsequent report on toxics integration in 1981 

noted that some chemical substances were assessed for their hazards and 

risks several times, in parallel, by separate offices. Between 1978 and 1980, 

for instance, ethylene dichloride was assessed by six offices of the EPA, all 

working simultaneously on information on its health effects, production 

and use, sources of release, and exposure. Other chemicals were included 

in this case, including highly controversial substances and key concerns 

for the administrators, such as arsenic (Powell 1999). Second, an Office 

of Toxics Integration was created inside the Office of Pesticides and Toxic 

Centralization of information about toxics being regulated Centralization of information about toxics being regulated 
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Figure 3.4
Design of an integrated EPA with a central risk- ranking function.
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Substances (OPTS), which only covered the activity of the agency under 

TSCA and concerning pesticide products. It did not really contribute to 

coordination with other program offices. Third, a more original and shared 

activity of intermedia analysis was initiated. Groups were established that 

were tasked with experimenting with the integrated analysis of the toxicity 

problem, not at the level of individual substances, but on a chemical class 

basis by industry or by territory.

Toxics Integration as a Response to White House Supervision

In the short run, the impact of the Toxics Integration project was not sub-

stantial. But it did represent one of the first formal experiments in apply-

ing regulatory analysis as a decision- making discipline tentatively affecting 

the whole agency. Moreover, as regulatory analysis was being increasingly 

championed by the White House, the regulatory analysis personnel in 

EPA gained further support for their activities. Environmental and health 

regulation had emerged strongly in the 1960s, during a particular phase 

of American politics characterized by the strength of new public interest 

movements and greater political pluralism. But that period of intense regu-

latory change did not last beyond 1975 (Harris and Milkis 1989; Hoberg 

1992). In the second half of the 1970s, environmentalism became less of 

a national priority and the control of regulation a much stronger one. In 

fact, systems to moderate regulatory interventionism were already in place. 

Richard Nixon, at the same time as he created the EPA, instituted inside 

the White House the office that would oversee its activity, the Council on 

Environmental Quality, and its process of quality- of- life review.8 Regula-

tory quality later became an important leitmotif under Jimmy Carter, who 

embraced the theme of government efficiency and responsiveness during 

his presidential campaign (Graham et al. 2005).

After Carter’s election, this materialized in the adoption of an executive 

order in 1978, requiring regulatory agencies to perform regulatory impact 

analysis, and the establishment of a Regulatory Analysis Review Group 

(RARG), comprised of representatives of the OSTP, the OMB, the Council 

of Economic Advisers, and the EPA, and tasked with reviewing regulatory 

proposals stemming from regulatory agencies) and of a Regulatory Council 

within the White House (with representatives of departments and regu-

latory agencies), chaired by Douglas Costle. The council had a variety of 
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projects aimed at increasing the use of innovative approaches to regula-

tion and at coordinating regulatory efforts among agencies. It started a cal-

endar of federal regulations and issued a set of pamphlets on innovative 

approaches to regulation. In this position, Costle pushed the rationaliza-

tion of regulations development through regulatory analysis.9

Providing support to toxics integration was another aspect of this 

effort. The RARG was already an increment from what was called “qual-

ity review,” which had been instituted under Nixon, and a process that 

was already delaying many EPA initiatives significantly (Anonymous 1976). 

Dan Fiorino, who was the OMB interface with the EPA, found out that the 

office asked for the revision of EPA rules much more frequently than those 

of other agencies and departments, and that it extended the review time for 

EPA rules in about a third of cases— far more frequently than for other agen-

cies.10 The EPA staff started to get frustrated about the OMB withholding 

major rules for months in order to conduct a review. But that was nothing 

compared to what was to come once Ronald Reagan was elected president 

and launched his “regulatory relief” program.

During the 1980 presidential campaign, this became a stronger theme 

than ever, particularly under Reagan’s rhetoric of government as the source 

of all ills in American society, and so it needed to be rolled back. A few days 

before Reagan assumed office, the New York Times published an article pro-

claiming, “OSHA, EPA: The Heyday Is Over” (Anonymous 1981), listing the 

scathing criticisms of agencies that had accumulated during the past years, 

and explaining how the whole new social regulation drive was in fact a terri-

ble mistake. Ann Gorsuch succeeded Douglas Costle as Reagan’s EPA admin-

istrator in May 1981, and her job was to do the dirty work of correcting that 

mistake: essentially paralyzing any strong regulatory intervention coming 

out of EPA. Until then an assistant district attorney, Ann Gorsuch had virtu-

ally no experience in Washington policymaking or public administration. 

However, she was a Reagan enthusiast and a good soldier for his “budget- 

cutting and rollback of government” message. Most of her leadership of the 

EPA was inspired by the intention to curtail the agency’s capacity to make 

decisions and issue standards by drastically reducing staff and budget overall, 

closing the enforcement office, encouraging regional offices to settle issues 

instead of going to Court, and requiring more detailed review— by senior 

officials or by the SAB— of the standards prepared by the various offices, and 

facilitating review of proposed EPA rules by the OMB (Layzer 2012, 110).
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Reagan’s other move was to institutionalize regulatory and cost- benefit 

analysis in two ways: through Executive Order 12291, requiring regulatory 

agencies to perform cost- benefit analyses for all proposed regulations with 

an anticipated impact of over $100 million;11 and through the creation of 

a dedicated office to review the regulatory analyses of agencies, the Office 

of Regulatory and Information Policy (established within OMB in February 

1980). Jim Tozzi, the head of the office and a longtime leader on the White 

House’s regulatory reform agenda, dedicated a considerable amount of his 

time to environmental regulations, which were particularly prone to con-

troversy and disagreement (Anonymous 1982).

The OMB used the mantra of toxics integration to instill regulatory anal-

ysis further into the processes of the agency. Although the budget passback 

does not generally entail policy directives,12 in 1981, it was accompanied 

by a request to come up with a more decisive strategy for toxics integra-

tion. This forced the agency to continue the integration effort. Taking stock 

and going forward with it, Dan Beardsley, then in the Office of Policy— 

sometimes dubbed the “mini- OMB” for its role in helping or stimulating 

regulatory offices across the agency to perform regulatory analysis— put out 

a new report on the subject of toxics integration in 1981. He noted that the 

problems that he had diagnosed in 1977 remained unsolved: Duplication 

of analytical efforts continued, leading to inconsistent application of poli-

cies and standards; and the priorities of offices remained heterogeneous, 

leading to a bigger problem for the agency— that of ensuring “effective or 

measured” efficiency. In that 1981 report, the autonomy of program offices 

was attacked directly. The staff of program offices was described as exces-

sively loyal to the regulatory regime that they operated and to the admin-

istrative culture of their service. On the other hand, the authority needed 

to impose agencywide standards or procedures on separate scientific assess-

ments was lacking. Managers and staff scientists were reluctant or unable to 

criticize work done in other parts of the organization.

One of the short- term consequences was the institutionalization of the 

intermedia analysis performed in the “Integrated Environmental Manage-

ment Division,” reporting to Richard Morgenstern13 in the Office of Plan-

ning. The division was populated by people from across the agency, with 

a variety of disciplinary backgrounds. Its industry work groups focused on 

calculating the regulatory burden for a given industry and computing cost- 

effectiveness curves, taking into account production processes and control 
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technologies, the transport and ultimate fate of pollutants, and the risk to 

exposed populations. The division was described as a stimulating place to 

work, where pioneering analytic work was performed, using such elements 

as nonlinear models and pollution geomapping. The integrated industry 

analysis demonstrated on several occasions that much money was spent 

chasing risks that appeared comparatively “trivial.”14 It showed that “few 

of the regulations under consideration at the time of the study lay on the 

cost- effectiveness curve for reducing additional risk” (Beardsley 1987, 144). 

In other words, the strict consideration of cost- effectiveness measurements 

would justify discontinuing many of the agency’s actions. Gorsuch was 

enthusiastic about this promotion of joint analytic work, but she did not 

engage in any major reorganization, preferring instead to dedicate energy 

to implementing severe staff reduction plans.

Conflict over Guidelines: Assessment versus Analysis

Policy analysts and toxicologists found legitimacy in very contrasted kinds 

of bureaucratic designs. For the former, controversies surrounding chemi-

cals surged from the uncertainty concerning the preferences of the public 

for tackling one or the other hazard. To govern those controversies, one 

had to render these preferences explicit, and show the process of ranking 

problems. From this perspective, policy analysts were to be at the center of 

the bureaucratic assemblage: they gathered all the necessary elements of 

information for the various decision criteria— from risk calculations to costs 

and benefits, making them available for the decision- maker. Proponents of 

quantitative risk assessment, as shown in the previous chapter, had a totally 

different design in mind: one in which uncertainty concerns the knowledge 

of a given individual risk, which needs to be reduced as much as possible, 

through various forms of data and calculation. Decision derives from these 

calculations and the choices among calculation methods. Toxicologists and 

exposure specialists come first; their calculations are provided directly to 

the decision- maker, who may balance calculations with other supplemen-

tary, contextual elements of costs and benefits to adjust the decision.

These two ways of assembling the agency and to produce credible deci-

sions competed in the early 1980s in the agency through processes of 

reform and integration of the organization. The legacy of the Toxics Inte-

gration project and of economists was strong there, albeit unexpected and 
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indirect. The Toxics Integration group engaged in what was the first survey 

of analytical practices across the agency. The agency leaders had no synop-

tic vision of what the various offices were doing; they only had the experi-

ence of inconsistencies between health assessments, as revealed directly by 

the press and the courts. The CAG in the ORD was probably the only group 

in the agency that had some understanding of what was actually happen-

ing in various program offices. At least it was in a position to compare its 

own approach with that of the Air and Water offices, which it served most 

frequently.

So the Toxics Integration staff undertook a survey of the practices of 

various offices, showing that the uptake of quantitative risk assessment 

was uneven at best: Many offices were working with cutoff hazard crite-

ria, leaving dose- response statistical curves and exposure considerations 

to others— the Air and Water offices, typically. Most offices remained 

substance- centered, while the OPTS performed mainly multimedia assess-

ments. Finally, most of these offices failed to consider costs and benefits 

analytically, alongside risks. A few other program offices balanced the costs 

of controlling some substances against evidence of carcinogenicity— the 

pesticide program being a case in point.

That survey belied Office of Policy economists’ belief that jointly devel-

oped analytical methods, coupled with strong political impetus, would 

solve the integration issue. The report notes that the agency would best 

fulfill its overall responsibility for the protection of public health and the 

environment by “comparing (whether analytically or judgmentally) risk 

among substances and across media, and adjusting Agency budgets and 

actions accordingly.” The report envisioned decision- making structures to 

link policy with scientific findings and economic impacts: “integration 

should take place as early as possible in the analytical process on which 

Agency decisions rest” (EPA 1981c, I– 2).

The convergence with the CAG’s efforts through its guidelines was unmis-

takable, and both the CAG and Toxics Integration personnel converged on 

using notions of risk to integrate separate regulatory and epistemic cultures 

in the agency. In support of that effort to develop the agency’s integration, 

and hence the consistency and credibility of its evaluations of chemicals, the 

Toxics Integration staff developed a standardized taxonomy of  analysis that 

could apply to all offices. They picked the notion of “risk assessment” to 

name the analytic and evaluative work that the EPA performed as a whole. 
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The notion helped to embrace the set of analytic operations pertaining 

to  the analysis of health consequences of toxic substances across offices: 

 “[T]he most important tool used for evaluating toxic problems is ‘risk assess-

ment’, a three part process that combines (1) an evaluation of the inherent 

hazard of a given compound through a given route of exposure (air, drink-

ing water, surface water, food), at various levels, with (2) a quantification of 

current exposure levels (prevailing levels times the population exposed to 

each level), to produce (3) an estimate of total risk related to current expo-

sures to that chemical. Human health risk assessments in EPA have tended 

to stress cancer effects, but teratogenic and other chronic health effects can 

also be accommodated. EPA also has considerable experience at estimating 

environmental risks, such as risks to fish, crops, and other biota” (ibid., 

x). Thus, the policy analysts of the agency were pushing the codification 

of expertise in the agency even further than the CAG had dared to do. In 

the EPA thus far (as discussed up to now), risk assessment had been used 

alongside other notions of health assessment, hazard assessment, or expo-

sure assessment. It designated the quantitative, mathematical part of the 

evaluation of health effects. In no way was it used as the generic, organiz-

ing notion subsuming all other parts, including the more judgmental and 

qualitative parts of an overall process.

The report outlined several options to further integration,15 all of which 

drew on analysis as a mechanism of integration, definition of generic ana-

lytic tasks, and preparation of guidelines for making flexible judgment. A 

few years later, recounting the effort, Beardsley (1987, 144) again noted, 

“We decided to use risk analysis— rather than more predictable bureau-

cratic approaches like reorganization— as the integrating theme because 

risk reduction, of either human or ecological health, is the best working 

approximation we have to describe EPA’s general mission. Within limits, 

we believe it can be a common denominator for measuring many different 

actions, a sort of Rosetta Stone for opening up communication among the 

separate programs.”

Even though the policy analysts did not necessarily get involved in the 

development of further guidelines for risk assessment or exposure assess-

ment, their involvement in the work of separate program offices, as part of 

the need to prepare for OMB reviews, came with a more structured repre-

sentation of the knowledge that the EPA should draw on to shape decisions. 

Essentially, they advocated the integration of knowledge on health effects 
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with economic analysis, with analysis embodying the most generic kind of 

competence in the agency. The Recommended Outline for Health and Envi-

ronmental Assessment Documents of the Office of Drinking Water (EPA 

1982) made it clear that a complete assessment had three parts: a health 

assessment, an exposure assessment, and a risk assessment. The document 

was meant for the associate assistant administrator of the Office of Water, a 

position invented by Gorsuch during her mandate to position more polit-

ically appointed people to supervise the work of regulatory offices. Like 

other assistant administrators, Merna Hurd was imposing on the staff a dis-

cipline of considering the risks, costs, and benefits of alternative regulatory 

options. The author of the document thus drafted an outline that, unlike 

most other guidelines, incorporated the consideration of control options 

for chemicals with negative effects into the very exercise of scientifically 

assessing those effects. That too was an exercise in assessing uncertainties— 

one that could justifiably be characterized as a risk assessment.

The same sort of forced consideration of cost and benefit knowledge in a 

standard, linear analytical process took place at the Air Office. A cancer pol-

icy task force there was asked to rethink the part of the guideline indicating 

the risk threshold that they considered significant. The group was led by 

Betty Anderson of OHEA and the CAG, with people from across the agency. 

It was to find a solution for such questions as: Should the agency decide 

on the basis of individual risk or total population risk?16 Should it adopt a 

common “target risk level”? The 1976 cancer assessment guideline had put 

these questions aside, because so long as the OHEA developed guidance 

more or less alone, or in conjunction only with the Air and Water offices, 

in accordance with the precautionary statutes that they administered, these 

questions were irrelevant. But in a context where the agency as a whole was 

asked to consider the costs and benefits, as well as the proportionality of its 

regulatory decisions, they became unavoidable. The agency had to fashion 

a common response, matching the level of public contestation and OMB 

oversight that it had started to get in those years.

It soon appeared exceedingly difficult for the group to come up with gen-

erally applicable policy principles on these issues. The toxicologists leading 

the assessment of health effects kept in mind the uncertainty inherent in 

their assessments, and they needed to err on the safe side. To compen-

sate for this controversial, de facto precautionary policy, they tried not to 

standardize or mechanize it too far, applying strict guidelines. This attitude 
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contrasted with that of economists and policy analysts, who had confi-

dence in their cost and benefit measurements. They found less uncertainty, 

and firmer ground for decisions, than health scientists. Anderson reported 

the difficulty to an administrator at the Office of Policy in the OPRM, ask-

ing him to arbitrate and to give directions on resolving the question.17 The 

group agreed that it was necessary to use estimates of the magnitude of 

the cancer risk along with other factors to make sensible regulatory deci-

sions, such as the costs and feasibility of control, benefits of the compound, 

and impact on the controlled industry and the economy— which is a major 

shift compared to the past, when generic cancer policies were restricted to 

considerations of health and science. But they did not manage to standard-

ize a decision- making process using these various elements of knowledge, 

or to clarify the relative importance of health scientists and policy analysts 

in the forging of these decisions.

Conclusion

Economic analysis, under the guise of comparative analysis of the levels of 

the costs, benefits, and risks associated with actions on series of chemicals, 

and prioritizing these chemicals, emerged as early as other kinds of scientific 

expertise within the EPA. This rationale for decision- making, after all, was 

present in the group that designed the agency, including Alain Enthoven, 

the economist and systems analyst, and Terry Davies, the political scientist 

and advocate of integrated action on the environment. The agency they 

had imagined at the time of the Ash Council, for Nixon— featuring a cen-

tral planning and management function— never saw the light of day. There 

were plans to organize the agency around this kind of decision- making 

mode based on a synoptical function of information collection and system-

atic comparison, turning the policy office into a central functional element 

of the agency. However, these plans did not materialize.

But the ideas underpinning such a design remained alive inside the 

agency. It reemerged during the mandate of EPA Administrator Douglas 

Costle because of a new political configuration. The many new regulations 

introduced in the 1960s and 1970s to regulate environmental problems and 

health risks started to be perceived as a problem. In the nascent era of regu-

latory reform, the agency was under pressure to speak with one voice, jus-

tify each new regulatory intervention, and avoid duplication. The problem 
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of the impregnation of the environment with chemicals constituted the 

other facet of this configuration of evaluation of the agency’s action. The 

effects of individual chemicals did not present the only issue. Their accu-

mulation and dispersion across the totality of the environment constituted 

a new, more complex version of the problem. The focus of the controversies 

concerning the agency shifted. They were less about being wrong for one 

chemical than about being wrong about which hazard it was regulating in 

the first place. The orientations given by the administrator— addressing the 

chemical revolution across environmental media— encountered the think-

ing of economists in order to produce an emergent bureaucratic technology 

of risk- ranking. Still, giving greater power to economists in the definition of 

the agency’s priorities meant placing them above toxicologists in the hier-

archy of expertise of the agency, and above the leaders of individual regula-

tory programs. In a context in which the public continued to expect that 

the agency protects against chemical risks— rather than optimally distribute 

its resources between a variety of issues— this was a difficult organizational 

reform to make. For the time being, the economists’ proposed design and 

bureaucratic assemblage was not fully instituted. The risk- ranking process 

did not become an obligatory, cross- agency process, involving the leaders 

of each program office. It did not lead to any formal reorganization of the 

agency. It was not used to project a new identity. The political imperative of 

optimizing regulatory intervention, as Reagan campaigned to become the 

president of a leaner, smaller government, only grew stronger from this 

moment onward, though. And so did the ambition to inform the decisions 

of the agency through economic analyses.
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Ten years after its creation, the EPA embraced risk twice, but separately and 

to different degrees.1 By the early 1980s, the notion of risk encapsulated 

a first design, according to which the agency produces decisions that are 

adjusted to the level of risk, determined by toxicological and statistical anal-

ysis and concurring policy assumptions about the nature of these risks. This 

design was embodied by cancer risk assessment methods. It was advanced 

by a fringe of the agency’s scientists and adopted by a couple of its programs. 

It materialized in guidelines and improved communication between scien-

tists, who were calculating the risks and estimating the hazards, and the 

various other actors involved in writing rules and standards- - economists, 

policy analysts, lawyers, or office chiefs. Another design, a commensura-

tive one, aimed at comprehensively reviewing agency activities against risk, 

cost, and benefit indicators, with a view to taking control over the agenda 

of the agency’s offices in order to produce a more controlled and integrated 

image of what the agency was addressing. One design responded to industry 

judicial challenges against the ban of its chemicals, using the uncertainty 

surrounding carcinogenesis; the other tried to limit controversies stemming 

from the application of various risk criteria by separate regulatory offices to 

similar chemical conditions.

At the end of the 1980s, the risk assessment guidelines developed by the 

EPA— as well as other agencies— sparked more controversy. They displaced 

the legitimacy problem of the agency. It was no longer an issue of whether 

the agency had the authority to ban chemicals, but whether its mode of rea-

soning and making decisions about chemicals was right. For the chemical 

industry, these guidelines embodied an overly conservative and stringent 

regulatory philosophy of risk elimination, producing many false positives, 

and the action on cancer and chemicals was misguided. The chemical 

4 Codifying the Risk Assessment– 

Risk Management Framework
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industry opposed these guidelines, and took on the agency’s way to use sci-

ence. It entered the game of design, suggesting that the proper administra-

tive form of using science was an independent science panel, separate from 

regulatory agencies. This proposal was based on a different design than that 

of EPA’s health scientists and economists: a more scientistic and predictive 

one, according to which science can eliminate uncertainties and establish 

future risks with precision in such a way that the space for autonomous 

judgment by a political official, between the walls of an agency, should be 

restricted as much as possible. Industrial action displaced the design process 

from the agency itself toward another influential site, the NRC, in which a 

panel of experts pursued the work of organizing disputes and came up with 

a new representation of necessary knowledge for bureaucratic acts. The 

NRC panel built the knowledge representation and technologies that were 

emerging in the agency— quantitative risk assessment, risk- ranking— in its 

resulting NRC report, Risk Assessment in the Federal Government: Managing 

the Process. It articulated a generic framework that combined these tech-

nologies and that instantly (and surprisingly) appeared legitimate to nearly 

everyone involved in the controversy.

Industry in the Game of Design

As part of its campaign against the EPA’s conservative assessments of chemi-

cals, the AIHC developed a full, positive institutional proposition that sup-

pressed regulatory agencies’ mission to assess risk, entrusting this scientific 

work to a new, separate science panel.

In late 1979 and early 1980, the AIHC stepped up its campaign to insti-

tute this science panel. In November 1979, the group published a first Rec-

ommended Framework for Identifying Carcinogens and Regulating Them 

in Manufacturing Situations (AIHC 1979). The framework highlighted 

several necessary reforms: a separation of scientific from social decision- 

making; giving an increased role to risk estimation in assigning priorities 

for regulatory action (“risk estimation includes both identifying potential 

carcinogenic hazards and determining the probability of adverse occur-

rences, essentially scientific functions”); the importance of risk estimation 

to select “approaches” (types of regulatory measures) for priority subjects; 

and the organization of a “sequential interplay” between regulatory agen-

cies and an expert scientific panel (ibid., 6– 9).
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The AIHC devised a whole new controlled process for scientific advice 

that was based on a list of nine steps, involving the science panel or the 

agency in turn.2 The boundaries between the panel and the regulatory agen-

cies, and science and regulation, were drawn by two kinds of value judg-

ments: scientific and social, respectively. The qualitative determination of 

existence of a hazard and the calculation of the most probable risk estimate 

(quantitative), “although judgmental, are basically scientific efforts requir-

ing interdisciplinary, scientific expertise.” But the determination of the 

degree of control “is a social- value judgment, which should be influenced 

by the scientific determinations but in the end is political” (ibid., 10). This 

determination should be left to agencies, and the rest left to a science panel. 

Here, the AIHC was enlisting powerful allies: William Lowrance’s work, first 

(see chapter 1), but also the newly published report of the OSTP (Federal 

Register 1980).

On February 21, 1980, the AIHC circulated a supplementary proposal 

that outlined the organization of the science panel (AIHC 1980). It would 

be a new standing committee within the NAS. The rationale behind its 

creation was to recruit the most experienced scientists, to harmonize sci-

entific advice, and to construct the scientific basis for a national cancer 

policy. The panel was seen as a real panacea: it would eliminate scientific 

inconsistencies in scientific evaluation by agencies, provide evaluations by 

the most objective professionals, reduce conflicts of interest, and speed up 

the regulatory process. Benefiting from the excellent reputation of the NAS 

and delivering high- quality scientific opinions (AIHC documents generally 

used the term determinations to refer to these opinions), it would also have 

the benefit of minimizing controversies around basic scientific issues. The 

AIHC insisted that the individuals in charge of regulation would benefit 

from assessments produced by competent, experienced, and objective pro-

fessionals. It proposed that the NAS has complete latitude in nominating 

the committee members.

Much like Dan Beardsley in the agency’s policy office, the AIHC drew on 

the argument that “risk analysis” could be a vector of greater objectivity in 

policymaking— one that could eliminate the “biases” of an agency that was 

structurally inclined to regulate. The AIHC promoted a sequential model 

of decision- making in which the analysis of benefits would work as a kind 

of embedded veto point in order to derail conservative assessments. Dur-

ing the public hearings on cancer guidelines, the physicist Richard Wilson 
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maintained that the right approach to risk, as the former EPA administra-

tor Russell Train said in his preamble to the 1976 guideline, consisted of 

first assessing the risk and then deciding what to do, taking into account 

not only the risk, but also the benefits associated with the substance: “It is 

important to start with a structure such as this because even though there 

are information gaps in the structure, without a structure illogical actions 

may be suggested” (EPA 1980c, 8).

This two- step design pleased Wilson, and more broadly the chemicals 

industry, as it afforded a procedural and systematic opportunity to overrule 

the estimates of the supposedly conservative scientists of the agency on 

the basis of benefits. The industry was also thinking in terms of this linear, 

step- by- step decision- making system, as in figure 4.1, where preliminary 

assessments of risk could subsequently be vetoed on the grounds of benefit 

or cost considerations before arriving at the final decision- maker. A report 

drawn up by the Chemical Manufacturers Association and the American 

Petroleum Institute for educating key industry representatives involved 

in the public debate on risk/benefit/cost analysis advocated this structure, 

with supplementary steps after the risk assessment to deflect the possible 
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Figure 4.1
A linear risk analysis and decision- making scheme (adapted from Haight et al. 1980, 14).
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decision to regulate (namely, an “identification of regulatory options”) 

(Haight et al. 1980).

The AIHC’s discourse on uncertainty— where risks come from a lack of 

knowledge that future, supposedly “sound” science will compensate for— 

was coherent with this proposed design: removing risk assessment activi-

ties from regulatory agencies and entrusting them instead to a dedicated 

science panel outside these agencies. The “science panel” proposal of the 

AIHC broke the step- by- step linear process of decision- making into two 

large modules at the stage of regulatory option identification. The first 

steps of the process (comprising health risk assessment) were to be removed 

from regulatory agencies and entrusted to a science panel, while the rest 

was left to the agencies. This would take away from regulatory agencies 

the possibility of articulating and legitimizing health- protective regulatory 

decisions through science. Instead, it would make science more amenable 

to other methodological, epistemological pressures, and focus regulatory 

agencies on the task of devising optimal decisions from the point of view 

of their costs incurred on businesses, and of their benefits. In this particular 

assemblage of knowledges and expertise, a boundary is drawn around cost- 

benefit analysis, left to regulatory agencies, probably because this expertise 

is the least likely to generate strong regulatory measures for industries.

In the chemical industry’s action, the model of separating scientific 

knowledge from policy decision- making was thus associated with an insti-

tutional model, based on the view that science is a particular type of con-

tent that should have its own dedicated institutions and space, to remain 

as free as possible from any possible source of bias. The “science panel” con-

cept echoed a parallel, quite animated debate and similar institutional pro-

posal for dealing with scientific contestation: that of the “science court.” 

This institutional, expert deliberation design had been proposed by Arthur 

Kantrowitz, a physicist in fluid mechanics and gas dynamics, but also a 

public proponent of the separation of science from ideology. He articulated 

a proposal to set up an institution for forming scientific judgments in the 

context of disagreements among experts (Kantrowitz 1967, 1975).

The idea pushed by Kantrowitz (though not by him alone)3 was that an 

organized confrontation of scientific arguments would be an ideal  setting for 

producing truth and objectivity. Despite constant references to democracy, 

the proposal was strongly rooted in an instrumental vision of  science— a 

belief in its capacity to produce facts, separate from the realm of values— and 
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of overcoming excessively emotional debates. What Kantrowitz and other 

promoters of the scientization of public issues had in common was the belief 

that content- free procedures or settings would produce the right outcome 

in all cases. Following the right process of confrontation and deliberation 

among experts would produce objectification, regardless of the substance 

of the issue. Even though it proved to be illusory (Aakhus 1999), this insti-

tutional design appealed to those who defended a scientistic approach to 

the regulation of risks and technologies.

As a skilled and motivated promoter of his idea, Kantrowitz got Pres-

ident Gerald Ford to set up a task force under the Presidential Advisory 

Group on Anticipated Advances in Science and Technology, with the pur-

pose of developing a workable scheme for such an institution. In those 

years (1975– 1976), Kantrowitz published a paper in the journal Science that 

gave his proposal good publicity and sparked much debate on the nature 

of his proposal and its workability. A well- attended conference in 1977, 

sponsored by the NSF and the American Association for the Advancement 

of Science, concluded with an endorsement of the proposal by the leaders 

of the country’s most prominent scientific societies— and of the AIHC.

There were notable differences among the designs pushed by Kantrowitz 

and the AIHC, however. Whereas Kantrowitz suggested bringing disagree-

ments out into the open and forcing scientists to engage with opposing 

arguments, the AIHC embraced an altogether different method: it preestab-

lished what the appropriate components of a consensual decision would be 

and defined a sequence of production, with standards applying at each step 

of the process. A strict corridor was defined that was presumed to lead to 

the articulation of consensual, fact- based decisions. In this process vision, 

which was quite fundamentally opposed to the forumlike idea of Kantrow-

itz’s institution, the central expert panel was supposed to pour out authori-

tative formulations of facts— and hence it was not to be an arena for open 

disagreement. But the connection between the two enterprises certainly 

stemmed from the belief that there were institutional designs specifically 

suited to the production of scientific facts and truths.

The Committee on Risk and Decision- Making

The AIHC, Kantrowitz, and ongoing discussions inside the NAS showed that 

a particular phase of institutional imagination had opened. In the NRC, at 

about the same time as the AIHC was campaigning for a science panel, the 
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mathematician Howard Raiffa’s Committee on Risk and Decision- Making 

(CORADM) was struggling with categories to represent and order the kinds 

of knowledge and activities implied by decisions on uncertain collective 

hazards. The final report of this committee contributed to the thinking 

around the respective roles of assessment, evaluation, and control of risks, 

as well as the organization of their interactions in concrete regulatory prac-

tice (NRC 1982). It reflected Raiffa’s perspective as a decision analyst, valu-

ing analysis as a tool for making legitimate decisions. Analysis was helpful in 

decomposing the components of a decision, thus laying the groundwork for 

negotiations among actors making or being subjected to the rule in develop-

ment.4 Therefore, analysis should be preserved. But decisions in controver-

sial contexts were obviously limited by what the report called “conflicts of 

interest,” and with these, professional analysis provided no solution.

An additional solution, therefore, was needed to decrease the level of 

contestation surrounding risk decisions. Raiffa saw that solution as bracket-

ing out the most controversial part of these decisions: the value that people 

assigned to the actual object of the decision. In a typically analytical style 

of thought (breaking down predecisional sequences of thinking), the report 

promoted the notion of a discrete risk evaluation stage, lodged between 

the assessment of the risk (pertaining to science) and decision- making or 

policymaking. It is unclear, when reading the report, whose job it was to 

consider values and how values could be decided. On the one hand, risk 

analysis was said to encompass risk assessment and risk evaluation, seem-

ingly indicating that values should be an integral concern of the scientists 

assessing risks. On the other hand, the report occasionally folded risk evalu-

ation into policy analysis, arguing that risk evaluation was connected to 

the identification and choice of policy alternatives, and as such was policy-

makers’ responsibility.5

Raiffa believed this knowledge representation in terms of risk assessment 

and risk evaluation was concordant with the practices and problems of agen-

cies, although no concurring evidence seemed to exist at the level of the 

formalisms developed by the EPA or of its organizational chart. It invented 

a risk evaluation step that was empirically nonexistent and prescriptively 

useless for risk assessors who were, de facto, faced with these problems of 

values and alternatives within the confines of their scientific exercise. The 

conflict that set organizational sociologist and political scientist Charles 

Lindblom against the rest of the committee members revealed the lim-

its of this category of “risk evaluation” as a way to salvage a professional, 
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objective analysis. Lindblom was intellectually and politically convinced 

that the knowledge underpinning decision- making and policymaking was 

not professional, specialized, formal knowledge. He argued that decisions 

were most often derived from and shaped by the articulation of ordinary 

and socially distributed knowledge. No knowledge stands outside or exists 

prior to decisions, independent of social perspectives and experiences. The 

whole demarcation of an intermediate step of risk evaluation to cloister the 

controversy- prone consideration of values, preserving science’s “safe space” 

of facts, just did not make sense.

Lindblom fundamentally disagreed with the whole endeavor and thrust 

of the CORADM, which was to formalize procedures of analysis that would 

produce “superior policy alternatives” (NRC 1982, 30). Policies could not 

be rationalized on the basis of formal knowledge produced before they 

were made, precisely because they were not a sort of neutral enactment 

of predetermined data, but rather situations of active engagement with, 

and production of knowledge about, the problem. Lindblom maintained 

that the proper use of knowledge in action consisted of improving learning 

capacities through action, not of importing decisions from external knowl-

edge, the objectivity and authority of which he considered to be mere myth 

(Cohen and Lindblom 1979).6 On the page of the final report that listed the 

members of the CORADM, his name was followed by an asterisk with the 

following statement: “Charles Lindblom does not approve of this report.” 

The limits of the science/evaluation/policy sequence as a representation, 

accentuated by the conflict between Lindblom and Raiffa, undermined 

Raiffa’s entire effort. At the end of the day, the final report7 did not put 

forward any concrete recommendations as to how to manage the inter-

faces among assessment, evaluation, and decision- making. No trace of this 

thinking can be found in the documents and practices of agencies today.

AIHC in Congress

Despite the failure of CORADM to institute a new design for science and 

making decisions, the AIHC considered it a good strategy to create its own 

proposal for a science panel endorsed by the various academies (of science, 

engineering, or medicine) in order to undermine agencies. The AIHC mobi-

lized elite representatives of large chemical and petrochemical companies, 

who consistently made contacts and sent letters to various congresspersons 
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to advance the collective industry proposal on risk assessment, specifically 

on its dissociation from regulatory agencies.

Several bills proposed in Congress echoed the concerns of these com-

panies during that period. In February 1980, Congressman William C. 

Wampler (a Republican from Virginia) had introduced a bill suggesting the 

creation of an eminent scientific panel inside the White House’s OSTP. The 

panel would effectively be akin to a court; anyone would be allowed to refer 

issues to it to adjudicate agencies’ decisions. Another proposal was pushed 

by Congressman Donald L. Ritter (a Republican from Pennsylvania), which 

concerned the activities of the five health and safety agencies and fore-

saw the coordination of risk research by the OSTP, as well as the develop-

ment of prototypical risk analyses by the five regulatory agencies, to strictly 

frame their capacity to develop these risk assessments.8 The bill reflected 

the AIHC’s ideas of restricting the scientific capacity of regulatory agencies 

and giving more control over risk assessment to the federal government.

The AIHC made another proposition to Congress: to have the NAS dis-

cuss, and possibly endorse, the science panel idea. To that end, AIHC rep-

resentatives engaged in simultaneous lobbying of the NAS, the House of 

Representatives, and the Senate. In March 1980, the industry group sent a 

letter to Senators Thomas Eagleton and Ted Kennedy (both Democrats; from 

Missouri and Massachusetts, respectively). In this document, they required 

the senators and corresponding committees to include in the appropriation 

bills that were under way a proposal for an amendment on the need for 

agencies to avail themselves of the best scientific advice, as well as to give 

$500,000 to the NAS for a study on how best to achieve this. The NAS was 

in the process of working on risk assessment methods and on designs for 

distinguishing science, policy, and the gray zone of risk evaluation (NRC 

1981, 1982). Having it give its imprimatur to the science panel idea, and 

even agree to form the panel within its walls, would decisively advance the 

attack on regulatory agencies.

Congress’s oversight of the EPA and ongoing disputes about chemical 

cancer assessment meant that it was receptive to institutional proposals to 

examine new possible designs for science and policy. In November 1980, 

the Senate, supported by the NAS, approved the AIHC’s proposal to allocate 

$500,000 from the FDA budget for a study of risk assessment. The objec-

tives were formulated in almost the same terms as those used by the AIHC 

in its documents: to assess the merits of institutional sharing of scientific 
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functions through the separation of the objective risk assessment process 

from the regulatory process per se; to consider the feasibility of unifying the 

various functions of risk analysis, and study the possibility of developing 

a coherent risk analysis methodology likely to be taken up by all regula-

tory agencies in the decision- making process; and to list the procedural and 

institutional questions that would arise from the interaction between the 

selected risk analysis methodology and the regulatory processes.9 In short, 

the NRC was charged with investigating whether assigning risk assessment 

functions to a dedicated institution in the federal government, separate 

from specific regulatory agencies like the FDA, the EPA, and OSHA, would 

remedy the alleged distortion and politicization of science by regulatory 

agencies. Because this alleged distortion was embodied in the cancer guide-

lines, the question of guidelines was explicit in the charge. The committee 

had to examine the feasibility of setting uniform guidelines. The project was 

explicit: It aimed to reduce the autonomy of an agency that was perceived to 

overregulate, through a definition of the knowledge it could use and how.

The NRC’s interest stemmed from the fact that risk was an increasingly 

hot topic, for which it was getting many report requests. A 1981 overview 

report on the activities of the NRC noted that 49 percent of the reports 

produced by NAS in the preceding years included some aspect of risk assess-

ment (NRC 1981, 2). That review report, authored by a set of top academics 

in the nascent field of risk research and risk analysis (e.g., Robert Kates, 

Howard Raiffa, and Gilbert White), inaugurated a generic definition of risk 

assessment, encompassing a wide variety of analytic methods: “Risk assess-

ment as its practice has evolved is a rubric covering a broad range of analytic 

activities including: the identification of hazard, the estimation of prob-

abilities of occurrence of hazardous events of specific magnitude, the link-

age of such events with various undesirable health, safety, environmental 

and other societal consequences, and the evaluation of risks by comparison 

with costs, with other risks, with benefits, with alternative ways of reduc-

ing risks, or with the risk of substitute activities. A complete risk assessment 

would involve most or all of these elements” (ibid., i). Reviewing a number 

of risk assessments done by the NRC itself, the authors learned that most 

of these exercises involved ambiguous definitions, paucity of data, or con-

troversy around the main subject, and that the questions addressed in the 

reports were difficult to answer or intractable, with unclear modes of analy-

sis. They reached the conclusion that in risk assessment, there should be a 
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concerted effort to distinguish among scientific findings and personal or 

value judgments if these findings are to be translated into policy.

The NRC thus had some experience in the field of risk assessment, and 

this time around, it had a clear, feasible charge to answer— and one that 

promised an impactful report. Expectations were high.10 The committee 

had a precise, feasible task, and a mission: first and foremost, to assess the 

AIHC proposal for a science panel (that is, the separation of assessment 

and decision- making into distinct institutions). Its work was very straight-

forwardly connected to events and debates that were just unfolding, and 

had attracted more attention only since the ILRG’s work on cancer guide-

lines. In that sense, the pressure of events and of the discussions that were 

ongoing at just about the same time, outside the walls of the NRC across 

Washington, was probably stronger than usual.

The Risk Assessment Committee

Frank Press, the president of the NAS and the NRC, moved away from 

the solution of relying on the conclusions of the CORADM, or mandat-

ing Raiffa for this new study, and instead created a new committee named 

Committee for the Institutional Means for Risk Assessment (Risk Assess-

ment Committee, or RAC). The Board on Toxicology and Environmental 

Health Hazards (BOTEHH)11 of the NRC worked on setting up the panel to 

do the study. People were selected to represent the following subfields of 

expertise: risk assessment policy, risk assessment, law, economics, decision 

analysis, political science/organization theory, psychology/perceived risk, 

epidemiology, biostatistics, oncology, public, industry, and basic science/

other. More informally, and in line with NAS’s practice, the board was look-

ing for people that would represent the various viewpoints on the subject: 

those of the agencies, of scientists, of regulatory bureaucrats, and of envi-

ronmental or health activists and industry.12

Frank Press suggested taking William Ruckelshaus as an expert on risk 

assessment policy, by virtue of his previous position as EPA administrator. 

Ruckelshaus had also been a member of the CORADM. Bob Tardiff, a toxi-

cologist and influential member of the NRC Board of Toxicology,13 made 

several important recommendations, namely Morton Corn (to cover risk 

assessment policy), Richard Merrill (law), Joseph Rodricks (risk assessment), 

and Reuel Stallones (nominated as an “alternative,” without mention of 
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his particular expertise in cancer risk). Most of these people accepted the 

nomination, and they turned out to be key, influential drivers of the discus-

sion. At this stage of the process, the NRC continued to be inspired by the 

experience of the CORADM, insofar as it aimed to attract first- rate scholars: 

Solow and Arrow were the nominee economists, and Charles Lindblom and 

Don Price the political scientists. None of these nominees were eventually 

selected, which left the committee without economic expertise. Political 

science was eventually represented by two political scientists who joined 

later in the process: Terry Davies and Ted Greenwood, both of whom would 

turn out to be essential to the committee’s thinking, owing to their experi-

ence and primarily their understanding of the intricacies of knowledge and 

policy relations.14

As was often the case, the question of the committee chair proved to 

be a thorny one. In July 1981, NRC staff recommended that Press give the 

chair to Gil Omenn. It may be that the name of Gil Omenn was suggested 

to the NRC and to Press, who was personally involved in the selection of 

experts, by the AIHC. The AIHC had appreciated and defended the work of 

the OSTP and Omenn on carcinogen identification and evaluation. Omenn 

was also the deputy of Frank Press when the latter was the chief of OSTP.15 

Robbins, a member of the NRC staff, wrote to Press that “Gil is presently 

writing a monograph on air pollution and has been very interested in this 

question. I would consider him one of the best qualified people I can think 

of to do the job.”16 Omenn was given the chair just a few days later, but he 

occupied the position for a very short time. A full week after the first meet-

ing of the committee in October 1981, Press asked him to step down. This 

change was motivated by the opinion of several members of the BOTEHH, 

that the position of Omenn and the OSTP for a “two- step” decision- making 

process- - insulating science from regulatory control and leaving key choices 

to scientists in a central risk assessment program under the National Toxi-

cology Program (Federal Register 1980)- - seemed incompatible with examin-

ing all possible options. It seemed just too close to the chemical industry’s 

preferred design of insulating a scientific stage and entrusting it to a sci-

ence panel. Reuel Stallones, an epidemiologist and specialist of cancer and 

smoke from the University of Texas— and a consultant to the AIHC— was 

immediately appointed to replace Omenn.17

The Committee on the Institutional Means for Assessment of Risks to 

Public Health eventually comprised fourteen people. Besides Stallones, four 
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members provided academic expertise in environmental health and toxicity 

testing, particularly with respect to cancer risks. Morton Corn was an indus-

trial hygienist from John Hopkins University and a specialist of workplace 

safety risks related to aerosol particles. He was also the former administrator 

of one of the agencies of interest in the study, OSHA (1975– 1977). Vincent 

Dole was a professor of medicine, a member of the Institute of Medicine 

(IOM), another branch of the complex of Academies, and a researcher in 

biochemistry. He was already mostly known for his research on heroin 

addiction, understood as a metabolic process. Kenny Crump was a math-

ematician and biostatistician who had developed a reputation in the field 

of environmental health and regulation for his method of extrapolation 

from low dosage of chemicals to high dosage— a method used by the EPA at 

the time. Elizabeth Weisburger from the National Cancer Institute brought 

her knowledge of oncology and carcinogenic substance identification.

There were several experts of administration of health and environment, 

most notably Richard Merrill, a graduate of the University of Virginia School 

of Law and former chief counsel of the FDA between 1975 and 1977. He 

was also a member of the NRC’s Board on Toxicology. Ted Greenwood was 

an assistant professor in political science at MIT. He was on secondment to 

the OSTP between 1977 and 1979, dealing with energy policy, and since 

then had returned to his research, dedicated to agencies’ use of scientific 

knowledge. Terry Davies, a political scientist and early researcher on envi-

ronmental policy, was a member of the group that President Richard Nixon 

consulted to create the EPA in 1970 (Davies 1970). He was based at the 

Resources for the Future think tank at the time of joining the committee.

Mediating between the two groups was a smaller subset of two men who 

had a mixed scientific and administrative profile. One was Rodricks, a bio-

chemist and toxicologist by training (PhD, University of Maryland), who 

was at the FDA between 1969 and 1980, ending his career there as deputy 

associate commissioner for health affairs from 1977 to 1980. Before joining 

the RAC, he had left the FDA to establish a private risk assessment consul-

tancy. He had chaired the IRLG risk assessment working group (see chapter 3). 

The other was Omenn.

The rest of the group was less vocal, though they contributed to the 

overall balance of the committee and the variety and novelty of the recom-

mendations it would make. Two members of the committee were identi-

fied as specialists in the emerging science of risk assessment. Warner North 
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was a young up- and- coming decision scientist and an early developer of 

applications of this science to environmental and health issues. By his own 

admission, he was a protégé of Raiffa and other pioneers in decision sci-

ence.18 When the study began, he had already looked at such things as 

the process of making decisions about air pollution or chemical- related 

risks, both through his own research and also through his participation 

as consultant to NRC committees. He had founded his own consultancy, 

Decision Focus, after leaving the Stanford Research Institute.19 The sec-

ond risk research expert was Paul Slovic, a psychologist and pioneer in risk 

perception research, at the time a research consultant with his own com-

pany, Decision Research. Slovic and North knew each other since Slovic 

had worked with the behavioral psychologist and economist Amos Tver-

sky, who interacted intensively with the Stanford Research Institute. Frank 

Mirer and William Utidjian had been selected to represent the public 

and the industry, respectively.20 Mirer was a chemist and toxicologist who 

had spent time as a PhD candidate and postdoctoral researcher at the Har-

vard School of Public Health. He joined the RAC as the head of the health 

and safety department of the United Automobile Workers Union. He was 

mostly interested in occupational health chemical safety standards and the 

activity of OSHA. Utidjian was the corporate medical director of the chemi-

cal company Cyanamide.

Beyond the inherent diversity of backgrounds and differences in views 

on the science panel debate, the committee was unique in that a majority 

of members had some exposure to, or even experience in, administrative 

and regulatory affairs, either as political analysts or as consultants or staff 

members of these agencies or of the federal government. This probably 

gave the group a particular center of gravity. The director of the project 

for the NRC was Larry McCray, a political scientist by training, who had 

worked in NAS already in the 1970s, as well as at the EPA and in the White 

House. After Ronald Reagan’s election, he returned to NAS to join the Com-

mission on Life Science, under which the RAC had been formed. He played 

a decisive role in shaping the report. He recalls: “I think the thing I liked 

most was that we really knew what was going on in agencies. That’s unlike 

other committees I have seen. I always say to my colleagues that we need 

practitioners.… This committee was different because people really knew 

about agencies. Rodricks, Merrill, Omenn … these are people who really 

respected government.”21
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The Charge, Formal and Informal

The RAC first convened in October 1981. The group set out rapidly to dis-

cuss the AIHC proposal. The committee’s collective position on the sci-

ence panel idea crystallized early on. The members rejected the idea on 

the grounds that it was too impractical for regulators and too disruptive of 

their functioning.22 But the committee had to take into account another 

contextual element, which played out in favor of more separation of science 

from policy: the ongoing scandals about the intrusion of the EPA’s political 

appointees in the work of health and environmental effect assessors.

As the committee was meeting, the EPA was rapidly falling into an 

institutional crisis. Ann Gorsuch succeeded Douglas Costle as Reagan’s 

appointed administrator for the EPA in May 1981. A district assistant attor-

ney, Gorsuch had virtually no experience in Washington policymaking or 

public administration. The main reason for nominating her for the job was 

that she was a Reagan enthusiast and a good soldier for the budget- cutting 

and regulation rollback campaign that the president was launching against 

social regulation. Most of her leadership of the EPA was inspired by the 

goals of curtailing the agency’s capacity to make decisions and issue stan-

dards, drastically reducing staff and budgets overall, closing the enforce-

ment office, encouraging regional offices to settle issues instead of going to 

court, and requiring more detailed review, by senior officials or by the SAB, 

of the standards prepared by the various offices (Layzer 2012).

A sense of crisis very quickly emerged after she took office. Hearings 

held at the House of Representatives in October and November 1981 give a 

sense that the EPA was in the largest crisis of its young existence was already 

spreading in Washington, D.C., well beyond the federal government and 

through the business and environmentalist communities. At the hearings, 

an emphatic Toby Moffett (a Democrat from Connecticut) opened the ses-

sion by stressing the exceptional nature of what was going on at the EPA at 

the time and the willingness of Congress to question and take on the lead-

ers of the agency directly.23 Moffett’s concerns were quite widely shared. But 

the worries of the chemical industry were no less substantial, as an article in 

the October 21 issue of Chemical Week signaled.

News had emerged, in particular, of wrongdoing around the use of sci-

entific arguments to prevent regulatory developments in the agency. John 

W. Hernandez, the deputy administrator, had held closed, unannounced 
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meetings with industry representatives. These so- called science forums— 

which were called “science courts” by Hernandez in his letters of invitation 

to industry groups, betraying his proximity to the proposal floated by the 

AIHC (EPA 1981a, 1)— were held on six occasions in 1981 for high- profile 

chemicals considered under the TSCA— formaldehyde and DEHP— and 

served to cast doubt on the value of the scientific studies that established 

the risk and toxicity of the substances, including the EPA’s own in- house 

estimates. Hernandez, who conducted the meetings alone, put the empha-

sis on the exercise of quantitative risk assessment, reminding everybody 

that “a thorough and independent scientific review of the evidence that 

relates exposure to pre- established dose- response effects must precede any 

regulatory decision” and that “scientific review, as a process, must not limit 

the policy- making authority of the administrator. Instead, good science, 

with ample peer review, must be the foundation for all appropriate Agency 

decisions.” This authorized him to reject the “questionable assumptions” 

that underpinned the risk extrapolations of his own staff (EPA 1981b, 7).

Other direct interventions in health assessments included Hernandez 

sending a health assessment performed by agency staff to Dow Chemicals 

and deleting portions of the text arguing that Dow’s manufacturing com-

plex in Midland, Michigan, was the main source of dioxin pollution in 

the region. John Todhunter, the assistant administrator for toxic substances 

and pesticides, was no less bold: in the spring of 1981, his staff had come 

to the conclusion that, given a recent study by the Chemical Industry Insti-

tute of Toxicology showing a link between formaldehyde and nasal tumors 

in rats, the substance should be designated for priority review (Jasanoff 

1987a). Todhunter reversed this decision in a memo to the EPA administra-

tor from February 1982,24 in which he single- handedly declared past expo-

sure estimates to be “completely incorrect.” Against the weight of evidence 

traditionally considered by the agency, Todhunter used the existence of one 

negative study to justify not regulating the chemical. He also overrode the 

existence of a positive carcinogen test in animals, arguing that the product 

was probably genotoxic, and thus exhibited a threshold. He lowered the 

EPA’s typical acceptable risk threshold of one cancer in 1 million to one in 

100,000 (US Congress 1982). Most of these interventions in science were 

judged illegitimate because they originated from political appointees, with 

a clear agenda of delaying or halting the regulation of major products. The 

interventions did not go unnoticed, precisely because these products and 
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environmental problems were in the news anyway. These cases were widely 

publicized through congressional oversight hearings and media inquiries.

These widely decried political interventions in the science of chemical 

risks constituted the public backdrop in which the RAC was due to arbitrate 

for or against the proposal of the AIHC to disempower regulatory agencies 

to perform risk assessments. In a sense, the problems caused by Hernandez 

and Todhunter lent support to the AIHC’s proposed institutional scheme. 

Their behaviors were breaching a well- accepted norm of independence 

of science, and of mutual autonomy of science and decision- making, on 

which the AIHC was capitalizing to deploy its enterprise of limiting the 

powers of regulatory agencies.25 But the RAC quickly took distance with the 

science panel idea, because it was a clear attack on and a potential disrup-

tion of an institutional system for which the RAC saw no need.

From a Linear Scheme to a Modular Framework

To develop its recommendations, the RAC first clarified the components 

of the design of science- based decision- making on risks. The group had 

quickly realized that it was missing definitions that were key to simply 

mapping out what regulatory agencies were doing when they were dealing 

with uncertain hazards, as well as where lines could be drawn between sci-

ence, policy, and other aspects. According to McCray, the construction of 

the definitions that eventually composed the risk assessment– risk manage-

ment framework, of which RAFG is so often given as the source, “was really 

an internal thing.”26 At no stage did the group seek to draw up the formal 

framework that RAFG is now credited with providing, and for which it is 

now famous. Furthermore, there was no intention (let alone a mandate) 

to standardize the practice of regulatory agencies based on that scheme. 

Ironically, what was later to constitute a renowned framework were the 

definitions that the group designed for itself, to give some order to the set 

of terms that had emerged in recent years to characterize risk knowledge— 

from risk assessment to risk analysis, through risk evaluation and health 

assessment. The definitional work required was a way to manage the vari-

ous viewpoints inside the committee, where contradiction, or conflict, was 

evident. People with a background in biological sciences were not accus-

tomed to considering that scientific practice, even for regulatory purposes, 

might be informed or underpinned by values, whether implicit or explicit. 
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Stallones, Corn, Crump, Dole, and Weisburger were designated by Davies 

as the “science camp”: those people from biology, broadly speaking, who 

were most likely to defend the idea that risk assessment is science and that 

science is objective and not influenced by values (Davies 2003). The “social 

science group,” or the “values side,” were considered to include those who 

initially would be more inclined to defend the view that risk assessment is 

a mix of scientific and political values. But others in the group did think 

along those lines, and rather than sweeping the issue aside, they addressed 

it head on.

The particularity of that committee was that it acknowledged that there 

was a need to analyze risk analysis— that is to say: to unpack it, clarify 

what it was made of, schematize it, repackage it, and define what would 

be a proper institutional shell for it. Larry McCray did an essential part of 

this work in what he termed his “anatomy of risk assessment” (McCray 

1983). The anatomy of risk assessment was really an X- ray of uncertain-

ties and “assumptions”—not “values”—intruding on the process of health 

and effects assessments, which listed the thirty- six points at which choices 

are made in a risk assessment process. In that forensic study of the exercise 

of scientifically assessing risk, McCray showed that multiple choices were 

being made at all levels based on professional judgment, experience, and, 

possibly political preferences. Indeed, risk assessment is nothing but a series 

of “discrete decisions,” a sort of scaffolding of judgments that allow one 

to produce the final estimate (ibid., 83).27 The anatomy was essential to 

define the utility of guidelines: These were tools to explicate the numer-

ous choices, many of which were extrascientific, that were made in the 

course of analyzing cancer data. It was decisive (Jasanoff 1987) to inspire 

the group’s conclusions on the need to keep risk assessment and risk man-

agement in interaction, and to reject the science panel idea. These assump-

tions are the ground where scientists responsible for calculating hazards and 

bureaucrats defining the standard meet.

The group also benefited from the many hours of presentations by mem-

bers of the EPA, FDA, and other early practitioners of risk assessment. Eliza-

beth Anderson, from the EPA’s CAG, in many ways the precursor of risk 

assessment in the federal government, spent a great many hours with the 

committee outlining the meaning of the terms in use in the agency, or at 

least in certain parts of it. Therefore, the RAC did not start from scratch. The 

EPA was already in the process of self- codifying and schematizing its work, 
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defining for the purpose of its guidelines the meaning of risk assessment, 

health assessment, dose- response assessment, and the like. The RAC invested 

even further in this conceptual work, drawing from Lowrance’s 1976 book 

Of Acceptable Risk: Science and the Determination of Safety, which Slovic dis-

tributed to the group to consider. The committee also surveyed how vari-

ous agencies were organized to produce and use scientific data, identifying 

the pros and cons of each organizational model.28 Those who worked on 

the survey were not the natural or medical scientists of the committee, 

but a lawyer and two political scientists: Merrill, Davies, and Greenwood. 

In parallel, the project director, McCray, a political scientist, surveyed the 

mechanisms for institutional separation and the current agency practices.29

Whatever the source of the inspiration, the RAC showed particular agil-

ity in assembling the set of terms to formulate a cohesive, integrated scheme 

that would describe the whole of the regulatory process. They assembled 

and simplified the representation of environmental scientific assessment 

and decision- making. Traces of this work are apparent in the draft frame-

works shown in figures 4.2 and 4.3.

From this sequence of figures (the graph on page 21 of RAFG, reproduced 

in figure 0.1, being its final form), the following process can be inferred. The 

first move was the semantic generification of risk assessment, under which 

four clearly defined and distinct operations were progressively subsumed. 

The notions of risk assessment, risk assessment policy of the analytic pro-

cess, and others already existed in the bureaucratic or scientific discourse.30 

But a diverse range of definitions and schemes coexisted (Lave 1982; OTA 

1981). In documents of the EPA predating RAFG, risk assessment was used 

alongside other terms, but with considerable variations and confusion. For 

people in the OHEA, risk assessment covered the quantitative work of com-

puting a dose- response curve. Combined with exposure assessment, it pro-

duced the synthetic estimate of the excess risk. By 1982, however, things 

were changing in other parts of the EPA, but the actual place of quantitative 

extrapolation and calculations in the procedure was not completely clear 

or free of contradictions. In the 1982 document of the Water Office (EPA 

1982), the term health assessment defined the hazard that may potentially 

be derived from being exposed to a chemical, and included what the OHEA 

termed “risk assessment” (“the quantification of the carcinogenic risk, the 

threshold for acute and chronic toxicity, the impact on sensitive popula-

tions, the ADI …”). Exposure assessment reviewed not only the data on the 
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size and nature of the population and species exposed, but also the technol-

ogy for controlling this exposure. The risk assessment part combined the 

first two components through an estimate of the likelihood that the hazard 

would materialize in the indicated population. It also included references to 

regulatory and nonregulatory control options. Throughout the document, 

risk assessment was used in lieu of the generic health assessment notion.31 

In the report of the Raiffa committee (NRC 1982), assessment was always 

twinned with evaluation (as discussed previously). So risk assessment was 

not a generic category under which exposure and hazard assessments could 

be subsumed. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show that the specific contribution of 

RAFG is to have promoted, or generified, the notion of risk assessment, not 

by inventing it from scratch, but rather by promoting it and dropping other 

parallel terms.

The stage 2 graph mentions “temporary appellations” and displays the 

options that were being considered. The committee was explicitly in the 

business of forging workable, collective, and one could even say conven-

tional appellations, as opposed to exhaustively and objectively describing 

the practices of agencies. In fact, an appendix to the report (“Anatomy of 

Risk Assessment”) was dedicated to this sort of description of the thirty- 

six steps of risk assessment. The report went further in the direction of 

modeling risk assessment through a set of parsimonious (and, by necessity, 

more generic) categories. Four clearly delineated operations, corresponding 

to well- identified disciplinary expertise, were defined specifically as the 

four steps to populate the rubric of risk assessment. Genericization also 

provided a way to hold together the necessary emphasis on quantifica-

tion of risk and to preserve the narrative- based interpretation of risk in risk 

characterization— something for which Omenn pushed.

The second move (which was somewhat surprising for a committee that 

was meant to focus on risk assessment) was its invention of the generic 

notion of risk management. Until then, that term either referred to an engi-

neering exercise involving the design of systems to render them less risky, 

or it was so broad that it was an ineffective technology to use to make a 

decision (e.g., NRC 1982). The committee focused the definition of risk 

management on the notion of policy alternatives, based on various analy-

ses and evaluations (of benefits, costs, social values, and other elements). It 

became “the process of weighing policy alternatives and selecting the most 

appropriate regulatory action, integrating the results of risk assessment 
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Inventing the Risk Assessment–Risk Management Framework 127

with engineering data and with social, economic, and political concerns 

to reach a decision” (NRC 1983), much in the way the AIHC or members 

of the nascent risk analysis community were starting to use it. One of the 

members of the AIHC, Shell’s Vice President for Health, Safety and Environ-

ment, Paul Deisler, had introduced the term risk management in just this 

fashion, through the linear scheme shown in figure 4.4.

As a consequence, risk management became a broader category than risk 

control or decision and action, and also a recognizable, autonomous activ-

ity. The notion of policy alternatives also precluded the impression of the 

definitiveness and authoritativeness of the concept of decision, and also of a 

mechanical move from science to decision. Risk management was a weigh-

ing of options as a relative, revisable judgment, with an inherent temporal 

dimension. It was very well suited to an agency that worked through con-

troversial decisions for decades, without ever reaching closure, and that 

wanted to evolve toward more fine- tuned prioritization and comparison of 

risks, as in the Toxics Integration initiative.

The third move, which resulted from the first two, was the elimination of 

the controversial notion of risk evaluation. In previous NRC reports, as well 

as in public discourse, values had consistently been a bone of contention 

and the main problem in the concrete allocation of tasks and responsibili-

ties for decision- making. Of scientists, economists, lawyers, or administra-

tors, the question of who would be the evaluator designated in previous 

expert reports, such as that of the NRC Committee on Risk and Decision- 

Making, was fundamentally ambiguous. The work that the RAC did on risk 

terminology unlocked this problem by simply dropping the term value. In 

the proposed architecture of terms, structured by notions of risk assessment 

and risk management, it simply became unnecessary. It was replaced by a 

more straightforward language of choice among scientific assumptions.32

The political dimension of risk decision- making was covered by the sym-

metrical notions of risk assessment and risk management. Both activities 

were conceptualized as similar, insofar as they grappled with uncertainty. 

In previous reports and proposals, such as the one by the AIHC, uncertainty 

was supposed to have been dealt with and eliminated during a prior scien-

tific stage. Now, risk assessment and risk management covered the politi-

cal aspects of dealing with risk, which took away altogether the need (at 

least provisionally)33 to speak of values. Risk evaluation was replaced by 

a much more positivistic notion of risk assessment policy. In a clear act of 
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Hazard Evaluation 
Extrapolation to generate 
estimates of potencies and 
of unmeasurable 
carcinogenic risks at low
exposure levels 

Hazard Identification
(laboratory studies,
epidemiology) 

Stop 

Risk Evaluation (or 
assessment) 
Estimation of number of 
people exposed at various 
levels combined with 
potencies to produce 
estimates of risks to 
individuals and 
populations

Risk Management 
Evaluation of risk (step 3) 
plus evaluation of costs, 
cost-effectiveness, 
benefits, risk vs. risks of 
substitutes, economic and 
technical feasibility, etc. 

Stop 

Strategy
to be

implemented

If no hazard identified 

If risk small enough 

Figure 4.4
The graphical framework for risk decision- making of the Office of Technology Assess-

ment (adapted from OTA 1981), based on Deisler’s notion of risk management.
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simplification and deconflictualization, that facilitates the packaging and 

commodification of this knowledge of decision- making (Suddaby and 

Greenwood 2001), a term was coined to embrace all the judgments made 

by assessors in the face of uncertainties and gaps in their knowledge, as 

listed in McCray’s important annex. Interestingly, uncertainties, assump-

tions, and risk assessment policies were neither represented in the graph 

nor included in the set of highly cited definitions on page 3 of RAFG. As a 

result, the idea did not travel much with RAFG and was mostly traded for 

an even more positivistic idea of science policy (Jasanoff 1995); more on 

this topic is covered in chapter 5.

The combination of the two generic terms of risk assessment and risk 

management, which took the place of science and decision that had been 

used more frequently until then, made it easier to envision a variety of 

ways in which science and decision- making could be articulated in practice. 

The report made it clear that the distinction between risk assessment and 

risk management closely parallels the distinction that the OSTP report had 

made, three years earlier, between a first stage of identification and charac-

terization of chemical substances and a second stage of evaluation of regu-

latory options. But in the work of the RAC, the linearity of the sequence was 

somewhat minimized: A regulatory decision was depicted as the product of 

two activities of risk assessment and risk management running in parallel, 

not the end sequence of a linear process starting with assessment. The RAC 

thus effectuated an important and innovative terminological construction 

in which regulatory decision- making in the face of risk ceased to be repre-

sented as a linear process of science informing policy. Instead, it was seen as 

the assemblage of two concurrent activities— namely, risk assessment and 

risk management— one of which was rooted in environmental and health 

sciences, and the other in economic and regulatory analysis.

The group effected a move from a representation of risk calculation as 

a “rigid formula”34 to a depiction as “concomitant processes.” These terms 

form what could be called an institutional thesaurus. In that lexicon, the 

terms had either an associative relationship (risk assessment/risk manage-

ment) or a hierarchical one (risk assessment being the generic term for the 

four specific operations of hazard identification, dose- response assessment, 

exposure assessment, and risk characterization). The terms could be com-

bined to shape the process of risk regulation. The thesaurus served to index, 

flexibly, different types of policy content, as well as to distinguish how 
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and when to employ them to shape a regulatory decision. This was a very 

effective scheme, not just for making decisions, but for making sense of 

risk politics, comparing different agencies’ organizations, highlighting the 

importance of guidelines, and demarcating zones of ignorance and judg-

ment from zones of knowledge and fact. The whole design, one could say, 

is generative rather than merely representational (Drucker 2014).

The subtly intertwined and abstract definitions of risk assessment and 

risk management were an alternative to the science panel. The committee 

refrained from imposing a single organizational template and becoming 

involved in the design of local applications of a general scheme. It adhered 

to a higher- level, somewhat codified (if not coded) discourse on the associa-

tive relationship between risk assessment and risk management. The con-

cepts conveyed the idea that it was not advisable to remove risk assessment 

from regulatory agencies.

Reading Risk Assessment in the Federal Government

By September 1982, people in the NRC were convinced that the commit-

tee’s work would have a greater impact than other NRC reports had had. 

First, it had aroused the interest of many in Washington, and expectations 

had increased. Moreover, the press had covered the work already, as the 

committee was progressing. On January 15, 1982, the Environmental Health 

Letter reported: “Regulators Urged to Separate Facts from Values in Risk 

Assessment.” A month later, the newspaper Food Chemicals News published 

an article titled “NAS Committee Urged to Consider Guidelines for Risk 

Assessment,” reporting on a public meeting held by the RAC on February 10.35 

When the report reached reviewers, it soon seemed that the new formalism 

would have palpable effects on the understanding of science and policy 

conundrums in regulatory agencies.

The introduction to the report pointed out that the context in which 

the charge emerged was one of controversy and conflict. Then it moved 

directly to the presentation of those now highly quoted and institutional-

ized definitions:

Regulatory actions are based on two distinct elements, risk assessment, the subject 

of this study, and risk management. Risk assessment is the use of the factual base 

to define the health effects of exposure of individuals or populations to hazard-

ous materials and situations. Risk management is the process of weighing policy 
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alternatives and selecting the most appropriate regulatory action, integrating the 

results of risk assessment with engineering data and with social, economic, and 

political concerns to reach a decision.

Risk assessments contain some or all of the following four steps:

– Hazard identification: the determination of whether a particular chemical is or 

is not causally linked to particular health effects.

– Dose- response assessment: the determination of the relation between the mag-

nitude of exposure and the probability of occurrence of the health effects in 

question.

– Exposure assessment: the determination of the extent of human exposure 

before or after application of regulatory controls.

– Risk characterization: the description of the nature and often the magnitude of 

human risk, including attendant uncertainty. (NRC 1983, 3)

This definition drew from the work of McCray, appended to the report as 

a working paper on the anatomy of risk assessment, which defined the con-

cept as a combination of “a hazard identification or a dose- response assess-

ment with an exposure assessment” (McCray 1983, 84). This meant that it 

compounded knowledge of how hazardous the risk object was in different 

conditions (meaning, for a chemical, at different levels of exposure or dos-

age), with knowledge of how many people lived in those conditions. The 

outcome turned out to be increased knowledge of when and where (or for 

whom) the harm was likely to materialize. In RAFG, these definitions were 

represented in a general diagram depicting key operations and mechanisms 

in shaping regulatory decisions (see figure 4.1, earlier in this chapter). The 

committee spent very little time on this diagram, but it was the form under 

which the report traveled by far the most.

The definitions were laid out in chapter I of the report, drafted by War-

ner North. Armed with these terms, the group then focused on what it 

called the “tricky issue” of how to handle the relationship between risk 

assessment and risk management, as well as between science and policy. 

The remainder of the report thus addressed the interplay between risk 

assessment and risk management, notably through the use of guidelines 

(chapter II, drafted by Rodricks) to clarify the respective ambit of politics 

and of science in the process, and the organizational arrangement of these 

interactions (chapter III, drafted by Merrill).36 Chapter IV detailed all ten 

recommendations.

The report argued that the main political problem in risk decision- 

making was not whether and how science should inform policy (or vice 
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versa), but a practical issue of making sure that choices pertaining to the 

analysis of hazards and uncertainties on the one hand, and to regulatory 

strategies on the other, were made not only transparently and separately, 

but also in full awareness of one another. Risk assessment and risk man-

agement were both in dialogue, and yet transparently distinguished from 

one another. This rule was most important for what the report called “risk 

assessment policy”— that is, the models and assumptions that the vari-

ous scientists performing the calculation of the risk chose to apply. In the 

words of recommendation A in the report: “[R]egulatory agencies [should] 

take steps to establish and maintain a clear conceptual distinction between 

assessment of risks and consideration of risk management alternatives; that 

is, the scientific findings and policy judgments embodied in risk assess-

ments should be explicitly distinguished from the political, economic and 

technical considerations that influence the design and choice of regulatory 

strategies” (NRC 1983, 7).

In the rest of the report, and in the appendix in particular, risk assess-

ment was clearly presented as a mix of science and policy. Originally, the 

report argued that there was politics in risk decision- making throughout 

the process, in both risk assessment and risk management. This was stated 

several times in the report, notably on page 7 (recommendation A), and 

was also noted in subsequent presentations of the report around Wash-

ington. In his 1983 testimony before the Committee on Agriculture of the 

House, Rodricks expressed it thus: “One central point [in the report] is that, 

while subjective judgments that have policy implications— particularly 

on the degree of conservatism that should be applied in areas of scientific 

uncertainty— may be an inherent part of risk assessment, certain other types 

of policy considerations, such as the economic importance of a substance, 

should not be permitted to influence risk assessments” (US Congress 1983c, 

360). In short, there were politics or elements of policy throughout the reg-

ulatory decision- making process, but some were classified as ingredients to 

assess risks, and others as ingredients to manage them. Both, however, were 

equally political, which is why neither could claim to have the upper hand.

Admittedly, there was residual ambiguity in RAFG as far as uncertainty was 

concerned.37 The definitions on page 3, in the summary of the report, seem 

to exclude uncertainty, defining risk assessment as the use of “the factual 

base” to define risks. Nowhere was it mentioned that it incorporated infer-

ences or assumptions to compensate for missing data. Recommendation A 
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presented risk assessment as a compound of “scientific findings and policy 

judgments,” but again emphasized very little the uncertainty of the whole 

exercise. “Risk characterization” was the only module in the whole exer-

cise that seems to involve uncertainty. So the summary was expurgated 

of almost all uncertainty. These first pages were written by Stallones, the 

chair of the committee, whom Davies placed in the so- called science camp 

(Davies 2003). Those who defended the view that risk assessment was a 

mix of science and policy were rather unhappy when they discovered the 

content of those pages— but it was too late to make any amendments to 

it before publication.38 Another ambiguity lay in the general design of the 

process: Was risk assessment a sequence of necessary and logical steps— as 

in the stylized decision tree depicted on the cover— or not? Page 3 spoke of 

“steps,” but also mentioned that a risk assessment might contain “one or 

more” of the components of the framework. On page 21, the graph con-

tained “elements of risk assessment,” but described a converging flowchart, 

in which most elements seemed interdependent and necessary. That graph, 

which arguably circulated more than McCray’s appendix (in which uncer-

tainties and corresponding inferences were detailed), made no mention of 

uncertainty, or even of the crucial category of “risk assessment policy” that 

denoted the space where policy and science were hybridized.

The other two general recommendations essentially concerned the issue 

of guidelines. Recommendation B recommended that agencies develop 

what was termed “uniform inference guidelines”— namely, a document list-

ing, as comprehensively and in as much detail as possible, the choices that 

risk assessors might make in the course of a risk assessment. Recommenda-

tion B derived from chapter III of the report, where a highly informative 

and clear history of the effort of creating guidelines in regulatory agen-

cies was recounted. These lines of the report were also extremely helpful 

to make sense of what the guidelines actually were and why they were an 

important instrument. The report spoke of “guidelines,” not to refer to any 

official legal pronouncements of procedure satisfying legal requirements, 

but rather “the principles by which risk assessments are to be performed.” 

The report used this definition “because that is the term Congress used in the 

legislation that authorized this study” (NRC 1983, 52), and because the term 

had gained currency since its use by the EPA and the IRLG.

Recommendation C advised the federal government to create a central 

board for risk assessment methods, whose function would be, among other 
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things, to review the guidelines adopted by regulatory agencies, and to 

ensure that they were in keeping with the advancement of scientific knowl-

edge in the area. That recommendation read like a balancing act: The report 

clearly accredited the need to change something to the current institutional 

organization of science- based decision- making and of regulatory agencies, 

but it also went against the AIHC proposal to take risk assessment away 

from agencies, which were perceived as too disruptive.

The reviewers of the report noted how the report furthered understand-

ing of the processes and politics involved in regulating controversial sub-

stances. NAS generally organizes a very strict and demanding review process 

for each of its reports.39 The review of RAFG was no exception. In fact, Al 

Lazen of the NRC made sure that the review would be even more stringent 

than usual. Six months later, the reviews arrived on the chair’s desk, and 

they were excellent. One reviewer was of the opinion that the report was 

first rate and provided “an excellent analysis of the subject, stated with 

exceptional clarity. The clear separation of risk assessment and risk manage-

ment is particularly helpful.” Another stated simply that “the overall report 

is superb … well- written, very balanced, extremely timely, and offers lucid, 

realistic and intelligent conclusions and recommendations.” Two others 

stressed that the “workable” and “reasonable” recommendations would 

definitely improve the situation. Stallones commented to his fellow com-

mittee members, a few weeks before the report’s release: “The general com-

ments of the NAS were so good that I have included them as an appendix to 

this memo. When your car won’t start, your students won’t study, your rats 

won’t die, or your boss just won’t, then you pull out these pages and read 

them again, and bask in the warmth of well- deserved praise.”40

The analytical quality of the group goes a long way to explaining how 

and why this integrative, simplified outcome could be reached. The NRC 

staff had found that the job was of relatively high quality, despite an 

uncommon and complicated institutional mission. Lazen, the head of the 

Life Sciences division of the NRC, who oversaw the committee, wrote to 

Frank Press: “The committee is one of the most intellectually gifted I have 

had the pleasure to deal with. The chairman, after a slow start, is now a 

very strong and effective leader who will do very well in front of the press 

or a congressional hearing. The report’s acceptance and impact will depend 

in large part on the credibility of its authors as individuals, and here we 

are on firm ground.”41 The members of the panel, in retrospect, readily 
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praised one another’s intellectual quality and breadth of knowledge about 

risk assessment and agencies. McCray was described as a “superb analyst,” 

Rodricks as someone who was able to grasp the science and yet understand 

the institutional and political big picture as well, and Merrill as a first- class 

mind and legal scholar.42 The decision- theoretic perspective brought in 

by Warner North was also recognized as a crucial component in the com-

mittee’s collective capacity to articulate an effective knowledge representa-

tion. The intellectual and political diversity of the group, combined with 

the effective direction given by the NRC staff and the chair, contributed to 

turning the committee into a place where things that were conflicting out-

side could be discussed inside.

Thus, there was a fine line between success and failure in the work of 

creating frameworks. In this particular case, the committee could very well 

have failed due to the inability of the members of the group simply to com-

municate with one another and to engage in the elaboration of a common 

view. There was actually a real possibility that this would happen. Lazen, ex 

post facto, wrote to the chair with the following words of gratitude: “How 

you got a consensus out of such a vocal and diverse group will always be 

something of a mystery to me— but I’m not knocking it!”43 The immedi-

ate, instrumental action of the new EPA administrator, with the proposed 

design, soon showed that he was exactly right.

Conclusion

The episode of the writing of RAFG richly illustrates how and why, in their 

diversity, experts of science and of its use in decisions can foster the design 

of legitimate administrative forms. It demonstrates how this form of sci-

ence can bring order to an area of governance otherwise steeped in public 

controversy, interest group conflicts, and interinstitutional disagreement. 

The moment that a report on the legitimacy of regulatory agencies to ana-

lyze and regulate risks was requested from the NRC is one of intense con-

troversy around particular chemicals and the risks they cause, but also and 

more broadly, around the legitimacy of regulatory agencies to intervene to 

control these products. It is also a configuration in which scientists with 

an experience in administration, with growing social capital and reputa-

tion in Washington, D.C., as well as a common belief in the possibility 

to invent acceptable decisions thanks to science, were brought together. A 
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configuration, finally, that sparked multiple processes of abstraction, for-

malization, and standardization of new designs for decision- making, 

underpinned by different representations of what comprises legitimate 

bureaucratic knowledge and technology.

What is particular, in the case of the RAC, is that it concentrated a col-

lective capacity to commodify knowledge, deriving in this case from the 

application of a decision- aiding perspective and an ability to think in terms 

of process; an ability to insert one’s contribution into a longer history of 

codification and to build on elements of already genericized and tested 

bureaucratic knowledge; finally (and perhaps more important), the inter-

nal diversity of the group functioned as an initial trial for the framework, 

which made it resistant, presumably, to subsequent trials and controversies 

in the wider world. Frameworks, this case shows, result from the modeling 

of intraorganizational diversity, its components, and their assemblage. They 

successfully emerge where the diversity that is modeled in the framework is 

represented in the very site in which it is designed and in its content.

It is frequently argued that the RAC constructed a new framework, 

almost ex nihilo. This chapter illustrates the concrete work involved in cre-

ating an organizational and administrative order, by renaming and articu-

lating the elements of decision- making that were already emerging from 

the practice of agencies, and their own, initial design work. The committee 

was less inventing new elements of a framework than working to articulate 

already- identified elements, renaming them so that they become part of a 

process that appeared to respond to the expectations about what people in 

an agency should or should not do. Its most original product is also the one 

that is less often cited: it is the formalization of a notion of risk manage-

ment. The notion allowed rearticulating science and policy in a way that 

administrations such as the EPA— an agency that the experts knew of and in 

some sense defended— could recognize and appropriate. It asserted the deci-

sionistic design emerging in the agency, combining the calculation of risks 

using medical, toxicological, and statistical expertise, and the use of criteria 

of cost, benefit, and policy opportunity, which help compel a decision and 

end a dispute. The framework uniquely recognizes the place that health sci-

entists and economists were in the process of carving for themselves in the 

agency. The posterity of RAFG was in no manner written. But the configu-

ration in which it emerged made it a potentially influential design effort. 

What happened, nearly as and when it came out, confirms this point.
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March 1983 is an important date in the history of the institutionalization 

of risk- based decision- making more generally. That month, two events 

took place almost simultaneously in Washington, D.C., the conjunction of 

which defined and installed a particular design at the heart of federal poli-

cymaking and regulatory practice. The first was the awaited publication of 

RAFG. A day before it came out, the report was presented to an assembly of 

regulators, risk professionals, industry representatives, and congresspeople 

at a well- attended dinner at NAS on February 28, and publicly released the 

next day. The second event occurred eight days later, when EPA Adminis-

trator Ann Gorsuch resigned. President Ronald Reagan had appointed her 

in March 1981 to apply his deregulatory, antienvironment policy agenda 

at the EPA. Gorsuch did so with a vengeance, severely cutting the staff, 

implementing drastic budget reductions, confiscating important dossiers 

to make decisions alone, and slowing and discouraging the development 

of regulations and enforcement efforts at her own agency. She gradually 

corroded not only the staff morale, but also the effectiveness and image 

of the EPA in the industry, as well as in the wider public. She resigned 

after the House of Representatives cited her for contempt of Congress for 

refusing to hand in agency records that congressional committees wanted 

to investigate to clarify allegations of mismanagement of the Superfund 

program. On March 17, 1983, Reagan reappointed William Ruckelshaus 

to the position he had held a decade earlier, with the goal of restoring the 

image of the agency and the morale of its staff. Ruckelshaus returned to the 

agency with revived energy, vision, and fresh ideas to make it effective and 

credible again.

The governance of risk and its constituent risk assessment‒risk man-

agement framework are overwhelmingly sourced to RAFG.1 But the NRC’s 

5 Ruckelshaus and Risk: Representing the EPA
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report would probably have been just another well- regarded but confiden-

tial text if Ruckelshaus and his aides had not picked up on the architecture 

of categories and processes that it advanced and people in the EPA had 

not already started to conceptualize what risk assessment and risk analysis 

comprised. The particularity of what happened then was that Ruckelshaus 

implemented— and solidified at the same time— a knowledge representa-

tion that RAFG had distilled, because it provided an image of EPA’s processes 

and outputs that concurred with the expectations of various audiences of 

the agency simultaneously. Indeed, various designs were included in RAFG 

and in the interpretation that Ruckelshaus and his staff made of it, includ-

ing the decisionistic logic of deriving decisions from set cancer theories, the 

commensuration logic of risk- ranking and prioritization, and a third, delib-

erative logic of constructing images of public concern interactively with 

the public (i.e., risk communication). The categories emerging in RAFG, the 

political crisis surrounding the existence of the latter, and Ruckelshaus’s 

enterprise of legitimation of the agency formed a unique combination of 

factors leading to the material and symbolic reorganization of the agency 

and its way of making decisions.

The Dissemination of RAFG in Washington, D.C.

Anticipating a larger- than- usual impact for RAFG, the president of the 

academies, Frank Press, decided to hold a dinner the day before its official 

launch. More than 100 guests attended this highly successful event at the 

NAS in Washington, D.C., on February 28. Having collected impressions 

from around town at the dinner, Larry McCray, the NRC staff director for 

the project, wrote to members of the panel on April 18 that it had been 

deemed a success by most of those who were present. Press himself char-

acterized the dinner as “probably the best the Academy has had,”2 with 

high attendance by members of Congress— twenty- seven of them— and 

the heads of affected regulatory programs, as well as high- quality presenta-

tions by Reuel Stallones, Gil Omenn, Richard Merrill, and Joseph Rodricks. 

Omenn also considered the dinner an effective event.

The report was published the next day as a neat, readable, accessible 

document with a vivid red cover (hence the nickname it will later be given, 

“the Red Book”; see chapter 9). The Washington Post signaled its release in 

a short article. The NRC distributed hundreds of copies of the RAFG, but 
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it hardly needed to: the report instantly found its readers. This was soon 

confirmed by the sales numbers: the Academies Press reported that it had 

sold 600 copies as of April 8, and 1,250 copies by June 24. By all appear-

ances, then, the report was a hit. Less than a month after the release of the 

report, Philip Smith, the NRC’s executive officer, received a letter from Joe 

Penick, senior vice president of Mobil Oil Corporation and a key player in 

the AIHC. On the whole, Penick approved of the report and congratulated 

himself on the fact that it both supported the AIHC’s intention in propos-

ing a central risk assessment panel, and was more constructive, offering “a 

better fit with current procedures of the regulatory agencies.” In short, it 

had a better chance to succeed politically and institutionally. Penick also 

acknowledged that the report brought about a key conceptual shift: “We 

agree to the need to distinguish the scientific ‘risk assessment’ process from 

the social- economic considerations for ‘risk management’ required in regu-

lation and standard setting.”3

The work of disseminating the report was not limited to standard edito-

rial marketing. A significant share of the members of the panel sent copies 

in person to key contacts or traveled to present the essence of their recom-

mendations to various organizations in Washington, D.C., and in the coun-

try more generally. Immediately after the launch, Press wrote to various 

congresspersons, to the director of the National Institute for Environmen-

tal Health Sciences, and to Ruckelshaus, who had just been appointed by 

Reagan as EPA administrator. Press’s executive officer, Phil Smith, sent the 

report to Jim Tozzi, deputy administrator of the White House’s Office for 

Information and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA), and to Douglas Costle, former 

administrator of the EPA and a member of the Council for Environmental 

Quality under President Jimmy Carter. In May 1983, Joe Rodricks testified 

before the House Committee on Agriculture, Subcommittee on Department 

Operations, Research and Foreign Agriculture. He testified again before the 

Senate Subcommittee on Natural Resources, Agriculture Research, and Envi-

ronment in May 1984. Stallones summarized the report before members of 

the Toxicology Forum in Aspen that same year.

Those multiple contacts left no doubt about the general reaction to the 

RAFG. In Washington, D.C. at least, regulators, bureaucrats, lawyers, indus-

try representatives, and risk professionals— that small, nascent risk regula-

tion community— broadly accepted the analysis presented in the report. 

Most of the reactions that were recorded show that it was interpreted as a 
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report dealing with the problem of the relation between science and policy— 

though it replaced these categories with risk assessment and risk manage-

ment, each embedding a kind of policy content. Other members of the 

panel, who were defending the more sophisticated “risk assessment policy” 

concept, were frustrated by this perspective (North 2003).4 The interpreta-

tion of RAFG as saying science should be separate from policy, however, was 

not completely germane to what the author said in the report. The first few 

pages introduced risk assessment as a “factual base,” not mentioning the 

role of assumptions and policy judgments involved in choosing parameters 

to calculate risks at low doses, for instance. And the graph “Elements of 

risk assessment and risk management,” on page 21 of RAFG (figure 0.1), so 

often reproduced, did not convey the role of uncertainties in a seemingly 

unstoppable, flowing process of learning from research to produce an esti-

mate of the risk. It does not feature risk assessment policy either. Even Gil 

Omenn, though a full participant in the panel’s work, considered that it 

was essentially saying the same thing that he had argued in the OSTP report 

of 1980: that science and decision- making were two separate elements.

Closing the Crisis

A report or a study, however well written and authoritative, generally has 

very little impact on politicians’ strategies and decisions because they sim-

ply lack the time to consider ideas and pore over long texts. But the con-

trary may be true when the study comes at just the right time and place, 

when and where the politicians need it. In this case, the Academy “got the 

timing nearly perfect” (Barnes 1993, 8). The report came out just as Reagan 

was searching for Gorsuch’s replacement. Reagan soon decided to bring 

Ruckelshaus back to the agency to solve this full- blown, open crisis.5 By 

his own admission, Ruckelshaus did his best to find alternative people for 

the job, but eventually decided it was his duty, and challenge, to accept the 

mission. He finally accepted the mission offered by Reagan on the condi-

tion that the budget of the EPA be restored to the 1981 level and that he 

keep control over the choice of political appointees. Reagan made an excep-

tion to his “administrative presidency” strategy (Golden 2013) and agreed 

to supervise the actions of the EPA less closely than in the preceding years, 

confident that Ruckelshaus was the man for the situation and that a depo-

liticization of the agency would help in deflating the crisis surrounding 
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the environmental issue. He secured an increase in the agency’s budget, 

particularly that of the ORD. While the White House held a discussion of 

each and every proposed candidate, there was no veto on any of the people 

chosen by Ruckelshaus and his chosen deputy administrator, Alvin Alm.

Ruckelshaus’s persona was that of an effective, dutiful, and impartial civil 

servant of the highest capacity, whom Reagan trusted to restore the image of 

the agency and the morale of its staff, as well as the overall credibility of that 

administration with regard to environmental problems. Many of the people 

who commented on his nomination used the word integrity to describe his 

reputation (Shabeccoff 1983). Environmental groups, though not opposed 

to Ruckelshaus’s renomination, did not explicitly support it either (Lippin-

cott 1985). They were not reassured by his intention, expressed at confirma-

tion hearings, to hardly change the substance of Reagan’s policies but rather 

focus on adapting the EPA’s management style (Layzer 2012).

Ruckelshaus knew he was on a mission. He had little time to restore the 

reputation and functioning of the agency, and indeed had given himself 

a tight deadline (he wanted to leave the job after only a couple of years). 

Before officially taking office in May, he spent time consulting with a wide 

range of actors of environmental policy, from environmental activists to 

various industry groups to EPA staffers, to get a sense of what they viewed as 

the most important and urgent problems to be dealt with when he returned 

to the job. What he gathered from these conversations was that the agency 

needed to demonstrate that it was active and effective in protecting the 

environment and people’s health— a point on which Gorsuch had truly 

instilled doubt in the population. According to Ruckelshaus, starting to 

intervene again “very clearly and vey publicly” was also in the interests of 

industry, where there was indeed even a demand by some segments (Anon-

ymous 2008). Ruckelshaus took his time to reflect on the best language to 

use to reshape the agency’s image among its staff and the public. Thinking 

in terms of “risk assessment” and, more innovatively, “risk management,” 

was how he framed it.

Ruckelshaus already had been given draft copies of RAFG by the presi-

dent of the Academies in February. He was well prepared to consider its 

ideas because he was immersed in the intellectual climate of the time and 

the ongoing conversations about science- based regulation and risk assess-

ment. He had refused to serve on the RAC but had served on Howard Raiffa’s 

CORADM. He knew several members of the panel. In his position, he could 
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not ignore the debates surrounding the competences and legitimacy of 

agencies to employ science, as well as the AIHC’s campaign for a science 

panel— a proposal that made little sense to him.6 Most of his take on risk 

was inherited from intellectual work around the EPA, in the newly cre-

ated SRA, in the NRC, and in intellectual references used there, such as the 

notion that safety is a judgment rather than a calculation (inherited from 

William Lowrance’s influential book Of Acceptable Risk), and the distinction 

between voluntary and involuntary risk. In the words of his future assistant 

administrator for ORD, Bernie Goldstein, he “jumped on the Red Book.”7 

Ruckelshaus’s subsequent reconstruction of this choice was the following:

I was looking for a way of sort of calming the controversy down that existed with 

my predecessor at EPA, Ann Bedford, and to put the focus of the issue in front 

of the country in a reasonable way, and the Red Book was a very good tool that 

helped me accomplish that. Because it allowed me to talk about a lot of issues 

involving the assessment of risk, which as I say, should be a process that should 

not in any way be subject to political intervention, and the policy judgments, 

which are political, with a small p, they should not be a big p political, which 

society decides for itself what the risk is and what to do about it. And that is a 

difficult problem, under the best of circumstances. And I was trying to get that 

whole debate or discussion of the issue of risk assessment and risk management 

out of the political debate and this Red Book allowed me to do that.8

Ruckelshaus was recognized as an effective and skilled public communi-

cator. In the first few months of his second term as EPA administrator, he 

gave multiple speeches in a number of prestigious locations, addressing a 

variety of audiences. The first full representation of the EPA as a risk agency 

was in a speech he delivered before an audience of scientists at NAS on June 

22, 1983. The speech opened by depicting a public full of panic and fear, 

concerning its natural environment, public health, and economic survival. 

It rapidly moved to name the “idea of science” as one of the fundamental 

answers to these fears. Science alone could not provide the answer, though, 

because of its dissonance with public policymaking in a democratic sys-

tem: “Nowhere is this more troublesome than in formal risk assessment— 

the estimation of the association between the exposure to a substance and 

the incidence of some disease, based on scientific data” (Ruckelshaus 1983, 

1026). Ruckelshaus then brought in the new notion of risk management:

Scientists assess a risk to find out what the problems are. The process of deciding 

what to do about the problems is risk management. The second process involves 

a much broader array of disciplines and is aimed toward a decision about control. 
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In risk management it is assumed that we have assessed the health risk of a sus-

pect chemical. We must then factor in its benefits, the costs of the various meth-

ods available for its control, and the statutory framework for decision. The NAS 

report recommends that these two functions— risk assessment and risk manage-

ment— be separated as much as possible within a regulatory agency. This is what 

we now do at EPA, and it makes sense. (Ibid., 1027)

This speech was probably the first public declaration in which the EPA 

as a whole— all of its statutes, offices, and modes of intervention— was rede-

fined using the language of risk: a sort of official birth of risk- based gover-

nance. Being delivered at the NAS, to an audience of scientists, and featuring 

many poignant lines about science, the speech was noted as a commitment 

to the use of science in federal policymaking.9 It figures in several books and 

essays on environmental policymaking and risk regulation (e.g., Dietz and 

Rycroft 1983; Levenstein and Wooding 1997), and is frequently cited in the 

academic and policy literature.10 But there were other reactions to it. The 

New York Times, for instance, emphasized those parts of the speech where 

Ruckelshaus announced a new cross- government, interagency initiative on 

risk management. He wanted other agencies to embrace risk and its dilem-

mas, to relieve pressure from the EPA, and convey more effectively to the 

public the difficult problems that the federal government in general was 

facing (Shabecoff 1983).

The main objective was to project in public the internal dilemmas and 

difficulties of the administrative and scientific processes that the EPA had 

to operate, perhaps much more than the actual development of risk assess-

ment science at the agency. The redefinition of the EPA’s identity in these 

terms was a direct, transparent response to the accusations against Gorsuch 

and the concerns of EPA staff. Whereas Gorsuch and John W. Hernandez 

were accused of manipulating the process of evaluating scientific data in 

closed meetings with industry, Ruckelshaus gave autonomy to the process 

of risk assessment, separating it from risk management. Whereas Gorsuch 

had severely curtailed the agency’s budget for research, Ruckelshaus defined 

science as its most critical resource and announced that the budget of the 

ORD would be increased. He also stated that he would work to develop 

long- range research in the agency, thus responding to a plea by many 

in Congress, industry, and academia. Whereas the policies of Gorsuch 

seemed to be motivated entirely by the idea of reducing federal interven-

tions, Ruckelshaus focused on considerations of safety, scientific robust-

ness, effectiveness, and costs. Finally, whereas controversies arose from the 
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misunderstanding of how the EPA assessed risks and derived regulatory 

measures from it, the risk assessment/risk management architecture was in 

place to convey to the public a much more direct and approachable image 

of the agency, one that spoke to expectations about its action in Congress, 

in regulated industries, in the media, or in the environmental community.

The EPA as a Whole

The risk representation contained, first, a clear, integrated agenda. The 

administrator insisted that the nature of the issues that the agency was 

dealing with had fundamentally shifted. While the pollutions the agency 

took on in the past were material, with identifiable offenders, toxics now 

represented a more diffuse, evasive, and general threat.11 This apprecia-

tion, arguably a very political judgment about the issues that comprised its 

agenda, was compounded by internal qualitative and quantitative surveys. 

One of the reports that Ruckelshaus used was a document called “Trends 

Likely to Affect the EPA in the Next Ten years,” which contained the graph 

shown in figure 5.1.

Risk assessment, second, not only established the EPA as a scientific agency, 

but also highlighted the dilemmas involved in using science. Ruckel shaus 

spent time in his speech outlining the conflict between the work of science 

and the work of making laws on the environment and health. He reminded 

the public of this in a sentence that strongly resonated with most recent 

expert reports on risk assessment, including RAFG: “In assessing a suspected 

carcinogen, for example, there are uncertainties at every point where an 

assumption must be made” (Ruckelshaus 1983, 1027).

In the June 1983 speech, Ruckelshaus distorted what RAFG meant, as 

well as this emergent common wisdom among risk researchers. He spoke 

about science as much as about risk assessment, betraying his belief about 

the objectivity of knowledge on risk. He defined risk assessment simply 

as knowledge about “the nature of the risk,” and risk management as the 

question of “what to do about the risk,” as if the risk were easy to capture. 

Accordingly, this speech called for a clear separation of the two aspects, 

arguing that this was what RAFG had recommended and seemingly claim-

ing that a neat separation between the objective world of facts on the nature 

of the risk and the world of choosing what to do about it, based on other, 

more political considerations, could easily be found (Jasanoff 1987). In fact, 
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several members of the RAC were embarrassed about the way the report was 

used by Ruckelshaus as well as others in order to stress this separation of sci-

ence and policy. Warner North, for instance, recalls that he was troubled by 

the call for separation, which he considered a misinterpretation of RAFG: 

“We had encouraged conceptual distinction, but not organizational separa-

tion, and we had stressed the need for ongoing communication between 

the risk assessors and the risk managers. Ruckelshaus went on to give more 

speeches subsequently published in leading journals.… But he repeated the 

language that encouraged misinterpretation of what the Red Book actually 

said” (North 2003, 1150– 1151). Some of the very same scientists who were 

advising the agency were also thinking, contra Ruckelshaus, that uncertain-

ties were inherent to science as and when it dealt with risk, and that risk 

assessment was inherently limited, in its precision, accuracy, and credibil-

ity, by the choices at the level of parameters that were made to compensate 

for data gaps12 that constituted risk assessment policy.

But there are reasons to believe that North misinterpreted Ruckelshaus’s 

misinterpretation of RAFG. While Ruckelshaus was speaking before an 
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audience of scientists, his speech was clearly addressed to other audiences of 

the agency. He was there to save the agency from accusations that its politi-

cal appointees manipulated science to legitimize the controversial choice of 

leaving the chemicals in use. It was sensible politically to proclaim and dem-

onstrate, through concrete descriptions of administrative processes, that 

EPA top officials would not tinker with the scientific data to impose their 

preferred regulatory options or dictate to risk assessors what their calcula-

tions had to be.13 To be sure, the conceptual refinements and organizational 

recommendations of the NRC about inference options and risk assessment 

policy were lost in his public presentation.14 Ruckelshaus was not indiffer-

ent to these sophistications, but the benefits of the framework in terms of 

explaining to the public the problems that the agency was dealing with, 

and its use of science, far outweighed the cost of localized internal critique.

This time, an internal reaction to his representation of the new EPA con-

cerned the emphasis on health risk. Stressing the health agenda, Ruckel-

shaus was putting forward the action of certain parts of the agency. That 

focus seemed inappropriate for those who remained primarily interested 

in dealing with environmental pollution and contamination, as under the 

hazardous waste and Superfund programs. To correct the imbalance, Lee 

Thomas, the assistant administrator in charge of these programs, had to 

point out on the occasion of the establishment of a cross- agency report on 

risk assessment and risk management, that risks to flora, fauna, and natu-

ral resources were part of the agency’s mission, as much as risks to human 

health.15 By stressing assessment of risks to health as the agency’s central 

commitment and resource, the administrator gave the impression of for-

getting some of the fundamental roots of the agency’s research programs: 

namely, the work of its engineers in designing and testing technologies 

for pollution control and reduction. This was an area in which the agency 

had amassed a few important successes by developing technologies that 

would not have existed otherwise— the main example being the catalytic 

converter.16 In September 1983, a group of engineers from various labs of 

the ORD wrote a joint letter to Ruckelshaus to indicate that, by stressing 

health issues and risk analysis, he was in essence giving up on a fundamen-

tal part of the identity and defining source of legitimacy of the agency. They 

asked him for guarantees that research funding would continue to accrue 

to them. Those budgets overall declined, as did the ORD’s budget over the 

years, but the EPA’s investment in the area declined under a conjunction 
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of trends: the privatization of much of these technological developments 

and the concomitant shift of regulatory agencies toward the instrument of 

performance- based standards in the area (Vinsel 2012).

While Ruckelshaus stressed risk assessment and its separation from policy 

in many of its public discourses, the most innovative part of this discourse 

was the use of the notion of risk management, to speak about policy and 

government of the environment. Risk management nicely bridged different 

goals and modalities of what the agency was supposed to be doing. It could 

easily be interchanged with the notion of “risk reduction,” which Ruckel-

shaus readily employed in communication with the general public, nota-

bly through the press. He argued that if risks needed to be measured and 

assessed, then it followed that levels of risk could be acted on, and the EPA 

would be acting to move these levels downward— not to eliminate them 

entirely. The notion of risk reduction became one of the central themes 

in the agency, and lastingly so (EPA 1988). At the same time, risk manage-

ment, as defined in RAFG as a weighing of different considerations, includ-

ing costs, was appealing to industrial audiences. It helped demonstrate to 

the public that the agency was keeping economic and industrial questions 

in mind. In the first lines of his June speech, Ruckelshaus hinted at the 

problem of “economic survival,” along with the challenge of safety and 

environmental protection. He also explicitly spoke of costs and benefits as 

elements of risk management decisions. Ruckelshaus was not an environ-

mental zealot; he was a seasoned Republican, with the environmentally 

conservative sensitivity that defined a substantial portion of the party back 

in those years. He also had a good track record in terms of environmental 

decisions made since his first stint as head of the EPA. But he was not indif-

ferent to the issue of industrial development.

In his view, environmental protection was to be weighed up against 

industrial development and economic growth— which count as benefits 

in the language of risk management. This was particularly important with 

regard to air pollutants, in which the EPA had to face some of the most 

complicated cases of decision- making, such as ozone. The Clean Air Act was 

a pure risk statute, with no reference to any consideration of costs and ben-

efits. Ruckelshaus, early on in his mandate, wrote to Vice President George 

H. W. Bush, calling for a less restrictive Clean Air Act (Layzer 2012). He 

clearly used the language of risk management to give a place to the con-

sideration of costs and benefits, and more generally to regulatory analysis, 
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in line with Reagan’s regulatory reform agenda, and to weigh in on this 

legal issue. The separation of risk assessment from risk management was 

not simply a way of insulating the science, or a promise not to cover up his 

decisions in technical language. It was also a way of isolating a space of risk 

management in which he could freely weigh scientific considerations— and 

the conservative options that often came with them— against other motives 

of decision- making, such as costs, benefits and political feasibility.17

In doing so, Ruckelshaus was executing the kind of engagement with 

audiences that he thought was crucial to his job. He was in fact instituting 

a clear division of work between himself and his deputy administrator. His 

main job was to be active in communicating to the various audiences and 

interest groups the agency’s decisions, operations, and knowledge, not 

to manage it day to day. As his successor, Bill Reilly, noted, “Ruckelshaus 

had a very clear concept of the need not only to ensure integrity in public 

service, in government, as a government official, but also to communi-

cate to the country what a government agency was doing and why” (EPA 

1995b). At a moment when the public at large, Congress, and environ-

mental groups seemed to react primarily to issues of health risks and to 

the problem of the quality and integrity of the science that the EPA used 

in its decisions, it seemed entirely rational, from a political communica-

tion point of view, to stress these aspects. The configuration of political 

crisis around Gorsuch and other EPA managers created an opening for 

new discourse about the organization. The fact that the representation 

that Ruckelshaus used originated in the work of a prestigious, highly cred-

ible scientific body and carried its imprimatur made it a natural political 

choice.

Representing the EPA’s Action

The renewed legitimacy that the framework gave to the EPA was so strong, 

in fact, that Ruckelshaus also felt authorized to put the agency at the center 

of a governmental branch, redefined as risk management. In the summer 

of 1983, he contacted the heads of agencies and departments involved in 

making decisions about toxics and risks to health. Some were in a similar 

situation as the EPA, applying statutes that made it mandatory for them to 

measure the risks and safety of chemicals, and to forge regulatory decisions, 

such as the FDA (food additives), OSHA (chemicals present in the workplace), 
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or the CSPC (risks from exposure to chemicals in consumer products). But 

the three departments of health, of transportation, and agriculture were also 

included in the plan. The idea developed over the summer by Ruckelshaus 

and his aides was for a council chaired by one of the heads of agencies, rather 

than by the White House, to exchange information or coordinate decisions 

on chemicals of common interest, harmonize risk assessment methods, and 

more— provided that all the agencies agreed. Ruckelshaus built on the IRLG 

(see chapter 2), but because the risk assessment‒risk management framework 

had tied science to regulatory decisions, regulatory work was now explicitly 

included in the mandate of this new interagency group as well.

Ruckelshaus had the green light from Reagan to take such an initiative, 

even though the OMB little enjoyed the enterprise.18 But in any case, the fact 

that Ruckelshaus thought that he had the power to launch this initiative so 

soon after the White House had demoted the previous cross- agency coordi-

nation group showed that there was a new intellectual ground from which to 

observe Government (with a big G, as in Ruckelshaus’s speech) as a whole. 

The initiative demonstrated how generic the fact of being faced with con-

troversies, uncertainties, and challenges to decisions had become for many 

administrations, and how risk assessment and risk management redefined it.

Ruckelshaus argued for the new coordination initiative in the following 

terms in a letter to his counterparts in September 1983:

Our agencies are becoming ever more involved in the most difficult kind of deci-

sions: those where government must decide how much society is willing to pay 

to reduce health or environmental risks. Government always had to rule on such 

issues, but never before as explicitly or as frequently. Science’s ability to detect 

harmful substances has increased so dramatically that it is no longer possible to 

suppose that risks can be wholly eliminated: trace amounts of chemicals appear 

everywhere. Despite substantial improvements in health care and longevity, polls 

show that the public believes that life is getting riskier, not safer. In my recent 

discussions with you and with others, I sense a recognition that we need to regain 

control of the terms of this important public policy debate— not let it become 

more polarized and destructive.19

The statement of purpose tabled at the inaugural meeting on December 

15, 1983, also stressed controversy, contestation, and conflictual relations 

with the public as the new conditions with which governmental action 

had to deal. They demanded greater coordination and harmonization than 

ever attempted before. Many decisions of federal agencies in regulating 

chronic health hazards were controversial; the roots of the controversy lay 
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in changes in public expectations and concerns about health protection, 

as well as the fact that the costs and benefits of regulatory policies often 

fell unequally on different groups in American society: “There is therefore 

a serious need to articulate and clarify— internally and to the public— the 

necessary differences in how the agencies deal with controversial topics of 

risk management” (Anonymous 1983).20As the quote illustrates, it was the 

notion of risk assessment and risk management, and the whole scheme for 

producing decisions that they comprised, that enabled him to think that 

the action of these agencies, and of the federal government overall, despite 

its heterogeneity, could be streamlined and organized.

Design, Organizational Image, and the Deflection of Criticism

The recodification of EPA’s actions in integrative terms of risk, assessment 

and management, was extended to defend the agency against a potential 

threat from Congress. Since 1979, in liaison with the AIHC that lobbied for 

it,21 Congressman Don Ritter had been pushing legislative propositions to 

address some of the criticisms of risk assessment as it was carried out at the 

time.

The Ritter Bill had already been rejected in March 1983, but Ritter forged 

an alliance with Representative David Martin to push a new bill on risk 

assessment. In terms of that bill, the White House was to designate a regu-

latory agency to coordinate joint research projects with other regulatory 

agencies to improve the value of risk analysis. Title II of the bill included 

a proposal to create a Central Board of Scientific Risk Analysis under the 

NRC, with the role of establishing guidelines to be applied by agencies and 

reviewing specific analyses by agencies in view of a regulatory decision. 

The bill differentiated between “risk analysis” (quantifying probabilities 

of a risk) and the ambiguous task of “risk evaluation” (determining the 

acceptability of that risk to individuals and society). 22 This design, con-

trasting with RAFG and emerging knowledge representations inside the 

EPA, involved a reduction of the autonomy of the agency, to produce the 

science necessary to advance decisions. It denoted the altered legitimacy of 

the agency among Republicans in the House.

Since RAFG had been published, and the EPA had resurrected the IRLG 

under a new form, involving managers of agencies and not only its sci-

entists (thanks in part to the platform articulated in RAFG), the agencies 
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were able to coalesce around the EPA to deflect Ritter’s and Martin’s ideas. 

Nearly everyone opposed the idea of creating greater supervision and 

dependence in the agency’s regulatory decisions, including the NAS. In 

May 1983, Press wrote to Martin, warning that the governing bodies of 

the NRC had not, as yet, considered the establishment of a new, standing 

risk assessment board in the NAS or NRC, and that it seemed inappropriate 

for the risk assessment board to undertake specific risk assessments at the 

request of federal agencies. The procedure would be cumbersome and lead 

to prolonged delays.

Former members of the RAC also viewed the bill negatively and were 

sufficiently reassured by the ideas put forward in RAFG to oppose it. Ted 

Greenwood wrote to McCray to say that he was “appalled” by the use that 

Don Ritter and David Martin had made of the report in Congress, precisely 

because their proposed board for scientific criteria and principles denied 

the most important point of the report: that risk assessment is a mix of 

science and policy. Worst of all, the bill “seem[ed] to be trying to use the 

NAS committee’s legitimizing ability for a set of concepts totally contrary to 

what we wrote and intended.”23 Most of those who were consulted by the 

House on this proposal regretted the fact that the congresspersons did not 

use the categories coined in RAFG. The risk assessment/risk management 

twosome was much more appropriate to capturing the political challenge 

involved in using scientific estimations of risk. Better than “analysis” and 

“evaluation,” it conveyed the potentially controversial nature of the ties 

between science and decision, as well as the fact that science had to be car-

ried out independently, yet also had to be performed in close connection 

with the exercise of making a decision. By insisting on this scheme once 

again, most of the people who came to the congressional hearing helped 

to demonstrate the amount of disorder, delay in regulatory decisions, and 

intractable conflict of scientific authority the bill would recreate.

Of course, the EPA was not the slowest to respond. Elizabeth Anderson, 

the toxicologist chief of OHEA, who was then heading the efforts of the EPA 

on cancer risk assessment and championing the use of cancer guidelines, had 

scanned the bill and developed a list of counterarguments, which she shared 

with key people in the agency.24 She claimed that the creation of a central 

risk assessment panel would cause delays and would not bring closure to 

controversies because it would just be another point of discussion during risk 

assessments. It would deprive agencies of very important means, resources, 
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and competence. It would, furthermore, give the NAS a quasi- policy role (as 

under the language of “criteria”), inappropriate for an academy, the stature 

of which derived from its uncorrupted adherence to scientific excellence. 

Staff in the Office of Water analyzed the bill and its likely effects on the EPA 

in similar terms,25 as did the scientific advisor to the chief of OPTS and the 

assistant administrator for OPPE26: elimination of some of its key powers to 

perform risk assessments, creation of more delays in delivering decisions on 

high- profile chemicals and, essentially, paralysis by analysis.

Finally, Ruckelshaus wrote to the OMB and to Representative James 

Scheuer (a Democrat from New York who was a supporter of the EPA) a six- 

page letter opposing the bill, and Bernie Goldstein presented the agency’s 

argument at a hearing before the same congressperson. Given the amount 

of “semantic confusion” in the matter, the ability that this language offered 

to explain to the public what agencies knew (and did not know), and how 

this knowledge factored in final regulatory decisions, Goldstein made a plea 

for the bill to be aligned on the RAFG’s scheme (US Congress 1985). The 

representatives of the FDA, the CSPC, and OSHA did likewise, represent-

ing the way that their agencies approached health and environment, and 

succeeded in producing slightly less controversial policies, now that they 

explicated uncertainties inherent in the risks considered, and took into 

account all other priorities and motives to balance this knowledge. The 

hearing ended up being an effective education and defense of regulatory 

agencies and of their actions, in the words of the chair of the subcommit-

tee, James H. Scheuer, a Democratic representative and consistent supporter 

of environmental policy (ibid.). The idea of a science court and the indus-

try’s project to eventually curtail the power of regulatory agencies in the 

area of science seemed to have been halted.27

A Risk- Communicating Agency

Ruckelshaus conceived of his role in communicating to the public and 

engaging with audiences and constituencies of the agency as being of para-

mount importance, and he chose an experienced and effective manager to 

run the agency so that he could concentrate on this role. He believed that 

regardless of how important communication was for this role, it did not 

depend solely on him, and it needed to be designed within the organization.

Ruckelshaus asked Milton Russell, the new assistant administrator for pol-

icy, planning, and evaluation, to develop activities around communicating 
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with the public about the complexity and uncertainties surrounding risks 

and their reduction. Russell was an economist by training, with specialization 

in the study of energy markets and policies. In the 1970s, he had spent time 

both at the think tank Resources for the Future and at the White House. From 

1974 to 1976, he was the senior economist for energy issues on the Council 

of Economic Advisers, where he met Al Alm, the agency’s former head of 

policy (1973– 1976). In March 1983, Alm had been chosen by Ruckel shaus to 

be his deputy administrator. He looked for dedicated, competent, and politi-

cally neutral administrators to reinvigorate the agency, and he offered Rus-

sell the job of assistant administrator for policy. The latter accepted despite 

his lack of experience on environmental issues, and soon went to work on 

ways of adapting the agency’s routines to what Ruckel shaus thought was a 

new defining condition of legitimacy and authority for regulatory agencies: 

their dependence on the level of information in the public and the latter’s 

understanding of the particular dilemmas facing the agency when dealing 

with uncertain issues.

Russell worked on explicating Ruckelshaus’s initial hunch— that the EPA 

should be positioned as an agency aimed at reducing risks for the popula-

tion, and that it should “do more to increase the public understanding of 

environmental risks and the considerations that must be taken into account 

in making risk management decisions.”28 In a memorandum on “Commu-

nicating with the Public on Issues of Environmental Risk,”29 he showed 

that the question of the public, and of its understanding of the science and 

other components of regulatory decisions, was not one of the problems of 

the agency pertaining to external relations and public engagement. It was 

transversal and concerned the agency’s scientists, rule- developing lawyers, 

and field- level officials in regional offices alike.

In this memo, Russell explained that one of the central problems in the 

area of risk assessment, for the agency as a whole, was that “DMs [decision- 

makers] and [the] public [are] unclear about [the] nature of estimates— 

how uncertain, how conservative?” When it came to risk management, the 

problem was that decision- makers did not base their decisions on informa-

tion that the public could best understand, especially scientific informa-

tion about the number of people who were actually exposed to the hazard 

in question; the dominant discipline in the agency for assessing effects on 

health was essentially experimental, calculating dose- responses in animals, 

not information about people— and information about the actual benefits 

for the population’s health, accruing from the decisions that the agency 
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made. Finally, as concerned communication strictly, the public and Con-

gress had trouble interpreting risk estimates and did not understand that 

absolute safety was not possible and that some trade- offs were inevitable.

At a noticeable distance from the claim that people’s perceptions of risks 

were different from those of experts and were wrong by the logic of trained 

probabilistic judgment (e.g., Fischhoff et al. 1978), Russell worked from 

various assumptions: that uncertainties abounded; that the agency had its 

own particular ways of framing and interpreting risks, sometimes orthogo-

nal to how people saw those same risks; and that disagreements between 

various segments of the public and the agency were there to stay. In the 

agency’s efforts to reduce risk, the objective should be to frame and inform 

controversies, not to eradicate them through supposedly authoritative and 

objective calculations: “informed disagreement would be preferable to the 

present situation in many ways” (Russell 1984, 2). Accordingly, the opera-

tional problem of the agency should not be “how to convince people we are 

right,” but rather how to capture the “environmental values” that different 

“public(s)” were most interested in seeing protected, and “how much envi-

ronmental quality [these publics] want the country to buy” (ibid.). Russell 

went on to sketch out answers to the question of what decisions to com-

municate on, who should do the communicating, toward which publics, 

defined in what way, and through which channels and networks. With 

Roger Gale, Ruckelshaus’s closest advisor at the time, he also began to stan-

dardize the messages to use in all EPA staff communication and in Ruckel-

shaus’s communications outside the agency:

There are a number of basic messages that we feel it is essential to emphasize. 

Among them:

– We seek to reduce risk.

–  We will always have some risk.

–  We realize that issues are complex and that there is an element of uncertainty.

– We attempt to anticipate problems before they bite us.

– We distinguish between scientific assessment of risk and the management of 

risk.

–  We balance risk and benefit.

– We enforce the law; the mighty are not above us.

– We listen.

–  We protect the public.

–  We tell you everything we know.30
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It was clear, thus, that risk communication first emerged as a discipline 

of communicating on the constraints, achievements, and overall legitimacy 

of an administrative organization dealing with uncertain risk, not simply 

about transmitting scientific information to the public. The 1984 report Risk 

Assessment and Management: Framework for Decision Making, which summa-

rized and institutionalized the new image of the organization for the public, 

and in many ways was a testament of the transformations initiated at the 

time of Ruckelshaus’s second term, endorsed the point in its final lines:

The point can not be made too often. In one sense, risk management is a form 

of communication. Technical analysis of the costs and benefits of a proposed 

action is not a device for coming up with the “right” or “rational” answer: all 

such analyses are far too sensitive to subjective values and far too dependent on 

uncertain data for us to pretend that they are. Risk management, and the techni-

cal analysis that contributes to it, is largely the exposition of the information we 

believe is reliable, the values we wish to apply and the way that these two are 

linked to produce a set of policies … Obviously, not everybody will agree with 

the values so expressed, but in order for the debate about values to begin and for 

the democratic processes that ultimately establish values to take place, everyone 

has to know what the values underlying our decisions really are. (EPA 1984a, 35, 

emphasis in original)

Those messages served to anchor the image of an agency that was respon-

sive to the public and to what it experienced of the agency in particularly 

controversial situations— those of the Gorsuch years and the still- frequent 

controversies that erupted here and there during 1983. The emerging mes-

sage allowed Ruckelshaus to go toward audiences with which relations had 

been complicated or inexistent in the past. Russell’s memo pleaded for 

engaging with a number of constituencies that the agency had not consid-

ered enough: “risk- oriented constituencies,” media managers, state gover-

nors, and Congress (Russell 1984a). The risk assessment‒risk management 

framework provided the structure for engaging with the public not as an 

agency that knew everything, but as one making the best possible decisions 

in the face of uncertainties.

Ruckelshaus put it in practice himself, in Tacoma, Washington. Taking 

the opportunity to make a decision on a high- profile, controversial case— 

arsenic— he initiated a new kind of public event: a town meeting for direct 

interaction between top EPA officials and an unselected public.31 In July 

1983, he proposed a mandatory pollution control technology for Arsaco’s 

Copper Smelter, plants that represented the country’s biggest source of 
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arsenic pollution. The technology was supposed to reduce the level of arsenic 

emissions by 17 percent. He announced that he would directly consult the 

residents of Tacoma, where Arsaco’s Copper Smelter, the country’s biggest 

source of arsenic pollution, was located, to collect comments about whether 

that level was acceptable and what other decisions could be made to address 

the situation. Ruckelshaus did not get away easily with that announcement. 

He was accused, first, of being lenient on a polluting industry: the proposed 

restriction on emissions was lower than expected, at least by environmental 

groups, particularly for a substance that caused cancer and, by convention, 

was believed to do so at any dose. The press and environmental groups 

claimed that Ruckelshaus had compromised health protection with job 

protection— particularly jobs in Washington, where he lived with his fam-

ily during the 1970s. His initiative of a local public and open workshop on 

the risks of arsenic was hardly understood. The assistant attorney general 

of New York State, behind the 1978 lawsuit, argued that Ruckelshaus was 

giving up on the difficult task of arbitrating between health and jobs, plac-

ing the communities in Tacoma before this “artificial” choice. On July 23, 

Ruckelshaus replied to a New York Times editorial depicting him as Caesar, 

shying away from shouldering tough decisions. In this letter to the editor, 

he replied that by proposing the said standard (Ruckelshaus 1983):

[W]e are proposing precisely what your editorial suggests we propose: that 

ASARCO installs controls on its Tacoma smelter to reduce arsenic emissions to 

the lowest level we believe is technologically achievable, and thus further reduce 

the cancer risk to the citizens of Tacoma … The people of Tacoma are not being 

asked to make the decision; they are being asked for their informed opinion. They 

know that the right to be heard is not the same thing as the right to be heeded. 

The final decision is mine.

The agency did not replicate the Tacoma experiment.32 However, along 

with other complicated cases, this issue taught Ruckelshaus the need to 

have options in mind, present them, and demonstrate his decision- making 

skill and controlled judgment over the science by applying one option. 

That is precisely what the entire set of projects deployed in the agency 

on communicating risk to decision- makers, and on risk management and 

risk assessment, were about. That bureaucratic design was intended for an 

agency that would generate options for a central decision- maker, such as 

Ruckelshaus or Alm, to make decisions and carry them into the public 

space, with increased levels of potential acceptance.
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This particular experimentation was not deemed to be a great accom-

plishment, but still, “the improvement in the Agency’s ability to explain 

risk to the public” remained a key priority in those years.33 This concern 

of the EPA about communicating with the public was not foreign to the 

risk assessment‒risk management framework. The framework that emerged 

later, in 1988, which designated risk communication as its third pillar (NRC 

1989), actually codified what the EPA had initiated. Those two categories 

were understood as the ideal way of producing communicable and under-

standable decisions. This concern was incorporated right from the start in 

various “risk projects” through which the agency was redesigned (including 

the training of regional staff to improve community relations; development 

of a strategy by the Press Office to advance the understanding in the media 

of the agency’s approach to risk assessment and risk management and 

increase journalists’ awareness of the dilemmas and difficulties involved 

in public health decision- making; identification of live cases on which to 

work to develop risk assessment/risk management techniques; and town 

meetings with the EPA administrator, to get the concepts of risk assessment 

and risk management introduced into the popular press).34 In other words, 

the results of Tacoma and of Ruckelshaus’s sensibility for direct communi-

cation with the public were what the EPA staff later called “live cases” and 

“town meetings.”

Risk communication was soon systematized, thanks to a team formed by 

Milton Russell. Russell and the Office of Policy team on risk communica-

tion worked to ingrain this understanding of the public in the agency in 

several ways. They worked with Ruckelshaus directly, feeding him ideas and 

knowledge about the emerging field of risk perception. Russell organized 

“breakfast meetings” for Ruckel shaus, himself, and scholars versed in the 

philosophy, ethics, or sociology of risk. According to Russell, this was part 

of establishing “the milieu and the understanding at the highest level,” so 

that people could deal with these issues and explain them to the public.35 

Ruckelshaus and Russell thus met Paul Slovic on January 25, 1984, which 

led to a formal proposal by Slovic to the OPPE, for activities pertaining to 

risk communication (monitoring and evaluation of efforts to increase public 

participation; communication of state- of- the- art knowledge of risk commu-

nication to EPA staff; and development of methods to communicate risks 

in a way that reduced conflict and to incorporated views elicited from the 

public, into regulatory decisions). Slovic confirmed that the agency should 
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change the presentation of risks that health assessment documents typically 

used: a single, synthetic figure expressing excess levels of cancer in broad 

populations (such as, “there is a one in a million chance of developing a 

cancer from exposure to that substance over a period of fifty years”). As he 

put it in a letter to Russell: “[A] robust conclusion of risk perception research 

is that one cannot simply present statistics and assume that people with dif-

ferent life experiences, training, etc., will understand them as intended.”36

The agency entered into close cooperation with NSF’s Vincent Covello, 

who was in charge of the National Science Foundation program on Technol-

ogy Assessment and Risk Analysis, and one of the prominent scholars study-

ing the social construction of risk and risk communication. A joint national 

conference on risk communication was organized in January 1986, where 

ample space was made for the EPA’s experience through interventions by 

Ruckelshaus and Lee Thomas (who succeeded Ruckelshaus as EPA admin-

istrator in 1985) and discussions of prominent controversies handled by 

the agency, such as hazardous waste and ethylene dibromide (EDB). Later, 

Russell was contacted by the NRC to join the Committee on Risk Percep-

tion and Communication. With this panel, the NRC had decided to engage 

in an effort focusing on risk communication. The result of this work, the 

report Improving Risk Communication, is frequently cited as the initial recog-

nition that risk communication forms an important institutional  practice 

in health and environmental policy. The first lines of the preface of the 

1989 report on risk communication noted: “This report [RAFG] focused 

on improving risk assessment and risk decisions within the government. 

However, a major element in risk management in a democratic society is 

communication about risk” (NRC 1989, ix). Improving Risk Communication 

reflected a high level of thinking and experience in dealing with communi-

cation with the public in situations of uncertainty, inconclusive scientific 

evidence, and controversy, and it took many strong positions on the need 

to factor in the public and the reception of knowledge by large audiences in 

risk assessment and risk management itself, as opposed to simply aiming to 

refine the communication of already- established calculations or regulatory 

decisions. This was pretty much what Ruckelshaus, Russell, and other EPA 

staff had experienced and conceptualized.37

Risk communication has produced a number of recipes. One example 

was the chemical EDB, from which the EPA learned a lesson through a case 

study (Sharlin 1985, 1987). The EPA’s recipes for risk communication soon 
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stabilized and spread. The associate director of the Office of Policy Analy-

sis, in the OPPE, Derry Allen, worked, first, to understand the research on 

perception and communication of risks, and then on assessing what could 

apply in the EPA’s operations, developing material and trainings for the 

agency. The accumulated experience in risk communication translated into 

a short document entitled “The Seven Cardinal Rules of Risk Communica-

tion” (Covello and Allen 1988). The rules, given as follows, were the basis 

of a subsequent training program initiated in 1989 and were translated into 

program- specific guidance by regional staff:

• Accept and involve the public as a partner.

• Plan carefully and evaluate your efforts.

• Listen to the public’s specific concerns.

• Be honest, frank, and open.

• Work with other credible sources.

• Meet the needs of the media.

• Speak clearly and with compassion.

Risk communication, as well as the deliberative rationale it embodies, 

continued to be an important point of reference for regulatory practice at 

the regional level, for the members of staff in regional offices that engaged 

most directly with communities.

Conclusion

In 1983, an unlikely encounter between three things occurred: a bureau-

cratic entrepreneur, ready for and capable of implementing new objectives 

and ways of working for an embattled agency; a set of notions constitu-

tive of an integrated administrative design for managing risks thanks to 

science— the original risk assessment/risk management structure crafted by 

the authors of RAFG; and a political context (a crisis, really) created by the 

decisions of William Ruckelshaus’s predecessor, and her resignation. The 

fact that the EPA leadership was caught in such turmoil, and that Ruckel-

shaus was picked by Reagan to return to the EPA and accepted this mission, 

constituted a totally unlikely series of events. That the RAC concluded its 

work, apparently successfully, exactly as and when Ruckelshaus needed a 

solution is also utterly random.
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Altogether, still, this design configuration was not so unlikely. The cri-

sis that the EPA found itself in, and the problems that Gorsuch caused, 

were known. The distortions of scientific assessment by political appoin-

tees, which heavily contributed to causing the crisis, were the kind of issues 

that courts, industry groups, scientific advisers, and EPA bureaucrats them-

selves had been reflecting on since at least the second half of the 1970s. 

These were the issues that motivated the formalization of logical decision- 

making processes in order to capture uncertainties and make credible deci-

sions. In other words, what happened at the EPA in 1983 was as much the 

reflection of a long- lasting controversy about the administration’s scien-

tific legitimacy as the effect of a sudden, deep political crisis forged by the 

exceptional behavior of Gorsuch and her aides.

The redefinition of the EPA as a risk agency during the second term of 

Ruckelshaus as administrator also reflects the configuration of those days, 

particularly the dense set of relationships that emerged between officials 

and scientists interested in the administration of uncertain environmen-

tal and health issues. Ruckelshaus was a member of the loose network of 

bureaucrats and scientists that were then reflecting on the best, legitimate 

ways of making decisions about risks, inside and outside the agency. He was 

one of the bureaucratic leaders of the country that knew of these risk ideas, 

he knew the emergent methods of risk- based decision- making, and he even 

knew about the ongoing work of the NRC committee that was working on 

the institutional means of risk assessment. Most of the people whom he 

picked to return to the agency and restore its authority were in some man-

ner aware of these notions. Some helped articulate them as well.

When March 1983 came, a full design, assembled from diverse notions of 

risk assessment, risk- ranking, and risk management, had emerged. And all 

the people who could reproduce it in the EPA, in its diversity, were available 

to do so then and there. They applied the scheme of risk- based decision- 

making in the operations of the agency and in communicating about the 

agency. Those years were special, in that a group of bureaucrats and advisers 

only just assembled by Ruckelshaus and Alm to take control of the agency 

shared a common way of speaking about the organization and its goals and 

modes of action. For a moment, the enduring political controversy about 

the use of science in policy and the power of experts transformed the EPA 

into an uncontroversial agency that used risk to define its image, the forms 

of knowledge that it used, and its concrete decision- making operations.
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Risk Assessment in the Federal Government: Managing the Process (RAFG) is 

often presented as the source of the risk assessment‒risk management 

framework and the inspiration for William Ruckelshaus’s policy of publicly 

separating science from policy in the agency— but that is a misreading 

of the report (North 2003) because it explicitly recommended distinguish-

ing these things intellectually, and forced thinking about their interaction. 

But the single most important material consequence of the risk assessment/

risk management knowledge representation was the capacity that it granted 

to the administrators of the agency to design a joint decision- making pro-

cess involving the various programmatic and functional offices of the 

agency, and assembling the expertise and specific conceptions of uncer-

tainty of toxicologists, economists, and policy analysts. In other words, the 

framework supported a redesign and integration of the agency, in the form 

of a decision- making process that attended to the various dimensions of 

an environmental issue, and concerns of EPA’s audiences. All of this was 

evident in Alvin Alm’s decision to pursue the Toxics Integration effort of 

the late 1970s, the gradual acculturation to the knowledge representation 

borne by RAFG across the agency, the ensuring design of a sophisticated 

“options tracking system,” and the creation of multiple analytical guides 

and formats for application by all the agency staff.

The Agencywide “Risk Projects” of 1983

Given the loss of credibility of the EPA and the diminishment of staff 

morale during Ann Gorsuch’s stint as the administrator, Ruckelshaus and 

Alm wanted to reenergize the agency quickly. Alm came up with the for-

mula of the “task force” in his first week back at the agency in May 1983. He 

6 Risk Management: The EPA as a Decision- Making System
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believed that the swift launch of several task forces was important for the 

agency to be able to deliver quickly in a context of high internal and exter-

nal expectations. The task force formula was instrumental, the manager 

thought, in getting people involved and revitalizing the EPA. It was also a 

way of demonstrating, without delay, that the days of Gorsuch’s autocratic 

style were at an end.

The day before he delivered his NAS speech, Ruckelshaus signed off on 

the decision to create ten task forces. The first concerned dioxin and other 

complicated cases of pollution, such as nonpoint- source pollution and 

groundwater pollution, and others tackled structural institutional difficul-

ties concerning the enforcement of EPA decisions. Each of the task forces 

had ten to twenty members drawn from around the agency and mobilized 

more staff in the different offices as necessary in order to produce memos 

and reports. But the most generic task force was the so- called Toxics Inte-

gration Task Force (TITF), designed to continue the efforts initiated in 1977 

to establish agencywide processes for comparative analysis of risk, ranking, 

and prioritization across all offices.

There was no splitting of the Toxics Integration effort among offices this 

time (see chapter 3): the entire exercise was located in the OPPE and chaired 

by Richard Morgenstern, the director of the Office of Policy Analysis there. 

Its agenda became more ambitious. Its mandate now was to address various 

problems “that can be grouped under the general heading of ‘risk assess-

ment’ and ‘risk management.’”1 RAFG and its proposed definitions helped 

the managers and policy analysts in the agency to align the various offices 

on common descriptions of bureaucratic processes and problems. As in 

RAFG, all other terms— from risk evaluation to hazard assessment, in pass-

ing by technology assessment— were obliterated in this simplified picture 

of what the EPA should deliver. The risk assessment and risk management 

categories were defined in task force documents as they were in RAFG: as 

generic processes summarizing all actions aimed at controlling risk. And 

while until 1983, the Toxics Integration work groups had had limited agen-

das, this time around, the task force had an extensive reach across the orga-

nization and its subjects of interest.

The objectives of the TITF were to create consistency— a favorite goal of 

the economists of the OPPE— at all levels. The agenda of the first meeting 

of the task force had the following points: “consistency in risk assessment” 

(developing methods and guidelines for application across the agency); 
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“consistency in risk management”; “high- visibility chemicals”; “intermedia 

inconsistencies” (improvement of coordination between offices managing 

water, air, contaminated lands …); “interagency coordination.”2 The fact 

that the risk designs were already en route to becoming normal bureaucratic 

knowledge and technology across the EPA, beyond the pockets in which it 

had first been tried such as the CAG, enabled Morgenstern to advance this 

streamlined, integrated agenda affecting the entire organization. Not only 

was most of the Washington, D.C., regulatory community abreast of this 

new representation of agencies as structured around scientific risk assess-

ment or risk management, but the EPA itself was structured by it. Notions of 

risk assessment were already employed in the agency, notably at the CAG.

RAFG, given its high profile and recognized quality, further helped to 

structure this knowledge and spread it across the EPA. The report had pen-

etrated the agency through the various offices and at the level of politi-

cal appointees and program managers.3 John Todhunter, the head of the 

OPTS (then in his final weeks at the agency) was at the dinner event for the 

launch of the report. He soon wrote back to Gil Omenn, whom he had been 

seated next to, that he had instructed his staff to develop options for imple-

menting the recommendations of the report. He stressed the need to act on 

the recommendations with regard to peer review— recommendations that 

were “meritorious and fully consonant with policy positions that I have 

expressed in the past.”4 Don Clay, also of the OPTS, wrote to Lee Thomas 

when the latter was acting EPA administrator (March‒April 1983) to stress 

the merits of the report. Clay considered the report “a fine piece,” and went 

on to suggest that each office in the EPA comment on it and submit their 

evaluations to a single source in the agency.

Several senior scientists that Ruckelshaus and Alm had picked for the 

agency in 1983 concurred to promote the RAFG framework and further 

install risk assessment and management in the agency. John Moore became 

the assistant administrator for pesticides and toxic substances in October 

1983, but he had worked as a consultant for the agency starting in May 

1983. He had a doctorate of veterinary medicine and was a certified toxi-

cologist. Before joining the EPA, he had spent fourteen years (1969– 1983) at 

the National Institute for Environmental Health Sciences, as head of toxi-

cology research and testing and deputy director of the National Toxicology 

Program. He fully understood the benefit of RAFG’s redefinition of science- 

for- regulation as risk assessment. He was called to the agency to attempt to 
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institute risk assessment in the programs, and RAFG laid out the path to do 

just that. The document had the advantage of being “not this huge docu-

ment, it was readable, it could be used as a guide,” so Moore told people to 

get it and read it.5

In his office, he circulated a memo by one of his staff members, entitled 

“Regulatory Decision- Making Nosology,” based on the definitions of RAFG. 

The document was meant to develop common definitions of risk terms 

because some confusion was noted within the agency as to what risk assess-

ment meant. A graph converted RAFG’s proposals into a decision scheme 

(see figure 6.1). Richard Hill, the author of the paper, sent it to Moore and 

to the ORD’s OHEA with a note saying that “in the carcinogenicity guide-

line work- group [Alm’s Toxic Integrations A- 1 effort] it was apparent people 

were using terms in different ways. The appended is my draft to help de- 

mystify matters. There may be merit in getting general agreement across 

the agency.”6 Moore agreed to this and sent the paper to Milton Russell, 

thus supporting the ongoing process in the EPA of acculturation to this 

new knowledge representation and technology of decision- making. This 

design work, prompted by RAFG, shows that the report did not impose a 

new framework on the agency, as much as it helped disambiguate a knowl-

edge representation that was already emerging in the agency, and that its 

officials were ready to apply.

Hazard  
identification 

Dose-response
assessment

Risk characterization 

Control options 

Nonrisk analyses
Regulatory
decision 

Exposure
assessment

Figure 6.1
Graphical representation of a regulatory decision- making nosology proposed for the 

EPA.

Source: Richard Hill, Office of Toxic Substances, memorandum to John Moore, assis-

tant administrator for the OPTS, “A Regulatory Decision- Making Nosology,” US EPA, 

January 12, 1984, Milton Russell Special Collection.
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Finally, Bernie Goldstein,7 who became assistant administrator for 

research and development at the agency in October 1983, was also very 

much alerted to what was in RAFG, even before it got published. He knew 

several panel members and frequently interacted with them profession-

ally.8 Much like Moore, he was perceived as a person of high intellectual 

stature, a “solid thinker”9 who quickly saw the interest of this framework 

for constructing a bigger picture of what the EPA was actually doing and 

could deliver to the public. His office, the ORD, was also aware of these 

notions. The OHEA, of course, was already partly organized along some of 

these lines. But RAFG emerged there as a new and authoritative manner of 

defining regulatory work.10 This was especially the case for the version that 

stressed the scientific potentiality of risk assessment and its neat separation 

with policy, through a well- demarcated exercise of clarifying the science 

policies of the agency.

So, perhaps for the first time since the EPA was set up, the whole team 

of assistant administrators was renewed. Special talents in science, law, and 

management were brought in. They were picked by the EPA administrator, 

synchronized to bring about major changes to the agency, and aligned on a 

similar set of intentions for the development and application of risk assess-

ment techniques in order to improve the science and policy interface. All of 

them were aware of the RAC’s efforts and had read the report. RAFG showed 

many of these people the directions in which to take the agency, both to 

consolidate its expertise in risk assessment or risk ranking and to elimi-

nate the controversy- prone practices of the recent past (conflicts between 

offices, intervention by program managers into the science, etc.). It helped 

to align people from different offices, as well as the people in these offices 

and top leaders of the agency, to a common set of notions that had started 

to be diffused throughout the organization and corresponded to its key 

operations.

Designing an Options- Generating System

Perhaps the most decisive change that the risk assessment‒risk manage-

ment framework brought about is the unified representation of the agency 

as a machine to produce decisions and of its internal structure as an organic 

system to develop these decisions. How risk assessment and risk manage-

ment effectively became a framework embracing the activities of offices 
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across the agency in order to become more integrated can be seen in the 

establishment of an options tracking system.

Like Ruckelshaus, Alm had worked at the EPA in the early years of the 

agency. After leaving the EPA in 1973, he went on to work for President 

Gerald Ford on energy policy, based in the OMB, and he stayed on under 

Ford’s successor, Jimmy Carter. During the second half of Carter’s term, he 

became assistant secretary for policy and evaluation in the US Department 

of Energy. When Ruckelshaus asked him to come back to the EPA to be 

his deputy director, Alm was the director of Harvard University’s energy 

security program. Everywhere he worked between 1973 and 1983, Alm 

introduced further policy analysis and economic and regulatory analysis 

to design and deploy public policy programs effectively, and he received 

credit for that.11

Coming back to the EPA after the years of Gorsuch’s politicized and error- 

prone management, Alm introduced his own personal management philos-

ophy, essentially a mix of discipline, stimulation of personal involvement, 

and intensive analytics. In a memo dated August 18, 1983,12 addressed to all 

the agency’s political appointees, and particularly the assistant administra-

tors and regional administrators, he clarified that his philosophy was to set 

clear goals and schedules and to hold people accountable for meeting them 

once they were agreed to. He wanted “professional commitment and moti-

vation to get the job done.” His expectations of the EPA staff were high— 

and he noted that they were one of the best and most professional teams. 

On the other hand, he announced that he would apply a more inclusive 

and participatory decision- making system, thus giving staff opportunities 

to use their experience.

In his approach, it was analysis that brought people together in a disci-

plined decision- making system that respected their autonomy and experi-

ence. Alm wanted environmental results to be monitored, based on reliable 

data, and to be periodically evaluated to avoid succumbing “to day- to- day 

demands.” More important perhaps, one of his stated principles was that 

“[a]long with good data, we need high- quality scientific and policy analyses. 

As the Administrator recently stressed to the National Academy of Sciences, 

we must make the scientific and policy assessments behind our decisions 

clear so that the public understands what we have done and why.”13

Alm worked hand in hand with Milton Russell, whom he had recruited 

to become head of the OPPE at the agency (as discussed in chapter 5). Upon 
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his arrival at the agency in May 1983 as a consultant to the administrator,14 

Russell received a copy of RAFG from Ruckelshaus and Alm, with the mis-

sion to create a new approach to decision- making for the environment— a 

more structured and integrated one: “The issue was, how could we in effect 

create a new approach, a new image, a new analytical, objective basis for 

regulation and environmental issues in the USA? And consequently, Mr. 

Ruckelshaus was looking for, my office was supposed to, impress and cre-

ate an analytical framework, which was risk analysis, risk management, 

and so forth. And my job was to promote that, not only within the group 

there at EPA, the office, but across the EPA and outside.”15 Ruckelshaus and 

his deputy Alm pushed Russell to search for the elements of that generic 

and harmonized decision process in the risk assessment‒risk management 

architecture and in the generic thought processes articulated in RAFG. The 

report and its architecture of terms were used to continue the effort of 

agency integration that was attempted at the end of the 1970s, but that did 

not lead very far. In 1983, the EPA looked very much like it did in 1981 and 

in the early 1970s, as a compound of offices dealing with separate matters 

(see figures 3.1 and 3.2, chapter 3).

Starting in the summer of 1983, Russell and Alm worked on a process 

that could help track each and every dossier and decision in- the- making 

in the agency, filtering out the most important and politically problematic 

decisions so that they would rise to the deputy administrator and admin-

istrator levels for them to focus on. The options- tracking system was very 

much a political process because its function was to detect and channel 

policy issues that had the potential to become controversial or litigious, 

either inside the agency or toward the industry, environmental groups, or 

at the OMB. The options review and the risk assessment‒risk management 

framework were closely linked: “[T]he options selection process was the 

implementation of the risk analysis/risk management operation. It was the 

way we organized, structured, enforced, and regulated if you will, made it 

part of the normal flow of the system.”16

So the system was there not only to track operations routinely, but also 

to create the conditions to address issues that were in the process of becom-

ing controversial and politically salient. In more operational terms, the goal 

was to make sure that everything flowed smoothly, to be able to track delays 

caused by staff offices, including the twelfth floor where the administrator 

was, and also to make sure that the administrator and deputy administrator 
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were on top of issues and ready to make decisions, with all information in 

hand. The system, furthermore, was intended to ensure that someone was 

there to question the decisions favored by program offices. The OPPE had 

the role of scrutinizing the decisions shaped in the program offices and 

being a “third pair of eyes”17 on decisions in preparation.

In practice, the system was run by the Office of Management Systems 

and Evaluation inside the OPPE. It would track on average 200 to 250 oper-

ations at a time. More important operations, designated level I, were those 

that were likely to have an economic impact of over $100 million, and were 

subject to cost- benefit analysis as per the 1981 Presidential Executive Order 

12291, enforced by the OMB. The decision of how important an operation 

would be was made by a workgroup involving people from the program 

offices. A level II or level III operation issue was handled directly in the pro-

gram office and signed off by Russell. For operations of greater importance, 

discussions were held in a meeting with Alm every month.

The staff would meet with Alm and the various program offices to 

go over any of the problems in the procedures and to deal with delays 

and controversies. Following these troubleshooting meetings, an option 

selection meeting would be held. The meetings brought together around 

twenty people, including members of the OPPE, people from the Office 

of the General Counsel, the Enforcement Office, a representative of the 

ORD, and the assistant administrators of program offices. The day- to- day 

logic of individual program offices could not simply be carried into these 

meetings in which the functional offices played a key role— something that 

Alm ensured would happen. A representative of the OPPE would often lead 

those meetings, or Alm himself. A protocol for conducting the meetings 

was put in place, institutionalizing cross- office debates on decision options, 

thus diminishing again the possibility of one program office or another 

having a unilateral influence on a dossier. Recommendations from each 

office would be discussed, explicitly considering options and alternatives 

that were compared using notions not only of cost, risk, and benefit, but 

also of alignment of the criteria of each legal statute. Ruckelshaus, Alm, or 

Russell would then select the preferred option. A final decision meeting 

in the administrator’s office would be held before the final sign- off on the 

regulation.

What was being resumed there was the older attempt to resolve inter-

nal conflicts stemming from irreconcilable statutes, thanks to a transversal 
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process of analysis. According to that plan, the OPPE would finally receive 

the sort of mandate that it should have had under Douglas Costle’s third 

phase of EPA structuration, along functional lines (see chapter 3). The options 

review system was fitted to the previous institutionalized practices of the 

steering committee and the so- called workgroup. Both had been gradually 

introduced during the 1970s, not least because of the Toxics Integration 

efforts. This time, the political circumstances allowed Ruckelshaus to stress 

analysis and management as central functions of the agency, and thus to 

put the OPPE in a central position. The fact of placing a political appointee 

at the head of this nonstatutory office reflected the novel political status 

accorded to policy analysis in this EPA. This office, now under the direction 

of Russell, was to become “the premier analytical office.”18 Its task would 

be to develop, with the contribution of all offices, a preparatory basis for 

making decisions— and a reliable, robust one at that. The thing that Ruck-

elshaus and Alm, as the top decision- makers in the agency, wanted from the 

OPPE was to ensure that they would never have to question an analysis or a 

set of recommendations submitted to them. What was necessary to achieve 

this was a controlled, uniform decision- making process across the agency.19

However well institutionalized it may have been, the options system still 

relied on the political importance that the leaders of the agency granted 

it. Between 1983 and March 1985, while Ruckelshaus and Alm were there, 

the system functioned effectively. The fact that it worked meant that it 

forced those people in a position to release standards and rules to the 

public to detect whether the decision they contemplated would be chal-

lenged outside. It prompted them to perform a sort of political opportunity 

analysis of upcoming decisions and participate in the construction of an 

internal agenda that would reflect external controversies. For such issues, 

the options selection meeting was a kind of preliminary test of the pro-

posed decision— an internal peer review that anticipated the deconstructive 

pressures that the decision and its scientific foundations would undergo 

after public release. John Moore, head of the OPTS at the time, recalls that 

options tracking was “not an automatic system for generating decisions, 

but really a way of asking people ‘tell me how much you thought about this 

really’ … rather than accepting the automatic ‘one in a million cancer risk’. 

It was not necessarily a system to challenge the risk assessment; instead, 

Alm was saying ‘I accept that the risk is such, but what are the management 

things you defined that lead to this, what did you give credit to … ?’”20
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So long as there were leaders in the various offices that understood and 

agreed with this point, the system worked. Even after Ruckelshaus and Alm 

left the agency, the system lived on, notably because key political appoin-

tees would still be there to defend and run it.21 Moore understood that 

better than anyone else. His office was the source of many potentially con-

troversial decisions: The Pesticides Office made many decisions every year, 

on widely used products, and had to run the complicated cancellation 

procedures; the toxic substances office, at least for the “existing chemicals” 

part of its activity (Boullier et al. 2019), made few decisions, but it dealt 

with controversial, embattled chemicals, many of which came under more 

than one office. Moore duly worked within the framework of options selec-

tion to identify the issues that should be elevated to level I interest— those 

that had a large “magnitude of effects and costs,” and hence a “high degree 

of controversy,” and could potentially become a “policy precedent,”22 such 

as formaldehyde.

Those meetings also helped to discuss regulatory procedures under par-

ticular statutes, such as the special review procedure run by the Pesticides 

Office for withdrawal of pesticides from the market.23 As mentioned pre-

viously, the special review procedure was complicated because it was dif-

ficult to find proof that the product in question was definitely the cause 

of a hazard, and the burden of proof to reverse a decision to authorize a 

product was high. These procedures often lasted several years, which cre-

ated another difficulty: As the procedure unfolded, more scientific data 

appeared, changing the basis of the decision. The OPPE developed rou-

tines for these special reviews that frequently involved touchy legal ques-

tions. The options meeting was an occasion to work out how to make 

these procedures more collective, without automating them through for-

mal rules and procedures. On all these aspects, the particular interest of 

Alm and the OPPE was for extra clarification of the motives and basis of 

the office’s decision, with a view not to develop more “automatic decision 

rules,” but rather to put in place a series of screens to detect upcoming 

political problems.24 Again, this meant that the process was dependent 

on professional engagement and political support because the meetings 

were moments of collective analysis of political, regulatory, and scientific 

issues, not a mechanical decision point in a set procedure. It belonged 

to a team model and a bureaucratic- pluralistic style of decision- making 

(McGarity 1991; Furlong 1995) that continued to inform the way the EPA 
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was working, even after the options selection process lost the energy that 

Alm and Russell had injected into it.

Risk, Costs, Benefits, and Regulations: The EPA Analyzed

The options tracking and selection system was the product of a particular 

way of seeing the agency: as an organization plagued by internal discrep-

ancies in regulatory cultures and political agendas, and thus was unable to 

collect, share, and integrate information about the problems that the pub-

lic expected it to treat. But it was also the product of the sets of categories 

that surfaced in 1983– 1984, and which allowed for the almost- ontological 

redefinition of what the agency was and how it should operate to respond 

to these external demands and legitimacy criteria. In the framework of risk 

assessment and risk management, the agency was an organization that 

turned out decisions by forcing those who knew about risks and those who 

knew about costs and feasibility of regulatory interventions to confront one 

another. Alm and Ruckelshaus, effectively, were making decisions by arbi-

trating among them. They had the help of OPPE economists and regulatory 

analysts, who were there less to force offices to count, measure, and calcu-

late everything— indeed, OPPE people frequently reminded others that not 

everything could be measured and that there was no point in establishing 

automatic procedures for decisions based on data— and more to prompt 

them to clarify the political judgment, or science policies, underpinning 

the proposed rule. The risk assessment‒risk management framework, the 

design that then best embodied the legitimate way of evolving decisions 

using various scientific inputs, served as the template and was reflected in 

a series of tools.

Numerous tools came out of the office of the deputy administrator and 

of the OPPE at the time to “allow the agency to apply the risk assessment/

risk management discipline in a more orderly way.”25 Alm first developed 

his criteria for an acceptable “decision package” to bring to his and Ruckel-

shaus’s consideration, particularly for level I regulation.26 Thus, the chosen 

regulation should provide the greatest net benefits to society; allow flex-

ibility in compliance; induce innovation in the regulated community; be 

consistent and complementary with other federal programs and agencies; 

impose the least possible burden on the public in terms of reporting, infor-

mation collection, and recordkeeping; and disrupt competitive markets as 
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little as possible. These criteria, overall, implemented the regulatory reform 

program and took an economic view of regulation. But they were meant to 

inform one overarching public principle and element of agency reputation: 

“The Agency’s primary goal is to develop standards and rules that protect 

human health and the environment.” The package was to include analyses 

showing that all options had been considered on the basis of the best data 

available, and “clearly present: the costs, risks, and benefits of the options”; 

present a range of assumptions, including a “best estimate” as well as a 

“conservative case”; and give a comparison of the action’s cost- effectiveness 

with that of similar regulatory actions. In terms of presentation, the memo 

required the decision package to include “a clear formulation of the prob-

lem” and “conclusions flowing logically from basic information”; “a clear, 

consistent, and logical rationale for the proposed action”; and a “presenta-

tion of risk analysis information in a clear and consistent format.”

In the memo, risk analysis was the generic rubric for all information, 

data, numbers, and calculations that had been produced through an ana-

lytic effort, be it about costs, benefits, or risks. Risk analysis, in other words, 

was the overarching process encompassing risk assessment. And while the 

tools for risk analysis still implied a large degree of trust in the compe-

tence and professional judgment of the health risk calculation experts, 

they also explicitly rejected reliance on one preferred mode of analysis and 

too much monodisciplinarity. Natural and social scientists, biologists and 

economists, needed to work at constructing decision options. Risk analysis 

pushed for a greater number of analytical options, thus introducing more 

flexibility into the process, and partially replaced implicit and contained 

professional judgment by a collective, organized process of options selec-

tion. This generic notion of analysis helped the at least nominal integration 

of the organization, the assemblage of various internal expertise.

The OPPE complementarily revised and extended the use of regulatory 

impact analysis guidelines, absorbing the OMB’s own guidelines developed 

in the aftermath of President Ronald Reagan’s adoption of Executive Order 

12291. This new Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA) guidelines (EPA 1983c) 

had timelines, methodologies, criteria, and procedural sequences for per-

forming RIA and introduced a number of methodologies that would remain 

in place in the agency for a long time. The guidelines stipulated that the 

problem should be formulated clearly, with all options outlined, includ-

ing nonregulatory ones.27 Benefits and costs should then be examined in 
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turn. Its novelty was to incorporate, under the term benefits, prescriptions 

for when and how to perform a quantification of health effects. For the 

very first time, the guidelines recapped the bureaucratic knowledge avail-

able in the EPA to address standardized regulatory objects: risk (defined in 

the guidelines as “the probability of experiencing an adverse health effect 

from the pollutant under consideration”— this was essentially the agency’s 

first document ever to define the term risk); cancer risks; and noncancer 

risks. Noncancer risks were to be assessed using the conventional meth-

odology of computing a NOAEL, divided by a “safety factor.” Cancer risks 

were be evaluated following CAG’s approach: a weight of evidence assess-

ment to define how dangerous a substance may be and a quantitative risk 

assessment based on an extrapolation of dose effects observed in animals, 

combined with whatever existing exposure data. Those flexible instructions 

were soon reasserted in the OPPE’s “risk documentation paper,” which was 

an optional paper to be prepared when the assistant secretary wished to 

review the significant risk information developed by the staff.

All these analytical prescriptions were reflected in Alm’s final tool: the 

risk management information reporting format, introduced in May 1984. 

The purpose of this format was, according to Alm, “to present risk data in 

a manner allowing comparison across rules and programs in a way more 

accessible to decision- makers. Because this form will accompany regulatory 

packages, it will provide the Administrator, me, and other reviewers with 

easy access to this critical information.” It should be used for “all ‘major’ 

rules, and all ‘significant’ rules which specifically involved the manage-

ment and control of environmental and human health risks.” The office 

responsible for filling it in was given the status of “Lead Office.” A format 

had to be made available to Alm with options selection review packages, 

completed to the best possible extent, “as part of the steering committee 

review.” The format was prepared by the OPPE’s Office of Policy Analy-

sis, and an OPPE analyst checked that it was completed correctly.28 The 

tool was meant to promote coordination across the agency, again, but also 

to prepare for the OMB’s review of these rules. The OMB created a lot of 

uncertainty by keeping EPA rules under review for long periods of time, 

without clear timelines. It also had the tendency to talk to various EPA offi-

cials across the agency, sometimes with different information about their 

review of one given decision, thus creating more confusion among offices. 

To counter this, Alm had selected the OPPE to be the OMB’s interface. The 
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OPPE was supposed to become the agency’s internal “mini- OMB,”29 help-

ing the offices prepare for OMB review and coordinating the responses to 

the White House office.30 At the end of the day, most of the rules developed 

by the agency were accepted, given the underlying process for developing 

them and the procedural guarantees put in place by Alm to consider costs 

and benefits properly. If he had an issue with the OMB, Moore (who man-

aged the pesticides and toxic substances program) simply held his ground, 

waiting for the administrator to take his position at the White House. In his 

experience, the OMB generally backed down.31

Taking Options on High- Visibility Chemicals

Several decisions in the mid- 1980s showed that the overall organizational 

structure for analysis, where risk, cost, and benefit were formalized as logi-

cally interdependent items of decision, naturalized cost- benefit analysis. In 

July 1983, the issue of the control of arsenic emissions in the air was on the 

agenda of the EPA again— the subject of the now- famous Tacoma meeting 

(see chapter 5). The agency revised its rule in light of a balance between 

the excessive number of cancer cases (believed to be one per year), and the 

reduction of the risk that the depollution technology would allow. Impos-

ing such technologies at a cost, for reducing this small number of excesses 

cases seemed unbalanced. So nine out of the twelve smelters initially sub-

jected to the rule were exempted from it (Pasztor 1986). Environmental 

groups were massively critical of that cancer calculation and of the weigh-

ing of costs and risks.

Ruckelshaus had little time to save the agency, and a complicated legacy 

to handle around a few hot, complicated dossiers, notably those issues that 

had embodied the failure of Gorsuch and that symbolized its faults: dioxin, 

benzene, formaldehyde, and EDB mainly. The scheme in RAFG was not 

just a good way to present to the public what the EPA was doing; it was 

also a good key to interpret what had been done wrong in these cases. The 

problem was not so much that politicians had distorted the science— for, 

what would undistorted science mean, and by what standard would a pure, 

objective science for risk assessment be judged? What had gone wrong was 

that Lavelle and Todhunter pretended that the science was straightforward. 

They grounded their actions on this supposed, deceptively objective state 

of the science in order to advance their preferences, not anticipating that 
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their actions would be discredited by the questionability of the science, its 

fundamentally disputable nature.

Again, RAFG provided the key to understanding this by making it clear 

that risk assessment was shot through with assumptions, that program 

managers necessarily carry into their standards, unless such assumptions 

were made explicit at some point in the decision- making process. Ruckel-

shaus understood that scientific uncertainties were in fact quite difficult 

to overcome, and impossible to do away with in the short time span the 

EPA had to issue a regulatory measure. But he could reduce the political 

uncertainty associated with those measures made on the basis of uncer-

tain science— that is, the potential that these decisions had to be contested 

through the science employed to buttress them— if uncertainties were 

assumed. What that translated into, in decisionistic language, was: options. 

Scientific uncertainties would not preclude acceptable decisions if they 

appeared transparently as a factor in the choice among options.

In 1983 and 1984, Ruckelshaus took a number of decisions on the con-

troversial, convoluted dossiers that his predecessor had failed on, many of 

which had been on the agency’s agenda since its establishment. One was 

dioxin. Ruckelshaus and Alm, reviewing all the hot issues that would have 

to be dealt with quickly with other leaders of the agency, came to the con-

clusion that an agencywide task force was needed for this topic alone. By 

December 1983, the task force had concluded its work, not with a decision 

to launch more studies or revise the existing health assessment, but with 

an announcement of a multimillion- dollar program for the assessment of 

health risks linked to dioxin contamination, with sampling or monitoring 

in a hundred new sites across the country. If doses higher than one part per 

million would be found, then a clean- up would be ordered and executed 

under the Superfund program.

EDB was another such long- lasting controversy that embarrassed the 

agency. In 1975, the Environmental Defense Fund had petitioned the EPA 

to do something about this product used as a fumigant, which a National 

Cancer Institute study in rats and mice had found to be carcinogenic. The 

agency had followed suit, initiating a so- called Rebuttable Presumption 

Against Registration (RPAR) process, or special review, to assess whether 

to ban the product. The preliminary decision to ban EDB was issued in 

December 1980, but that process was stalled by Ann Gorsuch, while the 

head of the OPTS was redrawing the health effect assessment with his own 
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back- of- the- envelope calculations.32 After Todhunter resigned from the 

Office of Pesticides, his successor, Don Clay, acted quickly on the matter, 

issuing an emergency suspension of the registration of the soil fumigant, 

justified by the recent discovery of high levels of groundwater contami-

nation in California and Hawaii. The case became more complicated as a 

public panic set on, after discovery of residues of EDB in food products, 

with consumers calling EPA staff directly to know whether they would die 

from eating this or that product, and asking for advice on what to do. States 

pressed the EPA to develop a specific guidance on use of the product— to 

which Ruckelshaus first responded that he did not want to act in emer-

gency. When the Natural Resources Defense Council threatened a new law-

suit on the EDB decision, Ruckelshaus changed his mind and held a press 

conference to launch an accelerated study, leading to an emergency sus-

pension for fumigant in grain, and a six- month phase- out of treated fruits 

(Anonymous 1984c).

Formaldehyde was another controverted case of chemicals regulation in 

which the EPA was embroiled. It was one of the chemicals for which John 

W. Hernandez, Gorsuch’s deputy administrator, held a so- called forum with 

the industry, which created one of several scandals during Gorsuch’s ten-

ure. Hernandez and Gorsuch had limited themselves to creating a research 

clearinghouse for studies concerning the chemical, even as the CPSC was 

banning the use of formaldehyde foam insulation in February 1982 (Mosher 

1983). The official rationale behind the EPA not pursuing the regulation of 

formaldehyde was that animal tests demonstrating carcinogenicity should 

not be given too much weight as evidence of risk in humans— against the 

established guideline and WOE methodology. In July 1983, with Ruckel-

shaus back at the EPA, the Natural Resources Defense Council and the 

American Public Health Association sued the agency, accusing the EPA of 

setting an unreasonably high standard for meeting health hazard criteria in 

TSCA and of violating its own conservative scientific principles in assessing 

the chemical’s carcinogenicity. The lawsuit pressured Ruckelshaus to put 

his new approach to the test: letting scientists work, on the basis of estab-

lished guidelines, to construct a set of possible regulatory options. The EPA 

did just that: Ruckelshaus reverted to the application of its cancer policy, 

considering substances found to be animal carcinogens as being carcino-

genic in people as well, and announced that the agency would consider 

regulatory options on formaldehyde, ranging from ban to partial ban or no 
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ban. The move seemed bold and was greeted in just that way by the press 

(Pasztor 1983, 1984). The agency was seen to be performing its mission of 

protecting the public’s health, following a graduated scientific and regula-

tory response that seemed credible.

On all these issues— a March 1984 proposal to establish a rule applying 

to particulate matter, blocked since 1978, offered yet another example— 

Ruckelshaus capitalized on the dual advantages of a flexible and generic 

framework for decision- making: transparency concerning the criteria on 

which the agency was making its decisions, including scientifically, but also 

the right and legitimacy to develop and adopt different regulatory options 

for variegated chemicals, in a way that was comprehensible to the public, 

even when those decisions allowed greater exposure and risks for the public 

(Shabecoff 1983f).

Anticonsistency

The development of these tools for risk analysis had important 

consequences— namely, that of enabling the administrator, deputy admin-

istrator, and assistant administrators overseeing functional offices (research, 

policy, legal affairs) to take control of the development of major rules and 

standards. The creation of a cross- office process covering risk, cost, benefit, 

or options analysis was a soft, legitimate intrusion in the business of pro-

gram offices. But now that there was an internal, transparent, and informed 

process for taking into account costs and benefits alongside risks, legitimized 

by a global knowledge representation defining the act of making decisions 

at the EPA in terms of a sequential consideration of numbers and uncertain-

ties concerning risks, costs, and benefits. The agency was organized to pro-

duce these considerations and also to produce arguments justifying them. 

With differences among offices, regulatory analysis in the Ruckelshaus years 

was fully institutionalized (McGarity 1991), to the point that it was becom-

ing a standard part of the decision- making and options generation process, 

including in legislation that (whether formally or by interpretation) dis-

couraged taking cost considerations into account, such as the Clean Air Act.

There was some resistance to the introduction of more formal regula-

tory analysis. Alm and Russell were not unaware that most offices would 

resist requests to perform such analysis. For many offices, these innova-

tions were too numerous in 1983– 1984. The many guidelines introduced, 
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on top of the options selection process, were resented, and complaints were 

becoming more frequent by the end of 1984 that the review process was 

causing delays, and that the OPPE did not demonstrate enough flexibility 

in implementing it. Russell denied the problems, emphatically defending 

what had been initiated in the past year: “My point is simply this— that 

under your (Alm’s) leadership during the past year we have established a 

decision system that is the best in EPA’s history, and the best for an agency 

of this kind in the government, and I don’t want us to undermine what we 

have achieved.”33 A retreat with his senior staff to reflect upon these issues 

led to the conclusion that the OPPE was spending less energy on develop-

ing rules to be applied at a distance than on helping offices to improve and 

working with them directly. Still, the OPPE was not abandoning its vision 

of expanding analysis in the agency, getting more done by program offices, 

and “pushing risk assessment/risk management.”34

But the language of “consistency” was frequently called into question 

by people outside the OPPE, as were the benefits of the forceful creation of 

central analysis and decision- making channels across the EPA. In the early 

days of the interagency risk management initiative, driven by the OPPE and 

largely centered on common analytic methodologies, Don Clay, the head 

of the OTS, wrote to Dan Beardsley, one of the leaders of the interagency 

effort, that “optimization of costs and benefits may not and should not in 

all cases define the ultimate goal for all agency activities related to chemi-

cals.”35 To which Beardsley replied, as sanguine, that “I know you folks in 

OTS [Office of Toxic Substances] think OPPE wants to optimize every envi-

ronmental problem which passes before our eyes, from personnel decisions 

to TSCA amendments. We suspect you would want us to coordinate the 

Second Coming … No matter how unique the specific chemical problem, 

it seems reasonable to try to respond to that problem in as organized and 

structured a manner as possible.”36

While the acrimonious correspondence focused on the program of inter-

agency coordination, it illustrates program offices’ resistance to the OPPE’s 

strategy of promoting integration through analysis. In the summer of 1984, 

the assistant administrator of the OPPE and two of his aides were busy 

writing the flagship report Risk Assessment and Management: A Framework 

for Decision- Making. The report was envisioned by Ruckelshaus, Alm, and 

Russell as the first major agencywide document explaining how the manag-

ers of the agency planned to create a presentable structure of the EPA and 
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demonstrate its capacity to produce credible decisions on uncertain, con-

troversial issues. It was projected as a “potentially significant statement of 

further policy direction of the Agency.”37

The report was eventually endorsed by all assistant administrators and 

subsequently published. But in the process of writing it, Joe Cotruvo, the 

head of the Water Office, found that it was “overly optimistic about the 

changes that would come about in decision making when the risk assess-

ment/risk management process becomes universal in the agency.”38 Moore, 

the assistant administrator for toxic substances and pesticides, noted that 

the report did not clearly define what was meant by consistency— “why it 

is an improvement, and how it will foster a strong base of public support as 

the report asserts”— and strongly recommended that the agency carefully 

evaluate whether consistency was desirable and under which circumstances 

it should be applied, given the differences between regulatory statutes and 

offices.39 Much of the discomfort among the reviewers of the draft report 

came from the fact that the people in the OPPE described the methods of risk 

assessment and policy analysis as too standardized and mechanical. They 

did so to uphold the image of the EPA as a unified agency identified by its 

transparent procedures. But people involved in the development of regula-

tory decisions in program offices found that the economists misrepresented 

their work and the role of professional judgment in decision- making.

John Moore and the managers of the OPTS were particularly resistant to 

the way that the economists of the OPPE used science as an instrument to 

integrate the whole agency in a cross- program decision- making system. For 

the OPPE, risk assessment was a transversal process that could lead to dif-

ferentiated risk management decisions in separate offices. But the OPTS had 

always produced its own science and performed risk assessment in house. 

At the very moment when Alm and Russell were describing risk assessment 

as a cross- office process, the OPTS was busy organizing itself along the lines 

of RAFG too, defining its own internal scientific and regulatory decision- 

making stages. In the offices that were implementing the TSCA, the people 

in charge of both existing and new chemicals were busy outlining a process 

based on RAFG, with scientists and types of data assigned to the three key 

steps of hazard assessment, exposure assessment, and risk characterization 

(Zeeman and Gilford 1993; Boullier et al. 2019).

The report was finally accepted by all the managers of program offices 

once it was rewritten to look like a proper framework: a set of generic 
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principles that described to the outside world how the agency functioned, 

not a set of instructions to be applied uniformly by the professionals in the 

various program offices.

Risk Assessment and Risk Management as Culture

The guidelines and tools developed by Alm and the OPPE would not be 

sufficient to eliminate potential disputes inside the agency on chemical 

uncertainties so long as they continued to work in isolation, applying 

the criteria written down in their legislation. The staff of program offices 

needed to realize what they were part of— namely, that the standards they 

were developing would eventually appear to the outside world as decisions 

of the agency. The OPPE embarked on the design and delivery of a training 

course on risk assessment and risk management for all agency staff, “trying 

to get that whole framework deeply understood inside the agency.”40 This 

training policy was inaugurated at a major conference on risk assessment in 

early 1985, with a list of prominent speakers from both inside and outside 

the EPA, attended by a chosen list of participants from across Washing-

ton, D.C. Soon after this first public event on risk, the OPPE tested its new 

“generic course on assessment/management/communication”41 in June 

1985 with about 100 staff from the EPA headquarters and regional offices.

Goldstein and Moore taught risk assessment, while Russell took care of 

explaining risk management and regulatory analysis. All drew from the 

graph in RAFG, which provided the new informal structure of agencywide 

operations: a sort of mental organizational chart that was disseminated to 

replace the policy towers that people had in mind. The graph had changed 

into a Venn diagram and flowchart hybrid, perhaps to accommodate peo-

ple’s affiliations in the organization (see figure 6.2). The large circles and the 

space offered to every subdiscipline seemed to indicate the self- sufficiency 

of these various jobs and forms of expertise in the organization. But the 

arrows inside the circles drew a decision flow. They characterized the inter-

dependence among the types of expertise and redefined their action identi-

ties with regard to an institution-  and interest- free decision- making system 

(specific offices were not represented).

The training included hands- on session learning through case studies. 

Over time, thousands of EPA staff became acquainted with the famous— 

albeit entirely fictitious— controversy over the “widely used chemical 
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dinitrochickenwire,” which participants in the training had to approach in 

the role of either risk assessor (being instructed, as appropriate, not to ask 

themselves questions about what to do with the situation from a regula-

tory point of view) or risk manager. By the end of 1985, the OPTS and ORD 

had trained fifteen facilitators to conduct the “famed RAW” (Risk Assess-

ment Workshop) involving the “notorious dinitrochicken- wire.”42 During 

the months of October and November 1985 alone, the OPTS and the ORD 

conducted fifteen separate RAW sessions at the EPA headquarters for the 

enforcement office, the OPPE, the ORD, and the OPTS.

The training was offered several times a year, to around 100 participants 

every time, leading to thousands of staff being exposed to an integrated 

knowledge representation of what the EPA as a whole was supposed to 

RISK ASSESSMENT

Dose-Response
Assessment

Exposure
Assessment

Control
Options

Nonrisk
Analyses

Regulatory
Decision

Hazard
Identification

Risk
Characterization

RISK MANAGEMENT

Figure 6.2
The NAS paradigm, as represented in EPA training material.

Source: Bernard Goldstein, “The Elements of Risk Assessment,” EPA Workshop on 

Risk Assessment, March 17– 18, 1985, Easton, MD; Milton Russell, “The Elements of 

Risk Management,” EPA Workshop on Risk Management, April 13– 14, 1986, Easton, 

MD. Milton Russell Special Collection.
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produce. By 1992, more than 18,000 people in the agency had attended 

a risk assessment training of some kind (Anonymous 1992). Information 

about the many workshops organized across the country on risk assess-

ment, characterization, communication, or management was disseminated 

through a dedicated internal newsletter that started to be published in 1986 

by the OHEA. This bimonthly publication, Risk Assessment Review, had been 

initiated by the newly formed network of regional risk assessors. It was an 

important instrument, too, as it circulated information across a wide range 

of offices concerning risk studies performed in any office or region about 

any substance or risk. It decreased, by a small proportion, the number of 

duplicated studies and contradictory assessments in the agency. It also gave 

form to a “risk assessment community” across the agency.43

Conclusion

The problem of the use of science to forge environmental decisions, insofar 

as it resulted in the articulation of an original design termed risk assessment 

and risk management, fostered the birth of a new kind of administration. In 

those years, a set of bureaucrats drew on the notion of risk management 

as the consideration of policy options to adjust decisions to the knowl-

edge of risk in order to design a more integrated EPA— an entity that could 

smoothly involve scientists, policy analysts, and lawyers from various 

offices in processes of risk assessment and risk management. These processes 

were generic: They applied across the offices that comprise the agency and 

link the bottom of the organization with its top— the political leaders of 

the agency, recast as the ultimate decision- makers. These processes, further-

more, were scientific in style; they were defined in terms of the knowledge 

and information that was necessary to construct policy options and shape 

good decisions. In those days, it was the risk decision- making of economists 

and policy analysts— in which risk decisions can be optimized, so long as an 

adequate, homogenous level of information is reached on all aspects and 

objects of a decision— that prevailed.

It was their particular discipline of making decisions sequentially, 

through explicit criteria and completeness of information, that was dis-

seminated across the EPA: a particular sort of bureaucratic science that 

incorporated and redefined the utility of the scientific calculation of health 

and environmental risks of toxicologists, biologists, health scientists, and 
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statisticians, in a rare moment of collective redefinition (both symbolic and 

material) of the objects, knowledge, and processes of the agency. The most 

notable aspect of this transformation is that science was, at this moment, 

brought under the purview of the leaders of the agency. Risk assessment, 

now closely coupled with risk management, became an object of explicit 

interest and policy for them. A framework linking risk assessment with risk 

management meant, in essence, the possibility of managing risk assessment.
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The framework for risk assessment and risk management that William Ruckel-

shaus articulated in 1983 emphasized the separation of the two activities 

because these notions helped the administrator to construct a public image 

of the internal operations of the EPA and its legitimate mode of using sci-

ence against uncertain events. It helped to show that the agency was both 

legitimately using the best possible science and assuming its responsibil-

ity to make protective decisions, even where and when the science, given 

remaining uncertainties, could not conclusively indicate what the exact 

risks were, and how to reduce them. In this chapter, I show that, in those 

years at least, proclaiming the separation of risk assessment and risk man-

agement to construct a general, acceptable image of the agency for the 

public was counterbalanced by a closer political management of risk assess-

ment. By defining the conditions of the legitimate articulation of science 

with policy, the risk framework enabled greater administrative steering of 

the science. This policy influence was not felt in individual risk decisions, 

nor in the involvement of political appointees in the actual work of risk 

assessors. But it materialized via the involvement of higher- level managers 

of the agency in the manufacturing of guidelines for risk assessment.

As the risk framework integrated assessment with management, science 

became a tractable object for the managers; scientific research and scientific 

assessment of risk became an object of action for the managers of the agency 

and the architects of its decision- making process, particularly Alvin Alm, 

Milton Russell, and other policy analysts. It was this way precisely because 

science was becoming an element of the design that the agency wanted to 

project to its audiences. The reforms of the ORD and SAB, the institution of 

a risk assessment forum, and the revision of the 1976 guidelines for cancer 

7 Designing a Science for Decisions
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risk assessment— three major reforms aimed at limiting internal disputes in 

the agency, with enduring effects— clearly illustrate this.

Reorganizing the EPA’s Science and Research

In their first month at the agency, Ruckelshaus and Alm decided to man-

date the SAB to review the work of the laboratories and define a possible 

reorganization for the ORD. The group of five scientists included Bernie 

Goldstein, not yet confirmed by the Senate, but already at work as a consul-

tant to the administrator. Ernest Cloyna, the chair of SAB, sent the conclu-

sions of the expedited review to the administrator at the end of July 1983.1 

After having visited a number of laboratories across the country, the review 

group concluded that the assistant administrator should be a scientist with 

great stature in the scientific community, and that professional qualifica-

tions should be the primary criteria for recruitment of both the assistant 

administrator and the deputy assistant administrator. The group also noted 

excessive centralization in the ORD and a need for more involvement of 

research laboratories in the research planning process. The two recommen-

dations seemed contradictory, but they were not, in the context in which 

the ORD was reorganized into five megalaboratories. Given the scope of 

their research and their internal planning processes (each had a research 

planning officer), these laboratories would ensure that greater decentraliza-

tion did not mean fragmentation and irrelevance. The final report of the 

group (SAB 1983) pushed for more peer review of ORD’s research and tem-

porary recruitment of academics through the Intergovernmental Personnel 

Act. The number of staff at the EPA’s ORD was high, in spite of massive 

cuts in the ORD budget and declining morale, but in some laboratories, 

the Reduction in Force policy pursued under Ann Gorsuch was threatening 

expertise, which remained thin. The report called for a fresh injection of 

new personnel into the laboratories.

In the report, the OHEA occupied a central place. Indeed, the OHEA 

and its components, the CAG and the Exposure Assessment Office, among 

others, had in recent years assumed “a key role in coupling science and 

regulatory decision making in the Agency,” developing evaluations that 

required critical consideration of large amounts of scientific and technical 

data on health and environmental effects, while being attuned to “the par-

ticular needs of the regulatory office” (SAB 1983, 33). The report suggested 
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supporting this newly acquired role of the office, turning it into a center 

with the same status as the four other megalaboratories. Most of the OHEA 

teams would be relocated to the Research Triangle Park in North Carolina 

in order to ensure close interaction with the Air Office, specifically its Office 

of Air Quality Planning and Standards (OAQPS), its main client, as well as 

several leading universities in environment and health research and the 

National Institute for Environmental and Health Sciences. The report sug-

gested that the CAG and the director of the OHEA maintain their location 

at the EPA headquarters in Washington, D.C. It thus capitalized on the 

experience of the CAG and of direct coordination between large laborato-

ries and program offices rather than through the ORD chiefs. That situation 

was a legacy of the past: Program offices enjoyed direct relationships with 

labs, which in turn were directly attached to their former departments. The 

CAG was a new EPA- created lab that had developed a close relation with 

a program office, the OAQPS. It seemed to have evolved a better coupling 

with regulatory work than the previous research committees of the 1970s, 

operated by the ORD hierarchy.

The changes decided by Ruckelshaus and Alm went in the direction advo-

cated by the SAB report. They identified research as a critical area. Ruckel-

shaus secured an increase of the EPA budget from Ronald Reagan’s level of 

funding (up to $214 million in fiscal year 1986, the last appropriation that 

Ruckelshaus negotiated). They recruited Goldstein to revive the prestige 

and political importance of the office in the agency. They did confirm the 

OHEA’s central role in the articulation of research and regulatory decision- 

making, as well as its presence at the EPA head office in Washington, D.C.

The risk assessment‒risk management framework, as well as the internal 

assemblage between people, expertise, and offices that it helped institute 

inside the agency, reestablished an image of independence of EPA’s science 

from arbitrary policies. In the aftermath of the then- well- publicized actions 

of former political appointees on the assessments of dioxin, benzene, or 

formaldehyde, Goldstein picked up on the language of risk assessment and 

risk management promoted by Ruckelshaus, to draw a line between the 

ORD and regulators: The ORD would cover risk assessment, while the pro-

gram offices would take care of the risk management. This was definitely 

not intended to redesign entirely the work of the program offices. Many 

of these offices had scientists to make the kinds of health and environ-

mental assessments needed for their decisions. But the dualism meant that 
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the ORD would certainly not get involved in risk management and that, 

conversely, program offices were not supposed to ask the ORD for data and 

studies that it already had in hand and that might help to support their 

preferred decision. Goldstein very publicly asserted this new generic char-

acterization of EPA research and the ORD during his confirmation hearing 

both in Congress and in the media (Anonymous 1983).

The risk assessment‒risk management design was also there to inform 

how far the ORD could concretely work to coordinate research for regu-

latory needs. Goldstein was particularly active on that front, suggest-

ing to Alm that all research programs initiated by regulatory offices go 

through the same research committee as all ORD research programs.2 This 

did not materialize. However, what did happen was that, from the mid- 

1980s onward, representatives of the ORD were included in the interoffice 

workgroups. For Goldstein, this was an essential mechanism to ensure the 

quality and relevance of ORD research. When properly structured in risk 

assessment/science policy/risk management terms, the meetings helped to 

identify, and agree on, the uncertainties during regulation development. 

Goldstein wrote back to all the ORD directors to explain how excited he 

was about this new ORD role, and that he would give it full priority.3 Later, 

as Goldstein left the agency in 1985, he supported the creation of a new 

group, the Office of Technology Transfer and Regulatory Support, managed 

by Peter Preuss, formerly with the OHEA. The staff of this new office was 

“the focal point for the program offices’ interaction with ORD” (EPA 1990a, 

8). Its main function was to analyze and integrate scientific and techno-

logical information in the development of regulations. The group was later 

disbanded and replaced by other similar services. It was an important first 

attempt to establish a risk assessment‒risk management routine to bridge 

the gap that existed between the ORD and regulatory offices.

The risk assessment‒risk management combination similarly supported 

the role that the SAB acquired in the agency in the 1980s. The board aligned 

on this design in order to demonstrate its usefulness and become more 

mechanically involved with the agency’s regulatory work. The staff director 

for the SAB,4 Terry Yosie, actively designed a role for it, in close interaction 

with Ruckelshaus. Yosie had joined the EPA in July 1978, after obtaining 

a PhD at Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh, where he studied the 

development of technologies for water pollution control. He joined the EPA 

staff for the SAB directly, moving up quickly to become staff director for 
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the SAB. In that position, he reported directly to Ruckelshaus and Alm, 

with direct and continuous access to them. These new strategic advisory 

functions were inaugurated by working on the recommendations of the 

SAB group that reviewed the organization of ORD labs. The chair of SAB 

and other senior members of the SAB, along with Yosie, actively pushed 

for the recommendations of the review group (promoting the role of the 

OHEA, setting both applied and fundamental research as two concurring 

objectives of the ORD, planning research programs better, etc.) and folding 

the ORD into the risk framework much more than the review group had,5 

along with the SAB as well.

Yosie argued for a more routine involvement of the board in the review 

of the scientific work of program offices. He outlined the plan in a memo to 

Ruckelshaus at the end of 1983, offering the administrator ways of “making 

effective use of the SAB,” 6 demonstrating the benefits, for the administra-

tor, in relying on this independent yet allied source of advice. What Yosie 

outlined was a system to define an agenda for the SAB that would be more 

independent from the variable, ad hoc needs of program offices, and more 

reflective of the agency’s strategic knowledge needs. With greater planning 

of SAB review work at the highest level of the agency, the board could con-

tribute to increasing coordination among offices, police the border between 

risk assessment and risk management, identify ways to upgrade research 

quality, and act as a special sounding board for new strategic ideas tested by 

the administrator.7 In effect, he was positioning the SAB as a kind of review 

panel for risk assessment, as recommended by the authors of RAFG (SAB 

1987), to counter the AIHC’s proposal to create an external, independent, 

and perhaps policy obstructive science panel.8

In numbers, the increase in the reviewing activity of the SAB was unmis-

takable, with formal reviews going up from ten to seventy- seven between 

1981 and 1987 (SAB 1987). In substance, it played an increasing role in the 

review of proposed risk assessment guidelines, as well as in the analysis, 

document after document, of the methodologies and interpretations made 

by various program offices. The reviews of the board were on several occa-

sions instrumental to changing the orientations of the risk assessments, 

forcing offices to abandon their risk estimates, considering omitted scientific 

factors, testing nonlinear hypotheses where these appeared credible, and so 

on. The complicated dossiers of asbestos, ozone, arsenic, and dioxin all bear 

the traces of these interventions by SAB panels (Jasanoff 1995).
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The Problem of Accuracy and Consistency:  

Toward the Risk Assessment Forum

Alm’s managerial vision, predicated on RAFG, took a much firmer hold of 

the agency’s internal scientific work. In a sense, risk management meant 

a management of risk assessment, and hence stronger intervention on the 

scientists in the agency. This did not necessarily involve day- to- day supervi-

sion of data choices and interpretations, but rather pressure to explicate ana-

lytical choices, models, and data sources, with their attendant uncertainties, 

so that managers could discover the nuts and bolts of decision- making and 

intervene if necessary. In the very first months of his new mandate, Alm kept 

talking about the necessary accuracy of the procedures of risk assessment. 

He wrote to all assistant administrators and regional administrators of the 

agency— whether or not they were concerned with risk assessment, like parts 

of the Air and Water offices at EPA headquarters in Washington, D.C.— that 

“The Administrator, as part of his overall goal of improving the scientific 

bases for Agency decisions, has taken a particular interest in improving risk 

assessment procedures.” Therefore, everyone in the agency was required to 

use “the most accurate possible procedures for risk assessments.”9

Embracing accuracy was daring and could certainly provoke and frus-

trate the proponents of risk assessment in the agency. First, risk assessors 

took it for granted that these calculations could not be accurate and pre-

cise. Ruckelshaus compared risk assessment to a spy: If you tortured him 

long enough, he told you what you wanted to know (Ruckelshaus 1984, 

157– 158). In the early 1980s, at an interagency meeting in the IRLG, a 

US Department of Health official had denigrated risk assessment as being 

as accurate as a five- year weather forecast (Barnes 1993). Risk assessors 

themselves knew this: Minute changes in the assumptions made, such as 

in the level of estimated exposure of a fictitious individual to a substance 

in an exposure model, could lead to enormous differences in the final esti-

mate. Goldstein, who managed large platoons of risk assessors in the ORD, 

acknowledged this.10 Risk assessment is accurate only insofar as one trusted 

the analytical choices and expert assumptions articulated and applied by 

risk assessors. Going for accuracy meant challenging this capacity and 

authority to make agency decisions based on their judgments.

But accuracy was also a challenging theme for Alm and policy analysts 

more generally. The usual approach in policy and cost- benefit analysis 
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(i.e., Alm’s presumed perspective on decision- making, as well as that of the 

economists in the Policy Office) matched a culture of regularity and consis-

tency, not accuracy. In the “mechanical objectivity” that is typical of these 

analytical exercises, something gains the value of being true if and when 

it is found to be commensurable with past and future calculations, not by 

correspondence to a supposed natural state (Porter 1992, 1995; Gill 2009). 

In approaching accuracy, Alm and the OPPE people were going beyond 

their usual epistemological territory to bring science into an organization 

for decision- making purposes.

The head of OPPE, Milton Russell, was in charge of advancing this agenda, 

together with Bernie Goldstein, the ORD’s chief. Arriving at the agency in 

May 1983, Russell wrote to all assistant administrators in the agency that 

science was problematic in several respects. First, estimates developed in 

the science part were of “dubious accuracy” and sometimes “grossly exag-

gerated”; decision- makers and the public alike were generally unclear about 

the nature of the EPA estimates— how uncertain, how conservative were 

they? The public and Congress had trouble interpreting risk estimates and 

failed to understand that absolute safety was impossible. There was a great 

lack of accuracy in risk assessment, and the nature of the estimates (uncer-

tainty, conservatism) used was unclear.11 This intervention inaugurated the 

close, but respectful, involvement of the managers and economists of the 

agency in everything relating to the science underpinning regulatory deci-

sions, and in choices in the face of uncertainty.12

The TITF was the channel through which projects of reforming risk assess-

ment practices and rules were developed. Based on the discussions held in 

the risk assessment subgroup of the TITF, Alm announced three direct cen-

tralized actions on risk assessment: audit of risk assessment practices, cre-

ation of a risk assessment forum, revision or creation of guidelines for risk 

assessment. In his words, “These three actions demonstrate the Agency’s 

commitment to scientific quality in regulatory decision making. I believe 

they will confirm that our scientific work has been done well in the past, and 

help prevent inconsistencies and deficiencies from occurring in the future. 

I thank you for your input to date and I look forward to working with you as 

we continue to improve our risk assessment process and products.”13

In February 1984, the EPA contracted with Joseph Rodricks, formerly of 

the FDA, the chairman of the IRLG risk assessment group, and a member 

of the RAC, to perform an audit of risk assessment practices in the agency. 
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Rodricks had just launched a consulting business specializing in risk assess-

ment,14 and he performed the three- month, $15.000 audit in that capacity. 

His conclusion, unsurprisingly, was that the offices were not perform-

ing risk assessment evenly, at least judged against the background of the 

emerging orthodoxy of RAFG. Some were performing only the first steps 

of the full assessment, and some offices were strong on cancer while others 

ignored that aspect. The audit also made it clear that offices were treating 

genotoxicity in different ways, which might have had a major impact on 

how a carcinogen was assessed.

Cases of contradicting assessments among offices remained rare, fortu-

nately. Most of the offices’ work concerned routine assessment of regulatory 

issues, with no need to involve any other office and no outside scrutiny. The 

problem of inconsistency would appear for subjects of greater public atten-

tion, where the administrator would have to choose one assessment for the 

whole agency among competing ones, and where contradictions or hesita-

tions would immediately be picked up by opponents in legal challenges. So 

the bigger problem that the audit identified was one of risk: The agency was 

not protected from subsequent conflicts among offices because different 

offices used different guidelines, or no guidelines at all, and because there 

was no common review mechanism for all offices.

A more long- term effect of the codification of the agency as risk assess-

ment/risk management was the creation of a new cross- agency institution, 

authorized by Alm, called the Risk Assessment Forum (RAF). The forum was 

expected to fulfill four functions, some of which referred to the suggestion 

by the RAC to create a board to review risk assessment policies and guidelines 

published by agencies: “(1) review risk assessments upon the request of the 

Administrator, Deputy Administrator, Assistant Administrators, or Regional 

Administrators; (2) provide a mechanism for interchange on science issues 

in risk assessment; (3) advise the Administrator and Deputy Administrator 

on precedent setting cases and important risk assessment issues; and (4) rec-

ommend revisions or updates to the risk assessment guidelines, as appropri-

ate.”15 It would be chaired by the main risk assessment group of the ORD, 

the OHEA, comprising representatives of all risk assessment groups from 

program offices, as well as representatives from the Office of General Coun-

sel and the OPPE. It was topped by a Risk Management Council in 1986 by 

Ruckelshaus’s successor, Lee Thomas, and populated by the institution’s top 

“risk managers” to check on science- policy positions decided in the RAF.16
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The RAF soon demonstrated its usefulness, in coordinating the process 

of constructing agency- wide methods of assessing risks, and of construct-

ing shared decisions in the agency. The forum was the site of invention of a 

bureaucratic technique that was long used to demonstrate the agency’s way 

of establishing risks to the outside, the uncertainty factor, but only because 

it was a place in which controversies surrounding uncertainty and its per-

ception could be safely translated.

As mentioned in chapter 3, there was no formal guideline for determin-

ing safety levels for noncarcinogenic chemicals until that time. The area was 

simply too broad to be amenable to standardization: too many chemicals, 

causing too many different adverse effects. The result was that the methodol-

ogies adopted by the various offices of the EPA were even more diverse than 

in the closely framed exercise of carcinogen risk assessment. Some offices 

determined their rule for a chemical based on the evaluation of its most crit-

ical health effect (e.g., an effect on the kidneys), defined as the observable 

effect occurring at the lowest dose. Other offices picked one effect that they 

deemed more important or worthy of attention than another, regardless 

of the levels measured in experiments. Some offices measured these effects 

over the lifetime of a person to determine the daily dose at which one could 

safely be exposed, and others at less than the lifetime, considering that life-

time measurement produced overly conservative results. There were many 

more variations as well.17 The result was that on a single chemical, there 

could be as many as thirty or forty risk estimations and so- called acceptable 

daily intake (ADI),18 which was the source of an organizational conflict, as 

well as a major risk for the credibility of the agency.

That conflict started in November 1984, when the Office of Toxic Sub-

stances complained that scientists in the ORD duplicated evaluations that 

it had already performed. The problem surfaced on several occasions that 

year, leading to a rather hostile exchange of memos between the two offices, 

with the administrator and deputy administrator copied in. The OPPE stood 

in between, appalled by the new problem of consistency across the agency’s 

science. Donn Viviani, head of the Regulations Analysis branch, wrote to 

all other chiefs of the OPPE: “Intermedia transfer, conflicting and/or dupli-

cative assessments, different regulatory control levels, inconsistent health 

numbers, lack of coordination, sound familiar? They should, every one of 

these “integration” issues has been previously identified and studied, recom-

mendations presented and, in at least several cases, some ‘fix’ implemented.” 
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For him, the problems were emerging again because program offices had no 

incentive and interest to share information and work, and were getting no 

credit for integration. The memo spoke of program offices as “fiefdoms.” 19

To stop the conflict, a small group of four people from all concerned 

offices was set up, becoming the so- called ADI policy group in the RAF. 

Agency toxicologists worked through all existing ADIs to analyze the source 

of the many differences and to think about ways of resolving them. The 

authors of RAFG had already seen the problem: There were a lot of choices 

made in the course of calculating an ADI, and any of these choices could be 

manipulated for regulatory offices to attain the kind of result they wanted— 

not necessarily in terms of setting a level of risk, but in terms of justifying 

the amendment of adopted rules, or justifying not doing so (NRC 1983). 

If a decision- maker thought that it was better not to change an ADI, even 

though a new study indicated a new lowest adverse effect level (LOAEL; 

adverse effects of the substance appeared at a lower dose, so presumably 

more frequently), she or he would compute the difference between the 

LOAEL and the dose found in humans, called the margin of safety, or safety 

factor. The argument would be that, somehow, it was sufficient, even though 

the computed margin differed from the one that had to be applied conven-

tionally to the LOAEL to determine the science- based ADI.

RAFG, in fact, provided the key to analyze this problem. It was not 

that regulators always directed the science, or that science was unable to 

respond to regulators’ needs. It was that, in critical cases, any member of 

the relevant regulatory office (scientist, lawyer, or decision- maker) could 

play with any of the parameters of a risk assessment— the intermediary 

world of “science policies.” That generic notion helped to depict a constitu-

ent problem for the whole agency and legitimized a standardizing effort, 

led by this newly formed, cross- agency ADI policy group. The group moved 

to delete the language of safety factors and of ADI. Safety and acceptabil-

ity were judgments, so the terms empowered regulators to formulate these 

judgments without consideration for the conventional methods defined by 

scientists. It standardized a set of “uncertainty factors” instead, to apply in 

order to create a scientific “reference dose.” A variety of uncertainty factors 

could be chosen, depending on the level of available data.

The concept of uncertainty factor had an enormous advantage over that 

of safety factor: it was an explicitly judgmental and qualitative notion, not a 
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realistic one like that of safety factor (which tried to account for true biologi-

cal differences between species). It was also more contextual because levels 

of uncertainty could vary from one risk assessment to another. It was a way 

to get “a better approximation of how a particular chemical should be con-

sidered,”20 unencumbered by the shadow of the truth of what the chemical 

really, precisely does in the body of an animal or human. The group also 

decided on the creation of an electronic registry of reference doses for hun-

dreds of chemicals that various program offices should take as a basis for 

their decisions, the Integrated Risk Information System (IRIS).21 The group 

did not reduce the range of possible choices in scientific assessment of risks, 

but it explicated and standardized this range, helping to establish a more 

regulative design to routinely agree on chemical values, for IRIS.

So, alongside the guidelines— which were an essential instrument for the 

agency to be auditable by the courts, but did not strictly standardize the 

practices across all program and regional offices22— the RAF, as an institu-

tion to organize a cross- agency or external review of the assessments per-

formed in the agency, worked as an institution that generated choices for 

decision- makers. It did so in a way that was accountable, or at least read-

able from the outside, thanks to the commonly accepted risk assessment/

science policy/risk management grid. It was soon hailed by many as a very 

astute and important new institution that helped to avert many controver-

sies. Dorothy Patton, who administered the RAF for several years starting in 

1985, found that offices knew they had an interest in referring to the RAF 

issues on which they lacked expertise and on which they felt other offices 

would have competence or could offer opportunities for publicly challeng-

ing the agency: “Basically, the offices that had the responsibility to issue 

a standard, and were under pressure and lobbying to do so, on arsenic for 

instance, were looking for stronger arguments, reassurances, better science, 

by coming to the forum.”23 The overall opinion on this committee was that 

it did become a sort of neutral space or no man’s land between offices, and 

that many issues were sorted out there, thus averting and avoiding conflicts 

among offices, disciplinary cultures, and science policies. At the same time, 

the ability to converse among offices was at the cost of a kind of cultural 

homogenization, with the main platform for discussions there being toxi-

cology and the hazard identification‒hazard characterization part of the 

risk assessment orthodoxy, at least in the first few years of operations.
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Managing the Revision of the 1976 Guidelines

The utility for the RAF to develop risk knowledge for the whole of the 

agency, and not for one office, was also tested through the process of revis-

ing the 1976 guidelines— and probably even more radically than for the 

establishment of noncancer guidelines, given the political sensitiveness 

of the cancer issue. These guidelines were interim, and had mostly been 

applied by the CAG to develop health assessments or criteria documents 

on behalf of regulatory program offices for water and air. In the meantime, 

the CAG had expanded inside the OHEA and was replicated in several other 

groups (exposure assessment group, mutagenicity assessment group, etc.), 

that had also drafted guidance. But many of these documents had sim-

ply not been finalized and officially applied in the agency. The guideline- 

making process was reignited, with a view to definitely put them to use 

across the agency to ensure consistency.

The difference with the earlier efforts to establish guidelines was that 

the OPPE was directly involved in developing them, which meant a closer 

involvement by the heads of the agency, and Alm specifically. Russell 

pointed the way forward:24 More guidelines should be developed to imple-

ment a different approach of quantitative risk assessment, particularly of 

exposure assessment. Guidelines would be of enormous benefit, to improve 

coordination across the agency (without having to resort to a vain central-

ization of risk assessment activities in one office, such as the ORD), and to 

limit discretion at lower levels and clarify the agency’s “science policy.” 

This new bureaucratic theme of accuracy and explicitness in risk assess-

ment, combined with economists’ favorite idea of what constituted “effi-

ciency” and “consistency,” corresponded to the CAG’s ambition to expand 

the use of quantitative risk assessment across the agency. Betty Anderson 

had always been clear that the 1976 interim guidelines, and other pieces of 

guidance developed thereafter, would need to be regularly updated as sci-

ence progressed. In the meantime, RAFG had convincingly made the case 

for developing more guidelines, in particular to explicate experts’ uncer-

tainties and judgments.

Starting in July 1983, Elizabeth Anderson took the lead for that project, 

and leaders for the development of every new guideline were nominated. 

Each of them would manage a group with representatives of the various 

offices. The project was designed to be a short, but intense six- month 
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effort, helped by the accumulation of experience in the OHEA. The process 

took longer than expected. The twelve full- time equivalents and $600,000 

of extra funds requested by the OHEA to perform the work were never 

obtained. Because the OHEA was unable to divert resources from the rou-

tine and time- consuming tasks of developing health assessment documents 

or exposure and risk assessment documents for the Air and Water offices, 

the work was perceptibly delayed. The participation of other offices in the 

process was just sufficient, though patchy. Key offices were absent from 

some of the meetings, or they were slow to respond to the request for com-

ments on drafts. The OPTS, an important player in the agency concerning 

risk assessment, and one of the main targets of the planned extension of 

the application of guidelines, did not attend the meetings or submit written 

documents. Only after the draft was completed did the office raise concerns 

in a lengthy document. On several occasions, the leaders of the workgroup 

asked the assistant administrators and Al Alm to weigh in and stress the 

importance of cooperation and hard work. While the redevelopment of 

guidelines was in no way conflictual, the inclusion of a larger set of people 

from across the agency amplified the “differences of opinion on several 

important issues.”25 The standard methods and criteria for carcinogen risk 

assessment stabilized by the CAG were discussed on four levels: terminology, 

presentation of exposure calculations, weight of evidence, and, once more, 

extrapolation to low doses.

Terminology: Deploying a Standard Knowledge Representation

One of the first issues to come up was terminology. An official from the 

OPTS maintained that in the first meetings, “it was apparent people were 

using terms in different ways”— something that the confusing definitions 

of exposure, health, or risk assessment in existing documents could only 

confirm. He soon developed a “Regulatory Decision- Making Nosology” 

memo to “help demystify matters.”26 It straightforwardly transcribed the 

definitions laid out in RAFG, showing how the existing scheme used in 

and around the CAG (two qualitative questions, followed by a quantita-

tive risk assessment) would profitably be replaced by a reference to RAFG’s 

generic scheme for risk assessment, comprising four components: “hazard 

identification, dose- response assessment, exposure assessment, and risk 

characterization. The first of these, hazard identification, is a qualitative 
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risk assessment. The three remaining components comprise quantitative 

risk assessment.”27 His assistant administrator endorsed the adoption of this 

vocabulary in the drafting of the guidelines.

One such problem emerged in the distinction between the concept of 

dose- response assessment and exposure assessment. The ambiguity was 

that there is no agreed- upon definition of the point on or in the body 

where exposure takes place. In this context, exposure means contact with 

the chemical. But does it mean contact of the visible external envelope of 

the body as a whole, or exposure of a particular organ, or of the cell? Toxi-

cologists extended their jurisdiction as far as they could, to the whole body, 

claiming that they could analyze, quantitatively, the effects of a chemical 

on the physiology and biology of the organism taken as a whole. This scale 

defined their territory of expertise. The exercise of exposure assessment con-

cerned what happens outside this boundary. It works with the applied, or 

external doses of the chemical, while the internal doses was the purview of 

toxicologists. The separation between applied and internal doses is the line 

that defines the respective domains of exposure people and dose- response 

people in the agency. It could be seen as a bureaucratic schematization of 

the body, which allowed the articulating the various expertise to be applied 

in a standard decision- making process. Exposure calculations came after 

dose- response assessment.

It was thus, at that very time, in 1983, that the agency was reorganized 

by a set of categories that henceforth defined the discrete competences and 

roles of its scientists, fitting them into a broader organizational scheme 

to turn out decisions. Just like RAFG had subsumed the various scientific 

analysis of the hazard under a generic notion of “risk assessment,” so too 

the memo described previously and the guidelines put the emphasis on 

dose- response assessment— and, implicitly, quantitative, probabilistic risk 

assessment— to embody the agency’s expertise. While it might seem natural 

to move in that direction, given the precision and order in the integrated 

scheme, it was by no means an innocent move. As the audit of risk assess-

ment practices would later reveal, along with a survey of risk assessment in 

regional offices, the quantitative aspect of risk assessment was not the easi-

est part of the job, and certainly not the most practiced one. Most offices 

were doing what was now called hazard identification, demoted to an initial 

step in a broader scheme, whereby decisions were to derive from a contained 

quantification of the risk. This change was facilitated by the authority that 
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this knowledge representation had in addressing controversies. Promoting 

this formalism was not just a prescription for embracing quantitative risk 

assessment among reluctant staff; it was also a shift toward another method 

of treating uncertainty— one that was more bureaucratic, in as much as 

it was applicable without deep scientific knowledge, and thus applicable 

across the entire agency. RAFG’s anatomy of risk assessment, replicated in 

the agency in the “nosology” memo mentioned above,28 carved out a num-

ber of recognizable, commodified knowledge items that officials across the 

agency, however closely involved in the particulars of a risk assessment, or 

however knowledgeable in the science, could extract from a risk assessment 

document.

One of the striking aspects of the risk assessment guidelines eventually 

published in 1986, was that they included detailed, suggested formats for 

the presentation of scientific information, accumulating each of these ele-

ments of information. Uncertainties were an explicit component of these 

knowledge schemes. Hence, the big change, from 1976 to 1986, was that 

risk assessment documents would include explication of choices made in 

the scientific analysis (e.g., on exposure assessment, as discussed later in 

this chapter), rather than justifying preferences for one or the other option 

in terms of best professional judgment. Itemizing knowledge in this way 

was an effective method for a bureaucracy because, if well delineated, these 

items would work to define categories of people and groups, organizing 

them in a broader organizational mechanism for making decisions. And 

indeed, the guideline revision efforts implied going one step further from 

RAFG, by specifying the boundaries between these elements of knowledge 

and the associations among them in order to ensure that no more confus-

ing organizational knowledge politics were created in the agency.

Manufacturing Risk Presentations

The ways in which exposure assessment was generally handled in the agency’s 

health and environmental assessment documents constituted the second 

problem that the guideline working group had to address. First, the behav-

ior of a substance in the environment was the source of multiple varia-

tions and uncertainties: the nature of a chemical substance changes as it is 

transported, degraded, and so on. To account for these dynamics, exposure 

assessors are forced to rely on models. For instance, as arsenic was emitted 
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into the air, the EPA used dispersion models to be able to calculate, with 

an unavoidably high degree of uncertainty or variations, the dose at which 

populations in the environment of the point- source would be exposed. 

Second, exposure assessment would seek information about the lifestyles, 

location, and consumption practices of various subpopulations at a level of 

detail that no existing database could match. To compensate for the patchy 

monitoring data, assessors modeled qualitatively the situation of three ficti-

tious individuals: the exposure of a “typical person” (undefined), that of a 

person living close to the source of the hazard, and the “maximally exposed 

individual”— a person exposed to the hazard 24/7, for an entire lifespan.

In practice, risk assessors tended to be selective in their presentations 

of the estimate, reporting only the one that was based on the notion of 

the maximally exposed individual. This reduced the ability of anyone to 

subsequently participate in the choice of the most useful calculation for 

addressing the regulatory question. The selective presentation of exposures 

invisibilized an operational choice, and indeed even a moral dilemma that 

the EPA as a whole was to face in its decisions: either taking measures to pro-

tect the small number of individuals who suffered most (e.g., by removing 

a plant emitting extremely high doses of a dangerous chemical at a given 

site) or reducing average emissions over the country to reduce average lev-

els.29 Ruckelshaus was personally concerned about the equity behind these 

choices, and that translated into Alm and Russel’s request, in the process of 

revising guidelines, to eliminate the practice of exclusively advancing data 

on the maximally exposed individual to present real- life monitoring data 

or presentations of ranges of exposures and uncertainties instead.30 The sug-

gestion to risk assessors not to use only worst- case exposure, but also “real-

istic exposure scenarios,” had in fact been the object of a dedicated memo 

of Alm to all assistant administrators.31

The revised text did not address the issue at length and made no clear 

statement about the relative value of data and models. It emphasized the 

uncertainties and sophistication needed to treat the problem of exposure 

assessment, and it referred readers to a separate guideline on exposure 

assessment. The resulting guidelines (EPA 1986b) handled the problem by 

shifting from a black- boxed expert judgment to a different, algorithmic 

model. The guidelines stipulate to work with monitoring data, and then 

construct real- life monitoring profiles, shedding light on more vulnerable 

people; where insufficient, to model exposure in a probabilistic way; to 
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perform a sensitivity analysis of the model; and to present all uncertainties 

involved in the modeling as part of the results of the exposure assessment.

Having articulated that sequential reasoning, the authors of the guide-

line expounded it through a flowchart— a formal visual technology of 

uncertainty reduction that minimized the reliance on trust in the judg-

ment, competence, and experience of remote risk assessors in another 

office (see figure 7.1).

Governing Judgment

The methodological concept of WOE was the third aspect in line, and it was 

discussed far more extensively. There too, Alm and other policy analysis 

staff in the agency showed an appetite for these arcane concepts that were 

supposed to structure the judgment of risk assessors. The interest and avail-

ability of high- level administrators for the science used in their agency var-

ied widely, but Ruckelshaus and Alm were deeply interested and involved. 

Alm, in particular, was a voracious reader, including of scientific docu-

ments.32 According to another senior scientist of NCEA, he was respectful, 

asking many questions and trusting the competence of his staff instead 

of imposing his directives. In those days, he requested and received doz-

ens of memos clarifying the science of risk assessment and the dilemmas 

involved from his most senior and experienced scientific staff. Betty Ander-

son had produced one such memo outlining what a WOE was. The topic 

had become a bone of contention between the CAG and the OPPE that was 

reflected in an important amendment of the 1976 guidelines that derived 

directly from the controversial case of perchloroethylene (PCE), also known 

as tetrachloroethylene or perc.

PCE was a popular solvent used in the dry- cleaning industry, the regula-

tion of which was under consideration by the Water Office, the Air Office, 

and the Office of Toxic Substances simultaneously. OHEA was working on 

a risk assessment of the substance on behalf of these offices. In April 1978, 

its CAG had published a preliminary health risk assessment report for the 

substance. In October 1980, another group of scientists, also from OHEA, 

worked with the Water Office to set an ambient water quality criterion. In 

1983, the process for regulating the substance accelerated, and the CAG 

revised its health assessments. Back in 1976, the CAG had used no other 

way of classifying the level of hazardousness than a simple characterization 
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Figure 7.1
Decision path for exposure assessment (adapted from EPA 1986b).
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as either substantial or suggestive. By 1982, it had evolved to consider that 

the scheme used by the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) 

was the only one with substantial institutional use and international accep-

tance (EPA 1982). The scheme devised by CAG on the basis of the IARC 

scheme, a class- based aid to judgment, was as follows:

• A substance for which there is “sufficient evidence” to support a causal 

association between the exposure and cancer will fall into group 1: 

carcinogenic.

• Where evidence is “almost sufficient” or “suggestive,”33 the chemical 

will be put in group 2: probably carcinogenic to humans. Group 2 is 

divided into higher or lower degrees of evidence: 2A and 2B, respectively.

• Where evidence is “inadequate” or “limited,” the substance should be 

considered “possibly carcinogenic to humans”: group 3. 34

CAG’s conservatism was reflected, specifically, in the way that it defined 

and used group 3. To IARC, a group 3 chemical is a substance that “cannot 

be classified as to its carcinogenicity to humans” because of inadequate 

or limited evidence. The CAG, in contrast, argued that there was a con-

tinuum between “limited” and “almost sufficient” evidence, so it argued 

that a labeling as “possible carcinogen” was more appropriate than as “can-

not be classified.” CAG’s revised group 3, in essence, seemed to recognize 

uncertainties and the possibility of false positives a little less straightfor-

wardly than IARC’s group 3. And it certainly contributed to make the entire 

scheme more regulation- forcing: If a chemical is a possible carcinogen, it 

could possibly be regulated.35

In spite of the limited evidence, CAG placed PCE in group 3. This was 

not acceptable for the Water Office, which was in charge of actually decid-

ing on regulatory measures for this chemical and dealing with the con-

cerned industries. Paul Milvy wrote to Al Jennings, the director of the Office 

of Standards and Regulations in the OPPE, to complain that the CAG had 

produced three different estimates of the risk of the substance between 

November 1983 and March 1984, finally concluding, on the basis of WOE, 

that the most conservative scientific view was to consider the substance a 

probable human carcinogen. There was too much variation there to be able 

to establish a credible risk standard. More important perhaps, the Air Office 

disagreed with CAG’s traditional conservatism, complaining that CAG dis-

torted the classification scheme of IARC to fit with its conservative policy. 
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CAG placed PCE in group 3 of IARC “because the available evidence corre-

sponds to the conservative scientific view that PCE is probably carcinogenic 

in humans.” For Milvy, this original determination by CAG was “totally 

wrong.” For the Water Office, CAG was distorting a tool for objectifying 

judgment, and thus forced the regulation of PCE. The fact that CAG modi-

fied its initial assessment only days later made things worse. This lack of 

continuity, in the context of conflictual relations with offices applying dif-

ferent policies, could only cause controversy. As Milvy noted, “because a 

simple, honest and straightforward approach was not adopted [by CAG], 

the resulting blatant contradiction fueled the controversy.”36

This was precisely where PCE was a close call, as Russell noted in his 

memorandum to all offices contemplating a regulation of this substance. 

Russell asked to have a meeting on this as soon as possible.37 The chemi-

cal was already being reported on in the press, and the EPA was unable 

to determine what action to take with regard to it. The Air Office inter-

preted the “limited evidence” classification as indicating that the substance 

could not be considered a carcinogen, so it should not be regulated. On the 

other hand, the Water Office, the hazardous waste office, and the Super-

fund office considered that these chemicals for which there was “limited 

evidence,” and so were “potential” carcinogens, should still be regulated.

The March 1983 memo from the Air Office firmly challenged the IARC 

scheme. Was it not forcing these kinds of mistakes by artificially placing 

chemical substances in one group, “when in fact nature has provided 

a continuum of potency”? At the same time, would a new consistency- 

promoting classification inside the agency not reduce the ability of indi-

vidual offices to engage with audiences, whether scientific, industrial, or 

other, thereby finally increasing the potential for controversies? The memo 

hit the bull’s- eye: This was a perfect example of the high potential of a 

scientific assessment to cause major confusion outside the agency and to 

stimulate criticism of its decisions, if not legal challenges, at the very time 

when the OPPE was pushing an all- out policy of increasing agencywide 

consistency. Representatives of the offices concerned (Air, Water, ORD, and 

OPPE) met a few days later for what turned out to be a difficult, heated 

meeting. They agreed that consistency was a necessity, but they contin-

ued to disagree on whether the IARC scheme was the best classification 

and whether picking a classification was a scientific or a managerial task. 

Reporting the conclusions of this meeting to Alm and Ruckelshaus, Russell 
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questioned the IARC classification: the agency never formally adopted the 

scheme, but the OHEA was using it as a matter of habit. The “policy impli-

cations” and “regulation- forcing dimension” of the scheme needed to be 

thought through, otherwise “programmatic conflicts will result and Agency 

policy will be shaped by default. Perhaps worse, the Agency will look like it 

doesn’t know what it is doing and in the long run, lose credibility.”38

During this episode, the OPPE and its particular synoptic view of the 

EPA, as well as pressure to streamline the science to make it conducive to 

shared decisions, seemed to dominate the ORD. Russell asked Elizabeth 

Anderson, the chief of CAG, for a clarification of the reasons of its use of 

the IARC scheme. In her response, Anderson aligned on the risk assessment‒
risk management framework, showing how the WOE method underpinning 

the classification of carcinogens fit into the risk assessment‒risk manage-

ment framework. She clarified that the WOE approach did not produce a 

decision by itself, nor was it regulation- forcing; in her words, it could not 

provide cutoff criteria to decide whether to initiate decision- making. This 

was a matter of risk management, and risk management needed to rely on 

other considerations on top of whether the chemical had the property of 

being carcinogenic (such as magnitude of exposure and size of the health 

risk). Along with these other pieces of information, “the weight of evidence 

that the chemical is a carcinogen supports or tempers the decision to initi-

ate risk management or not.” In her view, one could not black- box a risk 

assessment based on WOE in order to decide whether and how to manage 

the risk. No standard, general risk management strategy could be devised.39

Anderson essentially gave in to OPPE’s attempt to redefine the WOE 

bureaucratic technology. Eventually, Russell suggested using a set of criteria 

other than the IARC because, in practice, they resulted in only two pos-

sible regulatory options: to regulate or not to regulate. More flexibility was 

needed, as were more precise criteria and more sophisticated weighing of 

the evidence. Alm concurred, as did the lawyers of the Office of the General 

Counsel of the agency, which put pressure on the OHEA to incorporate into 

the guidelines some elements of a WOE approach that would replace the 

IARC criteria. Eventually, the method was refined to be more sensitive to a 

variety of regulatory options. Five groups were defined:40

• A— Known human carcinogen (sufficient evidence from epidemiological 

studies or other human studies)
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• B— Probable human carcinogen (sufficient evidence in animals and lim-

ited or inadequate evidence in humans)

• C— Possible human carcinogen (limited evidence of carcinogenicity in 

animals in the absence of human data)

• D— Not classifiable (inadequate or no animal evidence of carcinogenicity)

• E— Evidence of noncarcinogenicity for humans (no evidence of carcino-

genicity in at least two adequate animal tests in different species or in 

adequate epidemiological and animal studies)

Taking Control of Extrapolation

The OPPE weighed in, finally, to discuss dose- response assessment and the 

CAG precautionary linear model of extrapolation— the Linearized Multi-

stage (LMS) model— and the upper confidence limit. Alm requested a 

memo from Goldstein to explain, didactically, the scientific issues under-

pinning carcinogen risk assessment. Goldstein, who had Roy Albert, the 

former chair of CAG (see chapter 2), as a professor when he was an under-

graduate, summarized the key debates in the scientific community (as con-

cerned threshold, the variety of cancers, genotoxicity, and other topics) to 

conclude and give support to the use of more conservative ways of assessing 

these risks: “The traditional public health approach has been that in the 

absence of a reasonable degree of certainty, it is proper to accept the more 

conservative assumption of a linear no threshold relationship.”41 In most 

of its quantitative cancer risk assessments, the CAG was supplementing the 

use of the multistage model, borrowed from biostatistician Kenny Crump, 

with another convention of extrapolation: the so- called upper bound limit 

of 95%, a statistical confidence limit used to “force the multistage model 

to provide a linear term.” The alternative method consisted in calculat-

ing a maximum likelihood estimate. The two methods produced variable 

results, the upper- bound confidence limit being the one that produced the 

most precautionary results. Both were consistent with the CAG’s conserva-

tism because the upper- bound limit was by definition higher than the most 

likely estimate, and that maximum likelihood estimate would be higher 

than an average likelihood estimate.

The OPPE questioned both, or at least aimed to qualify their use, nota-

bly because these implicit policies were sometimes considered inadequate 
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for particular chemicals. On various occasions in the preceding years, the 

reviews of CAG health assessments by the agency’s SAB led to acrimonious 

debates about the quality of the assessment and the opportunity of apply-

ing the usual linear no- threshold model to substances that could very well 

be interpreted as displaying a threshold. For Terry Yosie, SAB’s staff director 

in these years, “the board was very strong on its recommendations that 

the EPA continue to diversify its expressions of risk probability” and stop 

relying on one model only, increasingly allowing nonlinear responses.42 In 

1980, PCE posed such a problem, as did formaldehyde. In December 1984, 

in a steering committee meeting on the substance, the OPPE representa-

tive underlined that there was a 500- fold difference in the estimated risk 

of cancer from exposure to formaldehyde, depending on whether one used 

the upper 95% confidence limit or the maximum likelihood point estimate 

of risk at the relevant doses. He required to present both risk estimates and 

to state explicitly which one would be followed, and for what policy rea-

son. Arsenic was perhaps the most contentious of all, as the Water Office 

had decided to prove that this carcinogenic substance was a threshold sub-

stance, and thus to set a precedent of departing from the CAG’s default 

linear model (Powell 1999).

Given that the OHEA applied the technique most of the time, it turned 

out to be an implicit policy that needed to be clarified in a new framework 

of thinking that distinguished more strictly between risk assessment, sci-

ence policies (assumptions applied in the risk assessment), and risk manage-

ment. As in the case of the WOE approach and IARC classification scheme, 

the CAG resorted to arguments that had a wide scientific consensus: the 

plausible upper bound “is generally recognized in the scientific community 

as a reasonable approach.”43 This kind of argument, now that a framework 

was in place that explicated the knowledge base used in the agency and 

established rules for coordinating judgment, was no longer valid. Ander-

son could not simply mention scientists’ convention now that there was 

a public expectation, under the framework, to see how one consideration 

potentially leads to policy, decision- making, and which decisions are made.

These documents sketched out important changes in the practices of 

risk assessment in the agency, as well as an emerging new policy: Against 

the reliance on the LMS model only, the OPPE defended the idea that a 

variety of models may be used to estimate the risk of cancer at low doses 

and that, where possible, the most likely estimates, as well as upper-  and 
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lower- confidence limits, should be provided. Only a lack of data can justify 

the exclusive use of the upper- limit estimate of risk. Here, in essence, Alm 

and the OPPE were getting closely involved in the fashioning of what RAFG 

had called a “risk assessment policy,” reformulated in the agency as science 

policy. For the first time in the young history of the EPA, a functional policy 

office, staffed by economists and policy analysts implementing the admin-

istrators’ policy orientations, was getting involved in the details of science, 

redesigning it into an instrument of decision- making in the name of the 

controversy that it risked creating otherwise.

After extensive discussions, the CAG agreed to use the different meth-

odologies side by side in a given assessment, and to compare their results. 

The 1986 guideline was also slightly less assertive than the 1976 one so far 

as the linear no- threshold model is concerned: “No single mathematical 

procedure is recognized as the most appropriate for low dose extrapolation 

in carcinogenesis” (EPA 1986a, 12), and could be applied to assess the suit-

ability of models case by case, including a rationale justifying the use of one 

in particular: “in the absence of adequate information to the contrary, the 

linearized multistage procedure will be employed” (ibid., 13). No standard 

exposure assessment method was preferred, but the guideline indicated 

that a “cumulative dose received over a lifetime, expressed as average daily 

exposure prorated over a lifetime, is recommended as an appropriate mea-

sure of exposure to a carcinogen” (ibid., 13).

The notable change from the 1976 guideline, overall, was that these 

guidelines were structured according to the “more explicit terminology” 

(ibid., 2) of RAFG, rather than going by the two- question structure of 1976 

or the qualitative versus quantitative assessment distinction made since. 

The 1986 guidelines structured informational bricks, components of a 

mechanically produced decision. They did so for unknowns, or nonknowl-

edge, giving them a place in the scheme as science policies, a term that was 

absent from previous documents. In November 1984, Ruckelshaus wrote to 

program managers to indicate that the guidelines were soon to be published 

in the Federal Register, to “increase consistency in use of risk assessment 

and underline importance of scientific analysis itself as a factor in regula-

tory decision- making”44— a formula that was drawn from the 1985 guide-

line for risk assessment of the OSTP, showing how CAG lost autonomy not 

only to the OPPE, but also to external design actors trying to bear on the 

agency’s way of making rules.45 The CAG’s early risk assessment guidelines 
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had finally been translated into an agencywide position stressing the need 

for quality, accuracy, and consistency46 and acknowledging that the judg-

ments of experts constituted science policies. They had come to embody 

the new coherence between the agency’s external, official mission and 

the value of reducing risks to health; its internal functioning and overall 

knowledge of risks, based on experimental toxicology and medicine; and a 

growing interest in epidemiology and exposure data, as well as recognition 

of the existence of uncertainties and of the possibility of reducing them 

through expert judgments and estimates.

Conclusion

This chapter has listed the initiatives concerning the reorganization and 

management of risk assessment in the mid- 1980s, involving the leader-

ship of the agency. During that period of time, the leaders of the agency 

have gotten involved in the formalization of what one may term bureau-

cratic technologies (the elaboration of guidelines, processes of cross- agency 

consultation, and distribution of responsibilities) so that the agency to be 

able to more surely turn out unified— and hence defensible and ultimately 

credible— computations of risk.

To be sure, these technologies were already in the making, and their 

importance was already sensed in some part of the EPA. Guidelines for the 

assessment of hazards and risks had existed for nearly ten years. The need 

for coordination between ORD scientists and regulatory offices was also 

recognized long ago. But this time around, the risk assessment‒risk man-

agement assemblage provided a common point of reference to reorganize 

the work of scientists from the top down. More than a mere reorganization, 

the policies implemented here aimed to characterize the work of scientists 

in a completely different way, creating a clear classification of tasks and 

elements of knowledge needed to articulate a risk assessment that could 

be accepted across the agency and by top decision- makers. The risk design 

deposited a new set of identities in the organization in such a way that the 

various kinds of scientists became the components of an organizationwide 

system to guide the production of scientific information and interpretation 

of risks and uncertainties in order to make shared decisions. The science of 

risk became an object of this reordering of the organization. It became part 

of an agencywide architecture designed to limit internal dissensus and to 
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increase the EPA’s capacity to present uncontestable statements of risk to 

external audiences.

The particularity of that period is that the top managers of the agency, sup-

ported by the economists and decision scientists of the agency, orchestrated 

the work. They led the designation of the generic knowledge and practices 

defining the agency as a whole, giving it its identity as a knowledge- based 

policymaking organization. They could do so legitimately only because the 

political circumstances— the loss of credibility that the agency had suffered 

due to the improper use of science during the years of Gorsuch and incon-

sistencies among the multiple assessments of the same chemical— gave 

these people the necessary legitimacy to intervene deep into and across the 

organization to redefine the work of each entity involved.
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The leaders of the EPA may draw on a variety of possible designs to repre-

sent what the agency knows and what it does effectively. There are differ-

ent ways of formalizing its generic object, the kinds of knowledge it uses 

to make its decisions, and how it manages to forge decisions on highly dis-

puted issues. These designs vary according to the political configuration in 

which the agency is caught— the networks of supporters or adversaries that 

form around environmental issues and its action on these uncertain issues, 

and the inevitable controversies that ensue. The ambition to systemati-

cally measure the risks, costs, and benefits associated with decision projects 

lasted for most of the 1980s, despite some doubts as to the importance that 

William Ruckelshaus’s successor, Lee Thomas, would grant to this technol-

ogy, particularly after the departure of Alvin Alm, the deputy administrator 

who championed cost- benefit analysis and instilled the motivation in the 

agency to use that kind of information.

At the end of the 1980s, in a new configuration marked by renewed con-

troversies over the EPA’s priorities— stemming from its treatment of the dis-

covery of supposed widespread risks from exposure to the gas radon and the 

pesticide alar, pressures on its budget in an aggressive Republican admin-

istration, and a changing national environmental agenda— the commen-

surative design assumed greater importance. During the term of Thomas 

(1985– 1989), and even more so during the stint of Bill Reilly (1989– 1993), 

efforts were made to create new knowledge representations and technolo-

gies to link risk assessors of various program or regional offices, so as to 

extinguish the uncertainty caused by these offices’ nebulous and variegated 

ways of deciding which risk matters, and closing subsequent controversies 

concerning the EPA’s inability to focus on the right subject. This mainly 

8 The Rise and Fall of Comparative Risk Assessment
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took the form of comparative risk assessment, a design that was concretely, 

albeit fugaciously, instituted in the agency between 1990 and 1992 thanks 

to Administrator Bill Reilly and his policy chief, Terry Davies, a member of 

the team that had designed the agency in the early 1970s and a long- time 

critic of its structure in regulatory silos. The mandate of Carol Browner, the 

first EPA administrator to be appointed by a Democratic president, in Janu-

ary 1993 marked a major shift, with a clear renegotiation of the role of risk 

assessment and cost- benefit analysis in EPA policies.

Bringing in Comparative Risk Assessment

In his job as assistant administrator for solid waste and Superfund between 

1983 and 1985, Lee Thomas had frequently been in conflict with OPPE 

about his proposed decisions. When he succeeded Ruckelshaus in March 

1985,1 he felt that assistant administrators should regain some autonomy 

and be able to prepare and finalize rules without systematically referring 

them to the deputy administrator or to the administrator, as under Alm’s 

cross- agency decision- making system (see chapter 6). Milton Russell and 

other managers of the OPPE, therefore, feared that under the new adminis-

trator, they would lose the transversal, policy development role that Ruckel-

shaus and Alm had instituted.

Russell devoted a good part of his energy in 1985 to convincing Thomas 

that the OPPE could play a very beneficial, supportive role in program 

offices. He particularly insisted that giving too much weight to program 

offices again could create problems: “In general, centrifugal forces in this 

Agency are powerful and engrained in its structure. Checks and balances are 

resisted. It will require constant attention to keep on track.”2 Russell main-

tained that the OPPE was there to make sure that all regulatory options were 

considered when the offices proposed a rule, and that cross- media problems 

were taken into consideration, even though program offices developed 

their decisions independently. In his view, the OPPE really should be con-

sidered a consultant to the administrator, helping to improve and evaluate 

the quality of decision options, and warning of potential future issues.

As the administrator, Thomas carried on using the same risk assessment‒
risk management language as the public reflection of the EPA’s mode of 

action and goals as Ruckelshaus. In an address to the petrochemical indus-

try, for instance, he reiterated that the EPA aimed to ensure continuous 
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protection of the environment in the context of preserving economic 

growth, and that it did so “by carefully assessing the risks we face as an 

industrial society, and managing those risks effectively.”3 He took care to 

define the two processes of assessment and management, as though the 

creed needed to be further inculcated: “To assess the risk at hand, we gather 

as many facts as possible about the problem. This is a scientific process in 

which experts thoroughly review the extent of our knowledge and carefully 

design and conduct experiments to expand that knowledge. This scientific 

process gives us a basis for understanding the risk we face. It tells us what 

the risk is, what we know about it, and who is exposed. Then comes the 

hard part— risk management— deciding what to do about a problem once 

we are sure there is one.… The options before us include such things as new 

regulations, additional reporting requirements, new outreach programs or 

some combination of these and other approaches.” Thomas soon endorsed 

the OPPE in its role, both as participant in the development of regulation 

by program offices and as monitor of the quality of these regulations. But 

he also pushed Russell to abandon an overly confrontational posture and 

to work as a consultant to offices for the development of their risk, regula-

tory, or cost- benefit analyses. In short, the idea was that the OPPE should be 

there to “push risk assessment/risk management,”4 but not to do it instead 

of program offices, or to counter what program offices did.

The OPPE soon found a specific role for itself, which had not been 

attempted under Ruckelshaus: that of ranking and prioritizing issues for 

regulatory attention for the whole agency. Ranking risks, first, had the 

advantage of corresponding to Thomas’s intention to rebalance the agen-

cy’s agenda overall. A concern emerged in the mid- 1980s already, that the 

EPA was dedicating too much attention, at least at the administrator level, 

to issues of health. At the time of writing of the flagship EPA report Risk 

Assessment and Management: A Framework for Decision- Making, several assis-

tant administrators were concerned that the agency’s leadership was placing 

far too much emphasis on health issues, when many program or regional 

offices were in fact struggling daily with pollution and environmental 

quality issues. Thomas, then assistant administrator for waste, was among 

them. Now the administrator, he was less inclined than Douglas Costle or 

Ruckelshaus to put emphasis on health protection as the global agenda for 

the agency. Between 1983 and 1985, he had managed the solid waste and 

Superfund programs, where health issues were not as predominant as in the 
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Air, Water, or Toxic Substances offices. Moreover, in the second half of the 

1980s, the public’s concerns seemed to be shifting back toward ecological 

threats as much as the health effects of chemicals— whether carcinogenic 

or other. Acid rain, protection of the ozone layer, or more localized cases of 

vast beach pollution were as frequently in the news as were chemicals. At 

the senior conference of May 1985, before his assistant and regional admin-

istrators, Thomas put forward four priorities, among which was the pres-

ervation of a strong scientific and technical capability, particularly from a 

cross- media perspective.

Second, there were a lot of ideas and competences in the OPPE for per-

forming risk comparisons. This was not a new concept. Comparative risk 

assessment was already well established in the field of risk analysis (see 

chapter 2), and Dan Beardsley had developed a scheme to this end in 1977, 

in the context of toxics integration work. His Environmental Integrated 

Assessment Division was, overall, the comparative risk assessment shop 

in the agency. Beardsley had already advised Russell in 1984 to capitalize 

on the comparison among office priorities in order to prove the value of 

the OPPE’s participation in interoffice deliberations. He argued that risk 

analysis, as a method for comprehensively reviewing issues and putting 

them on the same plane to orient broad decisions, was more valuable for 

the agency and the rationality of its policies than individual, in- depth risk 

assessment of substances. Rational and justifiable priorities for the agency 

would emerge from synoptic consideration of all issues, not from concen-

tration and investigation of one after the other. Consistency mattered more 

than accuracy. Or, in Beardsley’s words: “It is the continuing, consistent 

use of risk analysis that we believe is desirable.”5 The implication for the 

OPPE, which did not have the same level of access to the scientific data that 

program offices had, was to avail of its own data on environmental issues 

and to quantify and rank them. What the OPPE had was information about 

budgets for each office and program. Beardsley suggested to Russell that he 

compare the broad levels of risk for each environmental program across the 

agency, with the budget levels and priorities established by statute.

The OPPE inaugurated formal comparisons of risk in 1986. That year, 

Robert Wolcott, an economist in the office of policy analysis, undertook a 

comparison of the risks, costs, and benefits of a set of agricultural chemi-

cals. The motivation was political: Thomas wanted to initiate more special 

reviews of pesticides than had been the case in the past.6 In October 1986, 
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Thomas imposed an emergency ban on the pesticide dinoseb, and a defini-

tive ban was concluded with the concerned companies in the middle of 

1988. At the time, alar, and the hazards of its breakdown products to chil-

dren and young people through consumption of apples, was prominent in 

the national news. The work of Wolcott would help in selecting products 

for special review and give managers resources to detect potentially con-

cerning pesticides before they made it into the press and started to rock 

the agency’s work program and priorities. The New York Times reported on 

the results of the comparative risk assessment of 1986 with an article head-

lined “Pesticides Finally Top the Problem List at E.P.A.,” putting forward 

the words of the new head of the pesticides division, Steven Schatzow, that 

“[t]he pesticide problem is worse than ever” and that “virtually everyone” 

was exposed to that risk (Shabecoff 1986, B12). The EPA had rarely, if ever, 

singled out a class of risk in such a way in its young history.

In 1986, also at the request of the administrator, the director of the Office 

of Policy Analysis, Richard Morgenstern, began outlining a study to compare 

the risks addressed by the agency’s major program elements and activities. 

The expansion of risk assessment techniques, along with increasing stan-

dardization due to guidelines, offered a chance to compare the issues that 

the various offices were dealing with. But the exercise was innovative: It 

was an attempt to introduce risk analysis in ways that were useful for plan-

ning, budgeting, and strategy, rather than only for individual programs and 

for quantification of health effects.

The methodology that was crafted was ecumenical. First, there was no 

exclusive emphasis on quantifying all risks on a common scale. The study 

would not be one of these “hard version” comparisons of risk (Hornstein 

1992), like the one attempted by Chauncey Starr in 1969, based on a quan-

titative scale of benefits, measured in dollars, and risks, measured in terms 

of mortality. It involved a mix of quantitative assessment and qualitative 

judgment, by officials of the various program offices, of the agency’s level 

of investment in each risk. Second, the exercise went beyond health and 

cancer.7 Risks were defined as falling into four large types: cancer, non-

cancer, environment, and welfare. A workgroup was formed for each. The 

OPPE’s balanced method for the comparative exercise reflected the rebalanc-

ing of the agency’s overall agenda and a new strategy on ecological risks.8

The report came out in 1987 as Unfinished Business— A Comparative 

Assessment of Environmental Priorities (EPA 1987). In several ways, it was a 
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surprise. First, the external reactions to the report were generally favorable. 

It was immediately picked up in congressional hearings, where the pos-

sibility to compare risks and modify priorities was seen by many as a very 

interesting methodological breakthrough. The document was, and still is, 

considered to be a landmark, groundbreaking study (e.g., Hammitt 1997). 

Second, the ranking of risks revealed by the report did not “correspond 

very well with EPA’s current program priorities” (Morgenstern and Sessions 

1988, 36). EPA’s priorities were aligned on public perceptions. The authors 

indicated that indoor radon, indoor air pollution, ozone depletion, global 

warming, pesticide residues, and worker exposure, among other issues, 

were areas of relatively high risk and low EPA effort. The report gave force 

to observations that had emerged both in various parts of the agency and 

outside it, concerning its focus and action. It argued that the EPA’s action 

was characterized by fragmentation, whereas the state of the environment 

should be approached in a holistic, integrated fashion. The cost of attacking 

risks one by one was much too high, and the effectiveness of individual risk 

strategies severely limited. That piecemeal strategy, moreover, would not be 

effective at addressing the problems that were topping the national agenda 

at the time, such as global warming or ozone layer depletion. The EPA could 

not continue to let its action be directed by public scares and the “chemical 

of the month” syndrome.

Thomas soon publicly endorsed the report and decided to make it pub-

licly available. In all respects, it supported both his choice to continue 

using “Risk management” as the homogenizing motto of the agency, and 

his ambition to steer the agency’s priorities back toward ecological and pol-

lution problems. The actual consequences on the agency’s operations were 

limited. Some attempts were made to redirect the budget toward the new 

priorities, such as global warming and depletion of the ozone layer. How-

ever, as the mobility of EPA funds was strictly limited by negotiations with 

the OMB and Congress, as well as the various tasks programmed by the leg-

islation passed by Congress, these budgetary changes remained marginal. 

The report motivated Thomas to give greater support and resources to the 

Integrated Environment Management Division, inaugurated in the first 

years of the Toxics Integration initiative (see chapter 3). The Unfinished 

Business experiment also triggered a series of comparable comparative risk 

analyses at State level, by regional offices (EPA 1989).
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Picking the Wrong Fight?

The EPA was not done with controversies surrounding its use of science and 

its manipulation of data to fit preferred decisions. In two cases at least in 

those years, the agency was accused of being not only conservative, but also 

alarmist, and of having pushed highly precautionary policies before clarify-

ing the science. Those judgments on the EPA were also legacies of recent 

affairs that escalated and blew up in the space of just a few months, creat-

ing a public experiment for real- time observation of the peculiar modes of 

agenda- setting at the EPA.

Alar was the first case in point. The risks associated with this pesticide 

were the subject of an intense, short- lived national drama in 1989. On Feb-

ruary 26, 1989, CBS aired a report on alar in a newsmagazine, including an 

advance look at the results of an analysis of twenty- three pesticides, includ-

ing alar, by the Natural Resources Defense Council (given in a report enti-

tled Intolerable Risk). The next day, the council released its report through 

press conferences in twelve cities, targeting the hazard of pesticide resi-

dues in apples and setting off a real panic among consumers of apples and 

apple juice. The action of the environmental group took the EPA aback. 

It found itself under a deluge of pressing questions from members of the 

public and the media, all in need of immediate, precise confirmation of the 

risks involved. The EPA had been considering the risks of that substance for 

more than ten years, but the deregistration of the chemical, once contem-

plated for its carcinogenicity, had been abandoned in confusing exchanges 

between the CAG, the Office of Pesticides, and the Science Advisory Panel, 

characterized by disagreement on the product’s carcinogenicity.9 The com-

parative risk studies of 1986 and 1987 had shown, however, that pesticide 

risk should top the agency’s list of priority issues. Once the crisis had begun, 

the EPA did its utmost to reframe the controversy.

John Moore, former assistant administrator for OPTS and then acting 

administrator of the agency, issued a press release arguing that the Natural 

Resources Defense Council was misleading the public, but that the haz-

ard, in case of long- term exposure, was real. The crisis continued unabated, 

spurred by a public campaign orchestrated by a public relations com-

pany under contract with the council. The actress Meryl Streep, leading 

a movement of “Mothers and Others,” famously testified before Congress 

and on television shows about alar’s dangers. The consumption of apples 
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plummeted for months. The end of the story came with the deliberate with-

drawal of alar by its manufacturer in June 1989. The EPA ended up being 

hard hit in its reputation and credibility for having admitted under pressure 

from the Natural Resources Defense Council that alar posed a risk and that 

farmers should stop using it (even though it had hesitated for years to actu-

ally make such a definitive pronouncement on the basis of animal cancer 

studies in its possession).

At the other extreme was the radon affair. Until 1984, the potentially 

high background level of this colorless, odorless, cancer- causing gas fell in 

the interstices of the EPA regulatory programs. The Superfund program could 

have legitimately tackled the problem of radon, which had been known 

since at least 1975 with the discovery of high levels of radiation in Pennsyl-

vania. In 1981, the director of the program proposed a radon plan, but it was 

blocked by the OMB. Then, in December 1984, Stanley Watras, an engineer 

working on the construction of a nuclear plant, discovered extremely high 

doses of radon in his home due to infiltrations from a mine below.

This propelled the issue onto the EPA agenda and heavily damaged the 

agency’s credibility. How could the agency overlook a substance potentially 

linked to 20,000 lung cancers per year— far more than any of the other 

substances that the agency considered to be high- profile and high- visibility 

issues— and affected up to 8 million homes? Even after the Watras discov-

ery and recognition of the gravity of the issue, it remained very difficult to 

get a national radon policy off the ground. The EPA launched research to 

curb levels of exposure to radon, but was blocked by conflicts with the US 

Department of Energy and the OMB over the threshold under which the 

homes at risk of infiltration should be brought: 4 picocuries per liter, or 

more? Even inside the EPA, the director of the Office of Radiation, Richard 

Guimond, found it difficult to find support for the proposed policies. In 

1988, at a key point in the radon controversy, EPA managers even suggested 

that Congress authorize an ORD budget with fewer monies for radon.

Eventually, in 1987’s Unfinished Business report, radon was listed as one 

of the top carcinogens that the EPA should be concerned about. A radon 

action program was set up, involving surveys in schools, homes, and work-

places around the country, as well as investigation of high- radon- potential 

natural sites. A risk communication program was also established, with 

large public information campaigns. The EPA furthermore engaged in the 

testing and distribution of technologies to monitor radon levels.
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Even though it remained obvious that radon was a hazard, this episode 

left a majority of the public with the impression that the EPA had overblown 

the issue, as no big cancer epidemic materialized (Edelstein and Makofske 

1998). It harmed the agency’s scientific credibility and spread the need, in 

the public, for an environmental policy rooted in “good science” (Abelson 

1990; Brody 1991). Further complications emerged when the EPA proposed 

to regulate the levels of radon in drinking water, ensuring that they were 

in line with the levels that it had declared safe as part of its other action to 

reduce radon in indoor air. Congress imposed a moratorium on the regula-

tion of radon under the Safe Drinking Water Act and requested a multime-

dia assessment of the gas in an attempt to put an end to the inconsistencies.

The public risk controversies of alar and radon had in common the fact 

that they called into question the reliance on animal studies in human 

health risk assessment research. These affairs showed that epidemiological 

studies and monitoring data were of utmost importance to characterizing 

the risks and, even more so, to defining appropriate, targeted measures. 

They were also of value to escape the unending interpretive controversies 

surrounding animal tests and the linear extrapolation methods.

The alar controversy played a particular role in the emergence of the 

problem of epidemiology, monitoring and data, because it caused Bruce 

Ames, a prominent biochemist and molecular biologist, to intervene pub-

licly and minimize the risks of the chemical. Ames was renowned for his 

invention of a rapid test to identify carcinogenic chemicals (Ames 1979), 

which is now standard. While he was praised by the environmental move-

ment for his decisive contribution to the detection of chemical risks, he 

gradually changed his mind concerning protection against chemicals, to 

the point of becoming an outspoken critic of environmental regulation 

(Proctor 1995). Starting in the 1980s, he developed a large database of 

chemicals, both natural and synthetic, and their cancer potency, showing 

that many synthetic chemicals were in fact safer than those that occurred 

naturally in food. He published an article in Science based on the results of 

his research, arguing that animal tests were not appropriate to calculate 

cancer risks (Ames et al. 1987) and taking on public regulators of chemicals 

for their science and choices.

Ames appeared in the second CBS program on alar, in May 1989, arguing 

that conventional extrapolation from high to low doses had enormously 

exaggerated the possible hazards compared to the risks linked to natural 
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carcinogens generated by plants in defense against pest attacks. In a let-

ter to the editor of Science, with the heading “Pesticides, Risk, and Apple-

sauce” (Ames and Gold 1989), he ridiculed the focus on alar and reiterated 

his arguments about the unreliability of animal tests and EPA’s misplaced 

focus on synthetic pesticides. The intervention by Ames mattered because 

his arguments motivated the manufacturers of a number of high- profile 

chemicals regulated as air pollutants (including EDB and PCE), to sue the 

EPA: Dow Chemical, Shell Oil, Accidental Chemical Corporation, together 

with the Chemical Manufacturers Association and others, launched their 

action in March 1991, drawing on Ames to demonstrate, like tobacco com-

panies later on passive smoking (see chapter 9), that the EPA was acting in 

an arbitrary and capricious manner. The court did not heed their challenge.

The series of controversies were the sign of a particular climate surround-

ing the EPA, with various arguments compounding to downgrade the cred-

ibility of its research base. The agency was now appearing to choose the 

wrong targets and chasing ridiculous risks. It became common to hear in 

those days, including in Congress, that the EPA was wasting “vast amounts 

of resources chasing down infinitesimally small amounts of high- profile, 

media- sensitive, low- risk substances, resources that might have been more 

effectively used to boost jobs and American competitiveness or applied to 

other environmental problems or opportunities,” as declared by the Repub-

lican senator Don Ritter (US Congress 1995, 155). In Fortune, a journalist 

ran a popular story called “The Big Clean- up Gets It Wrong” (Main 1991). 

After all, ten years after the major scandal, were people not relocating in 

Love Canal, that territory contaminated by Monsanto’s polychlorinated 

biphenyl (PCB), and the case behind the adoption of the major Superfund 

decontamination program? In those days, journalists filled bookcases with 

such titles as Toxic Terror (Whelan 1993) and The Asbestos Racket (Bennett 

1991), spreading the word that animal testing to spot cancer risks came 

down to a “mouse terrorism” (Whelan 1994b).

Reilly and “Relative Risk”

Bill Reilly became the new EPA administrator in January 1988, just before 

the alar controversy but after the publication of Unfinished Business. Reilly 

was one of the few Republican environmental leaders, and he had been 

chosen by President George H. W. Bush to show that he would deliver on 
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the pro- environmental commitments made during his electoral campaign. 

Reilly’s environmental credentials came from his membership in the Council 

for Environmental Quality in the 1970s and his presidency of the Conser-

vation Foundation (Landy et al. 1994, 279). After being appointed, Reilly 

worked with Terry Davies, who was also at the Conservation Foundation, 

and Dan Beardsley to develop strategic priorities for his administration.10 

Both of these men had a strong inclination toward risk analysis, understood 

as the comparative analysis of policy priorities and decisions with regard to 

environmental hazards. Davies had been among the people who had pushed 

the EPA’s design along functional lines, with a central role in opening an 

analytics office under President Richard Nixon. He was a member of the RAC, 

which proposed this reading of the administration of risk as structured by 

two processes of risk assessment and risk management, the latter including 

regulatory analysis. Beardsley was a policy analyst with the OPPE at the EPA 

until 1987. He was the leader of the Toxics Integration initiative under Costle 

and a key part of the enterprise of developing risk assessment and risk analysis 

during Ruckel shaus’s second term as EPA administrator (see chapters 3 and 6).

This small group of three confirmed the strategic priority given to new 

global ecological issues such as global warming and ozone layer depletion, 

as well as a moderation of the toxics and health agenda. The group also 

forged Reilly’s positive appreciation of Unfinished Business, and the virtues 

of comparative risk analysis as a tool for setting priorities in the area of 

environmental action, or as a way to take control of its priorities, over its 

principals in Congress or in the White House. Beardsley held the view that 

the main risk manager in the country was Congress, in that the laws it 

voted on and budgets it appropriated were de facto defining the priorities to 

which the agency was according resources and attention (Beardsley 1987). 

By engaging in comparative risk assessment, the EPA would gain a resource 

to demonstrate to Congress where, rationally rather than politically, the 

resource may be allocated.

Unfinished Business was still only an internal EPA report, even though 

it had been widely publicized and positively reviewed in the press. Reilly 

reasoned that having it peer- reviewed, like other kinds of scientific produc-

tions of the agency, would give it further authority and political clout. He 

and his top aides decided to use the SAB for this. It had already ventured 

into the area of relative risk in 1988. Its chairman had taken the initiative 

to form a research strategy committee to advise the EPA on how to orient 
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its research efforts. The SAB defined “risk reduction” as the main overarch-

ing goal of the agency, above and beyond the goals defined by statutory 

programs, and noted that “EPA’s basic mission is to reduce the level of risk 

to health and to the environment posed by wastes, residues and contami-

nants” (EPA 1988, 4).

In this report, the lessons of the difficulty of actually regulating the risks 

posed by widely diffused chemicals (carcinogenic or otherwise) were trans-

parent. It argued, first, that instead of trying to regulate risks ex post facto 

by removing chemicals, the EPA should embrace a preventive strategy: act 

so that chemicals and pollutions are not generated in the first place. Sec-

ond, the EPA should focus on those risks that it has the greatest chance of 

actually being able to reduce (“relative risk reduction”). Reilly asked the SAB 

to pursue this effort on relative risk through a review of Unfinished Business 

that would help him draw conclusions from this report for the strategic 

management of the agency’s orientations.

In response to Reilly’s request, the SAB formed a special committee, the 

Relative Risk Reduction Strategies Committee. The conclusions of this com-

mittee, laid out in a report called Reducing Risk, were that the EPA should 

rebalance its priorities, giving greater importance to ecological issues. It 

called for attention to be given to neglected high- risk issues, such as indoor 

air pollution and radon. Reducing Risk did not quantify all costs and ben-

efits any more than did Unfinished Business. It was, to a large extent, based 

on expert evaluation of the potential for risk reduction and the gravity of 

environmental impacts of various sources. Interestingly, neither of these 

reports was criticized for being based on expert judgment or for overlook-

ing massive uncertainties that necessarily moderate the reliability of a large 

comparative risk assessment exercise.

Reilly did not stop there— he asked a panel of high- level scientists to 

review the state of science in the agency in the context of limited resources 

for research, risk comparison, and priority- setting. In March 1992, the panel 

handed in its report, Safeguarding Science: Credible Science, Credible Decisions, 

to Administrator Reilly, concluding that the scientific basis of decisions was 

not sufficiently well organized. The report led to the creation of a coun-

cil of scientific advisors, individually located in each programmatic and 

regional office. A new position of science advisor was established, under 

direct supervision of Reilly. For the time that was left before the end of 

Reilly’s term, the science advisor experiment worked well. Guidelines for 
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research quality started to be established and applied, and communication 

between the ORD and program offices was rapidly restored.

The Risk Reduction report supported the development of the Pollution 

Prevention Strategy and the launch of a program collecting ecological data 

(the Environmental Monitoring Assessment Program). It motivated Reilly 

to decide on an increase of around $7 million in the budget for the so- 

called geographic priorities, or holistic problems concerning such areas as 

the Great Lakes, Chesapeake Bay, and the Gulf of Mexico. Senator Daniel 

Patrick Moynihan, a Democrat from New York, tabled an Environmental 

Risk Reduction bill in 1992 and 1995, but it failed to pass each time. Only 

the bill H.R. 2910 became law,11 applying the concept of risk reduction 

to specific issues such as mercury pollution (Susskind et al. 2001, 46). In 

the agency, the OPPE managed to institutionalize a procedure for program 

offices to report on the overall benefits of their programs. There was strong 

resistance there, especially by offices that ran expensive programs, such as 

Superfund. The OPPE forced offices to document the benefits of their pro-

grams only when they asked for supplementary funds (known as “budget 

add- ons”) during the year.

Between 1990 and 1992, at the top of the agency, the image of risk assess-

ment changed from a tool to inform risk- specific management measures to 

a tool to enable planning and prioritization; a tool for the administrator 

to steer the agency, as opposed to a tool for regulatory offices; a tool that 

manipulates information about safety, probabilities of health, and ecologi-

cal effects, but also about the magnitude of a problem in terms of the costs 

of mitigating it, as well as the ease with which it could be brought down 

to acceptable levels. At the ORD conference on “Risk Assessment after Ten 

Years,” Don Barnes, the staff director for the SAB, noted that the approach 

of RAFG provided no solution to rank risks and choose which one to tackle 

in priority (Barnes 1993).

Comparative risk assessment, or risk analysis, was the solution for the 

former and current leaders of an agency that had too often fallen victim to 

the unpredictable dynamics of public controversies about cancer- causing 

chemicals. Alm, who sat on the SAB committee that wrote Reducing Risk, 

perceived the EPA’s environmental action as a “treadmill,” with more offices, 

more personnel, more priorities piling up, and no ability “to get to all the 

problems” (US Congress 1994b, 197). The need for a mechanism to impose 

agency-level priorities was clear. Reilly was explicit about the need to move 
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away from ungovernable controversies about chemicals, the inability to pin 

down levels of risk, and constant legal challenges against the agency.

This new take on risk analysis— as an agencywide planning tool rather 

than a problem- focused quantifying exercise— was a way to decide on 

greater numbers of environmental priorities, as opposed to being driven 

by episodic alarms such as Love Canal and oil spills, and constrained by 

laws passed by Congress. It was well noted in Washington and signaled a 

new kind of bureaucratic discipline. Terry Davies coordinated a project at 

the think tank Resources for the Future, on request from the OSTP, to assess 

how to generalize the kind of “programmatic Comparative Risk Assess-

ment” that the EPA had pioneered. He proposed a similar framework for the 

administration of risk than the EPA was moving toward: “When describing 

the risk- based disciplines, risk analysis is the most general term, which encom-

passes comparative risk analysis, risk analysis, risk assessment, risk management, 

and risk communication” (Davies 1996, 5).

Another important event, attracting top EPAers, was a conference orga-

nized by Adam Finkel on the ranking of national environmental priorities 

(Finkel and Golding 1994). Reducing Risk was widely cited in congressional 

debates and hearings as an element in favor of the move toward greater 

expert- driven selection of environmental issues— in the terms that were 

then used, prioritization and planning, to be applied both to the agency’s 

research programs and to the definition of its budgets. It concurred with 

what others were saying at the time. The White House’s proposed budget 

for 1992 had mentioned “risk- based budgeting,”12 soon followed by a pres-

tigious Carnegie Commission on Science, Technology, and Government— 

including Alvin Alm, Justice Stephen Breyer, former FDA general counsel 

and RAC member Richard Merrill, as well as Gil Omenn— through its report 

Risk and the Environment: Improving Regulatory Decision- Making (Carnegie 

Corporation 1993).

Risk Analysis in a Democratic Administration

President Clinton’s EPA was different— it placed less importance on proper 

risk and policy analysis, and in the calculation of the benefits of its poli-

cies, than before. Clinton’s election put an end to three consecutive Repub-

lican administrations. He brought in Carol Browner, a former legislative 

director for Senator, now Vice President Al Gore, and formerly the head of 
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the Department of the Environment of the state of Florida. Environmental 

policy changed more dramatically than during any of the last transitions, 

between Ruckelshaus and Thomas, or Thomas and Reilly. Browner’s pri-

orities, as she took the office, were pollution prevention, environmental 

justice, and innovation in control technologies (Fiorino 1995). The focus 

on risk clearly receded during this transition, with Browner’s intention to 

shape a different EPA. Risk assessment and cost- benefit analysis stopped 

being presented in agency documents as generic policy tools, as they had 

been in the 1980s.

The OPPE in fact lost its prominent role of the 1983– 1993 years— its 

“glory days,” as one of the policy analysts of that period called them.13 It no 

longer occupied the privileged advisory role to the administrator that it had 

acquired in 1983, and it was no longer managed by a political appointee: a 

signal of its decline in the internal hierarchy of offices. Because the Clinton 

administration was overall less adverse to environmental regulation, the 

agency got less pushback from the White House and the OMB during most 

of the 1990s, and the OPPE’s most critical utility for the administrator was 

precisely in making proposed rules more robust with aspects of costs and 

benefits.14

The forays in comparative risk assessment of the early 1990s were not 

replicated. What remained of the comparative risk assessment drive of those 

years was a subcommittee within the SAB dedicated to residual risk, as well 

as other program- specific initiatives. One consisted of formalizing a sys-

tem of technological evaluation inside the Office of Pollution Prevention 

and Toxics (OPPT), formerly the OPTS, which restored the importance of 

that approach by using the risk- ranking notion as a springboard. Effectively, 

engineers in various offices where pollution- reducing technologies were 

being discussed had always thought that risk assessment distracted from the 

achievement of actual reductions in pollution levels in industry processes. 

The Office of Pesticides as an office in precisely this situation, realized that 

the valuation perspective implicit in risk- ranking took advantage of the new 

agenda to try to push forward a new scheme for technology assessment. 

It legitimized the initiative by incorporating it into the framework of risk 

assessment, risk management, and risk reduction through the formal rank-

ing and weighing of priorities (EPA 1994a). But no new rule or guideline 

emerged to make those processes more systematic in the agency. Besides 

local initiatives, the heads of the agency stopped supporting risk analysis 
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across the agency, or did so only to ensure continuity of what had become 

essential processes in the agency, such as guideline development and coor-

dination of risk assessment science through the Risk Assessment Forum.

More than a new internal rule, comparative risk assessment became a stra-

tegic bureaucratic screen against the various audiences demanding changes 

in the agency. Thus, comparative risk assessment continued to feature prom-

inently in public expositions of the agency’s way of making decisions and 

of its priorities. Risk analysis remained an important theme for representing 

the agency, materializing its rationality for audiences, and constructing the 

credibility of its choices. Such was the case during congressional hearings on 

the ORD. In the early 1990s, the financial situation of the ORD seemed suf-

ficiently bad for a group of industry leaders and environmental activists to 

write to Congress, asking legislators to appropriate more money for the ORD 

than pledged by the White House (US Congress 1992).

The ORD budget had never really recovered from the cuts of the Ronald 

Reagan era. In constant dollar terms, it was even in decline, and it seemed 

to have an aging workforce as well. At the same time, the strength of its 

research in human health risk assessment was in question, as was its way 

of deciding on risks to investigate in short-  and long- term research efforts. 

Several attempts at reforming the EPA’s science and the ORD emerged from 

Congress and within the EPA. Congress requested a report from its Office 

of Technology Assessment. It then took various legislative initiatives, intro-

ducing a Risk Assessment Improvement Act, in terms of which the EPA 

administrator was to report to Congress on ten environmental issues cor-

related to the highest environmental risks, “with respect to which uncer-

tainties could be significantly reduced through research.”15 The head of the 

ORD had to establish a strategic plan for his office and procedures for ensur-

ing the quality of research.16

At another hearing to discuss two proposed bills about environmental 

quality and environmental justice, Lynn Goldman, assistant administrator 

for the OPPT brought in by Browner maintained that the paradigm of risk 

assessment and risk management “established” by the National Academy 

of Sciences and “adopted” by the US EPA, had now been enlarged to include 

new undertakings: it was now “helpful to distinguish between risk assess-

ment, risk management, comparative risk analysis, and risk communica-

tion” (US Congress 1994a, 16). The statement that she put on the record of 

Congress included the graph shown in figure 8.1, enlarging the RAFG- based 
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scheme to incorporate a “comparative risk analysis” process for the agency. 

The bottom circles represent the standard modules of risk regulation that 

RAFG conceptualized and that were institutionalized in the agency in the 

1980s. The processes are run in accordance with an a priori, upstream deter-

mination of national priorities. Risk assessment and risk management gen-

erate information that feed a new module of comparative risk assessment, 

which in turn is used to inform this broad agenda.

Comparative risk assessment was even more important as a design in 

the relation to the White House, which was working on the topic for itself, 

using comparative risk assessment and risk ranking as a political solution 

to demonstrate the balance existing in its environmental and economic 

policies. In October 1993, President Clinton issued Executive Order 12866, 

which superseded the Executive Order of 12291 issued in 1981. The EPA 

was still directed by this new Order to conduct benefit- cost analyses for 

significant regulatory actions and to select options which “maximize net 

benefits” to the extent permissible by law. But “net benefits” were now 

parenthetically qualified to include “potential economic, environmental, 

public health and safety, and other advantages; distributive impacts; and 

equity” (Federal Register 1993, 51735).

Comparative Risk
Analysis

Risk Assessment

Dose-Response Assessment

Hazard
Identification

Public
Perception

Control Options

Risk Reduction Rules

International
Relations

Social
Concerns

Economics,
TradeExposure Assessment

Risk Management

Determining Program
Priorities

National Priorities,
Legislative Requirements,
Program Resources, etc.

Risk Characterization

Figure 8.1
An integrated risk decision-making design incorporating comparative risk analysis 

(adapted from US Congress 1994a, 33).
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Clinton’s executive order provided more flexibility in environmental 

policy because it explicitly recognized a role for nonmonetary consider-

ations in policymaking (Goodstein 1995). The executive order materialized 

in the setting- up of a working group, led by the OMB’s OIRA, alongside the 

OSTP, with the participation of a large set of federal regulatory agencies. 

The group came out with risk analysis principles that essentially perpetu-

ated the rationality of policy analysis and options development— and was 

thus not to be confused with the more routine practice of health or envi-

ronmental risk assessment: “‘Risk assessment’ is the term that is used for 

the process of describing or characterizing the nature or magnitude of a par-

ticular risk. Risk assessment is the foundation of risk analysis. The terms are 

sometimes used interchangeably, but assessment is a gathering, the assem-

bling, and the arraying of information on the risk. Risk analysis includes 

not only risk assessment but also risk management, how you are going to 

respond to this risk, risk communication … Risk analysis, taken as a whole, 

provides a means for organizing scientific, technical, social, and economic 

information” (Sally Katzen, quoted in US Congress 1994d, 10).

Conclusion

From the creation of the EPA until the beginning of the 1990s, the compari-

son of costs and benefits of various environmental policies has constantly 

gained importance in the agency. With administrator after administra-

tor, and through the succession of deputy administrators and leaders of 

its policy office, this expertise has slowly institutionalized, to embody a 

part of what the agency does and how, for its audiences. There is a strong, 

symbolic aspect to this— especially when the rationale of analyzing and 

comparing risk emerges in the public discourses of the leaders of the agency 

(e.g., before Congress)— but also a material one. Guidelines for risk com-

parison and risk- ranking were developed; policy analysts received a formal, 

official function of performing agencywide, synoptic analyses of the risks 

that the agency was to tackle; risk analysis was concretely articulated with 

the work of scientific risk assessors; and even the agency’s prominent SAB 

was consulted, and it contributed to manufacturing and applying these 

methodologies.

The notion of risk analysis that was formalized at the beginning of 

the 1990s to generalize risk comparison, risk- ranking, and environmental 
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valuation may not appear to be that different from scientific risk assess-

ment. Indeed, the risk assessment‒risk management framework explicitly 

combined them. But behind seemingly arcane debates and subtle choices 

among equally generic terms lay a fundamental difference in the design 

that various leaders and experts of the agency pursued: a reductionist one, 

aiming for accuracy in the description and explanation of a risk taken 

individually, against one of comprehensive attention to sets of problems 

emerging in the environment as a whole and analyzed synoptically. The 

latter design emerged in the agency for different reasons and at a different 

moment than quantitative risk assessment. It appeared when the agency’s 

mission and policy started to be questioned by a Republican Party that 

was itself becoming less environmentalist. The controversies that led the 

agency to design itself in this way typically concerned the priorities of the 

agency, its way of choosing among the environmental issues to pursue, the 

fact that it was seen to be “asking the wrong questions” (Landy et al. 1994).

Risk analysis was, then, the bureaucratic technology of the day— the tool 

to limit contestation, to reframe public debates about environmental issues, 

and to make the outputs of the agency more acceptable and effective. But 

this technology was also more short- lived: Its importance declined as soon 

as the political atmosphere evolved and as the agency got less contested in 

its choices— at least provisionally, when Clinton accessed power, and before 

the Republican political landslide that allowed the party to take total con-

trol of Congress in 1994. Risk analysis, as a technology for producing ratio-

nal administrative decision, closely reflects the cycles of political support 

and contestation that the agency goes through. And the early 1990s mark 

the beginning of a cycle of politicization of the EPA’s science and ways of 

making decisions. Risk analysis— its rise and fall— reflects it, but so will risk 

assessment, and soon. A period of intense and contentious definition and 

formalization of the science of the agency had indeed begun.
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In the early 1990s, around ten years after William Ruckelshaus officially 

embraced the notions of risk assessment and risk management to dem-

onstrate how the EPA administered environmental problems, and as that 

new discipline materialized in the way the agency made decisions, calls 

multiplied to go beyond what the authors of RAFG supposedly prescribed. 

Having become the reference for how the agency works, the risk assess-

ment‒risk management framework was now accused of instituting a too- 

strict separation of science and policy. What was seen as an improvement 

in the early 1980s— a clearer definition of the actual roles of toxicologists, 

biostatisticians, exposure scientists, but also economists, policy analysts, 

lawyers, and other administrative officials in the formation of a decision— 

was now becoming part of the problem. People had embraced the roles too 

ardently and were enjoying the comfort and security of these delimited 

responsibilities too much. There was apparently not enough communica-

tion between the two. Risk decisions were produced following fixed science 

policies or so- called default assumptions rather than adjusting to the specif-

ics of the data, uncertainties, and objectives of risk managers, in a constant 

dialogue and characterization of the risk.

This criticism was in part misdirected because RAFG was not actually 

calling for a separation of science and policy and the risk assessment‒risk 

management framework had not been applied in exactly this manner in 

the agency. Among other things, it helped invent new modes of exchange 

between the ORD’s scientists and regulatory programs, for instance. As the 

previous chapters have shown, it legitimized more, not less involvement 

of the managers of program offices and of the agency in the rules of risk 

calculation.

9 Scientization and the Reform of the Risk  

Assessment– Risk Management Framework
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What this criticism reflected was the emergence of a new series of attacks 

on the EPA’s scientific capacities and conservative policies that it applied to 

chemical risks. The early 1990s was a moment in which opponents of the 

agency chose to depict risk assessment as being strictly about science and 

delegitimized the application of default assumptions and science policies 

to risk decision- making. Industry think tanks and lobbyists, the OMB, and 

an aggressive Republican vice presidency, as well as scientists pushing for 

the application of the latest uncertainty- reducing methods, coalesced to 

argue that the agency was applying rigid, conservative assumptions and 

not using the best possible, most advanced science. This campaign com-

pounded with the difficulty of bringing legal procedures involving major 

chemicals to a close. Pressure from Congress on the agency did the rest. 

This context of the early 1990s is one in which a different design— a scien-

tistic, predictive one— emerged, based on the belief that uncertainty can be 

reduced thanks to the progress of scientific knowledge, and that an agency 

should not be organized to make decisions unless this is the case. This dis-

pute translated into a contentious redesign of the EPA, with various people 

inside the agency, as well as audiences outside, fiercely competing to revise 

risk assessment guidelines and define standard procedures for risk charac-

terization. Science, once more, was the medium of the reconstruction of the 

material identity and expertise of a contested agency.

Iconic Risk Assessments and Emerging Agency Failure

The stint of Bill Reilly as EPA administrator witnessed an accumulation 

of complicated cases of chemical regulation. In at least three major cases 

affecting a variety of regulatory programs run by the agency— namely, con-

trolling dioxin, asbestos, and arsenic— external challenges in court, led by 

industry or environmental groups in succession and compounded by inter-

nal discussions and inconsistencies, created nearly inextinguishable regula-

tory controversies and corroded the credibility of the EPA’s apparent formal 

way of making integrated decisions.

Dioxinlike compounds form a wide range of substances, sometimes 

described as the most potent known carcinogens based on animal studies. 

Epidemiological studies are not convincing, given the difficulty of estimat-

ing the levels to which people are exposed. The EPA regulates dioxinlike 

compounds under various statutes as a pesticide, as a contaminant found at 
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Superfund sites, as an air pollutant, and as a water pollutant. Since 1983, the 

regulation of the levels of dioxin in effluents had been the object of several 

episodes of tension, notably in 1983, when it was established that political 

appointees in the agency were unwisely trying to save the substance from 

regulatory intervention. The CAG had produced the first health assessment 

for use across the agency in 1981. In 1982, the EPA promulgated effluent 

limitations and technology- based standards for the pulp, paper, and paper-

board industry.

For at least the next five years, the dioxin issue was low on the agency’s 

research agenda, going from assessment to reassessment as new experi-

mental and monitoring studies were published, and as various industries, 

the OMB, and environmental groups maintained pressure on the EPA to 

publish more or less conservative estimates of its carcinogenic potential. 

Following a front- page article in the New York Times in 1987 about the pres-

ence of high levels of dioxin in paper products, the agency formed a group 

to produce an integrated assessment. Meanwhile, a group in the RAF was 

asked to revise the earlier estimate. Departing from its traditional approach 

of using the upper bound, the RAF group decided to choose a risk value near 

the midpoint of the dose- response curve in order to increase the acceptable 

dose slightly.1 This estimate, of course, did not end the process.

The agency was challenged in court by environmental groups and was 

under pressure to agree with the NGOs, given revelations in the press that 

it had cooperated with the pulp and paper industry to produce monitor-

ing data (Powell 1999). The consent decree signed with the Environmental 

Defense Fund and National Wildlife Fund (NWF) included the obligation 

for the agency to perform a comprehensive risk assessment of sludge, water 

effluents, and products made from pulp in the bleaching pulp mills, deliver 

a multimedia risk assessment by April 1990, and then to propose regula-

tions to control pulp sludge disposal and address the discharge of dioxins 

and furans into surface waters by October 1993.

Opponents to the EPA’s conservatism, for their part, put pressure on the 

agency via a carefully staged scientific conference. The so- called Banbury 

conference was organized in 1990 by industry groups and by Michael Gallo, 

a toxicologist who had consistently battled for the consideration of models 

of biological mechanisms in risk assessment (or what he called “biologically 

based dose response models” or BBDR modeling), and against the standard 

and protective mode of linear extrapolation followed by the EPA since the 
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end of the 1970s. The aim of the conference was to discuss the possibility 

of a molecular analysis of the biological steps preceding the observed effects 

of dioxin. For Gallo, a conclusion of the conference was that “if we can’t 

depart from the linear model in the case of dioxin, for which we know so 

much, then we can’t do it for anything” (cited in Roberts 1991). Inside 

the conference, debates were intense, but by virtue of a vigorous public 

outreach program led by the Chlorine Institute, it appeared to the rest of 

the world to have resulted in a consensus that the risks of dioxin probably 

had been overestimated due to the conservatism of the EPA’s assumptions 

(McGarity and Wagner 2008).

The Banbury conference left the EPA enthusiastic about the possibility 

of finding an actual scientific consensus to develop regulations for dioxin 

(Roberts 1991). In 1991, a National Institute for Occupational Safety and 

Health epidemiological study on 5,000 men over a 13- year period found 

no increase of cancer among workers exposed to low levels of dioxin. Both 

events pressured Administrator Bill Reilly to announce, in April 1991, a 

comprehensive reassessment of cancer and noncancer risks of exposure to 

2,3,7,8- tetrachlorodibenzo- p- dioxin (TCDD) and other compounds. Scien-

tists in the ORD and the SAB went to work on the issue once again. Mean-

while, Vernon Houk, a scientist in the Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention (CDC), argued publicly that dioxin was a weak carcinogen, after 

all, and that the decision made in 1981 to buy land for $33 million and 

evacuate thousands in Times Beach, Missouri, was mistaken (Kelly 1995).

The reassessment inspired Reilly to say that dioxin was a “model risk 

assessment” for the agency. Two officials of the OHEA called it a “flagship 

risk assessment” (Preuss and Farland 1993) because the agency had made 

a concerted effort to put its risk assessment into discussions publicly with 

academic scientists, the regulated industry, and environmental groups. Yet 

nothing indicated that these new procedural engagements worked. Despite 

years of assessment and reassessment, accumulation of studies, and clari-

fication of methods and judgments to be applied to such cases, the EPA 

was nowhere near closure of the case. If anything, dioxin was still a battle-

ground (Bailey 1992). The years that had lapsed, the costs of reducing levels 

of dioxin in the rules that the EPA had proposed, and the millions spent 

studying dioxin and evaluating the resulting studies denied the exemplary 

nature of the reassessment process.

Unfortunately for the EPA, there were more high- profile controversies 

surrounding iconic chemicals in those years. Ozone was one. It had been 
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the object of a high- profile court case back in 1981 [American Petroleum 

Inst. v. Costle, 665 F2d 1176, 1185 (D.C. Cir. 1981)], which confirmed the 

agency’s 0.12 ppm standard. During the 1980s, however, the problem of lon-

ger exposures to ozone surfaced: The respiratory effects of ozone appeared 

to last more than an hour beyond the end of exposure. In 1987 the agen-

cy’s scientific committee for air toxics, CASAC, asked the agency to include 

new data on the effects of longer exposures. After the relevant office, the 

Environmental Criteria Assessment Office (a part of OHEA), had drafted a 

supplement to the criteria document, the committee sent a closure letter 

to Reilly. The CASAC was split, but some of its influential members, such 

as Morton Lippmann and Bernie Goldstein, argued that they had studies 

showing that the effects last beyond one hour of exposure. In 1989, Bill 

Reilly discreetly dropped the idea of revising the ozone standard. Congress 

was in the process of reauthorizing the Clean Air Act. As the criteria of risk 

and rules for regulating air pollutants were likely to change in the very 

short term, it seemed a bad time to try and bring to a halt the debate on the 

health effects of ozone that had split the CASAC.2 In 1991, the American 

Lung Association sued the EPA to force the agency to complete the revision. 

The court ruled in favor of the association, forcing the EPA to revise the 

standard by March 1993.

Perhaps the case of asbestos was even more symbolic of the sort of paraly-

sis that risk assessment seemed unable to avert, or perhaps even accentu-

ated. Asbestos had been listed by the agency as a hazardous air pollutant as 

early as in 1973. Later, the OPTS envisaged regulating the substance under 

the TSCA. After several iterative health assessments, an agencywide point 

of agreement seemed to have been found in 1986, following a multime-

dia assessment of asbestos orchestrated by the OPTS. The office proposed 

banning the product, having discerned a linear, no- threshold dose- response 

curve, despite claims from industry groups that too much uncertainty 

remained for a precise shape of the curve to be determined. The risk was 

deemed to be at the level of 1 in 1,000 for workers, and 1 in 1 million for the 

general public. A ban would thus prevent around 2,650 cases of cancer every 

year. The rule was finalized in 1989, but with a lowered estimation of the 

benefits in terms of cases of cancer avoided (down to a range of 160 to 200).

Administrator Bill Reilly and John Moore, the head of the OPTS, shared 

the view that substantial evidence— notably a class A carcinogen classifica-

tion by the IARC— was available to back the decision, despite remaining 

uncertainty about differences of potency between different kinds of fiber. A 
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symposium held at Harvard University’s Energy and Environmental Policy 

Center, and follow- up papers in Science, nevertheless maintained the debate 

alive. It was, however, suggested that the risks linked to exposure to asbes-

tos were lower than those related to exposure to indoor air (Powell 1999). 

In the ruling on Corrosion- Proof Fittings vs. EPA of 1990, the Fifth Circuit 

Court of Appeals did not uphold the ruling, arguing there was insufficient 

evidence to argue for these levels of risk, and that the cost- benefit analysis 

and cost per life saved were unreasonable. This ruling was a massive blow to 

the TSCA program and blocked any future attempt to ban substances under 

that statute (Stadler 1992; Powell 1999; Boullier 2016).

The inorganic arsenic dossier, finally, had been provisionally closed by the 

decision of the assistant administrator for the Pesticides and Toxic Offices— 

judged strange by some in the agency3— to allow the use of an uncertainty 

factor of 10, was reopened in 1989 by the combination of two events partly 

external to the agency (Powell 1999, 210). First, a coalition of environmen-

tal groups sued the EPA for not meeting a court- ordered deadline for pro-

mulgating this standard. Second, the SAB recommended the revision of the 

risk assessment performed by the RAF, in light of the likely existence of a 

mechanism of detoxification of the body, established by the recent method-

ology of physiologically based pharmaco- kinetics (PBPK)4— that the SAB was 

generally pushing the agency to embrace. An interagency working group 

was established to do so (concretely to revise the reference dose in the IRIS 

database), but it failed to agree on which uncertainty factor to apply to the 

experimental data. Hank Habicht, Reilly’s deputy, decided to use a factor of 3 

in order to arrive at an estimate that would preserve the maximum concen-

tration limit that the Water Office had previously defined for the substance.

Although the institutional mechanisms for reviewing research and sci-

ence policies had been activated on that dossier already— the SAB and the 

RAF notably, including the recently experimented external peer- review 

workshops— the issue motivated the ORD to work on the issue again 

separately. An ORD working group under the Health and Environmental 

Research Laboratory (HERL) looked at what research would solve the case, 

arguing that with a proper animal model, major uncertainties could be 

solved in just a few years. The Office of Drinking Water also asked another 

researcher in HERL to develop a research agenda on arsenic, particularly in 

the PBPK area. Other academic groups were getting involved too, such as the 

Society of Environmental Geochemistry and Health (Powell 1999).
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The scientific battle between academic researchers, an industry- supported 

task force, and EPA scientists continued for years, without allowing any 

agreement to emerge on what research agenda to pursue, or even on whether 

further research would help reduce the uncertainty. The most concrete, 

immediate result of the process was that the EPA was unable to meet the 

deadline imposed by the court— determining a maximum- level concentra-

tion by the year 1995— as a result of a lawsuit initiated by the NGO Coalition.

The Postconservatism Campaign

What made those cases particularly difficult to handle was that the bureau-

cratic knowledge and standard designs used by the agency since the 1980s 

were now becoming objects of controversy. These cases were controver-

sial because they were dealt with in an atmosphere of conflict concerning 

the EPA’s normal method for deciding chemical risks. Terry Yosie, formerly 

the staff director for the SAB of the agency under Ruckelshaus, called this 

moment the era of “postconservatism.”5 In the postconservative era, deci-

sionistic design, resting on the use of default assumptions to bridge risk 

data and risk management, started to be heavily criticized. Postconserva-

tism is not a spontaneous movement, but rather the result of a new political 

configuration involving several political factors.

The first factor was the changing environmental policy platform of the 

George H. W. Bush administration. During the first half of his term (1988– 

1990), Bush conceded a few environmental policy initiatives, notably the 

reauthorization of the Clean Air Act.6 But this “modest rebirth of federal 

regulatory programs … receded during the administration’s final two years” 

(McGarity 1998, 8). No other major legislative initiatives were undertaken 

until the end of the mandate. Vice President Dan Quayle, at the head of the 

newly formed Competitiveness Council, and Richard G. Darman, the new 

head of the OMB, became much more aggressive in their supervision of the 

EPA. For instance, the OMB reviewed many major rules, sometimes creating 

long delays and complicated negotiations with the EPA before the agency 

could issue these rules. Nearly 80 percent of the rules sent to the OMB for 

review were suspended there for longer periods of time than had been fore-

seen by Executive Order 12291 in 1981 (Fiorino 1995, 72– 73).

The OMB also opened a debate on risk assessment methods, waging a 

strong attack on the agency’s preference for conservative extrapolation. In 
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1990, it targeted risk assessment in an aggressive report decrying conser-

vatism (OMB 1990). The report compiled a critique of all of the analytical 

choices made in a typical risk assessment by the EPA. It attacked not only 

the issue of extrapolation from high to low doses, but also the question of 

exposure, and indeed all of the areas in which an assumption or inference 

is needed to arrive at a single risk number. The OMB articulated a critique 

against risk assessment that became very popular in those years: the so- 

called compounded conservatism (Burmaster and Harris 1993; Bogen 1994; 

Cullen 1994) or cascading of assumptions.7 Its “current regulatory issue” 

argument went as follows: “Suppose there are ten independent steps in a 

risk assessment and prudence dictates assumptions that in each instance 

result in risk estimates two times the expected value. Such a process would 

yield a summary risk estimate that is more than 1,000 times higher than 

the most likely risk estimate” (OMB 1990, 26). The OMB also argued that 

that when the EPA took precautionary stances simultaneously at the levels 

of the choice of the most sensitive species, of the maximum tolerated dose 

to test in the animal, of a linear model of extrapolation to establish the risk 

at low doses of the chemical, of body weight versus surface area conversion, 

to extrapolate doses from rats to humans, of calculating excess risk based 

on the life- time cancer risk to the maximally exposed individual, and of a 

calculation of the excess risk based on an upper- bound estimate instead of 

a maximum likelihood estimate, it ended up producing a synthetic esti-

mate of the risk that could be “a million times higher” than the “real” risk. 

This, in turn, supposedly led the EPA to focus on “trivial carcinogenic risks 

while failing to address substantial threats to life and health” (ibid., 14). 

The OMB illustrates this point by comparing the EPA’s decision to ban EDB 

(see chapter 5) to its decision not to regulate aflatoxin, a naturally occurring 

substance found in peanut butter that is a million times more risky.8

The OMB did not have scientists at its disposal, but it did not shy away 

from concretely discussing the scientific foundation for each of these 

choices. On the more critical discussion of extrapolation, it compared the 

results obtained from five models to show that they could vary by two 

orders of magnitude. That movement was given a massive push, and the 

EPA was further shaken, because of the engagement in the controversy 

of the prominent biologist Bruce Ames, in the context of the debate on 

the regulation of the pesticide alar (see chapter 8). It was also accentuated 

when one of Science’s deputy editors, Philip Abelson, recorded all these 
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facts in an aggressive editorial. For Abelson, the case was clear: “Consider-

able evidence is already available that the standard EPA approach is out-

dated and more will be forthcoming as detailed studies of metabolic and 

physiological processes are made. Bruce Ames and his colleagues have pro-

duced substantial evidence that results of effects of huge doses of chemicals 

in rodents are often misleading.… The EPA still sets guidelines on carcino-

genic risks based on the limited information available during the 1970s. 

The agency needs to update its regulations as new facts are discovered” 

(Abelson 1990, 1497).9

The attack of the OMB resonated with the actions of the chemical 

industry in Congress. The revision of the Clean Air Act gave the industry 

the excuse to join in the battle against the EPA’s risk assessment standard 

methods. The 1990 amendments to the legislation presented a complicated 

package of variegated legal developments resulting from political compro-

mises in Congress. The amendments introduced several new provisions, 

inter alia: to classify areas where air pollution levels persistently exceeded 

the NAAQS (nonattainment areas) and to develop plans to deal with each 

area; to tighten automobile and other mobile source emission standards; 

to require reformulated and alternative fuels in the most polluted areas; 

and to establish an acid rain control program with a marketable allow-

ance scheme. But it also redesigned the EPA’s core method, risk assessment, 

through Title III of the 1990 Amendments on hazardous air pollutants from 

stationary and urban area sources.10 The discussions on this title centered 

on the fact that the EPA simply had been too slow in regulating carcino-

gens, or perhaps was deliberately avoiding developing standards, given the 

impossible conditions that it had to fulfill, by law, to regulate air pollutants 

(Graham 1985). Given the short deadlines and the recurrence of intractable 

risk debates on each substance, the EPA had succeeded in regulating just 

seven substances in around ten years (Sexton 1995).

Congress moved forward to change this, reducing the role of risk assess-

ment in the formation of standards. According to the complicated “Tech-

nology First, Then Risk” approach defined in the Clean Air Act of 1990 

(EPA 2000b), the Air Office now had to identify and apply the technolo-

gies that could reduce the emission of such pollutants from key sources 

(“maximum available control technology,” or MACT), and then perform a 

risk assessment for this fraction of the risk that was not eliminated by these 

technologies by an ample margin of safety (set at the level of 1 in 1 million 
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risk of developing cancer). Congress helped make a manifest leap forward 

for environmental protection, compared to the many frustrated attempts in 

the 1980s to increase action against air toxics (Oren 1991). But in so doing, 

it spawned a “monster of complexity” (Quarles and Lewis 1991, v) and 

strongly restricted the autonomy of the agency in crafting how it would 

use science, and which science it would use to make decisions. Congress, 

in effect, acted as the primary risk manager rather than the leaders of the 

agency doing so (Goldstein and Carruth 2003).

In those years, the AIHC was still very actively lobbying Congress on 

the subject of risk assessment. Nine years after having pushed Congress to 

launch a critical study of regulatory agencies’ handling of science through 

the NRC, it repeated the trick in a favorable, Republican- dominated Con-

gress: it found a senator to push an amendment to the revised Clean Air 

Act, for Congress to provide funds to the NRC to review the EPA’s risk assess-

ment methodology for air pollutants. This manifested itself in section 112 

of the amended Act, on hazardous air pollutants, in the form of a require-

ment for the administrator to “enter into appropriate arrangements with 

the NAS to conduct a review of (A) risk assessment methodology used by the 

Environmental Protection Agency to determine the carcinogenic risk asso-

ciated with exposure to hazardous air pollutants … and (B) improvements 

in such methodology.”11 The section went into the details of what should 

be discussed: the method for assessing the carcinogenic potency of pollut-

ants (dose- response); and the methods for calculating exposure, “for hypo-

thetical and actual maximally exposed individuals as well as other exposed 

individuals.”12 The Act also required the EPA administrator to revise the 

guidelines for carcinogenic risk assessment, explaining whether and how 

the separate recommendations of the NRC and the SAB were taken into 

account in the revision.

The Red Book Problem

Using the NRC framework helped both to create a public representation of 

what was going on inside the agency— claiming a separation of risk assess-

ment and risk management, or science and policy as in Ruckelshaus’s 

public discourses (see chapter 5)— and to organize the interactions between 

scientists, regulatory analysts, lawyers, and political appointees. In the 

terms adopted for this study, the framework effectively functioned as a 
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bureaucratic screen, but the screen was no longer effective. A set of contro-

versies had revealed new inconsistencies. The risk assessment‒risk manage-

ment framework no longer functioned, and Ruckelshaus’s public separation 

of science and policy was no longer convincing, in light of these issues. The 

early 1990s sounded the demise of the RAFG, as calls rose to replace its basic 

catechism.

Opponents to protective environmental regulatory interventions argued 

that risk assessment and risk management were too separate, and in so 

doing, they advanced their own vision of risk assessors as irresponsible 

environmentalists who clad their preferred policies in the language of sci-

ence. Richard Wilson (see chapter 2) and William Clark, two proponents of 

cost- benefit analysis and longtime opponents of the EPA’s conservatism,13 

argued that risk managers contented themselves with a single- number 

estimate of risk, without searching for the uncertainties and assumptions 

incorporated in it, while risk assessors failed to pay any attention to the 

purpose of their assessment. They claimed that the separation of risk assess-

ment and risk management created mutual irresponsibility: “[S]cientists 

have used the separation as an excuse to go off into a corner and do irrel-

evant research” and “Risk managers have used the separation as an excuse 

not to understand the science and to insist on a ‘simple’ statement of risk 

as a single number” (Wilson and Clark 1991, 191). The OMB, in its 1990 

report on risk assessment at the EPA, argued along similar lines. The biggest 

problem, the office maintained, was that science- policy choices were not 

assumed as such by risk assessors and never owned up to by risk managers 

(OMB 1990). The industry argued that with such a separation, regulatory 

decisions were not science- based any more. Scientists were ignored. Uncer-

tainties were neglected by policy managers, who could advance their pre-

ferred policies no matter what risk assessors demonstrated.

Supporters of environmental measures did not agree. But they still con-

curred with the idea that separation had become too strong in the agency. 

In the context of the increasingly tangible failure of risk assessment, and 

dose- response calculation in particular, to produce definitive and protective 

decisions, NGOs, with environmental health scientist Ellen Silbergeld at the 

forefront, had started to doubt and articulate strong criticism of the standard 

risk assessment process. At the same time, they pointed to possible alterna-

tives (Levenstein and Wooding 1997; O’Brien 2000). At a 1991 congres-

sional hearing on the strengths and limitations of science in policymaking, 
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Joe Thornton, a policy analyst for Greenpeace, vehemently argued against 

risk assessment: “The major real- world use of risk assessment has been to 

approve pollution. Regulators use it to set acceptable levels of pollution and 

to issue permits for polluting facilities. Highly technical risk assessments 

have also been used by industries to intimidate citizens working to pro-

tect their communities from pollution” (US Congress 1991; see also Kuehn 

1996; Thornton 2001).14 A wave of criticism of risk assessment emerged, 

making it an inherently negative and adverse technology of decision- 

making for environmentalists.15

Silbergeld, then with the Environmental Defense Fund and one- time 

member of the SAB, wrote in 1991 that the EPA had gone too far in sep-

arating risk assessment and risk management, creating the conditions of 

an “uneasy divorce” (Silbergeld 1991). She argued that due to a lack of 

communication between risk assessors and risk managers, no commonly 

agreed way of dealing with uncertainties could be defined. The solutions 

found were designed in a piecemeal fashion by whoever found themselves 

faced with the uncertainty. The resulting inconsistencies were particularly 

striking where decisions were delegated to states, regional offices, or pro-

gram offices. As risk assessment had become highly sophisticated and less 

mechanical, states and regional offices were having a hard time defining 

risks. They had trouble knowing which office to trust when different offices 

assessed the same substances.

Thus, the scientization of risk assessment created a new problem of 

inconsistency, and ultimately of ineffectiveness. Risk assessment could 

not deliver on the promise of revealing what the risks were, or of enabling 

the imposition of protective policies— an idea that would become stronger 

only later, among environmental health scientists, as well as environmen-

tal groups. Attentive to the sociological and political determinants of what 

counts as science and objectivity, and emphasizing the importance of delib-

eration in the construction of socially robust knowledge, Sheila Jasanoff, 

a professor of science and technology studies, concurred. In a paper pub-

lished by the EPA Journal in 1993, she explained that risk assessment was 

suffused with arcane policy choices: “core elements of the risk assessor’s 

work: how to select among competing models, how to balance conflicting 

scientific inputs, when to revise prior assumptions, how to register and rep-

resent uncertainty, and when to hold out for more scientific information … 

are firmly planted in the policy domain. Too rigid a separation between risk 
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assessment and risk management seems in the light of this analysis to be 

both naive and misguided” (Jasanoff 1993b, 37).

Between these two positions, another point of view on risk assessment‒
risk management was expressed by Goldstein in a way that was more sym-

pathetic to the dilemmas facing the EPA. He saw no reason to actually bring 

risk assessment closer to risk management or to revert to the decisions made 

in the aftermath of the EPA crisis of 1981– 1983 and of RAFG. One simple 

reason for this, he argued, was that the separation never really existed,16 

and that risk assessors did what they did to be helpful, constructing as pre-

cise a view of the risks as possible given the presence of uncertainties. If 

there were one thing to fix, it would be to require that risk managers define 

more precisely what they expected from risk assessors. That was also the 

perspective of Donald Barnes, the staff director of the SAB. Looking back 

on ten years of thinking in risk assessment‒risk management terms, he cau-

tioned that the separation was not possible and advisable: “[S]ome degree 

of interaction between risk assessment and risk management is essential if 

the risk assessment answers are going to address the risk management ques-

tions” (Barnes 1993, 12).17

But whatever the real situation was inside the EPA, it meant that the 

risk assessment‒risk management framework no longer worked as a bureau-

cratic screen, as if people had learned to decode what was really happening 

behind those notions. Tellingly, these new prescriptions came with more 

critical comments and a simplification of the content of RAFG. Most people 

now were arguing that the report prescribed the separation of risk assess-

ment and risk management. Wilson and Clark (1991) said that RAFG and 

CORADM (wrongly described as having “considerable influence” on the 

EPA [ibid., 188]) articulated a paradigm of separation of risk assessment and 

risk management, which the EPA embraced, but with unfortunate results. 

Perhaps the single most direct caricature came from Sedman and Hadley, 

who spoke of the risk assessment‒risk management schism being “conse-

crated” as a “universal” rule by RAFG (Sedman and Hadley 1992, 192).18 But 

even Don Barnes, within the EPA, had a similar view.19

From this point onward, the nuances in the report were lost on most 

of the subsequent readers, who believed that RAFG prescribed separating 

science from policymaking, when the authors of the report actually were 

advancing a sophisticated, dichotomous definition of politics as “weighing 

policy alternatives” (NRC 1983, 3) (the politics in risk management) and as 
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choosing inferences in risk assessment (the politics inside risk assessment). 

That reduction of the report to a supposed model happened at a time when 

the RAFG started to be called more systematically the “Red Book,” and its 

subtle recommendations perhaps supplanted by a simplified slogan of nec-

essary separation of risk assessment and risk management. This expression 

appeared around 1990 (Wilson 1990) and became more common from 

1992 on.20 At a time when the EPA’s structures, forms, and operations were 

being modeled and simplified, history was made by drawing a line between 

“then” and “now,” with RAFG embodying the “then.”

The fact that there was too much separation of risk assessment and risk 

management, then, could mean several things. Within program offices, the 

various roles and expertise of health and environmental scientists, policy 

analysts, and lawyers or regulation writers were separated, placed in dif-

ferent internal compartments. The Water Office was in such a situation, 

having created the OSTP in 1991 to host its entire scientific staff instead 

of having scientists sit next to offices in charge of regulatory programs. It 

could also mean that there was less interaction between scientists in pro-

gram offices and OPPE policy analysts, as OPPE was less politically sup-

ported and interoffice examination of proposed rules (and options) were 

less lively.21 In addition, the interaction between ORD risk assessors and 

program offices seemed perfectible. The action of the so- called regulatory 

oversight group within the ORD, tasked with these interactions, did not have 

satisfactory results (Powell 1999). Finally, regional offices and states contin-

ued to have a hard time following the assessments produced by the vari-

ous offices for substances that they were interested in knowing more about 

in order to establish depollution measures for local contaminated sites. 

The internal newsletter Risk Assessment Review— the publication of which 

stopped in 1994— was not sufficient to circulate information about new risk 

assessments, or it gave incomplete information.

The risk assessment– risk management framework, once a harmoni-

ous model mixing protective and commensurative designs, that helped 

assembling the EPA— creating articulations between natural scientists and 

economists, between ORD and program offices, between headquarters and 

EPA regions, and so on— suddenly became the essence of a dysfunctional 

agency. Various factors compounded to cast doubt on this design. One was 

the observed failure to produce accepted decisions about chemical risks. 

Risk assessment work was iterative, not linear, and often led to complicated, 
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convoluted histories of assessments and reassessments, with many twists 

and turns toward low or high estimates. Industry groups could commission 

new studies to counter the risk assessment of the agency; research and sci-

entists with various affiliations could also independently publish studies to 

push the EPA to go in one direction or another; and of course, industry or 

environmental groups challenged the risk assessments in court. Risk assess-

ment, in short, was not conducive to accepted regulatory decisions.

Another factor was the development of new knowledge and techniques 

to assess the biological modes of action of chemicals that made the science 

policies used by the agency— the standard assumptions that it applied in 

the majority of its decisions— less credible. Under the pressure of more or 

less instrumental prescriptions to refine the science, analyze the uncertain-

ties, explore variable levels of exposure, collect data and study plausible 

biological mechanisms before applying the no- threshold hypothesis, and 

to have risk assessments peer- reviewed before turning them into decisions, 

risk assessments seemed to have acquired a life of their own. Behind the 

formal question of the separation, the real problem was that RAFG had 

delegated the discussion of assumptions and sciences policies to scientists. 

As these were becoming more complex, less standard, it seemed important 

to discuss them more openly (Jasanoff 1993b).

To inscribe these new scientific developments into the EPA’s standard 

design and way of making decisions, the chemical and petrochemical indus-

tries seized on the concept of risk characterization. Risk characterization was 

a part of the paradigm, a term coined in RAFG. But neither the concept nor 

the practice of it had really been developed since the early 1980s. Starting 

in 1989, though, the AIHC, an industry group that had led the campaign to 

deprive regulatory agencies of their scientific mission, felt that this aspect of 

“presentation of risk assessments,” or of “risk communication to decision- 

makers,” was a major weakness in the EPA’s policy and practice (AIHC 1989). 

The AIHC took the lead in the organization of the first workshop in this area 

in 1989, with the financial support of the EPA and the Society for Risk Analy-

sis. In the meeting, the EPA risk managers pooled their needs in terms of risk 

assessment, and on the basis of this, they drew up a list of very basic recom-

mendations. These included that a risk assessment presentation had to be 

comprehensive and understandable; its applicability and usefulness had to be 

clearly stated, credible, and defensible; it had to address “contentious issues” 

and explicate the reasons for choosing “critical scientific assumptions”; and 
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the relevance of the risk assessment for the regulatory framework of interest 

had to be explicit (AIHC 1989; see Bier 2001 also on this).

While none of these recommendations was really innovative (many had 

been at least outlined in 1984 in the OPPE’s guidelines), they were now 

much more detailed, and they singled out risk characterization as a specific 

step in the process, a new generic competence in which the agency had to 

demonstrate its proficiency.

Another workshop, organized two years later, resulted in a publication 

called Improving Risk Characterization,22 which stressed the need to provide 

full descriptions of qualitative and quantitative elements and to include 

a “candid description of uncertainties” associated with each component 

of the assessment (AIHC 1992), in parallel with a report and article by 

researchers of the Harvard Center for Risk Analysis, including John Graham 

(Gray 1993; Gray et al. 1993). The AIHC eventually proposed its own guide-

lines (AIHC 1995).

While the documents emphasized the broad consensus on risk character-

ization during those years, they also advocated a particular version of risk 

characterization— one in which uncertainty was presented as irreducible 

and as an argument against regulatory intervention; one in which, then, 

risk characterization evolved to become a kind of gatekeeping mechanism 

so that an assessment of risk did not automatically translate into a regulatory 

measure. Beyond the more general and innocent language about the need to 

bridge science and decision- making, the AIHC guidance actually advanced 

a far more radical proposal. A slight change in vocabulary was promoted at 

the level of whom risk characterization was for. The AIHC spoke of “an itera-

tive process designed to be interactive with end- users,” of which there was 

a “diversity” (AIHC 1995, 216). The risk assessment process was no longer 

a pipeline spewing out estimations for an EPA regulation writer; instead, 

risk assessment was conceived of as producing transparent risk estimations 

available to stakeholders, including the industry. The risk characterization 

memorandum also deconstructed the mechanism of risk assessment: the 

practice of assembling different kinds of studies and evidence about the 

hazard, the dose, and the exposure in order to produce a risk estimate. Echo-

ing the “corpuscular approach” promoted by the Supreme Court in the case 

of Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals (McGarity 2003), the AIHC memo 

argued that each of the components of a risk assessment should be sepa-

rately summarized and made transparent. Most important, the AIHC argued 
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that “any quantitative description of risk, exposure, potency, or other risk 

elements should be expressed as a range” (ibid., 217).

For the AIHC, much like the researchers of the Harvard Center for Risk 

Analysis, single point estimates of risk were unrealistic and false. Uncertainty 

and variability could not, and should not, be neglected and truncated by 

the imposition of a policy threshold that defines levels of intervention. The 

dispersion of results should be expressed as much as possible to avoid false 

positives and unnecessary interventions. The demand to include within 

risk characterization a comparison between the risk being studied and other 

comparable risks was part of the same rationale.

The kind of risk characterization that the industry pushed, therefore, aimed 

to go beyond the agency’s mechanical risk assessment‒risk management 

framework of the early 1980s, putting uncertainty to the fore and installing 

a design that would not generate regulatory measures as fluidly as the RAFG 

scheme seemed to do. Renewed political opposition to the EPA in Congress 

helped further formulate and advance this alternative bureaucratic design.

Congressional and Industry Pressure on the Passive Smoking Issue

The issue of passive smoking, or environmental tobacco smoke (ETS), pro-

vided the opportunity for the EPA’s adversaries to launch intense, con-

centrated attacks on the agency and, indirectly, to reinvent its typical 

decision- making processes.

Passive smoking was one of the few prominent issues that a newly estab-

lished Office for Indoor Air (inside the Air Office) was taking care of. Indeed, 

the reauthorization of the Superfund legislation in 1986 had mandated the 

EPA to look into problems of indoor air risks. And though no regulatory pow-

ers were granted to the EPA on this particular topic, it still had a role: to inform 

the public and deliver advice about the private management of these risks. 

Along with radon (discussed in chapter 8), passive smoking was an issue that 

the new office championed. The case seemed clear and ripe for intervention 

against so- called secondhand smoking: Evidence of the link between cancer 

and nonsmokers’ exposure to the smoke generated by smokers existed.

In 1989, the EPA published a fact sheet about ETS, followed by a com-

pendium of technical information, data, and studies to back the claim 

made in the fact sheet to the effect that passive smoking was responsible for 

approximately 3,000 lung cancer deaths annually in nonsmoking adults. 
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Building on previous reports by the NAS and the Surgeon General, and 

based on its own 1986 risk assessment guidelines, the EPA proposed that 

ETS be categorized as a class A carcinogen. In June 1990, the office pub-

lished a policy guide indicating possible options for reducing the risks of 

cancer from passive smoking— namely, ways of instituting smoking bans 

in the workplace. The EPA started to be accused of launching an irratio-

nal crusade on secondhand smoking, but it was simultaneously accused of 

cozying up with the tobacco industry on this issue (Anonymous 1990). The 

latter acted first, strengthening the first representation of the action of the 

agency publicly, through the Congress.

The EPA’s actions, of course, were important to the tobacco industry, but 

they also piqued the interest of Thomas J. Bliley, Jr., a Republican congress-

man from Virginia, first elected in 1980, who was the ranking minority 

member of the Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations of the Com-

mittee on Energy and Commerce. Bliley contacted the tobacco company 

Philip Morris as early as 1983 to coordinate their action against the so- called 

war on tobacco policy (Muggli et al. 2004). Philip Morris extensively sup-

ported Bliley’s campaign in Congress against the EPA’s actions. Their first 

coordinated acts were to prevent the draft risk assessment of the Air Office 

from going through the SAB, and to compel some scientists in the dedicated 

SAB group to soften their position, to the benefit of the tobacco industry. 

This did not prevent the report from going to the SAB, and the SAB to advise 

Administrator Reilly to classify passive smoking as a class A carcinogen.

The first hearing took place in April 1991 before the Subcommittee on 

Health and Environment of the Committee on Energy and Commerce (the 

“Waxman hearing” on indoor air pollution), with Representatives Henry 

Waxman and Bliley submitting the deputy administrator of the EPA, Hank 

Habicht, to intense questioning. Waxman, a Democrat, queried Habicht 

on the true desire of the agency to take on the problem, when its public 

information tools seemed to have little effect, as well as the fact that the 

instrument of the TSCA had hardly been used in the past decade. Bliley, in 

turn, attacked the credibility of the agency’s risk assessment, pointing to 

criticisms from the SAB and suggesting that a member of the SAB panel had 

deliberately withheld a study from consideration— one that would have 

decisively changed the face of the final meta- analysis. He also demanded to 

know from Habicht why the technical compendium had not been reviewed 

by the SAB, a question that Habicht ducked.
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Bliley continued to pressure the EPA, with the help of Philip Morris, 

sending Reilly no fewer than eleven letters arguing that the agency had 

made various fundamental procedural and substantial mistakes (e.g., del-

egating risk assessment to a contractor) and was in effect biased in its 

science. The letters criticized the EPA for not including all relevant epide-

miological studies in its review, particularly negative ones. Bliley made a 

connection between the case of ETS and the rules governing WOE in the 

agency to demonstrate a more general wrongdoing. Further, he criticized 

the fact that the agency and the SAB had applied a 90 percent statistical 

confidence threshold on epidemiological studies, thus endorsing studies 

that would have de facto been excluded from consideration had it applied 

the 95 percent limit that the 1986 guidelines imposed— or so he argued.23

Bliley’s action was coordinated with other tactical moves by the tobacco 

industry. The first was the sound science campaign (Samet and Burke 2001; 

Baba et al. 2005), a wide public relations and scientific lobbying operation 

devised to attack the credibility of a range of studies demonstrating the 

link between cancer and smoking. The campaign consisted of installing in 

the public mind a high standard of “sound science,” against which nearly 

any study could be put in doubt, which effectively paralyzed agencies that 

wanted to use science in their decision- making (Wagner 1995). It resonated 

with the chemical industry’s push to revise risk assessment methods and to 

embrace the science of modes of action, the biologically based dose response 

models, pharmacokinetic models, over supposedly unscientific defaults.

On the judicial front, Philip Morris and RJR Nabisco (the makers of a 

number of cigarettes, including Camels and Pall Malls) sued the agency, 

arguing that the SAB report was unscientific, arbitrary, and capricious.24 

Their argument was not only that the studies included in the meta- analysis 

had too dissimilar designs to be subjected to a numerical comparison of 

their results, but also that the SAB had applied a 90 percent statistical level 

of confidence in its review, as opposed to the EPA risk assessment guide-

lines and the 95 percent confidence level standard. The case would be the 

forum for an unusual, detailed attack on the substantive, scientific grounds 

of the EPA’s decision to classify ETS as a carcinogen (McGarity 2003a). In 

its final ruling, the court went beyond what constituted the hard- look doc-

trine and the normal deference to agency science, and found that EPA dis-

regarded information and made findings on selective information; did not 

disseminate significant epidemiologic information; deviated from its Risk 
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Assessment Guidelines; failed to disclose important findings and reasoning; 

and left significant questions without answers.25

The Deputy Administrator’s Initiative on Risk Characterization

At the time of the ETS affair and the OMB’s controversial initiatives against 

the EPA’s risk assessment methods, Habicht was also leading the federal 

Interagency Working Group on Risk Assessment, under the aegis of Presi-

dent Bush’s science advisor, David Allan Bromley. The group— yet another 

interagency initiative after the IRLG (see chapter 2) and Ruckelshaus’s IRMC 

(chapter 5), this time under greater supervision from the White House— was 

supposed to examine opportunities for collaboration on methods, research, 

and other issues of interest to agencies engaged in risk assessment. Habicht 

did not seem to push for strong changes at the interagency level. He defined 

no calendar and no outcome for the group. But he defended his work at the 

EPA, outlining the novelty and benefits of what was being experimented 

with in the agency: increasing peer involvement, for the reassessment of 

dioxin; emphasis on risk characterization, to ensure that risk assessments 

of the same substance in air and water (dioxin, but also arsenic) were con-

cordant; revision of various guidelines; and more research on uncertainty 

analysis, pharmacokinetic models, and dose- response models.

At a June 1991 open meeting, in the presence of industry representatives, 

Habicht claimed that “science should not anticipate the ultimate policy 

decision,” that “exposure assessment is a key to good risk assessment” and 

that uncertainty should be reduced “as much as possible” (NAS 1991). He 

advanced these ideas to counter the impression that the EPA had given in 

the ETS affair— to wit, that risk assessment was overridden by a predetermined 

antismoking policy and exposure assessment had been poorly executed. 

Habicht’s presentation at the meeting showed, at least, that he was address-

ing risk assessment practices in such a way as to counter criticism that the 

agency was facing at that time on this particular issue.

Against Habicht’s apparent reluctance to put out concrete new standards 

and guidelines for application across the federal government, the White 

House decided to move forward with its agenda. The OMB, with support 

from Vice President Quayle, started developing a new executive order to 

impose principles and standards for risk assessment across all agencies, par-

ticularly targeted at the EPA as in the early 1980s under President Ronald 
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Reagan. The Competitiveness Council was building on the efforts of a lob-

byist who was well known to the president and to the OMB in particular: 

OIRA’s former chief, Jim Tozzi. Tozzi had left the federal government in 

1983 to become a business lobbyist, helping the tobacco industry and other 

companies fend off environmental and health regulations. Over the years, 

he created a number of organizational vessels— officially, think tanks— such 

as Federal Focus Inc. and the Institute for Regulatory Policy, and he orga-

nized a series of forum meetings to discuss the principles of risk assessment 

and the use of science in policy. The latter move was spurred by the tobacco 

industry’s crusade against the regulation of ETS by the EPA. The meetings 

resulted in the publication of a thick report to the Competitiveness Coun-

cil, Toward Common Measures: Recommendations for a Presidential Executive 

Order on Environmental Risk Assessment and Risk Management Policy, which 

Vice President Quayle embraced enthusiastically (Federal Focus 1991). It 

suggested the adoption of a new presidential order that would outline four 

principles: (1) regulatory agencies must develop a list of “risk priorities”; 

(2) science used in risk evaluations must be separated from management 

decisions; (3) risk management decisions must be cost justified; and (4) 

the magnitude of risks must be communicated in relation to familiar risks 

(Borelli 1992). As Reilly’s mandate was coming to an end, Habicht, grilled 

in Congress on the passive smoking case and feeling the pressure from the 

imminent White House intervention on risk assessment standards, went 

forward with an initiative on risk characterization.

One main reason pushed Habicht to consider this concept as a legitimate 

response to the controversies of the day. The risk assessment‒risk manage-

ment conceptual tandem had lost its effectiveness in influencing the agen-

cy’s decisions and representing this order to the outside world. Inconsistency 

in the decisions of the agency had increased, stimulating discourse about the 

EPA’s inability to know what decisions needed to be made. Around 1990, 

the agency had attempted a cluster approach to bring representatives of pro-

grams together and align their risk assessments, but that project did not go 

very far.26 At about the same time, the high- level panel of experts that was 

reviewing the state of science in the agency (the forthcoming Safeguarding the 

Future report) had come to the conclusion, from its thirty interviews across 

the EPA, that the agency was bad at communicating to Congress, decision- 

makers, and the media about the uncertainties residing in science and how 

they were (or were not) handled in the resulting decisions. The experts had 
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made a recommendation that the science advisor be responsible for mak-

ing sure that “full, documented discussions” of the scientific pros, cons, and 

uncertainties, as decisions and policies are developed (EPA 1992e).

Another major internal problem of agency integration came from the 

increasing sophistication of the models and the supposed precision with 

which cancer risks were computed. These numbers hardly left any choice 

to the decision- maker but to regulate. Bill Reilly, the EPA administrator, had 

expressed the feeling that he sometimes was suppressed by a “tyranny of 

numbers”27— and confusing numbers at that. One particular problem was 

that the 10– 6 threshold was not always interpreted in exactly in the same 

way across the EPA: some were assessed in terms of population risk, others 

in terms of individual risk.28 In other words, as risk assessment was becom-

ing more scientific— meaning, infused with more biology, on the modes 

of action of substances, and more computational work, with statistical 

models— risk managers had more difficulty making sense of the numbers. 

Ten years earlier, it had seemed sufficient that risk assessors clarified what 

their assumptions were, so that risk managers could interpret and work 

with their numbers. The assessment process was now much less mechani-

cal. It involved long lists of choices of model parameters, case- by- case 

considerations of the biological modes of action of chemicals, and other 

complicated steps. In short, risk assessment was getting scientized, employ-

ing more sophisticated biological models and modes of calculations that 

regulatory officials were less well equipped to question.

All in all, risk characterization crystallized the controversies of the day 

surrounding how the agency should decide about risks. The outside pressure 

for the notion of risk characterization— notably the initiative of the AIHC 

on this concept— meant that the agency had to forge its own approach of 

the concept in order to be able to draw benefits from it. Habicht asked Peter 

Preuss, a scientist and experienced risk assessor, head of the National Center 

for Environmental Assessment in ORD (formerly OHEA), and a policy ana-

lyst to write the memo. It was circulated to the entire agency on February 

26, 1992, articulating three main principles that needed to be implemented 

in all offices: “1) risk assessment information must be clearly presented, sep-

arate from any non- scientific risk management considerations; 2) key sci-

entific information on data and methods and their uncertainties should be 

identified in the risk characterization and a statement of confidence should 

be included that identifies all major uncertainties along with comment on 
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their influence on the assessment; 3) it is Agency policy to present informa-

tion on the range of exposures derived from exposure scenarios and on the 

use of multiple risk descriptors” (EPA 1992d, 5).

The first principle read like an implicit procedural defense against accu-

sations that the EPA was dictating to scientific risk assessors what evalua-

tions they needed to turn out for EPA policies to go forward. Again, this 

was the industry’s main point in the ETS affair: Risk assessment had been 

used to find evidence to support a long- determined policy crusade against 

tobacco. The report defined the EPA in the terms of the risk assessment‒
risk management framework, distinguishing three groups in the agency, as 

described in table 9.1.

The goal of this reassertion of the virtual architecture of risk analysis was 

meant to define responsibilities for the credible articulation of science with 

policy: Everyone in the agency had to be aware of the need not to mix scien-

tific and nonscientific considerations when dealing with a risk assessment.

The memo discreetly instituted a major shift. Until then, and since the 

second term of Ruckelshaus as EPA administrator, it had been acknowledged 

that risk assessment was not a scientific exercise, but a mix of science (e.g., 

establishment of a dose- response relationship based on the administration 

of various doses of a chemical to a test animal) and science policies (assum-

ing that carcinogenic chemicals are toxic at any dose and applying a lin-

ear extrapolation model from the actually tested doses to infer toxicity at 

low doses). It argued, in contrast, that risk assessment could be cleansed of 

Table 9.1
Categories of participants in the risk assessment‒risk management process (adapted 

from EPA 1992d)

Groups generating  
risk assessments

Groups using  
risk assessments Risk managers

•  Scientists and statisticians  
in the ORD

•  OPTS and other program 
offices

•  Carcinogen Risk Assessment 
Verification Endeavor (CRAVE)

•  RfD/RfC (Reference Dose/
Reference Concentration) 
workgroups

•  Program offices
•  Regional offices

To develop regula-
tions through existing 
databases (e.g., IRIS, 
ORD health assessment 
documents, CRAVE and 
RfD/RfC workgroup 
documents).

•  Agency managers
•  Decision- makers
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“non- scientific considerations” (EPA 1992d, 4), as if it were an exercise that 

could be separated from the administrative, regulatory actions of the agency. 

The memo was reflecting the ongoing change in the meaning of risk assess-

ment outside the agency: its scientization, under the influence of substantial 

knowledge of biological mechanisms of risk causation (physiologically based 

pharmacokinetic modeling, especially biologically based dose response mod-

eling). It seemed to imply that the determination of science policies had to 

be brought under the control of risk managers. They would no longer be set 

in guidelines and would not be a form of extension or codification of a risk 

assessor’s preferred professional standpoint. They needed to become debat-

able scientific choices, to be made explicit to the managers of the agency.

The memo leveraged two other concepts to bring to life a new repre-

sentation of the EPA’s science and decision- making mode. One was uncer-

tainty analysis. The former guidelines for risk assessment were not strong 

on uncertainty analysis, or even on uncertainty characterization. The car-

cinogen risk assessment guidelines of 1986, for example, discussed the 

inferences made by risk assessors but did not venture into the formaliza-

tion of uncertainty analysis in any depth. They exuded a kind of profes-

sional confidence in the idea that science policies took into account the 

major uncertainties, and that risk assessors would be able to make their 

choices expertly. The guidelines noted that the results of quantitative risk 

estimation were uncertain, specifying that the WOE should be presented to 

cover this potentially important uncertainty. These guidelines did not say 

much more than that “major assumptions, scientific judgments, and, to the 

extent possible, estimates of uncertainty embodied in the assessments are 

presented [in the risk characterization section]” (EPA 1986a, 2).

The 1986 guidelines, in that respect, reflected a limited practical engage-

ment with uncertainty analysis in the agency,29 which appeared more and 

more unacceptable with regard to the fast developments of biological and 

environmental sciences on this front. In the early 1990s, uncertainty analy-

sis in the area of environmental risk developed quite rapidly. Adam Finkel, 

at Resources for the Future (Finkel and Evans 1987, 1990), and Morgan et al. 

(1992) clarified the terms of both kinds of uncertainty to expect to see and 

characterize in environmental risk assessment: parameter and model uncer-

tainties. Suter (1990) and Barnthouse (1992) made great strides exploring 

these methods in the context of complex ecological risk assessments. In the 

early 1990s, uncertainty or sensitivity analysis of biological, pharmacoki-

netic models appeared as well, under the impetus of biostatistician Frédéric 
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Bois, who showed how probabilistic methods such as Monte Carlo analysis 

may be used to assess and correct uncertainty in parameters (McKone and 

Bogen 1991; Spear et al. 1991; Woodruff et al. 1992; Woodruff and Bois 

1993). John Graham’s Harvard Center for Risk Analysis also addressed the 

topic, indicting the use of single point estimates of risk by regulatory agen-

cies (Graham et al. 1991) and testing the elicitation of judgmental prob-

abilities in experts to document the inevitable spread in quantitative risk 

estimations due to uncertainty (Evans et al. 1992).

Therefore, the Habicht memo updated the agency on these develop-

ments. It recorded the recent insistence in the scientific networks sur-

rounding the agency on the discussion of uncertainties: “A discussion of 

uncertainty requires comment on such issues as the quality and quantity 

of available data, gaps in the data base for specific chemicals, incomplete 

understanding of general biological phenomena, and scientific judgments 

or science policy positions that were employed to bridge information gaps” 

(EPA 1992d, 10). Uncertainty, so the memo argued, came in the form of “mea-

surement uncertainty”— variations in measured exposures for instance— or 

“data gaps.” Uncertainty analysis provided qualitative characterizations of 

each of these two kinds of uncertainty. It went into some detail: Key scien-

tific information about methods (e.g., choice of models and species) had 

to be highlighted; a statement of confidence in the assessment that identi-

fied all major uncertainties had to be provided; and information had to be 

presented on the range of exposures derived from exposure scenarios and 

on the use of multiple risk descriptors (population risk, individual risk, risk 

for most exposed individuals and so on). More important, it enlarged the 

notion of uncertainty to include the ambiguity residing in the qualitative 

judgments of risk assessors. In stressing the qualitative, narrative nature 

of risk characterization, the memo was rehearsing an old point made in 

RAFG30 but often forgotten in the practice of computing numerical esti-

mates of risk.

The second (and probably more important) policy development stem-

ming from the Habicht guidelines was the requirement that risk assessors 

calculate exposure in different ways: “EPA risk assessments will be expected 

to address or provide descriptions of (1) individual risk to include the cen-

tral tendency and high end portions of the risk distribution, (2) important 

subgroups of the population such as highly exposed or highly susceptible 

groups or individuals, if known, and (3) population risk” (ibid., 21). The 

guidelines did not endorse one risk assessment policy, but it translated 
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the outside controversy on the best way to capture risk as outlining the 

range of possibilities and asking its assessors to use them all, to the farthest 

possible extent, and justify their choices. Again, while exposure to chemi-

cals and risks was in no way a new concept, the Habicht memo was the first 

occurrence of an agency- level exposure policy— at least since Alvin Alm’s 

initiative on the issue in 1983– 1984 (see chapter 7).

Of the three domains of knowledge comprising risk assessment (hazard 

identification, dose- response assessment, and exposure assessment), expo-

sure assessment was the least well developed “limb” of the risk assessment 

process.31 An effort was made in the ORD to develop this area (see chapter 7). 

A 1986 guideline on exposure assessment detailed these methods over no 

less than eleven pages. A subsequent document on exposure- related mea-

surements (1988) discussed the issue even more extensively. In parallel, the 

Superfund guidelines, published in 1989, described in detail the range of 

estimates that should be presented as part of the characterization of risk, 

particularly in the exposure part. But guidelines did not by themselves pro-

mote exposure assessment expertise, and knowledge of the exposure of vul-

nerable populations continued to appear insufficient, particularly as the 

question of exposure of children to pesticides gained salience in the public 

debate at the turn of the 1990s. In 1988, while the reauthorization of FIFRA 

stalled in Congress, the EPA decided to bring in the NAS again, requesting 

a study of the particular risks of dietary pesticides to children and infants. 

The report came out a number of years later, in 1993.32 Pesticides in the Diet 

of Infants and Children (NRC 1993a) “really changed the paradigm” in the 

Office of Pesticides.33 It forced and guided the office to revamp its methods 

and sources of data for exposure work, specifically concerning the char-

acterization of the exposure of children. It veered toward combining the 

distribution of food consumption and the distribution of residues, and the 

report led it to think about the topic of “cumulative risks” (i.e., the risks 

from exposure to several pesticides simultaneously) as well.34

Habicht had the full support of Administrator Bill Reilly in his endeavor.35 

The risk characterization initiative was a highly political one, given the 

pressure of the OMB and Competitiveness Council, as well as the constant 

oversight of Congress, not least during the ETS affair, but also the initia-

tive of the industry on risk characterization itself. As mentioned previously, 

the AIHC was using this notion to argue that uncertainty should prevent the 

agency from deciding and that risk characterization should be the moment 
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of the decision- making process where assumptions of risk assessors are dis-

closed to and discussed with stakeholders, such as regulated businesses.

The risk characterization version of the industry was a tool to advance 

a very conservative agenda: minimizing regulatory intervention. Liberals 

and public health advocates understood the notion quite differently. For 

them (e.g., Finkel 1991), the whole point of risk characterization was not to 

produce an ever- more- refined range of estimations, which would only para-

lyze intervention for a longer time. Rather, it should be about determining 

the level of uncertainty incorporated into the calculations, in order then to 

make a decision either to perform further research to reduce or eliminate 

the uncertainty or to start making a decision and intervening to reduce the 

risk, the uncertainty being minimal or, on the contrary, being too large and 

complicated to deal with.

Habicht did not take sides for either the AIHC- Harvard version of risk 

characterization (as an incentive for ever- more- refined uncertainty analysis 

and more precise point estimates of risk) or the decisionistic version (risk 

characterization as a way to define levels of uncertainty and truncate sci-

entific analysis of risks to move toward decisions). But it walked a fine line 

between these two versions in order to close the external debate and regain 

autonomy over internal reform of the agency. Like Ruckelshaus’s June 1983 

speech (see introduction and chapter 5), it was a moment when the inter-

nal workings of the agency were defined in a way that was presentable to a 

series of audiences that had conflicting views of what the agency should do. 

In fact, there was a strong communication initiative attached to the memo. 

Its immediate application in the agency was announced through a press 

conference, even before people inside the agency were warned of it. Reilly 

boasted to Congress about the initiative in 1992 hearings on the ORD’s 

budget appropriation. The document was picked up almost immediately 

by various people in Congress (US Congress 1992). The memo achieved its 

objective— namely, discouraging Quayle from imposing any new risk assess-

ment standards on agencies. In July 1992, the White House announced that 

this project had been shelved, officially because of the incompatibility of 

the initiative with the presidential reelection campaign.36

The initiative was less well designed to make an impact internally. This 

may have been due to its style: The content was often repetitive, and it 

hardly had the standardized process- and- outcome format that effective 

guidelines typically employ. Finkel, though very supportive (the memo 
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picked up on his own ideas about uncertainty), described the document 

as “vague” and lacking the kind of “standardization that we need to move 

forward” (US Congress 1992, 125). No implementation plan was attached 

to the memo. People felt, in any case, that they were already doing what 

the memo described (Lynch 1996, Powell 1999).37 The Office of Solid Waste 

rapidly published a document on the implementation of risk characteriza-

tion guidance, showing that they did not have to actually change anything 

to comply with the supposedly new principles (EPA 1992c).

For the time being, the risk characterization initiative helped paralyze 

the various prescriptions stemming from the industry and the OMB. The 

risk characterization concept helped to show that there was effectively a 

problem at the level of the interaction between scientists and decision- 

makers in the agency. However, at the same time, it buffered the various 

pressures coming from the outside in order to help the agency follow its 

course.

Congress and the NRC Panels as a Battlefield

Risk characterization was an end- of- mandate initiative. By the presiden-

tial election of November 1992 and the change in EPA leadership, it had 

become clear that it had not solved all the problems of legitimate use of 

science in bureaucratic action, let alone ended the controversies raging 

outside, among the various audiences of the agency, about the right way 

of linking risk assessment to risk management. In 1992 and 1993, intense 

discussions unfolded in Congress, during multiple hearings held at the 

behest of Republican representatives and senators, about the EPA’s science 

and research and its risk assessment.38 Assistant administrators for research 

and development, for toxic substances, and often the EPA administrator 

directly (or his or her deputy) were called to testify alongside academics 

standing on one side or the other, from Finkel to Graham, from environ-

mentalists to industry representatives, to engage with the kind of science 

that the EPA should be producing and using, and how it should be doing 

so. Issues of uncertainty and exposure knowledge were recurrent in tes-

timonies and questions raised by insistent congressmen, notably James 

Scheuer, Don Ritter, George Brown, Henry Waxman, and Daniel Patrick 

Moynihan.

Bernie Goldstein, frequently called to testify, underlined on several occa-

sions the need to increase efforts on exposure, one of the core issues of the 
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risk characterization initiative. Ellen Silbergeld, then a scientist with the 

Environmental Defense Fund, also emphasized in Congress that epidemio-

logical data, more than experimentally based predictions, was what now 

mattered more to improve the outcomes of risk assessment research, which 

was having such great difficulty actually delivering accuracy and protection 

against environmental threats. Investing in further refinements of dose- 

response extrapolation, through pharmacokinetics and understanding of 

biological mechanisms, seemed a dead end, as the case of dioxin illustrated 

(Silbergeld 1993). She outlined an alternative vision of what this would 

result in, as a kind of risk assessment process. Instead of incorporating the 

preference of toxicological testing and experimentally based predictions in 

the design (the top diagram in figure 9.1), two knowledge accumulation 

processes should run in parallel, both rooted in data collection and observa-

tions and united at the point of decision (bottom diagram).

Instead of simply expanding the dose- response characterization to 

a measure of risk for the whole population, with basic data about the 

Hazard identification
(toxicity testing) 

Hazard identification
(toxicology/PBPK) 

Risk characterization
(extrapolation,

modeling) 

Exposure assessment
(incl. envi fate

modeling)

Population
enumeration 

Decision element 

Surveillance registries 

Monitoring (human,
food, environmental

media) 

Decision element 

Epidemiology 

Toxicology 

Figure 9.1
The “trinitarian” Red Book approach (top) versus a monitoring/surveillance- driven 

risk assessment approach (bottom) (adapted from Silbergeld 1994, 18).
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amount of substance produced and simple estimates of the doses ingested 

by humans, Silbergeld pleaded for constructing two separate views of the 

risk— one experimental, the other observational. Epidemiology, in other 

words, should provide independent points of reference for a policy, not 

simply be abducted by toxicology as exposure assessment.

These hearings did not result in any strong initiative of Congress until 

1994. But in the meantime, the debate about the agency’s right design for 

the use of science in decisions had moved to the NRC once more. In 1993, 

the AIHC project of the late 1970s to have the NAS review the work of 

regulatory agencies had resurfaced. After the publication of RAFG, manag-

ers of the NAS opposed a bill, proposed by Republican senators Don Rit-

ter and Dave Martin, to institute a new committee inside the NAS for the 

purpose of reviewing the risk assessments done by agencies. However, the 

idea of creating a committee to work on agencies’ risk assessment meth-

odologies and guidelines persisted. The NAS ultimately refused to institu-

tionalize a standing committee for this mission.39 The idea nevertheless 

appealed to the NRC’s standing expert committee that was most affected 

by this proposal— the Board of Toxicology.40 The board continued to discuss 

it throughout the 1980s, with the resulting decision to create a dedicated 

committee to review the EPA’s science, the Committee on Risk Assessment 

Methodology (CRAM).

The committee chair was given to Bernie Goldstein, the former chair 

of the EPA’s Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee and former assistant 

administrator of the ORD (1983– 1986). The committee included special-

ists in environmental health and occupational health, as well as biostatisti-

cians, epidemiologists, toxicologists, and ecologists. Several members of the 

1981– 1983 RAC sat on it, including decision scientist Warner North; Frank-

lin Mirer, a toxicologist and industrial hygienist from United Auto Workers; 

and Kenny Crump, the biostatistician who had developed the mathemati-

cal model endorsed by the EPA as a basis for the agency’s preferred model of 

extrapolation, the LMS model.

The range of expertise and viewpoints about risk assessment was wide, 

with supporters of the default utilization of the linear model as well as clear 

opponents, such as the toxicologist Michael Gallo. Three industry- affiliated 

scientists from Mobil Oil, Dow, and Exxon were members of the group as 

well. CRAM’s mission was to recommend changes to risk assessment across 

the federal government. Its federal liaison board included representatives of 
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the EPA, as well as the FDA and OSHA, but its agenda was clearly focused on 

EPA problematics. The eventual CRAM report reinforced the emergent ideas 

in the fields of chemistry and biology research— namely, that risk assess-

ment, instead of working with hypothetical statistical models to define the 

dose- response relationship, should make greater use of advances in biologi-

cal knowledge of the modes of action of chemicals (i.e., of how substances 

concretely generate effects in the body at the cellular level). In other words, 

the report supported ongoing developments, already under consideration 

at the EPA, of controversial applications (see the case of dioxin discussed 

previously) centered around the use of pharmacokinetics and “biologically- 

based dose- response models,” championed by Gallo. Scores of workshops 

and conferences took place during those years, often to present case studies 

revisiting the EPA’s iconic regulated chemicals, to show how differently they 

could have been treated thanks to mechanistic knowledge (e.g., Conolly 

and Andersen 1993; Leung and Paustenbach 1995; Conolly 2002).41

The 1990 Clean Air Act amendments and the industry furthered the 

controversy around the risk assessment of air chemicals by the NAS. On 

the initiative of the industry, the amendments requested the EPA to get a 

report from the NRC on its risk assessment methods. Contrary to RAFG, 

this report had no institutional objective. The charge (which the EPA had 

no possibility to look into and amend)42 requested a review of the method-

ologies used by the EPA, as well as of possible improvements, specifically in 

the areas of the assessment of carcinogenic potency and models for estimat-

ing exposure assessment. The charge explicitly pointed to the controversial 

“maximally exposed individual” assumption that the EPA had consistently 

applied since the 1970s in its risk assessments. Here, the NAS was required, 

directly by Congress, to evaluate the ways in which the EPA performed risk 

assessment.

The twenty- five- strong panel set up by the NRC in response to Congress 

included several biostatisticians, toxicologists, environmental and occupa-

tional health specialists, and environmental and chemical engineers. Only 

two lawyers were on the committee, one of whom left early in the process 

to join the Bill Clinton administration. A third person, Sheila Jasanoff, 

was also a lawyer originally, but more broadly, she was a social scientist 

with special knowledge in the field of science and technology studies, of 

which she is a leading figure. She was one of the two women sitting on 

the panel. There were few people there who had experience from within 
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regulatory agencies, except a couple of scientists who were at several points 

members of the SAB, and the chair of one of its three scientific advisory 

committees, the Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee: Roger McClel-

lan (who was with the Chemical Industry Institute of Toxicology when the 

committee convened). As is usually the case, there was no explicit trace 

in the report of any policy preference or explicit bias of one or several 

individuals on the committee. But as is usually the case as well, the NRC 

made sure to pick people who would represent a variety of viewpoints in 

order to increase the chance of forging constructive recommendations sup-

planting existing conflicts between any two points of view. In this case, 

Finkel could be singled out as the one who would carry a public health 

perspective to the committee, while Roger McClellan would bring into the 

discussion a viewpoint that reflected the chemical industry’s stance on the 

scientific issues that were discussed. Those two scientists, along with John 

Bailar (a biostatistician from McGill University), John Brauman (a chemist 

from Stanford University), and Lincoln Moses (a biostatistician and deci-

sion scientist, also from Stanford) were said to be the most vocal people of 

the whole group.43

The charge given to the NRC via the EPA manifestly built on the grid 

that RAFG offered and that the EPA had since incorporated into its admin-

istrative processes and guidelines. Accordingly, one of the key members 

of the panel recollects that the group overall considered the framework 

to be sensible. It did not try to reinvent it and did not spend time on it, 

but on the contrary used it as a scheme to review and evaluate the EPA’s 

activities: Science and Judgment (NRC 1994) showed that in the first decade 

of thinking in terms of risk assessment and risk management, too much 

separation between the two was instituted. It announced several themes 

that would grow in importance and would find their utmost expression in 

subsequent reports, including the ideas that research at the EPA should be 

strengthened; and that risk assessment was not an end in itself, and that 

its relevance for risk managers was more important than acquiring truth. A 

couple of years after the deputy administrator of the EPA disseminated his 

guidelines on risk characterization, Science and Judgment (NRC 1994) also 

emphasized the importance of that practice.

The focus of the panel’s discussions was on the evolution in techniques 

that the EPA could develop to address the most frequent criticism leveled 

at it (presented on page 6 of the executive summary and further detailed 
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in the introduction): the use of default assumptions, the data needs, the 

assessment of multiple chemical exposures, and analysis and characteriza-

tion of uncertainty and variability. There were, therefore, many topics on 

the table: a range of aspects of risk assessment that were structured accord-

ing to the terms of RAFG and of EPA’s existing, formal, bureaucratic knowl-

edge. The design framed the controversy about the agency.

One topic, however, was recurrently discussed in committee meetings 

and prevailed in many of the panel’s discussions without leading to any 

sort of consensus: the issue of defaults. The 1976 and 1986 guidelines of 

the EPA spoke of “estimations,” “expert judgment,” or, more positively 

still, of “science- policies” (EPA 1976, 1986a). By the early 1990s, however, 

defaults was the new term to designate the assumptions that the analysts of 

the EPA were using to calculate risks (such as the assumption that carcino-

genic chemicals are toxic at any dose, and that a linear extrapolation model 

should be used to infer toxicity at low doses) (EPA 1990b).

Originally, the notion was used in engineering models. It then migrated 

to the area of exposure assessment, which was quite natural, given that 

this assessment did use models of dispersion and behavior in substances in 

various milieus. In 1992, an EPA document about pharmacokinetics applied 

the notion of default assumptions to the area of dose- response assessment 

for the first time (Federal Register 1992). Soon enough, the notion became 

nominalized. By then, the EPA was publicly known and decried quite sim-

ply for its use of defaults, and everyone could legitimately wonder how and 

when on Earth the EPA would consider moving away from these defaults, 

or making full use of the available science to depart from them. The default 

assumptions notion of environmental engineering translated into a public 

critique of the EPA’s lack of knowledge. Mechanistic research and the devel-

opments in uncertainty and variability analysis in the area of exposure were 

clearly breaching the guidelines. By offering knowledge on the behavior 

of one of the substances in the body, the former in particular afforded an 

opportunity for the EPA— indeed, created pressure on the agency— to aban-

don its guidelines and employ the available biological knowledge rather 

than the standard linear extrapolation.

The theme of departure from defaults, as well as the idea that “EPA should 

clarify its standards for how it decides it should replace an existing default 

assumption with an alternative, … a point to which the entire committee 

agreed” (NRC 1994, 615), pervade the report. This was in spite of the fact that 
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the committee did not succeed in formulating a standard for when and how 

to depart from default options. It was precisely the issue on which the group 

was split. As Finkel recollects: “We all agreed on the four steps, but the issue 

kept coming up of defaults, assumption selection, how to bridge the gap 

when you have no knowledge of the fundamental chemistry … we said that 

the EPA had the right idea: One should have a set of assumptions, generic, 

reasonable, to be the starting place. For instance, positive health effects in 

mice are reasonable predictors. That was not controversial, including on the 

industry side. But in the context of the Clean Air Act, and air risk assessment, 

lot of questions emerged around conservatism and overregulation.”44

These discussions turned into an open conflict which, to the great despair 

of NRC staff, the committee never resolved. Instead, it was decided to 

include two annexes in the report— one for each position in the debate for 

or against the use of defaults— or, as one could put it, for or against trusting 

the agency’s expertise and reasonableness. Finkel aimed to save and sup-

port the EPA’s conservatism and protective goal. He defended one position 

under the label of “plausible conservatism,” according to which the EPA 

should depart from defaults whenever “there exists persuasive evidence, as 

reflected in a general consensus of knowledgeable scientists, that the alter-

native assumption (model) represents the conservative end of the spectrum 

of plausible assumptions (models)” (Finkel 1994, 615– 616): essentially, a 

twofold criterion for being scientifically up to date, and consistent conser-

vatism, both of which were designed to allow regular updates of defaults 

based on new validated scientific knowledge, in line with an overall policy 

of reducing the risks of underestimation of the risk.

The alternative view, by the decision scientist and consultant North and 

the toxicologist McClellan, was the “making full use of science” one. Under 

this approach, conservatism should not guide the departure from defaults: 

Abandoning a default for a more specific analysis or set of data should be 

motivated by the willingness to embrace the latest and most accurate sci-

ence.45 This approach was unambiguously based on the belief that uncer-

tainty would be reduced, or even eliminated, by continuing scientific 

research. The hope was palpable that regulatory agencies could get rid of 

defaults and “unidentifiable biases” (McClellan 1994, 2003) altogether. 

Accordingly, they argued that Congress should do more “to encourage EPA, 

other federal agencies such as National Institute for Environmental Health 

Sciences, and private sector organizations to plan and carry out research 
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to reduce important uncertainties on the health consequences of toxic air 

contaminants” (McClellan and North 1994, 638), because in the progress of 

research and science lies the possibility to improve risk assessments.

In Finkel’s view, uncertainty could at best be analyzed and character-

ized but not eliminated or reduced. Conservatism, and value choices more 

generally, was as inevitable as uncertainty was. In contrast, McClellan 

and North explicated in their text that uncertainty could and should be 

reduced, and that as scientific research continued, risks would be definitely 

and precisely known. Another significant difference between the two posi-

tions was that Finkel admitted that defining a criterion for departing from 

defaults, as both texts discussed, was a matter of policy. Finkel, therefore, 

did pronounce his policy views. He was of the opinion that the US popula-

tion was favorable to a cautious heath protection policy, and that “‘plau-

sible conservatism’ reflects the public’s preference between errors resulting 

in unnecessary health risks and those resulting in unnecessary economic 

expenditures” (NRC 1994, 606).46 Thus, while Finkel wrote as a scientist, 

with a decision theory background, as the authors of the “best science” 

appendix did, he also asserted clear policy choices. McClellan and North, 

on the other hand, did not explicitly venture onto this policy terrain. Only 

in the very last lines of their text did the two authors mention the “costly 

regulations based on conservative assumptions” (McClellan and North 

1994, 640), perhaps thereby exposing their concern for the burden that 

health regulation creates on industries.

So, much like the RAC of 1981– 1982, this committee was clearly divided 

into two camps. Unlike the RAC, however, the two sides were not of equal 

weight. Finkel admitted that, had they taken a vote, he would have been in 

the minority.47 But also unlike the RAC, and unfortunately for the impact 

of this particular effort of the NRC, the committee did not find a way out of 

the conflict. Combined with the fact that the panel “tried to do too much” 

and “got lost in details,”48 the conflict prevented the report from carrying 

a unique, neat message.

At the NRC, the report was not put forward as a major hit— quite the con-

trary, in fact. NRC panels are usually designed to produce recommendations 

that the entire panel can defend and project outside. Moreover, the NRC 

in general does not approve of the use of footnotes, appendices, or indeed 

any reflection of the dissensus expressed during committee work. Whereas 

RAFG and subsequent reforms in the EPA evinced an organizational order 
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and design that ended the controversy of the early 1980s about the agency’s 

legitimacy as scientific bodies, Science and Judgment (NRC 1994) failed to have 

such an effect. The risk assessment‒risk management framework conveyed 

a public image of the EPA’s operations, of an agency that derives decisions 

from a use of science. Science- policies were an essential element of this 

mechanical, decision- production design. Once the agency stopped being 

trusted in its defaults, this mechanical design collapsed and stopped resolv-

ing controversies about the agency’s legitimate action. The RAFG model was 

still there to provide answers. But in the context in which the fundamental 

expertise of the agency was put in doubt, the notion that it would now work 

toward ensuring a better interaction between risk assessors and risk managers 

to adjust assumptions case by case did not seem to reassure anyone.

Postconservatism Institutionalized

Risk characterization was the best possible design proposition that Carol 

Browner, EPA’s administrator from January 1993 until January 2001, could 

use to counter attacks on the agency. She picked up on it, with a decision to 

update the memo of deputy administrator Hank Habicht.

Browner had originally disregarded this topic. The transition from the 

previous team was difficult, if not conflictual, as she wanted to launch a 

whole new EPA and get a divorce from previous programs and priorities 

in a clear- cut manner.49 Although she claimed that she wanted to put sci-

ence at the heart of the regulatory work of the agency, following one of 

Clinton’s campaign themes,50 her actions did not show as much interest 

in this resource. It took her months to be able to fill the position of head 

of ORD, as the general counsel of the agency refused to relax the ethical 

rules preventing Bailus Walker from accepting the job because he had done 

research under contract with the EPA. She kept William Raub in the posi-

tion of science advisor created by Reilly, but she left him out of the close 

circle of top aides on whom she relied. Raub soon left, and the position 

then remained vacant for several months (Stone 1994a, 1994b). Browner, 

nevertheless, did act on a recommendation from the report Safeguarding the 

Future (EPA 1992e). At the end of 1993, she expanded and revamped the Risk 

Management Council, turning it into the Science Policy Council, tasked 

with reviewing and deciding science policy issues that went beyond bound-

aries of regional or individual programs. It took up the function that the 
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“oversight group”51 led by Peter Preuss in the ORD, had, and which had 

been designed to coordinate the ORD’s research and the science produced 

in program offices.52

Browner gradually turned to questions of science and risk analysis 

because she was soon faced with pressure from Republicans in Congress 

and their aggressive “regulatory reform” agenda deployed after the 1994 

midterm elections in Congress, and the large victory of Republicans under 

the banner of Newt Gingrich’s “Contract with America.” The conserva-

tives championed regulatory reform again and tabled a bill to mandate the 

agency to perform risk assessment and cost- benefit analysis for all rules.53 

Multiple proposals emerged in those years in the House or in the Senate, 

many of which imposed new requirements for risk analysis and cost- benefit 

analysis by regulatory agencies, presumably, on the side of Republicans 

at least, to limit the autonomy of agencies and create more occasions for 

review of their decisions (Graham and Sadowitz 1993; Anderson et al. 

2000). In accordance with the White House initiative on risk analysis prin-

ciples, Browner then resurrected risk analysis to counter regulatory reform-

ers (Browner 1995, cited by McGarity 2001). In order not to leave this 

ground to Republicans, Browner decided to forge new models of operations 

for the agency. She relaunched, at the highest level in the agency, the inter-

est in risk characterization. She resurrected risk characterization because the 

NRC argued for the need to improve this practice in Science and Judgment 

(NRC 1994). A new report, stemming from another division of the NRC, 

Understanding Risk: Informing Decisions in a Democratic Society (NRC 1996), 

also defended the importance of this sequence of decision- making. It was 

presented as a way not only to characterize uncertainties better, but also to 

adopt more deliberative modes of government. With the imprimatur of the 

Academies, the concept could help deflect and control external pressures to 

perform more analyses. A final reason was that Habicht’s memo of virtually 

had no effect on the agency.54

Browner and her deputy set in motion a Risk Characterization Policy 

implementation team, largely attuned to what was in the memo of 1992. 

The assumption of the team was that people inside program offices were 

indeed separated by a “brick wall”55 that needed to be brought down. 

Against the Harvard Center for Risk Analysis‒AIHC coalition that pushed 

the subject of risk characterization between 1989 and 1992, risk character-

ization was reoriented to stress the need to explicate and discuss decision 
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rubrics of risk, cost, benefit, and the values injected into the decision much 

more transparently. The whole point of the new memorandum developed 

by the working group in direct connection with Browner and with sup-

port from Senator Barbara Boxer (a Democrat from California),56 was less 

to refine the ranges of probability estimates, as conservatives would have 

liked to see, than to construct a procedure enabling the expression of val-

ues injected into the decision and the crystallization of the latter. The team 

worked to bring program and regional offices together around a table. The 

idea was to develop projects in each of these offices and to organize agen-

cywide workshops to get their feedback, pushing with each of them the 

agenda of clarity and consistency in risk management, which stakehold-

ers were so eager to see implemented across the agency. Once the memo 

was out in 1995, Browner triggered a new process of formalization of risk 

characterization, based less on formalisms than on principles, and aimed at 

changing the culture of program offices (EPA 2000a).

Next, Browner accelerated the revision of the iconic cancer risk assessment 

guidelines. Science and Judgment (NRC 1994) had a provocative effect there.57 

The revision had long been in the making and was indeed announced sev-

eral times (and postponed just as often) in several workshops (EPA 1994b, 

1994c), resulting in the industry and associated scientists growing weary 

of waiting (Anonymous 1994). In January 1994, she requested the Science 

Policy Council of the agency to prepare an analysis and response to the 

NRC, in cooperation with the ad hoc committee that the EPA had set up to 

review Science and Judgment. The council stuck to the agency’s traditional 

RAFG- inspired design and bureaucratic screen: It considered that Science and 

Judgment gave support to the continued use of defaults by the EPA, and only 

needed to make improvements, clarifying their scientific and policy basis, 

the criteria for departure from them (NRC 1994).

Interestingly the proposed guidelines first turned to RAFG to clarify 

what a default— or “inference option,” in the terminology adopted in that 

earlier report— actually was, and to defend its use. The reference to RAFG 

caused the EPA to reiterate: “Since there is no instance in which a set of data 

on an agent or exposure is complete, all risk assessments must use general 

knowledge and policy guidance to bridge data gaps” (EPA 1996a, 15), and 

to add that “some gaps in knowledge and data will doubtless continue to be 

encountered in assessment of even data- rich cases” (ibid., 19). Perhaps what 

these lines indicated most clearly was that the EPA did not really believe in 
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McClellan and North’s scientistic opinion that science alone would reduce 

uncertainty as time passed and knowledge progressed. The reference to 

RAFG also supported the claim that “[t]he choice of an inference, as the 

report observed, comes from more than scientific thinking alone” (ibid., 

20) and varies enormously from case to case.

In other words, the proposal implicitly argued, Science and Judgment was 

wrong to associate the EPA with a systematic conservatism. The proposal 

noted, furthermore, that criticism of the EPA varied (accusing the agency 

of being too resistant to changing its defaults or questioning the basis on 

which to justify its actual departures from defaults), as did the proposed cri-

teria for when to depart from defaults. The proposal recounted the disagree-

ment expressed in the NRC panel and in the appendices of the final report 

between Finkel and North and McClellan. Quite clearly, the conflict among 

experts on the issue legitimized the EPA’s decision not to formalize any 

criteria to depart from defaults [“No uniform checklist will fit all cases … 

a checklist would likely become more a source of rote discussion than of 

enlightenment about the process” (ibid., 17)]— a stark illustration of why 

and how dissensus in reports failed the NRC. The proposal contained a 

framework whereby “[i]f data support a plausible alternative to the default, 

but no more strongly than they support the default, both the default and its 

alternative are carried through the assessment and characterized for the risk 

manager. If data support an alternative to the default as the more reason-

able judgment, the data are used” (ibid., 17– 18).

The main building blocks of the new approach were agreed upon in 

a meeting of the RAF in August 1994 (ibid.), and then a workshop with 

twenty- five outside scientists organized a month later to foster discussion. 

First, most of the scientists agreed with the change to a narrative form of 

hazard identification. The agency would label them as “Known/Likely,” 

“Cannot Be Determined,” or “Not Likely,” and the disappearance of strict 

letter classes would eliminate the definitive, regulation- inducing decision 

of whether a substance was a carcinogen.58 Second, the use of defaults was 

to be minimized and greater consideration given to knowledge of modes 

of action, thresholds,59 biological models, and the like. It recommended 

against the use of the maximum tolerated dose. Most scientists, including 

industry consultants, hailed the shift. Finally, the stress on epidemiological 

data led the press to argue that the EPA was moving away from reliance on 

animal testing and tumor identification in rats.
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The 1996 guidelines directly reflect the trends embedded in other guide-

lines— on exposure assessment notably, as well as on risk characterization. 

Exposure of sensitive populations was given greater importance in this text, 

which also included a lengthy description of the appropriate practices for 

risk characterization. What it did not do, however, to the displeasure of 

environmental groups, was to incorporate a method of looking jointly at 

chemicals that have cumulative effects. That new approach and concept 

was reserved for subsequent guidelines.

The EPA encountered stronger opposition to its choice to relax the criteria 

of statistical significance for exposure studies. The new guidelines increased 

and specified the criteria of the 1986 guidelines,60 but they dropped the 

“unlikely to be due to chance” formulation. The deletion of this language 

gave the agency greater leeway to consider studies that applied other 

thresholds of confidence, such as a 90 percent confidence level, as it had 

attempted to do in its policy on electromagnetic fields and on ETS (Gough 

and Milloy 1996). In doing so, the EPA was possibly trying to restore a 

balance: on the one hand, it gestured toward considering the possibility 

of not applying its defaults, particularly as concerned the nonthresholded 

nature of chemicals. But it relaxed the statistical confidence criterion to 

include more epidemiological studies and identify carcinogens that would 

have been overlooked by the reintroduction of a threshold approach. The 

same compromise was found in Congress to revise the Food Quality Protec-

tion Act. With intense involvement by Browner, the Delaney amendment 

was repealed, but an extra uncertainty factor of 10 was inserted for cases of 

evidence of fetal and postnatal developmental toxicity, as well as when data 

from toxicity testing relative to children were incomplete (NRC 1993a).

As Preuss recollects, the revision was an episode in a “twenty- year battle” 

between the cadre of agency risk assessors and a host of people (both inside 

and outside the agency) who aimed to influence their preferred approach: 

“Way back, in 1983, we said draw a straight line. In 1986, we said draw a 

straight line. In the 1990s, we said, draw a straight line. Our position never 

changed, because we said we have no idea what happens at low dose, what 

the shape of the curve is at low dose. So default would be straight line. But 

if you had evidence, you could change that. So there was a lot of fighting, 

a lot of pressure to reverse that thinking.”61

The agency broadly maintained its preferred approach in that revision, 

but it allowed some flexibility. Since the first version of the 1980s, the 
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guidelines had grown more adaptable and detailed over time. The flexibility 

that was introduced in the decision- making process, through the practice of 

considering, case by case, whether there was enough biological knowledge 

to not apply the chosen, default assumption, created more uncertainty for 

the EPA concerning the results of reviews initiated by the courts or else-

where. It created the need to get more control over what scientists in the 

agency did, and risk characterization accomplished just that.

Conclusion

Throughout the 1980s, defining an uncontestable core of risk knowledge, 

demarcating the remaining uncertainties, and formalizing the policies 

applying in these zones of uncertainty have worked as a way to establish 

a legitimate functioning in the EPA. It did work effectively, to the point of 

becoming the foundation of a public identity for the agency, framing the 

perception of how it would make decisions for both external and internal 

constituencies. Charting the various forms of knowledge that are necessary 

to form a generically legitimate decision is the kind of design practice that 

was at the source of the risk assessment‒risk management framework and 

its installation into the heart of the EPA during the 1980s. It is within this 

framework that the EPA could claim to apply something called science and 

depict itself as a science- based decision- making agency.

When this assemblage and the formalized bureaucratic knowledge and 

technologies it rests on are in turn contested or become the very object of 

the controversies that they were designed to avert, a new cycle of design 

sets in. This is what the period that is covered in this chapter illustrates. 

In the early 1990s, and more and more intensively since the technologies 

of science- based decision- making on which the agency modeled itself, the 

new design was gradually seen to fail. Risk assessment guidelines, with their 

set of knowledge and mechanisms to shape a decision, appeared insuffi-

cient in the light of the advances of scientific research on chemicals and 

environmental disorders. To be sure, many of these insufficiencies were 

manufactured. They were instrumental for the actors that wanted to cast 

doubt on the way that the EPA was making decisions, as well as on its sup-

posedly conservative policies. Faced with violent criticism of its “default” 

models and the rise of new, sophisticated concepts of chemical modes of 

action, quantitative uncertainty analysis, PBPK, and the like— an overall 
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scientization of the exercise of risk assessment— the EPA needed to revise 

the way in which it was performing its assessments, as well as the knowl-

edge used in the process. More than that, it needed to find a way to restore 

the mechanical link between science and decision- making, in a context in 

which the methods and data for the scientific assessment of risks diversified 

and made this exercise less mechanical than it had been in the past.

Risk characterization— the notion that legitimate and credible decisions 

can be forged only if risk assessors and risk managers agree on choice 

of models, statistical significance criterion, application of defaults, and 

so on— ended up providing the guide to this reform of the agency and of its 

formal knowledge and technologies. This did not happen without consid-

erable debate, hesitation, and contention because, by now, the terms of 

the risk paradigm and risk- based decision- making had been appropriated 

by the multiple groups that want to gain influence over the way that EPA 

makes decisions— or over its decisions, anyway. And it certainly could not 

bring to a close the continuous scientization of risk assessment and the 

pressure to reduce uncertainties and predict hazards, which both risk scien-

tists and adversaries of regulatory intervention exerted on the agency. More 

responses to these renewed controversies about the extent of uncertainties 

and the capacity of the EPA to solve them would be forged in time.
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The EPA has been a risk- based agency during a large part of its nearly fifty 

years of existence. Around risk has emerged a whole set of formalisms— of the 

knowledge in use in the agency, and of the right way of producing decisions— 

that were instrumental to assemble the agency and construct its identity and 

legitimacy. These formalisms emerged from diverse disciplinary networks, 

with diverging views about what the source of the uncertainty was, and 

which knowledge should be used to forge credible decisions. A decisionistic 

bureaucratic design (carried by toxicologists, embodied in the technology of 

quantitative risk assessment and defaults) combined with a commensurative 

design (that of economists and policy analysts) to give form to EPA’s standard 

way of governing problems. This EPA was defended by administrators and 

other political appointees, who enjoyed a reasonably high level of support 

from the key audiences of the agency, from courts to the OMB to the White 

House. The preceding chapters of this book have shown how the framework 

started to unravel— not all at once, but piece by piece, starting around ten 

years after the publication of RAFG. Comparative risk analysis lost momen-

tum under the leadership of Carol Browner. Risk assessment was heavily 

influenced by scientists’ and industry’s efforts to fold this practice into a strict 

scientific definition, as if science could inform exact decisions. The reaction 

to all this was the need to recreate a design that allowed the explication of 

the limits of science and the definition of its boundaries with policy determi-

nations. Those evolutions were captured and codified in a series of reflexive 

reports (NRC 1994, 1996; Presidential and Congressional Commission 1997) 

that accelerated the move from the risk assessment‒risk management dualis-

tic representation in order to promote risk characterization.

Moving forward another decade, these trends have only strengthened. 

Risk is nowadays much less present in the whole of agency discourse 

10 Beyond the Risk Paradigm
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concerning the EPA’s goals, science, and processes. It is more frequent to 

hear that the agency has risk- based programs, and that risk assessment is 

but one instrument among many, than to see the EPA administrator invok-

ing risk reduction, safety, and health protection as the overall organizing 

policy principles. Thirty years after William Ruckelshaus’s commitment to 

the idea of risk, which portrayed the EPA as a risk bureaucracy, other designs 

have emerged— namely, a new kind of bureaucratic technology termed 

“problem formulation, planning, and scoping.” Like other concepts that 

previously gave form to the agency, these were in great part invented at the 

EPA, notably in those parts of the agency that were dealing with complex, 

systemic ecological issues. These concepts are now being pushed forward to 

show that the action of the EPA is not driven by what it is able to measure 

and calculate, but by what it decides to achieve. It is less acting on pre-

defined objects of action— such as the risks of individual chemicals— than 

promoting indirect outcomes— sustainability of the environment— using 

the science that it needs to reach that end. That design helps the agency 

promote a new, autonomously defined agenda and keep control over the 

definition of the right science for policy. It serves to move away from the 

terrain of risk, one on which the agency has more and more difficulty actu-

ally imposing its policies, given the continued pressure that it is under to 

adopt more scientistic methods and always reduce scientific uncertainty.

Like previous episodes of formal redesign of the EPA, this involved its 

share of public controversy about its scientific capacity and its share of con-

flict to control the ground of science and to control the agency more gener-

ally. As in other episodes, the National Academies, the NRC in particular, is 

the site on which competing actors converge, and in which the controversy 

was reframed and new formalisms advanced. The 2009 report called Science 

and Decisions is, from this point of view, similar to Risk Assessment in the 

Federal Government from 1983: a turning point in the political life of the 

bureaucracy, a shift from dispute to design and an attempt for the agency 

to restore a capacity to govern the environment credibly through terms and 

technologies it owned.

A New Coherence: Sustainability

The shift from risk to sustainability as the overall framework of action and 

identity of the EPA was never as clear as during the first administration of 

President Barack Obama, when Lisa Jackson headed the agency. As Andrews 
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(2011, 247) recalls, “Jackson’s stated goal has been to restore momentum 

to EPA’s core programs— healthier air and water, and reduced risks from 

toxic substances— while also tackling emerging challenges such as climate 

change.” Risk was not the way that the administrator defined EPA’s approach 

and overall goals. Like the previous Democratic administrator, Browner, who 

stressed such objectives as environmental justice, Jackson placed climate 

change, environmental quality, and sustainability at the center of her agenda. 

Sustainability goals and adaptation became the new overarching imperatives 

for environmental action (Ostrom et al. 2002; Wennerston and Fidler 2007; 

Sexton and Linder 2014).

In those years, the representation of EPA’s knowledge and of its typi-

cal, integrated way of making decisions also evolved. Paul Anastas, Yale 

University’s prominent chemist and celebrated visionary behind “green 

chemistry,” rationalized this change during his tenure as Jackson’s chief of 

science (2009– 2012). A couple of months after his nomination, he wrote 

to the entire staff of the ORD of the agency to announce a paradigmatic 

change. The goal of sustainability was now the “true north,” for the agency 

in general, as well as for its science and research effort in particular. The 

path forward was to embrace technological innovation and to “couple our 

excellence in problem assessment with an equal excellence in solving prob-

lems” (Anastas 2010, 2012). According to his vision, risk would cease to 

be the methodological tool for the agency’s science and decision- making: 

“[T]he issues of risk characterization, risk assessment, and risk manage-

ment will be essential building blocks in all of the work that we do. But 

we’re also going to ask ourselves: ‘Is it possible to use our reductionist tools 

to characterize, assess and manage risk in ways that may be unsustainable?’ 

I’d suggest the answer is yes” (Risk Policy Report 2010a). Anastas created 

transversal research programs, from which the various laboratories of the 

ORD get their funding. One of the eight research programs is dedicated to 

human health risk. At the same time as he changed the name and composi-

tion of the Science Policy Council (turning it into the Science and Technol-

ogy Policy Council), Anastas got rid of several risk- related policy projects 

led by it.1 The RAF ended up unanimated in those years and was essentially 

brought to a halt (Risk Policy Report 2010a).

The risk focus did not disappear, but it was demoted to just one kind 

of operation of the agency. Anastas commissioned a study from the NRC 

on the adoption of a new integrated sustainability perspective for the EPA. 

The study, dubbed the “Green Book” from the inception of the committee, 
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explicitly aimed to replace the “Red Book” (RAFG) of 1983— not amend-

ing the paradigm, as previous NRC reports claimed to do, but replacing it 

entirely. The NRC committee was chaired by Bernie Goldstein, who saw 

sustainability as the new horizon for the agency.2 The NRC 2011 sustain-

ability report considers that risk assessment should be preserved as a key 

tool for decision- making. It should even be further developed, such as to 

address problems of cumulative risks. But it represents only one option or 

tool in the task of managing environmental problems.

In any regulatory process in the agency, risk assessment should now be 

preceded by a new exercise of “problem formulation, scoping, and plan-

ning”: “At the early planning and scoping stage, project managers and ana-

lysts diagnose the issue or problem to be addressed. Upfront review of the 

nature of the problem, credibility of the science, and the decision and legal 

context helps in considering the nature of the assessment and decision pro-

cess (Goldstein 1993; NRC 1996, 2007)” (NRC 2011). Only after this stage 

would analytical activities start, employing a variety of possible methods, 

including but not limited to risk assessment.3 To naturalize this new frame-

work of sustainability and help articulate these two sets of organizational 

reference points, the committee mapped the risk assessment‒risk manage-

ment framework onto their own sustainability flowchart (figure 10.1).

Each component of the sustainability framework, in practice, corresponds 

to a phase of the process of assessing and managing risk. For instance, the 

second phase of this process, in which risk assessment is planned and exe-

cuted, maps onto this moment of the sustainability management process 

when other assessments addressing social, environmental, and/or economic 

dimensions would be performed alongside that of risk. In conclusion, risk 

assessment is not the fundamental, central process that RAFG presented, but 

its technical components are still the same, and they constitute it as a tool 

that should be employed to make decisions that enhance sustainability.

“Organizing Information” to Attack “Environmental Conditions”

The initiatives around sustainability resonated with an earlier, impactful 

study by the NRC published in 2009. Science and Decisions: Advancing Risk 

Assessment (referred to just as Science and Decisions hereafter) was written 

on request from the EPA directly [more specifically, by the National Center 

for Environmental Assessment (NCEA) inside the ORD] to review the risk 
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assessment practices of the agency, evaluate progress achieved in the past 

several years, and point to directions for further evolution. The Committee 

on Improving the Risk Analysis Approaches Used by the US EPA, assigned 

to write this report, had the massive and ambitious task to “conduct a sci-

entific and technical review of EPA’s current risk analysis concepts and prac-

tices” (NRC 2009, 281), covering contaminants across all media, as well as 

health and ecological risk analysis. The panel had to formulate short-  and 

long- term recommendations on probabilistic risk analysis, alternatives to 

default assumption choices, quantitative characterization of uncertainty, 

cumulative risk, risk variability, PBPK and biologically based dose- response 

(BBDR) modeling, and derivation of uncertainty factors. The cost of the 

study also gave a measure of the extension of risk assessment in the past 

thirty years and the ambitious charge of this new committee. RAFG had 

cost the NRC $500,000 in 1983 (around 1 million in 2009$), Science and 

Judgment $900,000 in 1994 (1.3 million in 2009$). This time, the budget 

reached $1.7 million.

The 403- page report advanced many new bold recommendations: devel-

oping a common approach to evaluate the risk of cancer and other effects 

based on the mode of action of the chemical of interest, being more precise 

and tailored in the analysis of uncertainty and variability, continuing to 

explicate default assumptions and defining standards for departing from 

them, and addressing simultaneously all sources of risk, in the spirit of cumu-

lative risk assessment. All these technical recommendations were unified by 

a framework proposal: Risk assessment should technically be designed and 

tailored to the problem at hand. It should respond to the problems facing 

risk managers rather than being self- initiated and unguided. Taking stock 

of the practical limits experimented in the EPA with RAFG and the risk 

assessment‒risk management framework was the easiest for the group. The 

limits were well identified by now: slowness of the one- substance- at- a- time 

approach, risk assessment as a central process leading to risk management, 

and lack of interaction between risk assessment and risk management. They 

were all the more easily recognized, as Joseph Rodricks, the former FDA 

toxicologist and chief of science, a member of the committee that wrote 

RAFG, and the supposed author of the fourfold scheme of risk assessment, 

was part of the committee. Rodricks could recall the genealogy of RAFG and 

its use at the EPA, as well as the particular context that motivated it— the 

political intrusions in the health assessments of benzene, formaldehyde, 
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and bis(2- ethylhexyl) phthalate (DEHP) by political appointees in the first 

years of Ronald Reagan’s administration (see chapter 5).

Like Anastas’s sustainability initiative unfolding at the same time in 

the ORD, this panel lent weight to a new exercise of problem formulation, 

planning, and scoping. It pushed the integration of various streams of sci-

ence away from partitioned disciplines of human health risk assessment 

and ecological risk assessment, or of cancer risk assessment and noncancer 

risk assessment. It pleaded against the use of “bright lines”: defined doses, 

thresholds, and the like, below which risks are not supposed to material-

ize. Too much time is spent defining these limits for individual chemicals 

when instead the agency should be driven by the aim to improve overall 

environmental conditions and the effects of global exposure to chemicals 

in the environment. It suggests advancing further in the inclusion of con-

siderations of variability of risks among populations. It also criticizes the 

use of uniform risk management measures, which leave the most exposed 

populations unprotected.

The report is called the “Silver Book,” as if a sequel to RAFG. At the start 

of this work, James Reisa, a former EPA staff member and longtime director 

of the NRC’s Board on Environmental Studies and Toxicology, who over-

saw this panel, argued that the future report had the potential to become 

“the new Red Book”— a new gold standard for risk- based decision- making. 

The chair of the panel now recounts that “the joke is that we got silver!”4 

Indeed, the report advances a framework, and dutifully developed its own 

distinct graph, to contrast with the paradigm of yesterday (see figure 10.2).

The group capitalized on the formalisms developed at the EPA, particularly 

in the context of environmental assessments, to come up with a synthetic 

graph that leaves risk assessment intact at its heart, but flanks it with a plan-

ning stage, a risk management stage, and permanent stakeholder involve-

ment. The framework tones down the importance of risk as the primary 

and overall object of the agency’s action, choosing to promote a less specific 

action of decision- making to attack environmental conditions. Modules are 

defined to design useful risk assessment against the tendency to continually 

deepen scientific understanding of risk at the expense of timely intervention.

Compared to what was presented in the original definitions of risk 

assessment and risk management in the 1980s, the shift is clear. The process 

of governing a risk does not start with risk assessment. Options for decision- 

making should not derive from risk assessment alone. Risk assessors cannot 
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use the assumptions, parameters, or models that they alone deem better. 

Rather, these elements should be chosen to improve the capacity to finally 

implement the decision. Also, risk assessment is defined more generically 

as the organization of information for decision- making.5 The risk assess-

ment‒to‒risk management algorithm is undone: Risk assessment does 

not so much forge decision points as it brings information to the decision- 

maker. By the same token, the framing of what the decision- maker does in 

terms of risk also recedes. The fact is: If one deletes just a couple of terms 

from the graph— mainly the words in the central box, like risk, hazard, or 

exposure— a framework is obtained that can be applied in literally any orga-

nization.6 The image of the EPA as an agency that is concerned with risk 

and organized to deal with such an object is omitted from the design.

The agency soon responded to the NRC by holding a colloquium in 

2010, with approximately 120 risk assessors and risk managers focusing on 

the lessons to extract from this and other concomitant NRC reports.7 The 

colloquium was the occasion of a vast exercise of review and stock- taking of 

the agency’s internal practices and approach of risk assessment: 116 agency 

risk assessors and risk managers were interviewed during the preparation of 

the event. A task force was then created under the Office of Science Advi-

sor and the RAF. From Science and Decisions, it emphasized those recom-

mendations that the agency was already actively working on (addressing 

the variability of exposure to risks, performing more uncertainty analysis, 

expanding the use of science to support or revise default assumptions, etc.), 

and the adoption of a “Framework for Risk Based Decision- Making,” with 

elements on “Planning and Scoping” and “Problem Formulation,” a focus 

on “Informing Decisions,” and formal stakeholder involvement. The group 

thus favored a high- level response through new, generic designs and con-

cepts applying to decision- making.

The working group offered a draft framework for human health risk 

assessment to inform decision- making (EPA 2012), with the overall objec-

tive “to improve the utility of risk assessment in the decision- making pro-

cess.” The document was not intended to supersede existing EPA guidance 

(which does not use such language as “utilization of risk assessment” in 

“decision- making”). It is meant instead as a supplementary reference for 

interpreting existing guidelines, helping agency staff assess the weight to 

give to the newly promoted concepts of “problem formulation, planning, 

and scoping” that were already mentioned in some of these guidelines. As 
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before, these concepts are conveyed together by a graph (figure 10.3), in 

which the scientific process of assessing risk is incorporated into a broader 

process of production of knowledge to solve environmental problems.

From this date onward, the bureaucratic technology of problem formula-

tion continued to be elevated as an agencywide discipline. The framework of 

2012 was reedited in 2014. In that document, the 2012 flowchart was shoe-

horned into a wheel (figure 10.4) in an attempt to stress the permanence 

of a cyclical process in which one decision act feeds further reformulation 

of the problem, and to find a place for such principles that do not translate 

into linear bureaucratic operations, such as engagement with stakeholders.

The framework also accumulated a number of schematic lessons of the 

past8— the compatibility among assessments of health problems and eco-

logical problems, and the need to produce a full risk characterization, quali-

fying the uncertainties and variabilities inherent in the final risk estimation. 

And in accordance with long- standing agency policy, it also emphasized 
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Figure 10.3
Framework for human health risk assessment to inform decision- making (adapted 

from EPA 2012).
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the importance of scientific review and public, stakeholder, and commu-

nity involvement (although it does not translate these principles into rec-

ognizable sequences of action).

Problem Formulation as a Bureaucratic Response to the Republican 

Assault on the EPA

This new design applying to the goals, processes, and objects of the agency 

did not emerge from the minds of detached academics. Neither were they 

imposed by the management of the agency. The various formalisms that were 
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advanced here— environmental conditions, problem formulation, and organiza-

tion of information as essential operations; sustainability and environmental 

quality as an overall rubric defining the objective of the organization— were 

selected in the context of a particular controversy about the EPA (notably 

its treatment of uncertainty and a continued accusation of being too con-

servative and not scientifically robust enough). They responded to the new 

“wave of attack” on the agency (McGarity 2012, 205) and its science in the 

early 2000s.

Despite evidence to the contrary during the campaign,9 the election of 

George W. Bush as president in 2000 opened “another anti- regulatory era” 

(Andrews 2011, 247). The new president had chosen a relatively moderate 

Republican for the job of EPA administrator. Christine Todd Whitman, for-

merly the governor of New Jersey, was inclined to embrace the tradition of 

risk and cost- benefit analysis as other Republican administrators before her 

had done. She announced a shift back to “long- standing traditions” of “pre-

caution, science- based risk analysis, and sound risk management, including 

consideration of benefit/cost” (Gibb 2001, 57), putting the battle between 

Congress and the EPA on risk analysis on hold. She resurrected the Policy 

Office (now the Office for Policy, Economics, and Innovations) and its role 

in reviewing regulatory proposals from other program offices, particularly 

those related to energy issues. But environmental policy in the new admin-

istration was made at the White House as much as at the agency. Whitman 

resigned after only two years, officially citing her desire to return to New 

Jersey but unofficially reacting to being frequently overridden by the White 

House and Vice President Dick Cheney in particular.10

Her successors, Michael Leavitt and Stephen Johnson, strengthened a 

number of environmental standards (e.g., standards for ozone and diesel 

emissions). But they also urged program offices to abandon the develop-

ment of several important standards and policies and revived the kind of 

political interference in the work of EPA scientists that made headlines 

in the early 1980s. This time around, the EPA leadership edited scientific 

reports that alerted to the need to regulate industries to reduce global warm-

ing, as well as other technical reports on oil extraction or particulate matter 

pollution (US House of Representatives 2003; UCS 2008; see also Freeman 

and Vermeule 2007; Rest and Halpern 2007; Rich and Merrick 2007; Shul-

man 2008; Shapiro 2009).
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The Bush administration also used the OMB to counter or impede envi-

ronmental regulation and the science supporting it. George Bush appointed 

John D. Graham, a longtime critic of environmental policy and of the EPA, 

as head of the OIRA. This appointment was heavily criticized by environ-

mental and public integrity groups (Hume 2001; Rampton 2001). At OIRA, 

Graham resurrected the kind of aggressive oversight and critical review of 

EPA practices that OMB had done during most of the administrations of 

President Reagan and the first President Bush, stalling many assessments or 

rules the agency proposed (Tomkin 2016). He won praise from his infamous 

predecessor, Jim Tozzi, who played this role under Reagan, before becoming 

an industry lobbyist (see chapter 9; Vogel 2012).

Graham was no newcomer to the field of risk regulation and risk analysis. 

Indeed, he had a whole career in this field, starting with his first job at the 

NRC, assisting Howard Raiffa when the statistician chaired the Committee 

on Risk and Decision- Making. He then got a PhD from the Heinz School 

at Carnegie- Mellon University, with a dissertation assessing automobile 

safety technologies, and did postdoctoral research at the Harvard School of 

Public Health. A specialist in risk- benefit and uncertainty analysis, he is a 

past president of the Society for Risk Analysis (1995– 1996). Graham, as well 

as the colleagues whom he trained and mentored at the Harvard Center 

for Risk Analysis, have been remarkably consistent critics of the actions of 

such agencies as EPA and OSHA, demonstrating through numerous reas-

sessments of agency decisions (many of which were funded by companies 

on the board of the center) that they were wrong in what they were doing, 

inflicting more costs on industries than creating health benefits for the 

society and the environment at large.

At the OIRA, Graham started by releasing a vast review of the costs and 

benefits of environmental and energy regulations (OMB 2003). As part of 

this exercise, the office requested comments on the practice of risk assess-

ment to help the working group in its task. The survey was aimed less at 

assessing the value of whatever innovative risk assessment method and 

more at resetting the debate about the supposed precautionary approach 

that EPA perpetuates via its risk assessment practices— specifically via the 

default parameters and models that it applies during risk assessment when 

data are missing. The text of the notice builds on the themes that Graham 

typically defended while heading the Harvard Center for Risk Analysis: the 
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precautionary nature of EPA’s preferred conservative risk assessment meth-

ods; the unintended negative effects of risk reduction efforts, which often 

result in augmenting other risks that were not being targeted (the so- called 

risk- risk trade- offs); the need to reduce uncertainty as much as possible, 

and to calculate risks as precisely as possible, before making any decision.11

The agenda for the public consultation left no chance to the agencies: 

The notice called for comments about “how conservative defaults used by 

the EPA embed a precautionary approach” and “examples of approaches in 

assessment and management that appear unbalanced” (Federal Register 2003, 

5499). The OMB made the numerous comments it received available to the 

EPA, specifically the more critical ones coming from the American Chem-

istry Council (formerly the Chemical Manufacturers Association). Most of 

them were critical of the EPA’s work. They portrayed a decidedly conserva-

tive agency in its assumptions about risk (too inclined to be protective rather 

than to be right in its assessments), its persistent neglect of the uncertainties 

inherent in risk, and distortions of the science by its precautionary stances.

While the criticism was “not radical or particularly new” (EPA 2004, 8), 

the fact that it was channeled by the OIRA to lend support to its project of 

supervising the agency’s risk assessments was sufficient to trigger a clear 

response from the EPA. Three political appointees of the agency decided to 

form a task force to produce an internal evaluation of risk assessment prac-

tices and “set the record straight.”12 The resulting staff paper on risk assess-

ment was almost 200 pages long, mobilized seventy- four people across the 

agency, and was organized as a clear rebuttal of the criticism the agency 

received. The context was so important, and the substance so critical, that 

this staff paper, though not a guideline in any formal sense, had a major 

status inside the agency. It constituted a moment of coming together and 

of collective assertion of the policy of the agency in a moment of adversity. 

It was, thus, a key moment of codification and explication of its bureau-

cratic knowledge, recalling all that had been ingrained and practiced in 

the organization since its foundation, and perhaps even more so since its 

refoundation in 1983.

As in other places in the report,13 the staff recaps the history of risk assess-

ment practices and the numerous, evolving guidelines developed over the 

years for the exercise. Referring to the practice of “examining data before 

invoking defaults,” of using modes of action, explaining defaults better, 

using uncertainty factors, clarifying choice of a “point of departure” from 
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observed experimental data, and using environmental models, the panel 

demonstrated that at the EPA, “the derivation of risk estimates improves 

continually with the addition of newer techniques and relevant data” (EPA 

2004, 141). This was essentially a way of saying that the OIRA was off the 

mark— many of the critical comments concerned practices that were no 

longer current in the EPA— and that it was making up controversy, so it was 

illegitimate to propose a refashioning of the agency.

The staff paper was produced right when the agency was finalizing its new 

carcinogen risk assessment guidelines— another fragment of bureaucratic 

knowledge that reflects the EPA’s response to the controversy manufactured 

by Graham over the agency’s supposed political distortion of science. Fol-

lowing the publication of the proposal for a new cancer guideline in 1996, 

a public debate emerged, and in response, an SAB review was performed, to 

which the agency fashioned a reply. A new draft was issued in 1999 and a 

final adoption occurred in March 2005. The process concluded the evolu-

tion that took shape in the 1980s and 1990s, such as definition of alterna-

tives to the default linear approach; recognition of the need to analyze more 

data and use biological models; refined uncertainty analysis at the level of 

model choice or, within a given model, at the level of parameters; refine-

ment of exposure calculation, particularly for sensitive populations (with a 

module for children exposure included, capitalizing on progress made sepa-

rately on this issue); and revision of the WOE narrative classification. Over-

all, the evolution was linear, with less expert judgment allowed and more 

formalized criteria made available to choose among predefined analytical 

options. In short, and given the evolution of guidelines away from default 

conservatism, the EPA deflected the accusations of Graham and the OMB.

Graham’s attacks continued, though. He created an Interagency Work 

Group on Risk Management, cochaired by the White House Council on 

Environmental Quality, using the need for consistency among agencies as 

an excuse to restrict the autonomy of the EPA— as Reagan had already done, 

in fact. The group prefigured a new procedure of reviewing the agency’s 

assessments of chemical hazards, whereby the OMB would officially be 

allowed to comment on the risk estimates developed by the scientists of the 

EPA for the IRIS database on behalf of all other agencies and departments. It 

was designed to enable the US Department of Defense, the US Department 

of Energy, or the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) to 

intervene in the EPA’s doings.
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The process was implemented. It contributed to block the publication in 

the IRIS database of estimates for controversial substances,14 some of which 

soon became the object of new federal- level policy drama— notably con-

cerning perchlorate.15 More crucially, Graham and Tozzi launched a two- 

pronged attack on EPA guidelines. Graham launched the Risk Assessment 

Bulletin (OMB 2006), which articulated principles and standards that the 

agency had to comply with in its risk assessment. The strategy was similar 

to what OMB, Vice President Quayle, and Jim Tozzi had attempted back in 

1992: prescribing and framing how agencies calculate risks, address uncer-

tainties, and develop regulatory measures on this basis. In that publication, 

he advanced the same agenda that he pursued while director of the Harvard 

Center for Risk Analysis, advocating analytical practices that mechanically 

minimize risks, such as providing central estimates of risk in addition to 

high- end estimates, requiring robust evidence of the adverse nature of the 

effects being targeted in risk assessments, and using ranges of risk obtained 

through probabilistic assessment instead of single risk estimates. The bul-

letin argues at length about the inherent, structural problem of uncertainty 

in health and environmental risk assessment and emphasizes the need to 

perform quantitative analysis of uncertainty, as well as sensitivity analysis 

of models, all to avoid finding risks where there were none— the so- called 

false positives.

Graham’s launch of the bulletin was in all likelihood done in concert 

with Tozzi, who maneuvered to have the Information Quality Act imple-

mented (Mooney 2004). That legislation created extra requirements for 

transparency of information in regulatory agencies, as well as justifications 

for industries to challenge agencies in court, after several failures of busi-

nesses to access large studies central to the EPA’s decisions (on particulate 

matters and ETS) (McGarity 2003, 912– 913). The Risk Assessment Bulletin 

was in essence using this imperative of transparency of regulatory informa-

tion to justify imposing new analytical obligations on the agency.

A review of the bulletin— which Graham had required in the hope of giv-

ing a scientific imprimatur to it and propelling its recommendations into 

practice in the agency— was prepared by a panel of the NRC that included 

academics, but also several scientists with experience in risk assessment at 

the EPA or elsewhere.16 Sally Katzen, the person responsible for the OMB’s 

Principles for Risk Analysis of 1995, was a member, as was Joseph Rodricks, 

a member of the committee that had written RAFG.17 The panel could not 
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tell what problem the OMB was trying to fix, and it suspected that Gra-

ham was trying to rein in the EPA, particularly its actions on such issues 

as perchlorate and many other issues that, he thought, were being unduly 

considered for regulation based on indeterminate science.

The panel framed its review in less politicized but no less effective terms, 

fending off the new prescriptions by outlining the departure that they 

would create from the patient history of improvement of risk assessment 

methodologies in the agency (NRC 2007). The NRC panel pointed out that 

the bulletin insufficiently considered the state of risk assessment as per-

formed by regulatory agencies, or the structure on which these risk assess-

ments are based, including RAFG. The NRC review panel also stated that 

the suggested rules were unclear or confusing, which betrayed the fact that 

the OIRA was out of touch with the actual ways in which risk assessment 

was done in agencies. The conclusion of the NRC review report was a cruel 

assessment of the OIRA’s effort: “The committee began with the working 

assumption that its role would be to recommend modifications [to what 

was being asked for], if necessary. After digging deeply into the bulletin and 

after extensive discussion, the committee reluctantly came to its conclusion 

that the bulletin could not be rescued” (ibid., 7).

The proposed bulletin is thus remembered as a “spectacular failure” 

(Shapiro 2007) of the OIRA/OMB, as well as a personal defeat inflicted on 

Graham, once known as the “regulatory czar” (Nakashima 2002, 35). The 

OIRA withdrew the bulletin, replacing it by a less controversial update of 

the 1995 risk analysis principles, developed under President Bill Clinton by 

Katzen (OMB 2007).

Science and Decisions as a Compromise

At about the same time as Graham left OIRA and launched the Risk Assess-

ment Bulletin, his former colleague at the Harvard Center for Risk Analysis, 

George Gray, was in line to become the next chief of the ORD, as well as 

its science advisor.18 It was Gray’s turn to push uncertainty analysis and use 

the uncertainty argument to justify more extensive, repeated reviews of the 

EPA’s assessment documents, but this time the efforts came from inside the 

agency.

As part of his candidacy as chief of the ORD, Gray had suggested creat-

ing a standing body, under the dual authority of the OSTP and OMB to 
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review the EPA’s scientific assessments. That proposal, which revived old 

projects of having a review board established within the NAS board, went 

under close scrutiny during Gray’s confirmation hearings, and Gray had to 

backtrack under the pressure of Democratic senators (US Congress 2006). 

The EPA did not reject the new scheme entirely, though; it entered into 

talks with the NAS for setting up a standing panel (that risked overshadow-

ing the agency’s own SAB). The NAS was already playing a review role for 

the agency. In those years, more and more risk assessments were referred 

there: it dedicated panels to reassessing the EPA’s work on dioxin, trichloro-

ethylene (TCE), phthalates, tetrachloroethylene, and formaldehyde (NRC 

2006a, 2006b, 2008, 2010, 2011).19 With these reports, the NAS was now 

hosting controversies that originally had set the EPA against the OMB (not 

to mention other opponents of the agency’s supposed conservatism). The 

cumulated impact of these reports was to push the EPA to think about 

revising the standard process for setting IRIS values, both procedurally and 

scientifically.

In nearly all these cases, uncertainty analysis was a bone of contention. 

On TCE, for instance, Gray in 2006 had asked the staff of the NCEA (for-

merly the OHEA)— an arm of the ORD and the main risk assessment shop 

in the agency— to perform a quantitative uncertainty analysis instead of a 

straightforward linear extrapolation. The NCEA staff and its director, Peter 

Preuss, resisted, arguing that the evidence did not support such a hypoth-

esis, and that the exercise would lead in effect to relaxing the risk estimate. 

Producing a range of risk points, as Gray advocated, would not help risk 

managers, who needed clear decision points to determine whether to initi-

ate the costly clean- ups of contaminated lands. For the risk assessors of the 

agency, running ten different models to get a shape of the curve at low 

doses was highly impractical. The choice of considering which model was 

supposedly right was purely arbitrary anyway in the absence of underlying 

biological experimental data. Using more models did not reduce the uncer-

tainty that the risk manager had to face, making policy determinations. 

Rather, it was a theoretical exercise that only confused, and in practical 

terms, postponed, the decision (Freudenburg et al. 2008).

The staff of the NCEA resisted the calls to embrace uncertainty analysis 

because this scientific agenda was so closely associated with some areas of 

the academic field of risk assessment— namely, the Harvard Center for Risk 

Analysis— as well as with the OMB and with the Republican agenda on 
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environmental policy. The refusal of the staff delayed the assessment and 

the planned review by the NAS. EPA eventually released its health advisory 

in 2008, proposing a smaller reference dose than in its last assessment ten 

years earlier. Although the assessment included a range of reference doses 

and made some strides toward uncertainty analysis, the NAS panel review-

ing the document found that too many precisions were missing to allow for 

evaluating the quality of the application of the method.

The NRC, just as in the days of RAFG or Science and Judgment (NRC 

1994, see chapter 9), became the new battlefield— the space in which the 

controversial redesign of the EPA’s operations was fought. In the 2000s, the 

council had been assigned more and more frequently to review the EPA’s 

risk assessments, gradually taking up the role of the SAB. The adversaries 

of the agency’s decision- making autonomy frequently used the NRC to try 

and constrain it. In return, the EPA developed over the years a capacity to 

liaise with NRC panels, interpret reports, and negotiate the application of 

its recommendations,20 to nearly turn the NAS into an ally. But with every 

new report, whether the NRC would eventually come out in support of the 

agency or of its adversaries was an open question.

In 2006, the Academies were approached concurrently by two different 

parts of the agency. Gray went to the IOM for a study of uncertainty analy-

sis, hoping to get an authoritative request from that institute to the EPA 

to embrace uncertainty analysis much more. For their part, NCEA officials 

sought to enlist the support of the NRC to undertake a broad review of the 

risk assessment practices in the agency, particularly its evolution since the 

days of the RAFG. The initiative was meant to counter the controversial 

OMB bulletin and transform the climate that it had established. The ini-

tiative had another advantage: It would consolidate the conventional risk 

assessment approaches of the agency by bridging health risk assessment 

with the now fully developed ecological risk assessment approach. That 

the initiative for the report came from the “defending” part of the EPA— 

the one under pressure from OMB on IRIS— is confirmed by the fact that 

the funds for the study came from the NCEA itself. The expectation and 

hope was that the NRC review would bolster the credibility of risk assess-

ment methods in the agency.

The IOM study on uncertainty was delayed by the EPA’s refusal to appro-

priate funds for the study,21 so Gray could not formally endorse it: He left the 

agency in 2009. The report requested by Preuss, of the NCEA, was released 
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as Science and Decisions: Advancing Risk Assessment that same year. It seems 

that both Preuss and Gray closely followed the setup of the study. They had 

the chance to give precise input on the charge and to take a look at the pre-

liminary selection of panel members. As ever, the panel composition bal-

anced environmental and public health perspectives— contributions from 

scientists who were associated with NGOs or industry and had a great deal 

of experience in toxicology and risk assessment, as well as engineering and 

biostatistics. Two former colleagues of Gray and Graham in the Harvard 

Center for Risk Analysis were part of the group. Tom Burke, a medical doc-

tor, epidemiologist, and former public health official in the state of New 

Jersey, and at the time a professor at John Hopkins University, chaired the 

group. People such as Bailus Walker, Joe Rodricks, and Lauren Zeise had 

much experience in the area of chemical risk assessment, including by regu-

latory agencies. Burke was someone who was very aware of the methods of 

risk assessment and the risk assessment‒risk management framework. Back 

in 1983, when he was working for the state of New Jersey, he had been 

trained by Rodricks on the then- new approach at a national conference of 

state environmental and health officials.22

Given the issues on the agenda of the committee and its “eclectic”23 

composition, there was potential for controversy, and even failure. The 

committee that produced Science and Judgment in 1992– 1994 had never 

managed to get everyone to agree on the same argument about defaults, 

leaving the NRC staff with a bitter taste in their mouths. And there was 

another potential disagreement this time, surrounding the extent to which 

agencies should pursue scientific sophistication in risk assessment instead 

of closing uncertainties and knowledge gaps by default science- policies, 

as it had always done. For some panel members, this quest for scientific 

precision, which the EPA had come to accept (embracing the paradigm of 

chemicals’ “mode of action,” BBDR modeling, but also attempting to apply 

more probabilistic risk analysis and Monte Carlo approaches to reducing 

uncertainty), was what prevented the EPA from actually delivering more 

and quicker assessments of substances to use to fill in the IRIS database. 

Others thought that the calculation of a reference dose, or bright line below 

which no risk can be expected, was outdated. It needed to be repealed in 

favor of new scientific methods, including quantitative uncertainty analy-

sis. The latter seemed to be Gray’s preferred perspective on the debate, as he 

came to ORD in October 2005 with an agenda on uncertainty analysis and 
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more frequent recourse to nonlinear modeling. But with this issue, which 

“falls right on the US political divide,”24 complicated discussions could be 

expected. The NRC staff wanted to avoid a repetition of the failure of Science 

and Judgment.

The various recommendations that came out of the group bear the mark 

of these oppositions, as well as of the interventions of the chair in order to 

come up with formulations that everyone could sign on to. The chapter 

on uncertainty and variability analysis clearly stated that there remained 

more to do for the EPA in this regard. But the chapter did not push formal, 

quantitative uncertainty analysis all the way. Rather, it defined different 

degrees of sophistication in uncertainty analysis and a tiered approach, 

recommending that the agency be clear as to how and why it chooses to 

analyze uncertainty qualitatively or quantitatively. It did not attack the EPA 

on risk- risk trade- offs, but it did argue that this risk- risk dimension and 

benefit- cost comparisons could be encouraged via dedicated guidelines.

Chapter 5, on the reference dose concept, and chapter 6, on the use of 

defaults, were most difficult for the panel to complete. Chapter 5 did not 

actually recommend getting rid of the reference dose idea, even though 

some in the group considered it a “lame duck.”25 But some methodological 

perspective on the improvement of the concept helped soften the language 

and saved the reputation of the concept, while still pushing the EPA to 

evolve. The chapter argued for a harmonization of cancer and noncancer 

assessment— and specifically for the need to compute an overall measure 

of the risk of noncancer effects (comparable to the “there is a 10– 6 risk of 

developing a cancer from exposure to chemical x”), in such a way that the 

policy office could include noncancer effects in their analysis of economic 

impacts. Chapter 6 recommends the agency go further in the develop-

ment of explicit risk management considerations underpinning the use of 

defaults, or the search for further quantitative evidence of risks. The next 

major chapter is chapter 8, which pushed concepts of “problem formula-

tion, planning, and scoping” to denote the preliminary work pertaining 

to risk management and framing risk assessment. It was not controversial, 

though the committee had to decide whether to introduce other concepts, 

such as that of “solution- focused” risk assessment, which was tabled by 

Adam Finkel.26 Under great pressure from the NRC and EPA officials moni-

toring the work of the group and reviewing the report, staunchly opposing 

any form of too radical organizational revision, the group did not go in that 
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direction. Finkel did not try to have an appendix included in the report to 

outline the concept, as was in Science and Judgment.27

The final scheme bears no trace of the solution language advocated by 

him; it falls back on the more neutral language, already ingrained in the 

EPA, of problem formulation. In the text of the report, it is converted into 

a language that has been spoken for decades already, including in RAFG: 

that of “options.” Risk management options should be on the table before a 

risk assessment is undertaken, so that this assessment focuses on informing 

these options. The context in which the panel worked— a request from the 

EPA for a report that would review, rationalize, and essentially give support 

to ongoing changes in the agency— contributed to polishing the recommen-

dations to make them more agreeable in the agency: The risk assessors of 

the agency could argue that they already were doing problem formulation.

Bureaucratic Lineages: The Internal Origins of “Problem Formulation, 

Planning, and Scoping”

Overall, it seems, the uptake of these external suggestions was limited, or 

it was slow and incremental, subject to political impetuses at a later stage. 

Most suggestions were discussed in a specially established forum called 

the Alliance for Risk Assessment, put together with the not- for- profit risk 

assessment consulting company Toxicological Excellence in Risk Assess-

ment (TERA), founded and managed by ex- EPAer Michael Dourson.28 The 

dioxin assessment, for instance, was split in two parts (the cancer, and non-

cancer parts), preventing the use of unified dose- response methodologies 

for cancer and noncancer effects, and the calculation, by economists of the 

cost of the latter. Uncertainty analysis, though expanding, remains a lim-

ited practice. In combination with the NRC reassessment of the EPA’s report 

for phthalates (NRC 2008), Science and Decisions contributed to accelerating 

the work on cumulative risk assessment, balancing the large investments in 

more sophisticated dose- response research, and following the new biologi-

cal, mechanistic paradigm of “toxicity pathways” (NRC 2007).

There was great activity around the IRIS process after 2010. Several 

actions were done to relaunch the program, following the controversies 

of 2006– 2010 concerning the credibility of the estimations and the delay-

ing effects of the OMB’s and other departments’ comments on the agency 

estimates. The proposals for reform after 2010 used suggestions presented 
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in Science and Decisions, notably those surrounding “problem formulation,” 

a conceptual stage that now became more official in the new IRIS process 

developed after Obama’s 2008 election. But the staff appeared to resist the 

idea of making this problem formulation stage an area for more explicit con-

siderations of risk management options in order to improve the utility of 

IRIS assessments. The IRIS staff within NCEA also feared that turning prob-

lem formulation into an occasion for interaction with stakeholders, would 

offer the industry too much access to the assessment process. In short, the 

experts and bureaucratic specialists of human health risk assessment— once 

the flagship bureaucratic technology for an EPA in search of credibility— 

were using the same strategies than those that led, back in the 1980s, to 

promoting risk assessment. But this time, in a context in which risk assess-

ment was definitely owned by specialists and other prescribers of methods 

that they no longer controlled, it searched in house again for those formal 

techniques that restored, or maintained, its capacity to act.

The fact is that, like risk assessment in 1983, “problem formulation, 

planning, and scoping” already pertained to the agency’s bureaucratic 

knowledge and decision- making technologies. It was simply that until that 

time, these concepts were limited to certain parts of the agency. Only the 

political context— the new Republican assault on the agency beginning in 

the 2000s— explains why these concepts were used by the leadership of the 

agency to evolve a new organizational identity. The controlled response of 

the EPA to Science and Decisions in terms of “problem formulation, plan-

ning, and scoping,” greater uncertainty analysis, and greater tailoring of 

risk assessment to decision- making needs is the result of a slow institution-

alization of new practices and policy visions. The agency leveraged con-

cepts that had been forged in the ORD throughout the 1990s for two main 

purposes: the reorganization of the agency’s research programs and of its 

laboratories, and the development of methods to calculate ecological risks.

The design of the agency’s research programs is a continuing problem. 

On several occasions at the end of the 1970s, during the second term of 

Ruckelshaus as EPA administrator (see chapter 7), the agency had to tackle 

this major, inborn problem of integration of its research and regulatory mis-

sions. In the early 1990s, a new series of reform started. The first episode was, 

as ever, the agency’s internal design effort, materializing as the 1992 report 

Safeguarding the Future: Credible Science, Credible Decisions. The committee that 

produced this report had advanced a framework to enable the EPA to adjust 
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its research plans to the characteristics of environmental problems in a 

broad sense. The problem of the agency’s research soon deepened, becoming 

the subject of congressional hearings. The many years of budget decline, the 

loss of 400 employees since 1980, the rate of retirements, and the growing 

perception in the agency that ORD scientists were too detached from the 

realities of regulatory work (see Powell 1999 on this) all compounded to 

generate a feeling of crisis within the EPA’s research.

Following a request from Congress to Browner, the MITRE consultancy 

did an assessment (MITRE 1994), reviewed by the Research Strategies Advi-

sory Committee of the SAB (EPA 1994e). In parallel, a NRC report (NRC 

1993c) and a Carnegie Commission report (Carnegie Commission 1992) 

came into the picture, advocating the creation of megalaboratories. An 

internal EPA steering committee then considered recommendations stem-

ming from these reports and chose to follow the path recommended by 

the Carnegie Commission, with one key adaptation: The four laboratories 

should be based on the risk assessment‒risk management paradigm because 

so much of the science of the agency was defined by the four broad catego-

ries of the framework, as illustrated by the thinking applied in health risk 

assessment and ecological risk assessment guidelines.

In a major reform in 1995, the head of ORD at the time, Robert Huggett, 

decided to align the structure of EPA research on the “blueprint” of RAFG 

(Patton and Huggett 2003, 1337): One laboratory focused on hazard iden-

tification, one on dose-response, a third on exposure research, and the last 

on risk reduction technologies under the rubric of risk management (EPA 

1994d). Before this reform, the ORD was organized into five offices along 

disciplinary lines29 (EPA 1990a). After the reform, all research activities were 

reframed as a building block of risk management. The 1996 Strategic Plan for 

the Office of Research and Development offers the diagram shown in figure 10.5 

(EPA 1996b, 4), where “The risk assessment process is one component of 

the overall process of risk management” (2), a process initiated by the iden-

tification of the problem. Such was the basis of the “new risk- based organi-

zation” of the ORD (EPA 1996b, 51).30

In 1995, a couple of years after this major reorganization, the new 

Republican- dominated Congress reopened this issue. It pushed the agency 

to rethink its research programs. As part of the Departments of Veterans 

Affairs and Housing and Urban Development Appropriations Act of that 

year, it requested that the EPA obtain an independent review of the overall 
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structure and management of its research program and evaluate the scien-

tific peer- review procedures that it used. Once more, the NRC was called 

upon to perform this review, which resulted in a report called Building a 

Foundation for Sound Environmental Decisions (NRC 1997). It argued for the 

need for another organizing principle besides risk: “Not all environmen-

tal issues can be assessed and ranked within the risk paradigm. The more 

complex and global the problem, the more difficult the task of risk assess-

ment will be. While the risk- based research strategy is sound, it must be 

augmented and adapted to encompass potential and emerging risks as well 

as current ones” (ibid., 11). The report puts forward the theme of ecologi-

cal complexity. The utility of performing risk assessment is assessed in the 

context of this new horizon and overarching goal: knowing and address-

ing complex environmental issues. The report introduces a framework in 

which research and science developed by the agency is coupled with the 

regulatory process and “problem- driven research,” but not conducive to it 

in a linear and mechanical fashion (see figure 10.6).
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Figure 10.5
The scientific and technical contributions to risk management (EPA 1996b).
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The report defends the use of risk assessment as a priority- setting tool, 

not as an uncertainty- eliminating or predictive one: “[R]isk assessment 

currently is the most satisfactory approach for setting research priorities 

in the environmental arena. It is particularly valuable in identifying areas 

of uncertainty that need to be resolved in order to achieve more accurate 

assessments” (NRC 1997, 46). To reframe the EPA’s science and go beyond 

the reductionist focus on risk, Paul Anastas picked up on some of the ideas 

introduced by an NRC report of 1997, which similarly argued that risk 

assessment was too much of a reductionist method to approach complex 

problems that the agency typically would have to face. Problem formulation 

was inherited from the work in the agency on ecological risk assessment. 

That concept was essential to the relatively marginal formal discipline of 

ecological risk assessment. In that discipline, the collection and analysis of 

data are preceded by a stage where the chemical of interest is considered to 

be diffuse in the environment, and a number of stress effects in this envi-

ronment are created.
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Use risk assessment to
rank issues and pinpoint
the largest uncertainties
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on mission needs and
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others are doing

Improve understanding
and reduce uncertainties

Problem-Driven
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Figure 10.6
A framework for research at the EPA (adapted from NRC 1997).
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Before anything else, a plan of analysis must be laid out to define which 

stresses are actually relevant to consider, and with what data and modes 

of calculation they may be captured and measured. Such was the major 

difference that the specialists in the national Oak Ridge Reference Labora-

tory had emphasized when asked by the ORD back in 1983 to produce an 

ecological risk assessment of synthetic fuels on the basis of the RAFG.31 Eco-

logical issues then were not subjected to risk assessment methods. The Oak 

Ridge National Laboratory had extensive experience in nuclear risk analysis 

and associated methods of fault- tree or event- tree analysis. Glenn W. Suter 

II and his colleagues had to innovate because these methods that calcu-

late the probabilities of a predefined event are reductive: “We found it was 

not really applicable to ecological systems. Because they are not affected in 

terms of a ‘component’ failing, causing failures in other components. You 

could force ecology into this formalism, but it was not the sort of formal-

ism that we thought was natural and logical for ecological issues.”32 Their 

approach was a more relaxed formalism, in which complexity is embraced 

through a problem formulation stage, leading to employing a range of pos-

sible analyses, including the more quantitative, model- based risk assess-

ment. The whole discipline, in their view, did not correspond to a rubric 

of risk analysis. They coined their own disciplinary category, “Technical 

support for decision making under uncertainty,” and emulated the just- 

published RAFG by producing something generic, and framework- like,33 as 

in figure 10.7.

The method was not taken up in the EPA immediately both because 

it came from outside the agency and because it was not in line with the 

emerging routine of how to link such an assessment process to decision- 

making, which the framework did not address at all— after all, Suter and his 

colleagues were not working in a regulatory agency. People in the agency 

already had their own ways of doing assessments, and they were not sure 

what they would gain from a new concept and terminology. So it took a while 

for the EPA to actually elevate the methodology of ecological risk assessment 

to a broader, cross- office status.

The early 1990s saw concrete advancements on the topic, with the 

RAF taking care of developing a framework for ecological risk assessment 

in which risk assessment disappeared in a broader analysis step, succeed-

ing problem formulation (see figure 10.8). This concept was coined by the 
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dedicated group of the RAF, not by the Oak Ridge researchers, out of the 

need to organize the link between science and policy.

The agency adopted a formal guideline for ecological risk assessment 

in 1998 that incorporated the notion of problem formulation, replacing 

the reductive risk assessment process by a more integrated34 exercise of 

analysis that assembled the necessary data and calculations to respond to 

the problem. It did so right after other prominent reports advocated the 

importance of “problem formulation”— the NRC’s Understanding Risk (NRC 

1996) notably, but also the report of the Presidential/Congressional Com-

mission on Risk Assessment and Risk Management (Presidential and Con-

gressional Commission 1997).35 That commission had set risk management 

as the overall goal, context, and framework of environmental policy, within 

which analysis of risks was to be performed. In its report, it insisted that the 

challenge consisted of making risk assessment a substance- by- substance, 
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END POINTS
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SOURCE TERMS

DESCRIPTION OF 
REFERENCE ENVIRONMENT

EXPOSURE ASSESSMENT EFFECTS ASSESSMENT

RISK ASSESSMENT

Figure 10.7
Flowchart for ecological risk assessment of toxic chemicals; developed by researchers 

at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory for the EPA (adapted from Barnthouse and Suter 

1986).
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reductive approach to risk that was better suited to effective intervention 

global public health issues. Reasoning graphically in terms of a decisional 

wheel (at the initiative of the physicist and engineer of the panel)36 helped 

select, generalize, and give coherence to the whole set of prescriptions (see 

figure 10.9).

A formulation of the problem and clarification of the context in which 

it is posed comes first. Before engaging in an analysis of the risks posed by 

individual agents or substances, the problem/context stage must clarify the 

multidimensional elements and complexity of the problem. Stakeholder 

engagement is a constant task throughout the cycle.37
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A framework for ecological risk assessment (adapted from EPA 1992a).
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Conclusion

In the 2000s, the controversies surrounding the handling of risk by the 

EPA have shifted to its failure to actually regulate chemicals and reduce 

risks, and particularly the slow pace at which it concludes scientific assess-

ments of chemicals and makes management decisions. As the introduction 

of Science and Decisions makes clear— as do many other NRC reports during 

this period— the knowledge and technologies applied to make decisions on 

these objects seem imperfect. This observation was both realistic and manu-

factured. It is realistic because the sum of the chemicals to regulate, and the 

time it takes to agree on the risks of any single one of them, make it impos-

sible for the agency to simply envisage that it could finish the work some-

day. But it is also manufactured because, over the years, risk assessment has 

Evaluation 

Engage
Stakeholders

Actions Options 

Risks

Decisions

Problem/
Context

Figure 10.9
The circular design of the Presidential and Congressional Commission on Risk Assess-

ment and Risk Management (adapted from Presidential and Congressional Commis-

sion 1997) decision wheel.
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grown more complex, infused with propositions to always know the risks 

with greater precision and predict them more accurately before attempting 

to decide anything. This scientization, fueled by the scientific capacities of 

the regulated industry, causes the inability to decide, the continuous delay-

ing of the moment of decision— paralysis by analysis. The failure to regulate 

chemicals individually is compounded by the more and more compelling 

observation, in several corners of environmental and health sciences, that 

health risks are not determined by exposure to one substance at a time. 

Risks would be reduced, and environmental health preserved, by analyzing 

and treating biological and ecological systems in their full complexity, tak-

ing into account the set of stressors and factors affecting them.

This means that the 2000s represented an entirely new design 

configuration— one in which the standard knowledge and technologies 

embedded in the agency lost credibility; one that evoked the ambition 

and competence of many actors inside and outside the agency in order 

to refashion its processes so that it appeared capable of addressing com-

plex, long- term issues. Science, again, lay at the heart of these dynamics. 

It was both the object of the controversy and the source of a new design. 

At the heart of the controversy was the EPA’s continuous reliance on 

default, protective assumptions. As explained several times in this book, 

defaults help the agency make decisions. They are the cornerstone of a 

particular way of designing itself, of formalizing a way to move from 

a  necessarily uncertain and inconclusive science to environmental 

policy decisions.

This decisionistic, protective design, however, was discredited by demands 

to use ever- more- refined uncertainty analysis and discover true risks— a 

strategy of elimination of rather than compensation for uncertainty. “Problem 

formulation, planning, and scoping,” in turn, embodies a more pragmatic 

and holistic design to defect the latter predictive, scientistic approach. 

What was essential to the progressive, pro- environment proponents of 

“problem formulation” was to avail themselves of an organizational mech-

anism by which ambitious protective goals are defined every time a new 

issue emerges, since science could no longer ensure the legitimacy of pro-

tective decisions by itself.

At this time, the outcome of this new configuration is unclear. A new 

design has emerged, which is driving the reform of the organization now 

and probably will do so for many years, though slowly and contentiously. 
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Science remains at the heart of a conflict between progressives, who argue 

that it should be used pragmatically to help achieve goals of environmental 

and health protection; and conservatives, who insist on moderate adminis-

trative intervention and, accordingly, maintain that we should wait to make 

any decision until we can predict the outcome with absolute certainty— a 

daunting criterion. Today, President Donald Trump’s EPA is being redesigned 

in exactly this way.
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The EPA has been and remains a major institutional site for the devel-

opment of risk sciences and their use in regulation and policy. It is an 

organization through which risk assessment and risk management were 

conceived, tested, and gained credibility as a standard for the administra-

tion of uncertainty. The EPA, in return— its constitutive expertise, the mate-

rial organization of the production of decisions, indeed its overall image 

and legitimacy— was shaped by risk decision- making. The history of risk 

and the EPA represents a complex case of mutual construction of one sci-

ence and one agency, because risk decision- making is not a unified rational-

ity. It is comprised of several rationales crystallizing over time in the midst 

of the many controversies engaging the EPA, or parts of it.

This book has examined multiple episodes connecting controversy to the 

shaping of the credibility of an administration. Back in the 1970s, the goal 

to cancel the registration of a range of pesticides linked to serious pollution 

problems and cancer risks, and the difficulty of obtaining such decisions in 

the courts, given the structural uncertainty surrounding what causes cancer 

and the merit of getting rid of any substance suspected of causing cancer in 

laboratory animals, led to the replacement of fixed judgment principles by 

a mixed decision system. This system rested on both calculation and judg-

ment criteria, taking the form of a risk assessment guideline (chapter 3) that 

was essentially a procedure to force the explication of criteria of toxicity, 

and then of decision- making. That technology benefited from the nascent 

science of toxicological extrapolation and medical carcinogenesis, but also 

from the procedural competence embodied by Alvin Alm, the agency’s 

premier policy analyst. A few years later, the enduring dispute concerning 

the EPA’s standard use of a linear extrapolation method, combined with 

Conclusion
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the outright, arbitrary intervention of deputy and assistant administrators 

under Ann Gorsuch to rescue benzene, formaldehyde, and DEHP, intensi-

fied the debates concerning the boundary to be drawn between scientific 

calculation of the risk and political judgment about the acceptability of 

these risks and decisions to reduce them. This was the context that led to 

this other technology of legitimate decision- making— the separation of risk 

assessment and risk management (chapter 4).

Once established, this design helped articulate provisional solutions for 

many of the complicated, apparently undecidable cases of chemical risks, 

where the legal authority of the agency and the credibility of regulation 

development process were insufficient to impose a decision on disagreeing 

parties. The ozone controversy— particularly the difficulty to set an ozone 

standard in the absence of consideration of costs— anchored the practice 

of risk management as a “weighing of policy options” (chapter 4). The 

controversy surrounding arsenic in air led to the Tacoma public hearing 

experiment and, indirectly, to the stabilization of risk communication pro-

cesses and principles (chapter 5). The formalization of a comparative risk 

assessment methodology is inextricably linked to the revelation of widely 

diverging assessment of iconic chemical substances, such as formaldehyde, 

at the end of the 1970s, but even more so with the intense questioning of 

the agency’s priorities in the radon and alar affairs (chapter 8). The deploy-

ment of a risk characterization discipline in the agency, starting at the end 

of 1992, was triggered by the passive smoking controversy (chapter 9).

Many more risk controversies— some contained in the agency, others 

public, but always reflective of the oppositions among audiences concern-

ing the reality and acceptability of particular risks— influenced the defini-

tion of risk assessment: The internal dispute about PCE led to a revision of 

the scheme for carcinogen classification. The formaldehyde case led to a 

standardization of exposure calculation. The divergences among program 

offices on the risks of arsenic precipitated the invention of a notion of an 

“uncertainty factor” (chapter 7). Each time, these affairs accelerated the 

formalization of a mode of administration, which led to its installation in 

the EPA. It also inspired discourse by its leaders to represent how the agency 

generically addresses uncertain issues.
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The Political Nature of Frameworks

Despite their apparent logic and mimicking of the scientific method, the 

risk assessment– risk management framework, and others that succeeded it, 

are fully political objects. They are a response to existing controversies, as 

well as a resource to restructure, if not resolve them. Science is instrumental 

to the EPA because it helps in analyzing, structuring, and responding to 

controversy. The networks of scientists— of this special kind of scientist that 

pertains to the broad area of bureaucratic design sciences, those who care 

to manage risks and learn from contexts of administration— have consis-

tently been active, observing the limits of the administration of uncertain 

issues and adapting bureaucratic knowledge and technologies to ensure the 

assemblage of people and of their views. It is, in the deepest sense, a politi-

cal science, which helps make decisions in the face of apparently intrac-

table situations and respond to selected, idealized audiences.

As this book has illustrated at length, bureaucratic knowledge evolves 

through contests, counterpropositions, and political interventions. The 

risk assessment– risk management framework is a reflection of a time when 

the EPA tried to articulate demands for protection against chemical risks; 

a rising agenda of deregulation championed by the chemical industry and 

Republican presidents; and continued demands, inscribed in its statutes, 

to be science- based, and quantify risks. The framework articulated and 

ordered all of this at once. The scientization of risk assessment is insepa-

rable from the aggression of various Republican administrations toward 

environmental regulation in the early 1990s and between 2002 and 2010. 

Once Republicans in Congress went in the same direction as the industry 

in the 1990s, this sealed the political fate of risk assessment, which came to 

be perceived negatively by those who wanted to advance the goals of health 

and environmental protection.

The environmentalist critique of risk assessment crystallized between 

1994 and 2000 because Republicans in Congress embraced it to constrain 

and roll back environmental policy. The political disinvestment of risk 

assessment and risk- ranking under Carol Browner is also a testimony to this 

politicization of the design applied within the agency. Ecological risk assess-

ment, exposure assessment, and cumulative risk assessment developed 

thereafter, we can assume, in order to restore capacities to make protective 
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decisions as other technologies conservative decision- making, namely the 

linear extrapolation model in chemical risk assessment, started to be put in 

question. The invocation of sustainability as a broader imperative, taking 

over that of risk, probably reflects the failure of a risk- based paradigm to 

continue to protect the legitimacy of the EPA.

Despite constant talk of a paradigm, there is no clear shift from one 

paradigm to another at a particular time. There is an incremental invention 

of new forms, in networks that are continuously active across Washing-

ton, that observe and reconceptualize what is happening in a variety of 

environmental decisions. New knowledge representations and bureaucratic 

technologies emerge in these networks, connected to one or another office 

of the agency— not least its ORD— that administrators pick up on depend-

ing on the agenda that they wish to promote, to assemble and defend the 

identity of the organization in new ways. Problem formulation and pub-

lic engagement are two bureaucratic technologies that are central to the 

sustainability paradigm that emerged more forcefully in the 2000s. These 

concepts already existed somewhere in the EPA, but they became instru-

mental when its leaders felt the need to advertise the complexity of envi-

ronmental health issues, the interconnections among them, and the limits 

of a chemical- by- chemical approach. Again, there is a strong link between 

bureaucratic technologies for making decisions and the broader political 

context. The former are conceived and incorporated into grander adminis-

trative plans, depending on the evolution of the latter.

The fact that the risk paradigm ended does not mean that the whole 

apparatus of knowledge and technologies that crystallized to handle risk 

disappeared. The knowledge and technologies are still there, important and 

employed day after day. They still evolve, one by one, and incrementally. 

When the whole set of technologies seems to have changed, another name 

is given to it. But they are less central to the representation of what the 

agency does as a whole, to the images of its action that circulate in the polity.

“Not Invented Here”: The Autonomy of the EPA

Throughout the various episodes recounted in this book, the EPA has con-

sistently been, if not the sole agent of invention of rationalistic forms of 

decision- making, at least an important site for it. It is a rationalizing agency 
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of some sort— an organizational space that stimulates and hosts design. It is 

an agency that rationalizes from within.

This can be observed in the fact that nearly all the concepts that the EPA 

administrators put forward and applied across the agency already existed in 

one corner of it. No framework emerged wholesale from the NAS, however 

laudable RAFG and its authors were. The authors of RAFG relabeled and 

reordered concepts and processes that had been proposed inside the EPA. 

Much of the history of the decision- making frameworks at the EPA is also 

the history of the codification of implicit practices and concepts that con-

stitute the typical knowledge of the bureaucratic organization.

Guidelines for quantitative risk assessment and risk- ranking are other 

blatant examples. Only under Administrator Bill Reilly did the latter 

acquire greater public visibility, particularly with the release of Unfinished 

Business. Only then was it promoted to become a defining vocabulary for 

the agency as a whole. But people in the Toxics Integration program, start-

ing in 1977, already knew the value of this methodological concept for the 

EPA. Risk characterization emerged in the early 1990s, ten years after both 

the authors of RAFG and Milton Russell established how instrumental an 

explication of uncertainties and uncertainty- reducing techniques was for 

legitimating the decisions of an agency. Risk communication crystallized 

through the “seven rules of risk communication” memo, under the pres-

sure of the radon controversy, years after being conceptualized by Milton 

Russell and William Ruckelshaus. Problem formulation, finally, was already 

inscribed in the guidelines for regulatory impact assessment of the early 

1980s, but it took on a far greater importance later on, in the context of the 

development of the practice of ecological risk assessment in the Superfund 

office and regional branches. They were elevated to become a more generic 

concept for application across programs by Administrator Carol Browner.

The idea that these designs were emerging inside the EPA is actually not 

lost on the officials and managers of the agency. They can always argue, 

when external designers try to impose a new approach or ask for its gener-

alization, that the agency is already doing what is being asked of it (even it 

is doing so only in part, or only in a particular corner of its organization). 

This discourse arose in the 1990s when risk characterization emerged as a 

new imperative, or around 2010, when problem formulation was publicly 

floated.
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Another implication of this rationalization from within is that people 

in the agency can always argue that it is learning and improving. The tra-

jectory of these techniques— first confidential and not very sophisticated, 

then precise and generalized— forms the basis of a narrative of rationaliza-

tion. Pointing to the difference between the times when a method was 

being experimented in only one part of the agency and the days of its gen-

eralization, the EPA will appear to have grown more competent and more 

dedicated to the implementation of a given approach. Most of the notions 

that define its way of operating and expertise are generic and can appear 

in multiple forms and versions. They thus tolerate, or even enable, this dis-

course about rationalization, of progression from a basic and local practice 

to a fully conceptualized, global one. Convergence across program offices 

and between human health and ecological risk assessors on problem for-

mulation in the 2000s, convergence of very different NRC panels on build-

ing on the codification proposed in RAFG, and convergence, after some 

reflection, of Administrator Browner on the memo of the preceding deputy 

administrator, Hank Habicht: these are examples of references that, over 

time and depending on circumstances, gain support to become standard 

bureaucratic knowledge.

EPA and Its Design Networks

And so, from the politics of design standpoint used in this discussion, an 

agency like the EPA appears to have a fairly high degree of autonomy. This 

does not mean that it rationalizes alone and on its own terms, though. 

Rather, it means that the agency is a site in which the formation and activ-

ity of design networks are stimulated.

RAFG helped the agency combine two separate ideal designs. One was 

health risk assessment, which combines scientific experimentation of the 

risk with defined policy criteria to avert uncertainty and legitimize regula-

tory intervention despite any doubts— a form of precaution predating the 

principle. But the report also made space for the economists’ passion for 

comparability, consistency, and control over decisions. This rationale found 

its expression in cost- benefit analysis and regulatory analysis. Through this 

framework, the vision and expertise of toxicologists, economists, policy 

analysts, and political managers were articulated. This has happened in a 

particular configuration, provoked by the extreme uncertainty of the early 
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1980s concerning the existence of the EPA. This was, in many ways, an 

exceptional moment. At other times, it is more common to hear that toxi-

cologists and policy analysts in the agency do not manage to speak to each 

other, or they cannot quite establish routine cooperation (Powell 1999). 

Scientists, particularly when placed in the ORD, and decision- makers in 

regulatory offices often do not manage to align. This is a nearly constant 

condition at the EPA, as the repeated attempts to organize its research and 

make it more useful to regulatory agencies— in 1977, in 1983, in 1994, and 

other times— demonstrate.

But design networks are continually active in and around the agency. 

The enduring cancer risk assessment method cannot be disentangled 

from the existence of a network of health scientists that consistently 

defended this calculative- protective method of making decisions. A pivotal 

person in this group is Bernie Goldstein. Goldstein, academically, was the 

founding director of the Environmental and Occupational Health Sciences 

Institute, a joint program of Rutgers University and Robert Wood Johnson 

Medical School in Piscataway Township, New Jersey. He was trained by Roy 

Albert, the scientific leader of the early CAG, and a staunch defender of 

the cancer risk assessment and decision- making technology described in 

chapter 2. He advised the department of the environment of the state of 

New Jersey, then facing some of the highest levels of cancer in the United 

States and pollution of water sources by chemicals, many of which were 

carcinogenic. Goldstein became head of ORD in 1983, in a critical moment 

of adaptation of the risk framework in the agency. He recruited Peter Pre-

uss, who had started his career working for the state of New Jersey. Pre-

uss went on to have a long career at the ORD, for many years leading the 

center that performed risk assessments and working to improve the coor-

dination between the ORD and regulatory offices, or between risk assess-

ment and risk management, holding the ground of the more precautionary 

approaches embedded in the guidelines used in the agency for both cancer 

and noncancer risk assessment.

Preuss had worked with a young epidemiologist, Tom Burke, at the 

department of environmental protection of New Jersey. Burke’s mentor was 

Reuel Stallones, the chair of the committee that produced RAFG. He learned 

risk decision- making thanks to Joseph Rodricks (a toxicologist involved in 

the IRLG effort [see chapter 2] and the production of RAFG as well as Sci-

ence and Decisions [chapter 4 and 10]), during a national conference in San 
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Antonio that was set up to spread the framework to state officials. Burke 

later became the chair of the panel that produced Science and Decisions and 

then was deputy assistant administrator of the ORD, as well as the EPA’s 

science advisor during the administration of Barack Obama. This group of 

people forms a loose network that spanned the boundaries of the agency, 

working at times inside the agency, at other times outside, advancing the 

same rationale of using science to engineer health- protective decisions. All 

were marked by the situation of New Jersey in the 1970s, and all started to 

find their place in the relevant administrations through the notions of risk 

assessment and risk management emerging from the RAFG.

Other networks have been active across the few decades covered by this 

book, focusing on other dimensions of uncertainty and advancing alter-

native designs. A network of policy analysts and economists, successively 

active in the agency or close to it in universities or think tanks such as 

Resources for the Future, has supported the various developments in terms 

of risk comparison and risk ranking in the agency. Alvin Alm, Richard 

Morgenstern, Terry Davies, and Adam Finkel, among others, advocated 

the rationale of strengthening the agency’s cohesion through transversal, 

synoptic consideration of lists of risk. The 1990s saw the emergence of a 

coalition of actors with a scientific background, engaging with the methods 

of risk assessment applied by the agency to overturn them. The way that 

John Graham trained and mobilized scientists through the Harvard Center 

for Risk Analysis to engage on this front over two decades is highly repre-

sentative of this movement. It helped a network supporting an alternative 

design— one that regulates based on calculation and prediction— to come 

together and contest the decisionistic rationale embedded in EPA guide-

lines, notably when one of Graham’s close colleagues, George Gray, took 

on the position of head of the ORD in 2006.

All three networks documented in this discussion are, in their own ways, 

deeply concerned by and involved in the fate of the EPA and of the admin-

istration of the environment. Despite changing functions and organiza-

tional affiliations at the individual level, they are consistently engaged in 

environmental regulation collectively. They are cross- organizational net-

works, cutting across the boundaries of EPA offices and other organizations 

in the area— public academic organizations, think tanks, committees, and 

services of the executive or Congress, and more occasionally private orga-

nizations such as research institutions, consultancies, and industry lobby 
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groups. This means that the networks are always present and active, either 

inside the EPA or through one or more of their members.

The relationships between people in the same network are maintained 

over time: All three networks are multigenerational. In an important 

sense, these networks harbor and perform a particular regulatory moral-

ity, more or less liberal or conservative, helping the EPA administration to 

sustain regulatory intervention, with others trying to optimize this regula-

tory intervention, and yet others actively working to roll regulations back. 

Design networks are sometimes explicitly connected to either the Demo-

cratic or Republican Party. This political affiliation is generally not made 

explicit, but it is sufficiently strong to explain that a given network will be 

more present in the agency, depending on the president and the chosen 

EPA administrator.

These networks comprise, at their heart, competences coming from this 

particular sort of science, which I have called design science. Their members 

are trained in and draw from a wide spectrum of disciplines, which go from 

quantitative health risk assessment to economic regulatory analysis (see 

chapter 1). They accumulate experience in the performance of analytical 

tasks for regulatory purposes, observing where and when it seems effective, 

or not, and delivering the kind of environmental standards that they pre-

fer. Their action on the agency and environmental regulation is mediated 

by existing bureaucratic knowledge and technologies. Their influence is all 

the greater in that they work on established designs, from within, to subtly 

reformulate them. In this kind of administrative politics, it appears more 

effective to argue that established forms of bureaucratic knowledge have 

failed and should be adjusted than to put forward an altogether different, 

but unrecognizable model of administration.

Networks intersect and tie in certain places and moments, making the 

process of bureaucratic design suddenly more contentious. This book has 

shown the importance of a number of institutional venues where this hap-

pens. From the design perspective adopted here, the NRC has influence 

on the EPA not only because of its accumulated scientific prestige. It has 

power, insofar as it is the center of a design configuration— a place where 

various networks intersect, suitable for elaborating a common design and 

borrowing proposals from various networks and rationales. Because RAFG 

contributed to the institutionalization of a mode of administration at the 

EPA, it seems to be inevitable, for anyone wishing to alter this mode of 
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administration, to work through the NRC. In actor network theory parlance, 

it has become an obligatory point of passage, the institutional- geographical 

point at which design networks can be brought together.

Judging by the recurrence of influential reports produced by the NRC 

and the number of reports concerning chemical risk assessment in the past 

decade alone, it seems clear that the Academies, the National Academy of 

Science and the National Research Council in the first place, have become 

an even more important site to forge institutional responses to controversial 

situations since the 1983 publication of RAFG. This observation is coher-

ent with the number of participations in NRC panels of protagonists of the 

design process encountered in the various chapters. Joseph Rodricks, a toxi-

cologist by training and former FDA official, participated in the panel that 

published RAFG, but also took part in the development of Science and Judg-

ment, and of Science and Decisions. Gil Omenn, a geneticist and toxicologist, 

served in the OSTP under President Jimmy Carter, was a pivotal member of 

the RAC that produced RAFG, and later served as chair of the PCCRARM 

in 1997. Warner North, a decision scientist, was a member of the panels of 

RAFG, Improving Risk Communication, Science and Judgment, and Understand-

ing Risk. The latter report was special, in that it was produced by a panel 

that included the science and technology studies scholar Sheila Jasanoff, 

the philosopher Kristin Shrader- Frechette, and the psychologist and risk 

perception specialist Paul Slovic. Slovic had been a member of the RAFG 

panel, while Sheila Jasanoff had been on the panel for a precedent NRC 

report, Science and Judgment in Risk Assessment. The importance of maintain-

ing a good relationship with the Academies and the status of its recommen-

dations, asserted by EPA officials, testifies to the centrality acquired by the 

NRC in the production and management of change at the agency.

The agency and these design networks are not evolving independent 

of each other. It is probably more accurate to say that the agency is a site of 

formation of such networks, and its goals a motive for their actions. All of 

these people were linked to the EPA through one or several of the positions 

they held during their careers as scientists, former officials of this agency or 

another, as consultants for the EPA, as members of one of its advisory panel, 

as members of a service of the White House overseeing the agency, and oth-

ers. The source of the capacity of the EPA to rationalize itself is this use of 

networks and of the venues in which they take form and in which they try 

to design modes of administration. Tellingly, the interactions between the 
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agency and the NRC have become somewhat more critical over the years. 

Discussing the charge and the selection of experts for panels, feeding panels 

with detailed information about what the EPA knows and does, advancing 

concepts to shape its thinking … all of these pertain to the critical strategic 

work that EPA people and leaders consistently perform in order to take part 

in the shaping of the standards of rational decision- making.

The EPA’s Rationalities

Risk assessment and risk management, as we are reminded here, is not a 

homogeneous rationality. This poses the question of what, fundamentally, 

is the underlying material rationality of the EPA— if it can be at all qualified 

in such a global, integrated fashion.

Some see the agency as home to a large population of committed envi-

ronmentalists who are ready to ignore the science where and when it 

indicates a moderate level of risk. Others consider that the EPA, like other 

agencies, is captured by private interests— a situation that holds thanks 

to the injunction to be science based, to use scientific evidence, and to 

reduce uncertainty (Wagner 1995). This pressure mostly results in delays 

and the inability to decide. The sophisticated scientific methods and data 

that justify the pursuit of ever- more- refined risk assessments— such as for 

dioxin— are jointly defended by private interests and many scientists and 

decision- makers in the agency. Recently, an investigation traced the more 

frequent use of PBPK models in risk assessment to the continual influence of 

an industry- funded group of scientists (Brown and Grossman 2015). Quot-

ing the proponents of this kind of modeling method, the paper claims that 

it has contributed to blocking processes of a special review of pesticides. 

The authors of the investigation find coherence between this outcome and 

the fact that the most well known proponents of the method were affiliated 

with a contractual research institute working for the chemical industry, in 

which a string of EPA scientists were trained. The case of PBPK modeling 

would thus illustrate the pressure exerted by networks of industry- linked 

scientists on the EPA to always make “use of the best available science” 

(McClellan and North 1994, 629) and reduce the use of defaults and protec-

tive assumptions.

But especially since the 1990s, predicting risk and reducing uncertainty 

through the search for more knowledge, and more accurate knowledge, 
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appear to have become a strong rationale. It remains difficult to argue that 

the EPA in general became more scientistic, paralyzed by the uncertainties 

that an evolving science was supposed to lift, by following strictly deter-

ministic, science- dictates- decisions kind of frameworks. What is certainly 

true, however, is that businesses and associated scientists are much more 

central, active, and influential in the configurations in which this bureau-

cratic knowledge is forged.

Attention to and pressure on the EPA has only increased, and the 1990s 

were a striking moment in that respect. The changes of the 1990s— the 

beginning of this discourse according to which the EPA had followed a 

model, and the fact that this model of separating risk assessment from risk 

management stemmed from a report dubbed the “Red Book”— took place in 

a much denser configuration, with cross- linkages and multiple workshops 

that intermingled EPA people with their opponents and supporters. These 

were days when workshops of the Silver Book succeeded at a fast pace to 

conferences and panel meetings at the NRC, and more and more frequent 

meetings of the Society for Risk Analysis. The Office of Technology Assess-

ment and the GAO produced more reports about the EPA in those years. 

Think tanks, from Resources for the Future to the Carnegie Foundation, took 

their share as well. In the early 1990s too, the OMB was extremely active on 

the topic of EPA concepts and methods, as illustrated in chapter 9, as were 

the AIHC and the American Petroleum Institute, and the American Chemis-

try Council in the more recent past. Businesses may not be influential down 

to every minute decision of the EPA. But they may be influential in setting 

the course of the slow development of the agency’s bureaucratic knowledge.

This pressure combines with the dominance, over the years, of what 

I have termed a decisionistic design, strongly ingrained in the agency. The 

strength of decisionism shows in the emergence of the risk assessment– 

risk management framework itself, which made the methods of  debating 

values— risk evaluation, as discussed in chapter 4— redundant. Risk com-

munication, once a central exercise during the second term of William 

Ruckel shaus as EPA administrator, lost political importance in subsequent 

years. Public engagement, in the latest frameworks for risk management 

(e.g., Presidential and Congressional Commission 1997), has become an 

important prescription. But as the many graphs depicting the new, holistic 

risk management methods show, it remains peripheral to the processes of 

risk calculation and regulatory analysis.
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Rationalizing (in) Adversity: Institutional Innovation at the EPA

One of the puzzles that motivated this work, finally, lies in the fact that 

the risk assessment– risk management framework became a standard. As 

mentioned in the Introduction, risk assessment, risk management, risk 

characterization, and communication form part of a global gospel of risk 

governance— a repertoire of rules that frame the practices of bureaucracies 

worldwide (Jasanoff 1999; Jardine et al. 2003; Renn 2005; Renn and Walker 

2008; Winickoff and Bushey 2010; Demortain 2011, 2012). A conventional 

narrative ties these rules to RAFG, as the source of the framework, and to 

the EPA experience of the early 1980s (see note 3, chapter 1).

This process of institutional innovation is puzzling if we accept the 

premises of new institutionalism, according to which organizations tend 

to incorporate those scripts that are standard among organizations in the 

same field (Di Maggio and Powell 1983). The authorization of the generic 

concepts of risk assessment and risk management by a panel of scientists of 

the NRC, of course, was a very important factor to explain that the EPA offi-

cially embraced these notions and extended them across the organization 

to restructure it. This ceremonial adoption resembles the sort of process 

that new institutionalists describe as part of the notion of isomorphism. 

And it helped the agency become a manifestly rational organization, with 

an apparent plan and purpose.

But this explanation does not fit the history recounted here. The EPA 

did not buy risk decision- making wholesale from another organization or 

institutional carrier. The framework gradually emerged through a process of 

definition of the agency’s cross- office procedures for quantifying risk. It was 

not adopted because of its a priori legitimacy, but it gradually articulated it, 

as and when it appeared that the categories emerging in the configuration 

of the early 1980s effectively reduced the disagreements, misunderstand-

ings, and conflicts, both inside and outside the agency, about what the 

various processes of risk assessment, risk analysis, risk evaluation, hazard 

or health assessment and the like meant and implied. Once embedded in 

the organization, the framework represented more than an empty ritual. 

Although there is some measure of decoupling between frameworks and 

the reality of practices inside the agency— in part because the agency needs 

what I have termed a bureaucratic screen, a function that the risk assessment– 

risk management framework fulfilled alongside other tools, such as the risk 
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assessment guidelines— risk frameworks do correspond to the way people 

behave, the knowledge they acquire and use, and the roles and identities 

that they take on.

It would be an exaggeration, however, to argue that the EPA possesses 

a large, autonomous capacity of institutional innovation. First, the design 

of decision- making frameworks is motivated and constrained by the need 

to articulate the manifold audiences and criteria of legitimate environmen-

tal action— starting with the heterogeneous criteria of risk and of proof 

inscribed by lawmakers in environmental statutes, as well as in the work of 

the agency’s offices. This rationalization took place in a complex environ-

ment at the EPA comprised of the multiple audiences with which it is con-

stantly grappling. Being strategic, in such a configuration, arguably implies 

reducing the distance between your audiences and aligning the criteria of 

decisions that they favor and impose on the agency.

In a deep sense, a framework is such a multicriteria organizational 

plan— one through which various audiences, and approaches to risks, can 

be articulated together. The science of decision- making, one could assume, 

is animated by, and embodies, such an ambition to balance and order mul-

tiple criteria and public audiences. Further, the assembling of the frame-

work was not done by EPA scientists and bureaucrats alone. It was forged 

within networks of professionals circulating in and around the EPA, work-

ing together in particular moments of questioning and refashioning of 

administrative institutions.

These elements point to the fact of drawing from an institution— that 

of science and its ambition to frame and avert dispute— so as to appear 

to be an organization that can respond to, and even reconcile, multiple 

audiences. This mode of rationalization concerns organizations whose 

legitimacy and indeed existence are regularly threatened because of the 

multiplicity and ambiguity of the audiences and demands that they have to 

satisfy. Simultaneously, it is accessible only to these organizations that are 

densely connected to these other parties, forming networks within which 

this adversity can be re- created, the source of the controversies explicated 

and analyzed, and solutions drawing on culturally accepted repertoires, like 

science, tested.

Both of these dimensions stand out in the case of the EPA. This agency, 

first, is caught in a complex web of evaluations and prescriptions, projected 

by the multiple audiences and principals on which its existence depends. 
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The White House and the OMB evaluate the agency, posing questions about 

the appropriateness of each and every one of its acts. A diverse network of 

audiences, NGOs, and industry groups attack all the agency’s decisions or 

at least publicly disparage them, with hardly anyone left to defend them. 

Courts, therefore, question the benefits and meanings of the EPA’s actions. 

EPA officials are very common invitees to Congress, too. The number of 

reports of the Academies concerning the EPA, its methods, and its assess-

ments is impressive. This agency is subject to greater scrutiny than any 

other. Each of the landmark NRC reports studied in this book are now ref-

erenced outside the area of chemical risk assessment, but all originated in 

a review of the work of the EPA. It is also an agency of which people say 

that it is “asking the wrong questions” (Landy et al. 1994) or has “gone 

mad” (Fleming 1994), and one that Republicans do not unfrequently want 

to reengineer, if not shut down entirely. The EPA is caught in a dense set 

of relationships with people, principals, and organizations that all evaluate 

and contest parts of its action, attributing negative dispositions to it (Dowl-

ing and Pfeffer 1975).

Second, the EPA is also an agency that benefits from the engagement of 

its professionals and leaders in the networks in which the norms of scien-

tific reasoning and the scientific method are defined, tested, and stabilized. 

What I have emphasized, through the description of design networks, is the 

web of relationships that tie the agency to the many places in which audi-

ences forge their criteria of what an environmental agency should be doing, 

and infuse it (Selznick 1949). In the case of the EPA, this institutionalization 

is forced by even greater legitimacy problems, or existential threats. And 

this relation with the environment is particularly complex: Each mission 

and statute executed by the agency implies one or several audiences. The 

attribution of a unified character to the organization is constantly hindered 

by its internal fragmentation and the diversity of environmental issues it 

administers. But if and where science puts its ability to identify and articu-

late together the criteria of decisions, and if logic and objectivity translate 

into testing systems for ordering the diversity of knowledge and viewpoints 

to arrive at common positions, it seems in this case that its broad cultural 

authority can be put at the service of administration and of legitimacy.

The history of the EPA, at the end of the day, reveals a tension that char-

acterizes most science- based bureaucracies. Science hardly protects, as such, 

these administrations from conflicts among their audiences and principals, 
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or from the kind of political polarization that the adversarial American 

political system typically engenders (Jasanoff 1990). At times, however, if 

it enables analyzing conflict and testing solutions to avert it, then it does 

legitimize government. It is, in sum, because agency officials and the profes-

sional network of design sciences supporting the agency have consistently 

searched for ways to create the articulation between conflicting parties and 

opposed views of the environment and risks that it succeeds in instituting 

forms of decision- making, in the United States and beyond.
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Electronic EPA Archives, nepis . epa . gov .

Collection and analysis of reports, standards, policy statements related 

to risk assessment, management, characterization, risk assessment 

guidelines, etc.

National Archives and Records Administration, Records of the Environ-

mental Protection Agency, Record Group 412.

Director’s Correspondence Files, compiled January 1, 1985– December 

31, 1986, ARC Identifier 6863743/MLR Number UD- 11W 252, 

Textual Records from the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 

Office of Pesticides and Toxic Substances (1980– 1990).

Interagency Agreement Management Files, compiled January 1, 

1983– December 31, 1997, ARC Identifier 6862252/MLR Number 

UD- 11W 338, Textual Records from the Environmental Protection 

Agency (EPA) (December 2, 1970– ), National Archives at College 

Park— Textual Reference (Civilian), College Park, MD.

National Archives at College Park— Textual Reference (Civilian), Col-

lege Park, MD, Director’s Correspondence Files, compiled January 1,  

1988– February 28, 1989, ARC Identifier 6863741/MLR Number 

UD- 11W 250.

National Archives at College Park— Textual Reference (Civilian), Col-

lege Park, MD. Director’s Correspondence Files, compiled March 1,  

1989– February 28, 1990, ARC Identifier 6863740/MLR Num-

ber UD- 11W 249, Textual Records from the Environmental Pro-

tection Agency (EPA) Office of Pesticides and Toxic Substances. 

(1980– 1990).
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Records of the Office of the Administrator, Textual Records, 412.5.1 : 

General correspondence, 1971– 1983. Letters sent, 1977– 1982. Intra- 

agency memorandums, 1977– 1984.

Textual Records from the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 

Office of Pesticides and Toxic Substances (1980– 1990), National 

Archives at College Park— Textual Reference (Civilian), College 

Park, MD.

National Research Council archives

Files related to the Committee on Institutional Means for Risk Assess-

ment, 1981– 1983.

Files related to the Committee on Risk Assessment of Hazardous Air 

Pollutants, 1992– 1994.

Russell, Milton. Special Collection, Howard Baker, Jr. Center for Public Pol-

icy, University of Tennessee, Special Collections Library, Knoxville.

Speeches, memos, internal and external correspondence concern-

ing risk assessment and risk management, regulatory and cost- 

benefit analysis, risk communication, management of research, 

1983– 1987.
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ADI acceptable daily intake

AIHC American Industrial Health Council

BBDR biologically based dose response

CAA Clean Air Act

CAG Carcinogen Assessment Group

CASAC Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee

CORADM Committee on Risk and Decision Making

CRAM Committee on Risk Assessment Methodology

CSPC Consumer Safety Product Commission

DEHP diethylhexyl phthalate

EDB ethylene dibromide

EPA Environmental Protection Agency

ETS environmental tobacco smoke

FDA Food and Drug Administration

FIFRA Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act

IEMD Integrated Environmental Management Division

IRIS Integrated Risk Information System

IRLG Interagency Regulatory Liaison Group

LMS Linearized Multistage (model)

NAAQS National Ambient Air Quality Standards

NAS National Academy of Sciences

NCEA National Center for Environmental Assessment

NGO nongovernmental organization

NOAEL No Observed Adverse Effect Level

NRC National Research Council

OHEA Office of Health and Environmental Assessment

Acronyms
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OIRA Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs

OMB Office of Management and Budget

OPPE Office of Policy, Planning, and Evaluation

OPRM Office of Policy, Resources, and Management

OPTS Office of Pesticides and Toxic Substances

ORD Office of Research and Development

OSHA Occupational Safety and Health Administration

OSTP Office of Science and Technology Policy

OTA Office of Technology Assessment

OTS Office of Toxic Substances

PBPK physiologically based pharmacokinetic modeling

PCCRARM Presidential and Congressional Commission on Risk  

Assessment and Risk Management

PCE perchloroethylene

PPBS Planning Programming Budgeting System

RAC Risk Assessment Committee

RAF Risk Assessment Forum

RAFG Risk Assessment in the Federal Government: Managing the Process 

(NRC 1983)

SAB Science Advisory Board

SRA Society for Risk Analysis

TCE trichloroethylene

TSCA Toxic Substances Control Act

UF uncertainty factor

WOE weight of evidence
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Introduction

1. The NRC is part of the complex of US national scientific academies, which 

include the NAS (the oldest academy, founded in 1863), the Institute of Medicine 

(IOM; recently renamed the “National Academy of Medicine”), the National Acad-

emy of Engineering, and the NRC. The NRC is the operational arm of the Academy 

complex and most frequently delivers the reports that customer organizations (often 

governmental) request and fund.

2. I am using the acronym RAFG, and not “the Red Book,” in order to remind the 

reader of the content of this report— originally a report about the organization of 

risk assessment in the federal government, with nuances and ambiguity even as 

concerns this very issue (Jasanoff 1992). Using the nickname “Red Book” tends to 

simplify the representation of what is inside the report, and let people believe that it 

offers a ready- made administrative model for the use of science in decision- making. 

As this book shows, it is an oversimplification of the historical process by which risk 

analysis became a model.

3. It is also sometimes called the NRC paradigm, the NAS paradigm, or the risk assess-

ment‒risk management framework. It is difficult to overestimate the number of 

reports, articles, or books that call this a paradigm, with Risk Assessment in the Federal 

Government as its sole origin (Newman 1994, 2014; Cothern 1995; Brownson and 

Petitti 1998; Holgate et al. 1999; Gardner et al. 2000; Jayjock et al. 2000; Aron and 

Patz 2001; IOM 2001; Thornton 2001; Vallero 2003; Kassim and Williamson 2005; 

WHO 2005; Calow 2009; McQueen 2010; Sigel 2011; Driver et al. 2012; Friis 2012; 

Linders 2012; Gulis et al. 2013; Simon 2014; Doern et al. 2016; Fabiansson and Fabi-

ansson 2016; Frantzen 2016). The Scopus/Elsevier database indicates that the report 

had been cited more than 1,700 times (as of November 30, 2018).

4. The list of administrators of the EPA since its foundation is as follows:

William Ruckelshaus: 1970– 1973 (under Richard Nixon)

Russell Train: 1973– 1975 (under Gerald Ford)

Notes
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Douglas Costle: 1975– 1981 (under Jimmy Carter)

Ann Gorsuch: 1981– 1983 (under Ronald Reagan)

William Ruckelshaus: 1983– 1985 (under Ronald Reagan)

Lee Thomas: 1985– 1989 (under Ronald Reagan)

Bill Reilly: 1989– 1993 (under George H. W. Bush)

Carol Browner: 1993– 2001 (under Bill Clinton)

Christine Todd Whitman: 2001– 2003 (under George W. Bush)

Michael O. Leavitt: 2003– 2005 (under George W. Bush)

Stephen L. Johnson: 2005– 2009 (under George W. Bush)

Lisa P. Jackson: 2009– 2013 (under Barack Obama)

Gina McCarthy: 2013– 2017 (under Barack Obama)

Scott Pruitt: 2017– 2018 (under Donald Trump)

Douglas Wheeler: 2018– present (under Donald Trump)

5. Ellen Silbergeld, interview with the author.

6. The Society for Risk Analysis (SRA) never succeeded in agreeing on a common 

glossary of terms, including a definition of risk (Gratt 1987).

7. Labeling literatures and perspectives always involves a simplification of the often- 

vast set of studies published, as well as their nuances. The opposition between a 

strategic and cultural view of rationalization, however, helps set the terms of the 

debate and stimulate the search for alternative explanations of the process of orga-

nizational rationalization through the incorporation of analytical knowledge. For a 

similar opposition between strategic and cultural (or new institutionalist) views, see 

Brunsson (1985), Oliver (1991), Dobbin (1994), Suchman (1995).

8. Historians of science, for their part, have shown that even the best- known incar-

nations of rationality and rational tools, such as game theory, have diversity (Erick-

son et al. 2013). Berg’s work on the tools of rational decision- making in medicine 

is also illustrative of the internal diversity and dynamics of rationalization (Berg 

1997).

9. On the notion that design is a dialectical process between the shaping of an object 

outside use settings and inside situations of use, see Storni (2012) and Bjogvinsson 

et al. (2012).

Chapter 1

1. Hoos (1983, 294) later wrote that technology assessment was the umbrella term 

for the administrative use of many of these techniques.

2. For Cooke (1991, 41), “Policy analysis is really a catchall for everything that does 

not fit into the areas discussed [scenario analysis, systems analysis, probabilistic 

risk analysis]. It will be understood to include macroeconomic modeling, economic 
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forecasting, energy planning, project management, environmental impact studies, 

etc.” William Thomas, a historian of operations research, more recently identified 

“sciences of policy” (Thomas 2015).

3. “Operations research is a scientific method for providing executive departments 

with a quantitative basis for decisions” (Kittel 1947, 150). Its generic process “begins 

by carefully observing and formulating the problem and then constructing a scien-

tific (typically mathematical) model that attempts to abstract the essence of the real 

problem” (Hillier and Lieberman 1980).

4. That redefinition of systems analysis provided a platform for statisticians and 

mathematicians to start dealing with public programs in various areas, connecting 

to the ongoing but separate development of a policy science by Lasswell (Lasswell 

1951; Farr et al. 2006). The two editors of the book Pitfalls of Analysis, both of whom 

had formerly worked for RAND, approached systems and policy analysis as equiva-

lents: “In this volume, systems analysis and policy analysis are used as essentially 

synonymous terms for the same activity: research that attempts to bring modern sci-

ence and technology to bear on society’s problems, seeking ameliorative solutions” 

(Majone and Quade 1980, 6). Like systems analysis, Laswell’s policy science was a 

science that optimized the efficiency of military and governmental organizations’ 

decisions, strategies, and programs. But his platform for the development of policy 

sciences had other facets as well. One of these was training the practitioners of “the 

science of democracy,” (Lasswell 1942) for the purpose of explicating and clarifying 

the goals of policies, their relation to democratic values, and their capacity to solve 

collective problems. This noninstrumental public policy analysis later developed 

through A. Wildawsky, H. Heclo, and C. Lindblom (see Hoppe 2005; Spenlehauer 

2013).

5. The preference for viewing the war in numbers, including during field visits by 

Washington- based strategists and by McNamara himself, prevented many from con-

templating the possibility of a defeat in the Vietnam War (Halberstam 1988).

6. See the title of her obituary in the New York Times: “Ida R. Hoos Is Dead at 94; a 

Critic of Systems Analysis.”

7. Technology assessment took shape in 1972 with the US Congress Office of Tech-

nology Assessment, headed by Emilio Daddario. In a bill that he tabled in the House 

of Representatives in 1967, technology assessment announced risk assessment: It 

was a way of “identifying the potentials of applied research and technology and 

promoting ways and means to accomplish their transfer into practical use, and iden-

tifying the undesirable by- products and side- effects of such applied research and 

technology in advance of their crystallization, and informing the public of their 

potential danger in order that appropriate steps may be taken to eliminate or mini-

mize them” (cited in Wynne 1975, 117).
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8. The Windscale Inquiry was a public hearing series under the Town and Coun-

try Planning Act of 1971 in the United Kingdom, over the application by British 

Nuclear Fuels Limited to establish a plant for processing irradiated fuels.

9. This paper was republished in his book Normal Accidents (Perrow 1984).

10. Lester Lave is called a “self- styled right- wing economist” and a “liberal academic” 

found to appear “to be to the right of Sierra Club interveners” (Perrow 1982, 299)

11. Wildavsky followed a different path. In Searching for Safety, he shows that the 

calculation of risks pertains to a generic strategy of anticipation and avoidance 

of potential harm. Anticipation is a much less effective strategy than its generic 

opposite— accepting that risk will materialize anyhow, and preparing to counter 

it— which he calls “resilience.” Learning from experience is objectively better than 

calculating subtle variations in probabilities through experiments and models that 

cannot anticipate or even imagine “major surprise, a change in kind, a change like 

acquired immune deficiency syndrome that central decision makers could not imag-

ine might occur” (Wildavsky 1988, 8).

12. This does not apply as strictly to the work of a philosopher such as Kristin Shrader- 

Frechette, who forensically deconstructs the scientific methodologies and values of 

risk assessors as observed in particular cases (see Shrader- Frechette 1985, 1991).

13. One of the explanations for why Beck omits the term and makes no reference to 

the SRA is that at the time that he wrote this, risk analysis was only slowly emerg-

ing as a discipline, and mainly in the United States. By 1985, for instance, the SRA 

membership had just reached 1,000 people. Although there were many Europeans 

in the SRA, it was predominantly US- based. Another reason for the absence of the 

term is that it was not a relevant phenomenon in the framework of Beck’s sociologi-

cal program. His work was on social change, individuation, and new modes of social 

stratification (as well as new forms of politics), so the emergence of probabilistic 

sciences and instruments was of far more interest to the other facet of social science 

research on risk, which applied a Foucaldian governmentality perspective, in which 

“risk is analysed as a component of assemblages of practices, techniques, and ratio-

nalities concerned with how we govern” (Dean 1999, 132).

14. There were repeated efforts in the 1970s to structure the field and to identify 

the common concepts and methodologies that specialists of variegated sources of 

hazards (plants, chemicals, natural disasters, etc.) could claim to have in common 

(Boudia 2014). In the late 1970s, the National Science Foundation (NSF) founded the 

Technology Assessment and Risk Analysis (TARA) group to manage the impetus and 

funding for research on these new perspectives on probabilistic and quantitative risk 

assessment, the calculation of the benefit- risk ratio and the perception of risks. The 

NSF’s arrival on the scene resulted in an expansion of research devoted to the issue 

and contributed to structuring a professional community dedicated to risk analysis 

and management (Golding 1992). This was the context in which the SRA took shape. 
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It was created in 1981 in Washington, D.C., and the journal Risk Analysis published 

its first issue that same year. The aim was to create a common home for geographers, 

toxicologists, and engineers who were motivated to turn safety and risk into a sui 

generis specialty rather than a peripheral object for their initial discipline (Rip 1986).

15. Starr was an engineer and physicist. He was a member of the Manhattan Project, 

working on the delivery of uranium- 235 material to Los Alamos for the production 

of the atomic bomb. After the war, he worked at Oak Ridge National Laboratory 

in Tennessee on the development of nuclear propulsion for rockets and ramjets, 

miniaturized nuclear reactors for space, and the design of atomic- power electricity 

plants. In the report and in a paper published in Science, risks were quantified in 

terms of the number of deaths attributable to the use of this technology, while its 

benefits were measured using the proxy of dollar amounts of consumption of the 

technology. The paper introduced multiple risk- benefit comparisons and inspired 

the subsequent development of so- called comparative risk assessment. Starr also 

introduced the quantification and monetary valuation of risks and benefits, paving 

the way for the application of cost- benefit and risk- benefit analysis to environmen-

tal issues. The third opening concerned the measure of social opinions on hazards. 

Starr borrowed from economists the method of revealed preferences to measure this 

perception of the risk. He saw this dual quantification (of real and perceived risks) 

and the reconstruction of relative risk levels as means to show that citizens overes-

timate numerous risks, particularly those that are involuntary. The paper is often 

cited by people both within and outside the field as the origin of the field of risk 

analysis (Short 1984; Hacking 2003; Burgess 2006).

16. Starr was an outspoken supporter of the development of nuclear energy. He 

founded the Electric Power Research Institute in 1973 as an industrywide coopera-

tive program for electricity and environmental research. In the 1990s, Starr joined the 

ranks of climate- change deniers, signing onto the 1998 Global Warming Petition Proj-

ect opposing the Kyoto Protocol.

17. Two American political scientists launched a survey of “risk professionals” 

(Dietz and Rycroft 1988); that is, those “who spend most of their time dealing 

with environmental risk concerns” (ibid., 8) and who self- identify with this label. 

The survey itself showed that the population of risk specialists was increasing at 

the time and becoming increasingly visible and active. Its results showed that the 

field, though diverse, was becoming increasingly well structured. Risk profession-

als, the two authors found, were generally highly educated in specific disciplines, 

ranging from physical sciences, engineering, mathematics, and statistics (about a 

third of them), to biological sciences (13%), including medicine and public health 

(6%). Risk professionals worked within a wide variety of organizations, but federal 

organizations hosted nearly 30% of them (including 15% at the EPA alone). Risk 

professionals shared an ideology that combined scientism and environmentalism. 

These professionals typically adhered to the views that the environment needed to 
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be protected and that the diffusion of scientific information was necessary and suf-

ficient to clarify concerns and find solutions. This was combined with a strong belief 

in the virtue of policy, decision or risk analysis for improving or optimizing govern-

mental intervention, and with a preference for working with and helping decision- 

making by large administrative organizations in government, or corporations.

18. This claim of relevance to public decisions is repeated in the first issues of Risk 

Analysis, by the founders of the SRA: “Decision- making is an essential feature of 

human society and anything which impedes it must be regarded as non- adaptive. 

Thus, mechanisms must be developed to allow the decision- making process to go on 

in the face of risk and uncertainty. Such mechanisms can be collectively called ‘risk 

management’ … The risk analyst should look at the particular risk problem in its 

context and finally consider the decisions that must be made, the options involved, 

and not only the risks” (Cumming 1981, 97– 99). Weinberg (1981, 7) called for risk 

analysts to deal with decision and administrative action: “I hope those who work 

on the scientific side of risk analysis will interest themselves in the formulation of 

policy that flows from their scientific findings.”

Chapter 2

1. Assistant administrators manage the various offices of the EPA, from the ORD to 

the Office of Policy, among others, and the various “program offices” (Office of Air 

and Radiation, Office of Water, etc.). Assistant administrators are political appoin-

tees, not career staff. They are chosen by the incoming EPA administrator, after 

approval by the White House, and must be approved by the Senate.

2. The committee and report were the latest moves in a battle of opposing factions 

of medical scientists on the issue of carcinogens. The Saffioti report was a reac-

tion to a report (NRC 1969) that suggested that one could compute “safe” levels 

of carcinogens in food, in an attempt to scientifically justify moving beyond the 

precautionary, zero- tolerance Delaney amendment (McGarity 1983). Public Citizen 

Health’s Research Group accused the NRC panel of being biased toward the views 

of the chemical and food industries (Vogel 2013), which then were actively at war 

against the Delaney amendment.

3. This office has changed names several times during the period covered by this 

book. It was first called the Office of Planning and Management (1970– 1975), then 

the Office of Policy and Resources Management (OPRM) (1976– 1981). It then 

became the Office of Policy, Planning, and Evaluation (OPPE). What this text 

really discusses is the activity of the latter, in the 1980s and 1990s. Currently, the 

office is called the Office of Policy. Its activity is described in the following way 

on the EPA website (accessed in February 2017): “the Office of Policy (OP) is the 

primary policy arm of EPA. We work with our EPA colleagues to support Agency 

priorities and enhance decision- making. We provide multi- disciplinary analytic 
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skills, management support, and special expertise in five areas: regulatory policy and 

management, environmental economics, strategic environmental management, 

sustainable communities, and climate adaptation” (https:// www . epa . gov / aboutepa 

/ about - office - policy - op).

4. Source: Economist, Office of Policy Analysis, interview with the author.

5. See, for instance, Anderson’s testimony before Congress in 1983: “In assessing 

the possible risk of carcinogens posed by individual chemical substances, EPA fol-

lows a two- step approach. Risk assessment attempts to answer two questions: 1) how 

likely is the event to occur? 2) on the assumption that the event does occur, what is 

the magnitude of the public health impact? Since only rarely do we know for sure 

that an agent is indeed a human carcinogen, the first step involves an evaluation 

of all the biomedical data to determine the weight- of- evidence that an agent might 

be a human carcinogen. The second step involves the quantification of risk, that is 

public health impacts, in terms of rough estimates for current exposures as well as 

estimated exposures for various regulatory options” (US Congress 1983a, 372). See 

also Anderson (1983).

6. Ethyl Corp. v. EPA, United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia 

Circuit 541 F.2d 1 (1976).

7. The first quantitative risk assessment performed in the EPA was the “Quantitative 

Risk Assessment for Community Exposure to Vinyl Chloride,” completed in 1975 in 

the Air Office (Kuzmack and McGaughy, 1975).

8. The linear model, as its name indicates, is a mathematical model that forces the 

computation of dose effects that, plotted on a line, will produce a no- threshold, 

nearly straight line. Probit is a model that produces a supralinear or sublinear curve 

(half of a bell shape). Other models available at the time include K- hit, Armitage- 

Doll, and Weibull.

9. In February 1983, in a testimony before the House Committee on Agriculture, 

Albert argued that the only thing that could realistically be done to counter cancer 

was to regulate the excess cases of cancer in the population across all modes of 

exposure, instead of taking on substances individually, at the risk of losing each of 

these judicial battles. An overall target of reducing cancer, following the principle 

of protection against ionizing radiation, ALARA, was the only way forward. This 

became the policy of the agency: “Risk assessment of human exposure to radioactiv-

ity offered the conceptual framework for the assessment of risk from exposure to 

chemicals” (EPA 1985c, 2).

10. Landy et al. (1994) cite Anton Keller, an OSHA official, describing the 1976 EPA 

guideline as a “Sistine Chapel” approach: that is, experts go into the chapel and 

emerge with divinely expert judgment.
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11. Scientific coordination among offices was feasible where there were programmable 

analytical tasks. The Air and Water offices, for instance, duly used the forces of OHEA 

to produce the series of “criteria documents” that had to be established for legally 

defined, definite lists of chemicals. As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the Air Office 

was the first to endorse ORD’s risk assessment guideline of 1976 for application to the 

assessment of the six criteria chemicals designated under the Clean Air Act. The Air 

Office was the first “client” of the OHEA (around 1980, 45 percent of OHEA was dedi-

cated to providing scientific advice to this program office). OHEA routinely did cancer 

and noncancer assessments for this office, limiting the risks of inconsistent opinions. 

In 1980, the Water Office announced the availability of water quality criteria docu-

ments for sixty- four contaminants. It published, along with the criteria, the guidelines 

that were used to calculate these numerical concentration limits, below which human 

health and aquatic life are believed to be safe, in terms of cancer risk, noncancer risks 

and organoleptic effects (Stephan et al. 1983). These guidelines are dubbed “the first 

EPA document describing quantitative procedures used in risk assessment” by the EPA 

staff paper on risk assessment principles and practices of 2004 (EPA 2004, 4).

12. When the EPA was created in 1970, the ORD was totaling 2,000 staff, out of the 

6,000 employees of the agency. Ten years later, the ORD had 2,400 staff, out of 13,000 

agency employees (the administrator’s office counted around 1,100; Office of Water, 

800; Solid Waste, 300; Air: 1,100; Pesticides: 1,360; ORD: 2,400; and the ten regional 

offices has more than 5,000 staff).

13. Partly as a consequence of the 1977 NRC report, Congress reestablished the Sci-

entific Advisory Board in its 1978 Science Advisory Act (it had been created in 1974 

to reunite various advisory committees inherited from the departments that preex-

isted EPA). After 1978, the SAB counted 100 external scientists and 300 consultants. 

Its mission was to provide extramural information and advice to the administrator 

and other officials of the EPA (Jasanoff 1990).

14. The Environmental Biology Research Laboratory; the Environmental Chemistry 

and Transport Research Laboratory; the Environmental Engineering Research Labo-

ratory; the Environmental Measurements Research Laboratory; the Health Effects 

Research Laboratory; the Health and Environmental Assessment Center (tentatively 

renamed, but it would keep the name of OHEA eventually, until the reform of ORD 

in 1995).

15. Eight areas of potential cooperation had been identified in this agreement, 

including risk assessment, toxicity testing, joint research planning, information 

exchange, coordination of inspection efforts, uniform responses to problems of con-

cern for more than two agencies, communication and education, and policy for the 

review of epidemiological data.

16. Omenn graduated from Princeton. He received the Freshman First Honor 

prize at Princeton University in the winter of 1961. He then obtained his medical 
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degree and PhD from Harvard. In September 1973, then an assistant professor at 

the University of Washington, Seattle, he took a year’s sabbatical to serve as a White 

House fellow. He worked as special assistant to the Chairman of the Atomic Energy 

Commission. Omenn recounts this episode, as well as many others, to discuss his 

involvement in high- level policy issues throughout his career, as well as his position 

within both policy and medical elites (Omenn 2011).

17. A first step had been made in 1978: The Department of Health, Education, and 

Welfare moved in this direction when it centralized its research and evaluation work 

on carcinogens in a National Toxicology Program, partnering in this with the FDA, 

the National Cancer Institute, the National Institute for Environmental Health Sci-

ences, and the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health.

18. In 1982, the OHEA proposed additional guidance for cancer assessment. In this 

document, it opened up to considering mechanistic knowledge— understanding of 

the modes of action of chemicals in the body, to get to more nuanced judgment 

about their carcinogenicity. The guidance distinguished between mutagenic and non-

mutagenic carcinogens and recommended the application of a conventional toxico-

logical method to these (using the NOAEL and applying a safety factor, to determine 

a safe level of exposure). Roy Albert received dozens of letters of comments, with 

those from industry pleading for even more flexibility in the guidelines. Gehring, 

then- director for health and environmental sciences at Dow, explained that “sound 

scientific principles” demanded an “even more scientifically flexible guideline than 

currently proposed,” away from the “inflexible predesignated 1000x safety factor,” 

and the “assumed linearity at low doses” (Gehring, P. J., Letter to Dr Roy Albert, 

dated June 28, 1982, with enclosure). The scientists whom Dow recruited to com-

ment on the guidance made it clear that the statistical model borrowed from Kenny 

Crump by the EPA to found the multistage model originally did not include any 

assumption of linearity. Dow’s scientific consultants pointed out that the EPA had 

made a policy— not scientific— decision to incorporate this assumption in the model, 

and that it should assume the responsibility of this policy decision and agree to put it 

up for debate rather than presenting it as fact. David Hoel, from the US Department 

of Health and Human Services, argued against what he saw as a cookbook approach, 

while Ronald Hart, director of the National Centre for Toxicological Research, found 

fault with the logic of applying safety factors even in cases where human data were 

available, thereby suggesting that the guidance should make space for a case- by- case 

application of the safety factor and linear extrapolation methods (EPA 1980c, 55).

19. The IRLG document was published in the Federal Register, without endorsement 

by OSHA, which objected to this quasi- official status. Costle insisted on having the 

document endorsed by the White House Regulatory Council, which he chaired. This 

was done (at least somewhat) when the council published a statement on carcino-

gens, citing the IRLG guidelines in an appendix. But the document, as acceptable 

as it may have been to all those who participated in drafting it, was never reviewed 
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internally by the agencies or approved by them. After President Ronald Reagan’s 

election in 1980, the IRLG group was disbanded. (For details, see Landy et al. 1994, 

194– 200.)

20. Justice Stevens stipulated, “The burden was on the Agency to show, on the 

basis of substantial evidence, that it is at least more likely than not that long- term 

exposure to 10 ppm of benzene presents a significant risk of material health impair-

ment … In this case OSHA did not even attempt to carry its burden of proof.” The 

closest that it came to making a finding that benzene presented a significant risk of 

harm in the workplace was its statement that the benefits to be derived from lower-

ing the permissible exposure level from 10 to 1 ppm were likely to be appreciable. 

In truth, the agency did not draw a dose- response curve to extrapolate the effects 

of the substance at 10 ppm from the observed effects at higher concentrations. It 

stuck to a generic, qualitative consideration that no thresholds exist for carcinogenic 

substances, categorizing chromosomal effects as an adverse biological event of seri-

ous concern, which may pose or reflect a potential health risk. The Court recognized 

that imposing a proof of certainty before issuing a regulation to the agency would 

equate with paralyzing it, and that the Act requires no such proof. It also acknowl-

edged that the rules for judging carcinogenicity, in the absence of the possibility 

of scientific certainty, were a matter of policy. In the words of Justice Stevens, “the 

requirement that a ‘significant’ risk be identified is not a mathematical straitjacket. 

It is the Agency’s responsibility to determine, in the first instance, what it considers 

to be a ‘significant’ risk.”

21. A subsequent court ruling in another case upheld this principle: American Textile 

Mfrs. Inst., Inc. v. Donovan, 452 U.S. 490 (1981).

22. Gulf South Insulation v. United States Consumer Product Safety Commission, 701 F.2d 

1137 (5th Circuit 1983). The CPSC had used a quantitative risk assessment, evaluating 

the excess cancer risk in the range of 0‒51 per million, based on a single study.

23. Ethyl Corp. v. EPA.

24. One illustration of that is the fact that major judicial setbacks inflicted on cer-

tain agency programs, such as the “Corrosion- Proof Fittings v. EPA” ruling of 1991 

concerning asbestos did not result in alterations of the preferred frameworks. Fisher 

et al. (2015) demonstrate this with regard to the NAAQS program: EPA analytical 

benchmarks are used by courts and generally upheld.

Chapter 3

1. A legal battle ensued to determine whether the Act superseded the decree, and 

whether the program launched by the EPA to establish criteria should be pursued— 

with the industry lobbying for its interruption and Gorsuch likewise leaning in this 

direction.
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2. Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. § 7412(a)(1) (1982). The Act stipulates that there is a 

safety threshold, perhaps to compensate for the difficulty (or impossibility) of 

attaining zero risk. But as Powell (1999) explains, this assumption is incorrect in the 

case of air pollution because biological effects were found in conditions of exposure 

to ambient air pollution.

3. These were the major Acts for which the agency had full responsibility. Table 

3.1 does not mention Acts of which the EPA implemented only a particular section. 

Some of the Acts indicated here contained more than one regulatory program. The 

Clean Air Act included a program that applied to criteria air pollutants, and another 

to hazardous air pollutants. The agency would generally create separate offices for 

each type of pollutant.

4. After Nixon’s reelection, Costle spent some time at the congressional office of 

Budget. When Jimmy Carter appointed him, he strategically chose to espouse the 

presidential agenda in an attempt to foster the relationship with the White House 

and continue to amass support from the president (Landy et al. 1994).

5. On the one hand, Train won from the White House an ascendance over environ-

mental decisions, notably through the written confirmation that the EPA, rather 

than the OMB, had the last word over the substance of its standards and regulations. 

On the other hand, Congress gained confidence to create new environmental laws 

and oversee environmental policy.

6. The EPA designated six criteria air pollutants: particulates, sulfur dioxide, nitro-

gen dioxide, carbon monoxide, ozone, and hydrocarbons (with the latter soon del-

isted and replaced by lead).

7. For instance, four people (one in OHEA, one in the Air Office, and two in separate 

parts of the Water Office) were working on formaldehyde. No fewer than six groups 

were dealing with benzene for technical assistance, regulation of environmental 

effects, the revision of the regulation of environmental effects, and the establish-

ment of water quality criteria under the CWA; for regulation of its environmental 

effects under FIFRA; and for its preregulatory assessment of its health effects under 

the SDWA.

8. The EPA gained its independence from constant White House oversight only 

when its administrator, William Ruckelshaus, threatened to quit unless his authority 

was acknowledged (Eads and Fix 1984). Train, who had chaired the Council on Envi-

ronmental Quality, had to do the same after he took the reins of the agency in 1973.

9. In his capacity as head of the Regulatory Council, Costle wrote to other heads 

of regulatory agencies and lawyers in charge of the development of regulations in 

these administrations in July 1980. He asked his counterparts and regulation writers 

in each agency to duly consider all regulatory options and alternatives as part of 

rule- making. His letter was founded on the work of Michael Levin, the chief of the 
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regulatory reform staff, a group created inside the Office of Planning and Evalua-

tion to work toward the implementation of Executive Order 12044 for efficient and 

effective regulatory strategies. Levin had developed a checklist of all possible ways of 

regulating technologies and products and industries, ranging from direct regulatory 

mechanisms (technology- based standards, performance- based standards, prohibi-

tions, and limitations) to innovation incentives, through information mechanisms. 

Toxics integration was fully in line with the process, given its recommendations to 

include cost considerations to help decide whether to regulate a substance.

10. Daniel J. Fiorino, Chief Regulation Management Staff, Memorandum to 

C. Ronald Smith, Director of the Office of Standards and Regulations, “Survey of 

agency practices regarding OMB review,” Office of Policy and Resource Manage-

ment, November 30, 1982, Milton Russell Special Collection.

11. Beyond cost- benefit analysis, the order also aimed to increase agency account-

ability for regulatory actions, minimize duplication and conflict of regulations, and 

ensure presidential oversight of the regulatory process. Therefore, while the OMB 

had neither the authority nor the competence to review the EPA’s risk assessments, 

potentially it could still severely restrict the agency’s authority and legitimacy for 

major decisions affecting highly toxic and widely used chemicals, as it did by regu-

lating dioxin, benzene, lead, arsenic, or formaldehyde. Under that order, the OMB 

gained the right to review every single individual cancer regulation drafted by those 

agencies to examine the way that EPA staff considered the costs and benefits of the 

rules. It set up a dedicated task force to do so.

12. The passback was the OMB’s communication (written or oral, in any case gener-

ally confidential) to the agency of its budget for the coming year, following deci-

sions by the head of the OMB and the president.

13. Morgenstern had become director of the Office of Planning in mid- 1982, on 

special assignment from the Urban Institute under the Intergovernmental Personnel 

Act. He was director of the Urban Institute’s Energy Program from 1980 to 1982, 

senior legislative assistant to Senator J. Bennett Johnston from 1979 to 1980, and 

deputy assistant director for energy, natural resources, and the environment at the 

Congressional Budget Office from 1976 to 1979. From 1971 to 1976, Morgenstern 

was a tenured associate professor of economics at Queens College of the City Uni-

versity of New York. Prior to that, he taught for a year at the American University 

in Washington, D.C., and obtained a PhD from the University of Michigan in 1970.

14. Member of the Integrated Environmental Management Division staff, interview 

with the author.

15. Just as in 1977, these options differed widely, notably in terms of authority 

granted to functional offices, whose role has been difficult to define ever since the 

beginnings of the agency. The first option was to give a priority- setting task to the 

Office of Toxics Integration in the OPRM. The Office of Toxic Substances would 
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list substances for multimedia risk assessment and then coordinate the work by 

program offices. The second was to assign to a new office in the OPRM the task of 

coordinating and reviewing assessments done in separate offices, and of preparing 

guidelines for application by program offices. The third option was to combine all 

hazard, exposure, and risk assessments with economic analysis in a single organiza-

tional unit in OPRM. From option 1 to option 3, the degree of centralization obvi-

ously increased to the point of becoming politically unrealistic. Program offices were 

unlikely to give up their resources and mandates in risk assessment. Furthermore, 

options 2 and 3 outlined a system in which the OPRM effectively mediated among 

program offices and the top level of the agency, the deputy administrator and 

administrators, who signed regulatory decisions. In the eyes of its staff, the OPRM 

was to prepare the file for final decision- making and arbitration at higher levels. 

Nowhere in the regulatory regimes that the agency operated was it indicated that 

the OPRM would fulfill this role. Beardsley thus outlined several options and let the 

administrator decide.

16. The “conservative” (i.e., protective) policies were rooted in statements of indi-

vidual risk, of the following kind: One (theoretical) person has 1 in a million chance 

of developing cancer from being exposed to substance x. The chemical industry was 

accustomed to criticizing this criterion, saying that, in the aggregate, the kind of 

individual risks that the EPA calculated amounted to no more than a dozen deaths 

per year for the whole US population— a very small number compared to casualties 

of automobile accidents, for instance. The OHEA always had difficulty countering 

these arguments. In 1981, in the era of systematic cost- benefit analysis, OMB super-

vision, and environmental skeptics at the top of the agency, cancer risk assessors 

conceded that indications of total risk should be provided alongside individual risk 

levels.

17. Arnold M. Kuzmack, Director, Office of Program Development & Evaluation, 

and Elizabeth L. Anderson, Director, Office of Health and Environmental Assess-

ment, Memorandum to TSPC, “Request for Review of Draft Cancer Policy State-

ment,” Office of Water, US EPA, July 22, 1981.

Chapter 4

1. Parts of this chapter have appeared in Demortain (2016). I thank the publisher 

for authorizing me to use parts of this chapter here.

2. For example, step 5, to be performed by the expert panel, concerned the pre-

liminary estimation of carcinogenic hazards to determine the relative potency or 

severity of effects and to permit a reasoned and consistent setting of priorities. Step 

6, a task of the regulatory agency, consisted of establishing preliminary priorities for 

regulation, if warranted by the outcome of scientific determination in step 5, and 

assembling data on actual or potential exposure. Then the regulatory agency would 
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continue to step 7, determining the need for and priority of regulation. The whole 

process ended with step 11, risk evaluation, including the identification of social 

valuation of the risk as derived through a risk- benefit evaluation, à la Chauncey 

Starr; and step 12, providing the most cost- effective method of achieving or main-

taining a level of control.

3. See the comparable propositions put forward by the political scientist Allan 

Mazur (1973, 1977), who ultimately collaborated with Kantrowitz.

4. Raiffa is the author of a best- seller on negotiation games (Raiffa 1982).

5. “The policy maker has to consider, formally or informally, the alternative actions 

he or she might pursue, the institutional and political constraints, value and ideo-

logical judgments, and so on. This is risk evaluation. It can be viewed as a subset of 

what some people call policy evaluation or policy analysis” (NRC 1982, 33).

6. In a book that was published during CORADM’s mandate, based on this commit-

tee’s experience (Cohen and Lindblom 1980), Lindblom explained that the power 

of professional analysis to decide and set rational courses of action was a myth. The 

knowledge that was used in decisions was not professional, formal, or analytical 

knowledge.

7. A longer, 700- page report was written by Raiffa, but never actually published. The 

official report from the committee was a shorter, 82- page document entitled Risk 

and Decision Making: Perspectives and Research (NRC 1982).

8. Risk Analysis Research and Demonstration Act of 1981, H.R.3441— 97th Congress 

(1981– 1982), 11.

9. Projects Proposed: Risk Assessment and Federal Regulation Policies, Report No. 

96– 1030, Agriculture, Rural Development and Related Agencies Appropriation Bill 

1981, Archives NAS- NRC Executive Offices Organization.

10. On November 18, 1981, the Journal of Commerce published a paper entitled 

“Gov’t Reviewing Cancer Policy.” The article quoted the executive director of the 

synthetic organic chemical manufacturers association as saying that a “pending 

study from the NAS [is expected] to fuel congressional investigations,” especially on 

whether and how science could be separated from politics. See also New York Times, 

October 11, 1982, “The Calendar”: “Risk assessment: How effectively are regulatory 

agencies working with scientists in assessing health and technology risks? That will 

be the focus of a three- day conference sponsored by the American Chemical Society 

and the National Bureau of Standards beginning today at the bureau’s headquarters 

in Gaithersburg, Md. Wednesday.”

11. The three academies (of science, engineering, and medicine) have standing 

committees of scientists, who are in charge of establishing the program of studies 

and events of the academies in a particular domain of competence. These boards 
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oversee the completion of studies, the establishment of the panels that will conduct 

the study. Board members may themselves sit on these panels.

12. NAS does not strictly require experts to be independent, but it selects people 

whose biases and attachments cancel each other out. Authority and neutrality are 

less properties of individuals than outcomes to be achieved through collective delib-

eration. The committee as a whole must appear as credible, authoritative, and speak 

with one voice. This subtle functioning gives committee chairs a key role. And while 

there are recipes for a successful committee, it is hard to predict whether a commit-

tee will succeed in producing a report consensually.

13. At the same time, Tardiff was playing an instrumental role in prefiguring the 

Society for Risk Analysis.

14. Ted Greenwood was then an assistant professor at MIT, working precisely on the 

question of regulatory agencies’ use of science. His developing work proved useful to 

the committee to appreciate what he termed the interplay of “knowledge and discre-

tion.” He published a book called Knowledge and Discretion in Government Regulation, 

soon after the committee disbanded (Greenwood 1984).

15. Frank Press, before becoming president of the NAS in 1981, was President Jimmy 

Carter’s science advisor and the administrator of the OSTP.

16. Fred Robbins, Memorandum to Frank Press, “Committee on Institutional Means 

for Assessment of Risk to Public Health,” July 23, 1981, NAS- NRC Archives, RAC 

1981– 1983 files.

17. With both Omenn, the initial choice for the chair, and Stallones being in some 

way related to the AIHC or to the positions it advocated, the inference can be made 

quite safely that the AIHC was involved in suggesting names of experts to the NRC.

18. Interview with the author.

19. The Stanford Research Institute was Stanford University’s contract research 

branch.

20. “Public” and “Industry” are the categories used in NRC documents.

21. Interview with the author.

22. It was clear, moreover, that the leaders of NAS did not want to create this panel 

within its walls. The panel would have given a quasi- regulatory role to NAS, irrecon-

cilable with the institutional and intellectual independence that was the source of its 

great reputation and continued success in attracting study requests from the govern-

ment or elsewhere. In September 1982, six months before the report was released, 

Stallones and Omenn briefed Lazen about some of the recommendations that were 

being sketched in the report, notably that of creating a “board for risk assessment 

methodology” within NAS/NRC, to get Frank Press’s feelings about it. They felt that 
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this recommendation could embarrass the academies. First, it was not within the 

committee’s ambit to develop such a line of recommendations. Second, a board for 

risk assessment methodologies would certainly represent a shift in the traditional 

activities of the NAS and the NRC, toward a more active regulatory role. It would 

necessarily involve some institutional and legal clarifications before being set up.

23. Moffett stated, “I must say in all candor that my reading last evening of the 

testimony that will be presented here this morning left me more than a little dis-

turbed and disappointed, if not angry, about the performance of EPA during the 

past several months. There is apparently an awesome litany of retreat from serious 

environmental problems. [ … ] Oh, yes, we are all in favor of regulatory reform. We 

all subscribe to the need for regulatory reform. There is a broad coalition indeed for 

getting rid of unnecessary and unproductive regulations, but what appears to be 

taking place is something more than that; something more than reform; something 

more than revision. This seems to be a radical departure. Yes, indeed, a radical or 

extreme departure from what the American people want and what their elected rep-

resentatives have expressed legislatively. Perhaps the most important question that 

we need to explore today is what kind of regulatory mentality now exists at the lead 

environmental agency?” (US Congress 1982, 1– 2).

24. John Todhunter, Memorandum to Administrator Gorsuch through Dr. Hernan-

dez, “Review of Data Available to the Administrator Concerning Formaldehyde and 

Di(2- ethyl- hexyl)phthalate (DEHP),” US EPA, February 10, 1982 (US Congress 1983b, 

248– 249).

25. This separation played an important role in decision- aiding science from the 

outset. The prescription that problems should be clearly formulated before any pro-

cedure can be found in most handbooks of policy or systems analysis. According to 

Fortun and Schweber (1993), the physicists who founded operational research (the 

first to become involved in military affairs in the United Kingdom, and then in the 

United States) drew on a discourse of objectivity and neutrality, articulated with a 

practical reluctance to take the place of decision- makers.

26. Interview with the author.

27. McCray uses the language of “discretion” much more than the report will even-

tually do, in resonance with the work of Ted Greenwood (1984).

28. The group outlined a set of performance considerations and selected for case 

analysis: the relationship between the National Institute of Occupational Health 

and the OSHA, EPA’s Scientific Advisory Panel (pesticides), the NRC, the CAG, EPA’s 

Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee (CASAC), OSHA’s division of health stan-

dards, and the FDA’s public board of inquiry.

29. The review showed that there were considerable variations across regulatory 

agencies, both in the kind of science they used and in the way they used it. Some 
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used in- house scientific departments’ expertise, while others drew on that of exter-

nal national research institutes. No one organization seemed better than the others 

in terms of producing more credible regulatory decisions, and there seemed to be 

no single best organizational solution for the use of science in regulatory decision- 

making processes.

30. The contract between the FDA and the NRC, dated September 18, 1981, No. 

282- 81- 8251, stipulates that the committee should delineate the process of risk 

assessment “in terms of its individual components, identifying and distinguishing 

those that are scientific in nature from those that are value judgments or policy. 

In addition, an effort will be made to identify and describe those components that 

are neither strictly science or policy but a hybrid consisting of elements of both.” It 

should be noted that the NRC was already thinking in terms of a hybrid category 

of “risk assessment policy” because this was used as a category of expertise to be 

populated by a nominee, back in June, as the council started to contact potential 

members. In short, the committee did not invent the hybrid notion of risk assess-

ment policy. It was already available at the start of the process.

31. The document, for instance, stated that the purpose of the recommendation was 

to ensure consistency in risk assessments within the Office of Water. It also spoke of 

“risk assessment documents” (not “health effects documents” or “health assessment 

documents”), as comprising a health assessment, an exposure assessment, and … a 

risk assessment.

32. The word value appeared only three times in this 191- page report. RAFG went 

for a different, arguably less prescriptive term: assumption(s) (22 occurrences). For 

Shrader- Frechette, the report could very well have used a more normatively explicit 

term, like methodological value judgment (Shrader- Frechette 1995).

33. Subsequent discussions in the field of risk assessment and risk management 

revolved around the need to attend to the political aspect of risk decisions through 

more explicit communication with audiences and the public, or incorporation of 

the public in the process of making decisions, through deliberative arrangements 

(NRC 1989, NRC 1996, Stern 2009).

34. Warner North, interview with the author.

35. The article covered the positions of a number of attendees, such as Warren Muir 

of John Hopkins University, former director of the Office of Toxic Substances at the 

EPA (guidelines are beneficial; toxicologists want to exert professional judgments, 

but use unspoken assumptions); Nathan J. Karch, former staff member of the coun-

cil on environmental quality (explicit criteria of risk will ensure consistency and 

lead to a more rational process of decision- making); Sherwin Garder of the Grocery 

Manufacturers of America (generic guidelines are possible for risk assessment; key 

is peer review); and Thomas Grumbly, former staff director of the House Science 
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Investigations and Oversight Committee (too many differences between agencies; 

focus away from a central board for risk assessment and toward a “let 100 flowers 

bloom” attitude in regulatory science; avoid separation). Karch and Swanson, of the 

American Petroleum Institute, concurred, demonstrating that the AIHC proposal 

was not so widely shared and that there were many people around Washington with 

a positive view of how agencies were doing their job.

36. Anonymous, “Schedule: Risk Assessment Study,” 1982, NAS- NRC Archives, RAC 

1981– 1983 files.

37. Jasanoff (1992) also shows that the report was ambiguous as to its practi-

cal recommendations for handling the relation between risk assessment and risk 

management.

38. Terry Davies, interview with the author.

39. Academic panel members have often described this review process as the most 

rigorous that they have ever experienced.

40. Reuel Stallones, “Letter to Fellow Committeepersons,” February 1, 1983, NAS- 

NRC Archives, RAC 1981– 1983 files.

41. Al Lazen, “Letter to Frank Press,” September 9, 1982, NAS- NRC Archives, RAC 

1981– 1983 files.

42. Various committee members, interviews with the author.

43. David Lazen, “Letter to Reuel Stallones,” April 18, 1983, NAS- NRC Archives, 

RAC 1981– 1983 files.

Chapter 5

1. See footnote 2 of the Introduction.

2. Larry McCray, Memorandum to Members of the Committee on the Institutional 

Means for Assessment of Risk to Public Health, “Recent events,” April 18, 1983, NAS- 

NRC Archives, Risk Assessment Committee 1981– 1983 files.

3. Joe E. Penick, letter to Philip Smith, executive officer of the National Research 

Council, March 31, 1983, NAS- NRC Archives, Risk Assessment Committee 1981– 

1983 files.

4. See also Ted Greenwood, letter to Larry McCray, April 1983, NAS- NRC Archives, 

Risk Assessment Committee 1981– 1983 files.

5. After leaving the EPA in the spring of 1973, as the Watergate scandal was mount-

ing, Ruckelshaus was called by Nixon to become acting director of the Federal 

Bureau of Investigation (FBI). He then moved to the second- highest position in the 
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US Department of Justice, but he was soon forced to resign after he refused to fire 

special prosecutor Archibald Cox. While Gorsuch was head of the EPA, between 

1981 and 1983, Ruckelshaus worked at the timber company Weyerhaeuser as Senior 

Vice President of Legal Affairs.

6. William Ruckelshaus, interview with the author. Linda Nash mentions that Ruckel-

shaus’s law firm had the AIHC as a client at the end of the 1970s (Nash 2017).

7. Bernard Goldstein, interview with the author. As mentioned by a member of 

EPA staff who worked closely with him in the early 1980s, Ruckelshaus “was a very 

very skillful, a very very influential thinker, and he would have been familiar with 

some of these conversations and debates already, both because of his work in public 

service but also in the private sector” (Terry Yosie, interview with the author). Ruck-

elshaus confirmed that he “had done some thinking about that problem for some 

time, because early on at the EPA, we did that kind of rigorous analysis” (William 

Ruckelshaus, interview with the author).

8. William Ruckelshaus, interview with the author.

9. In December 1983, the National Journal mentioned the June speech and the 

“Ruckelshaus approach” (Mosher 1983): “Specifically, Ruckelshaus wants EPA and 

other regulatory agencies to beef up the science of their risk assessment procedures. 

But he has also pressed for legislation that would give the regulatory agencies ‘a 

common statutory formula’ for clarifying how risks are to be managed.… The EPA 

chief signaled his intention to press for such changes in a speech to some 150 mem-

bers of the National Academy of Sciences on June 22.”

10. The speech was republished in several journals over time, including in Science 

(Ruckelshaus 1983). This version has been cited 200 times to date.

11. See also this excerpt of another speech delivered to the chemical industry: “We 

have shifted our attention and concern from problems that are relatively easy to 

see and solve, to those that are subtle and vexing, from smoke and sewage to the 

attempt to eliminate toxic substances from the human environment. I can tell 

you that this shift has caused substantial problems for EPA  … controlling toxics 

is an entirely different sort of business. Where we once dealt with a dozen or so 

pollutants, we now must consider hundreds. Before, we concentrated on remov-

ing familiar substances by the ton; now, we often must cope with the exotic and 

worry about micrograms because we are confronted with materials that may be 

able to cause serious human health damage in vanishingly small concentrations,” 

William Ruckelshaus, “Our Challenge,” Remarks at the Semi- annual Meeting of the 

Chemical Manufacturers Association in New York City, November 8, 1983. See also 

Anonymous (1984a).

12. Anonymous ORD risk assessment scientist, interview with the author.
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13. There is evidence that Ruckelshaus was modifying his messages to suit his spe-

cific audiences, drawing on the variations that the risk assessment‒risk management 

framework allowed. Elsewhere, he had stressed that ignorance, rather than science, 

characterized the conditions in which the EPA had to make decisions: “We may ask, 

why is rational argument less than convincing in discussions about toxic chemicals? 

Why aren’t the judgments more in line with our calculations? I believe it is because 

public concern is centered on those dreaded diseases that are plausibly connected 

with low concentrations of toxic substances; that is, cancer and the genetic and 

reproductive disorders, and because, at the heart of our risk assessment, there is, 

undeniably, a hollow place. I think people sense that we really don’t know how and 

under what circumstances chemicals cause cancer; they’re right, we don’t.” He went 

on to liken his action on cancer to British water hygiene policies in the nineteenth 

century, citing them as two cases of “action in the face of ignorance.” This was cer-

tainly a daring comparison to make before proponents of risk assessment, which 

generally decry any sort of action that goes beyond the science (or what is now 

known under the rubric of precaution). “I think people sense that we really don’t 

know how and under what circumstances chemicals cause cancer; they’re right, we 

don’t” (Ruckelshaus 1984; see also Anonymous [1984a]).

14. In the same speech, he declared the following: “At EPA we have tried to dis-

entangle risk assessment, as a process, from the policy considerations that go into 

making a final decision about regulating a substance, which we call risk manage-

ment. I realize there is not an obvious bright line between the two; still, I believe 

that good public policy obliges us to make it as bright as we can.” So, from the point 

of view of the due administrative process of dealing with risks, the subtle definitions 

crafted in RAFG were “somewhat of a nuance” (William Ruckelshaus, interview with 

the author). From a public standpoint, in the aftermath of the Gorsuch crisis, it was 

simply “important to let people know that there was a scientific part of trying to 

determine what the nature of the risk was, that it should in no way be subject to 

political interference, or there should be no pressure put on scientists” (ibid.).

15. Lee Thomas, memo to Milton Russell, draft final report on risk assessment/risk 

management. Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Responses, July 31, 1984.

16. The EPA webpage summarizing the history of the reduction of air pollution 

from transportation, and the EPA’s actions in the area, state that “EPA vehicle emis-

sions standards directly sparked the development and implementation of a range of 

technologies. The automotive catalytic converter, in particular is considered to be 

one of the great environmental inventions of all time.” See epa . gov / air - pollution 

- transportation / accomplishments - and - success - air - pollution - transportation (accessed 

on June 10, 2016).

17. In August 1983, Ruckelshaus was interviewed by the National Journal. The 

published interview was preceded by an introduction stating that “his [Ruckel-

shaus’s] most cherished goal is to streamline the assessment and management of 
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environmental risks throughout government, and that will probably include intro-

ducing considerations of cost in setting air quality standards.” Ruckelshaus reiter-

ated that “the difference between assessing the risk and managing must be carefully 

made,” applying that principle right away to issues such as dioxin and risks from 

fine particles in the air, and then on the agenda of the EPA, the press, and others. On 

dioxin, he stated: “There are two issues. The first is to define the risk; what are the 

health effects of dioxins? This is a separate scientific process and should have nothing 

to do with determining what to do about it. If we find dioxins in the soil in some 

remote site, that may suggest one solution. If you find it in the middle of a city where 

many people are exposed to it, and there are ways of disposing of it that are safe 

and relatively cheap, that suggests another strategy. We simply have to have a more 

flexible management strategy than just saying a certain level is unacceptable under 

every condition.” Clearly, here, risk management implied that policy decisions were 

informed by a judgment of what an acceptable risk actually was, not by an absolute 

level of risk protection. Moreover, solutions and strategies could vary depending on 

the conditions. The problems were to be managed according to the way they emerged 

in a given context, much more than being sorted out in absolute terms.

18. Milton Russell, Memorandum to the Administrator, “Interagency Liaison,” EPA 

Office of Policy, Planning, and Evaluation, September 2, 1983, Milton Russell Spe-

cial Collection.

19. William Ruckelshaus, letter to other heads of agencies, “Proposal for an Inter-

agency Coordination on Risk Management,” September 21, 1983, Milton Russell 

Special Collection.

20. It took less than a year for the White House to kill the initiative once more, by 

launching a competing Cabinet Council Working Group on Risk Assessment under 

the aegis of the Council on Environmental Quality. Ruckelshaus was offered the chair 

of this council as well. See the hearing of 1984 (US Congress 1984) for positive com-

ments from various agencies on the Interagency Risk Management Council project.

21. Monte C. Throdahl, chairman of AIHC’s science policy task force, wrote to 

Ruckelshaus in November 1983 to ask the EPA to lend support to the bill.

22. H.R.4192— “A bill to establish coordinated interagency research and demonstra-

tion projects for improving knowledge and use of risk assessment by those Federal 

agencies concerned with regulatory decisions related to the protection of human 

life, health, and the environment, and to provide for the establishment of a Central 

Board of Scientific Risk Analysis as a means of improving the scientific review and 

evaluation of risk analyses made by Federal agencies, with particular emphasis upon 

risk analyses involving issues of chronic health hazards.” 98th Congress (1983– 

1984), https:// www . congress . gov / bill / 98th - congress / house - bill / 4192 .

23. Ted Greenwood, letter to Larry McCray, April 1983, NAS- NRC Archives, Risk 

Assessment Committee 1981– 1983 files.
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24. Following her assessment of the initial Ritter Bill, dated June 3, 1982, and in her 

testimony on June 23, 1981, at the House’s Subcommittee on Operations, Research and 

Foreign Agriculture, she defended views that were highly concordant with those of the 

RAC. She criticized the definitions laid out in this bill, which distinguished between 

risk assessment and risk evaluation, and was not in line with emerging definitions of 

RAFG (even though it was not yet published, which meant she followed developments 

of the committee’s work). She was happy with the general support that the bill gave 

to the development of risk assessment. But her comments consisted of putting the bill 

back into the context of what the EPA did and current developments of risk assess-

ment in the federal government at large, which the bill seemed to ignore. The bill 

suggests that the OSTP should coordinate a program for improving and facilitating 

the use of risk analysis— a system that Anderson deemed unclear and burdensome for 

agencies and the OSTP. Elizabeth Anderson, memorandum to Bernie Goldstein, assis-

tant administrator for the ORD, “Comments on the Ritter Bill,” March 6, 1982.

25. Arnold M. Kuzmack, director, Office of Program Development and Evaluation, 

Office of Drinking Water, memorandum to Peyton Davis, Policy and Strategic Anal-

ysis staff, Office of Water, “Draft Bill to Create an Independent Science Panel within 

the NAS,” EPA, November 4, 1983, Milton Russell Special Collection.

26. Richard Hill, Science Advisor to the assistant administrator for OPTS, “Amend-

ment to HR3840 offered by Mr Martin,” October 26, 1983, Milton Russell Special 

Collection; Milton Russell, special assistant to the administrator, memorandum to 

Josephine Cooper, assistant administrator for external affairs, “Martin Amendment 

to Ritter Bill (HR3840) on Central Board for Scientific Risk Analysis,” Office of Policy, 

Planning and Evaluation, US EPA, October 20, 1983, Milton Russel Special Collection.

27. Don Ritter and David Martin eventually withdrew Title II of their bill, the most 

controversial part of it, instituting a board for scientific risk analysis. The White 

House also opposed the bill and lent support to interagency coordination initiatives.

28. Milton Russell, memorandum to Alvin Alm, deputy administrator, “First 

Thought Piece on What EPA Could or Should Do on Risk Communication,” January 

17, 1984, Milton Russell Special Collection.

29. Milton Russell, “Communicating with the Public on Issues of Environmental 

Risk: Issues and Options,” Draft paper prepared for Deputy Administrator Alvin Alm, 

January 17, 1984, Milton Russell Special Collection.

30. Roger Gale, special assistant to the administrator, memorandum to EPA Admin-

istrator William Ruckeslshaus, through Milton Russell, “Recommendations of the 

Risk Working Group,” Office of the Administrator, EPA, March 27, 1984, Milton 

Russell Special Collection.

31. Arsenic was one of these high- visibility chemicals that posed recurrent problems 

to the EPA. The regulation of this substance was forced on the agency by the result 

of a suit opened by the Environmental Defense Fund, which wanted the EPA to list 
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arsenic as a hazardous air pollutant under the Clean Air Act. In June 1980, the Air 

Office followed suit, making arsenic the seventh substance on that list. By January 

1983, however, the agency was ordered by the Federal District Court of Manhattan 

to set a standard for arsenic within six months (the agency had failed, purposely 

or not, to meet several past deadlines). When he joined the agency in May 1983, 

Ruckelshaus found that dossier on his desk and quickly decided to make a decision 

on this issue that was so symbolic of the governing difficulties generated by these 

disputed chemicals.

32. Handling the meeting proved extraordinarily costly and difficult for an EPA staff 

that had little training in direct deliberation with the public. Experience was limited 

to formal hearings, with prepared testimonies and limited on- the- spot responses. 

The hearings also proved very resource intensive for the regional branch in charge. 

Exchanging with the public appeared difficult and did not unroll as Ruckelshaus 

had imagined. Eager to apply a risk assessment/risk management distinction, where 

the public would mostly discuss risk management and possible future solutions to 

apply, he did not allow a full discussion of the EPA’s scientific assessment of the risk 

levels or of the accuracy of the estimates derived from dispersion models used by 

engineers. At the same time, risk management was not much of an issue either. The 

public represented there was concerned about deindustrialization, the anticipated 

closure of industries, and the need to attract jobs. The discussion soon turned to 

local industrial policy and the need to gain more jobs from less- polluting industries 

in the area— issues for which the EPA was hardly competent (Reich 1985; Gutmann 

and Thompson 1998; Heifetz 2009). After Tacoma, Ruckelshaus’s special assistant on 

risk, Roger Gale, tried to moderate the use of risk- related categories in public circum-

stances. Claims about risk inherently derived from considerations about the value of 

life, which he felt was slippery ground for the EPA. Moreover, the agency would not 

be able to handle such a generic issue alone, given its statutes and the role of other 

agencies. Finally, risk issues are fundamentally complicated and unappealing to the 

public and the business community. This notion of risk, he felt, overintellectualized 

problems, leading to near blackmail of the public, as in Tacoma. Roger W. Gale, 

special assistant to the EPA administrator, “Risk Assessment and Risk Management,” 

December 6, 1983, Milton Russell Special Collection.

33. Roger Gale, special assistant to the administrator, memorandum to EPA Admin-

istrator William Ruckelshaus, through Milton Russell, “Recommendations of the 

Risk Working Group,” Office of the Administrator, EPA, March 27, 1984, Milton 

Russell Special Collection.

34. Roger W. Gale, special assistant to the EPA administrator, memorandum to the 

members of the Risk Working Group, “Review of Revised Draft of Risk Working 

Group Memo,” March 14, 1984, Milton Russell Special Collection.

35. Derry Allen and Richard Morgenstern, Office of Policy Analysis, to Milton 

Russell, assistant administrator for the Office of Policy Planning and Evaluation, 
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“Briefing Memo for This Afternoon’s Meeting with the Administrator on Risk Com-

munication Activities,” April 1, 1984, Milton Russell Special Collection.

36. Paul Slovic, Memorandum to Milton Russell, “Putting Risks in Perspective,” 

Decision Research— A Branch of Perceptronics, March 1984.

37. The report Improving Risk Communication did not itself present such a graph, but 

an amended framework was soon to appear with the “risk communication” module 

incorporated, a first occurrence of which can be found in subsequent publications of 

the World Health Organization (WHO).

Chapter 6

1. Richard Morgenstern, memorandum to Alvin Alm, deputy administrator, and 

to Milton Russell, special assistant to the EPA administrator, “Agenda of the First 

Meeting of the Toxics Integration Task Force,” June 2, 1983, Milton Russell Special 

Collection.

2. Ibid.

3. Ruckelshaus also brought back with him a number of advisors and colleagues 

that he knew he could work with efficiently, such as Jim Barnes, Howard Messner, 

Jack Raven, and Phil Angel.

4. John Todhunter, memorandum to Richard Hill, “Adoption of NAS Recommenda-

tions with Regard to Risk Assessment,” March 11, 1983, NAS- NRC Archives.

5. Interview with the author.

6. Richard Hill, Office of Toxic Substances, memorandum to John Moore, assistant 

administrator for the OPTS, “A Regulatory Decision- Making Nosology,” US EPA, 

January 12, 1984, Milton Russell Special Collection.

7. By his own admission, Goldstein did not handle the interview at the White 

House ideally, failing to demonstrate the Republican credentials that he did not 

have anyway (interview with the author).

8. In May 1984, he spoke once again with Gil Omenn at a conference, discussing in 

depth the various recommendations of the report as it concerned guidelines and a 

methodological risk assessment board.

9. Quite emphatically, the same staff member considered that Ruckelshaus and Alm 

were “very charismatic, thoughtful, brilliant leaders,” the kind of people who “sur-

round themselves with very capable people of independent stature, and when you 

put that caliber of independence and stature together, what you get is the ability 

to think through decisions, not just in terms of the next decision, but also more 

strategically, over longer periods of time, and I think that’s what Ruckelshaus and 

his team did” (interview with the author).
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10. In April 1983, Larry McCray had briefed senior people of the ORD and the Office 

of Resources and Policy Management of the agency. Later, on June 10, 1984, Corn, 

North, and McCray briefed the Environmental Health Committee of the EPA’s SAB. 

In July 1983, the representatives of the AIHC and Terry Davies met Ruckelshaus, the 

EPA administrator, to describe a legislative proposal for application of scientific peer 

review to agency risk assessment.

11. After leaving the EPA in 1985, Alm served in top positions in a number of 

management consultancies. The New York Times obituary for Alm mentioned that 

he “operated just under the bureaucratic rank where public service translates into 

renown”— another way of saying that his reputation did not quite match the suc-

cesses that were attributed to him and his actions in the various organizations he 

served (Cushman 2000, A19).

12. Alvin Alm, memorandum to the general counsel, assistant administrators, and 

regional administrators, “My Preferred Approach to Management at EPA,” EPA, 

August 18, 1983, Milton Russell Special Collection.

13. Ibid.

14. He became assistant administrator after clearance from the White House, and 

after testifying before Congress in October 1983, like the other people picked by 

Ruckelshaus and Alm, such as Bernard Goldstein and Jack Moore.

15. Milton Russell, interview with the author.

16. Ibid.

17. Ibid.

18. Ibid.

19. A similar process had been instituted at the White House during the Ford admin-

istration, with the participation of Alm. The then called “options paper process” was 

managed by the White House chief of staff, Dick Cheney, known at the time as “Mr. 

Straight” (Milton Russell, interview with the author).

20. Interview with the author.

21. Goldstein stayed as head of ORD until 1986, and Russell remained at the OPPE 

until 1988. Moore stayed at the EPA until 1989. He also acted as deputy administra-

tor that year.

22. John Moore, assistant administrator for pesticides and toxic substances, memo-

randum to Alvin Alm, deputy administrator, “Candidates for Options Selection 

Process,” November 10, 1984, Milton Russell Special Collection.

23. Milton Russell and Roger Gale, memorandum to William Ruckelshaus and Al 

Alm, “Report of the Risk Working Group,” March 28, 1984, Milton Russell Special 

Collection.
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24. Both phrases were articulated by Alm. Milton Russell, memorandum to Alvin 

Alm, “Options Review Process,” March 28, 1984.

25. Richard Morgenstern, “Toxics Integration Task Force: Final Report Outline,” 

Office of Policy Analysis, EPA, April 1984, Milton Russell Special Collection.

26. Alvin Alm, memorandum to Milton Russell, “Draft Memorandum on Criteria 

and Guidelines for Review of Agency Actions,” September 16, 1983, Milton Russell 

Special Collection.

27. The guideline continued the substance of what had emerged during the Carter 

administration through the Regulatory Quality Council (for more information, see 

chapter 3, on Costle’s regulation development memo).

28. The contents of the format were organized by the following rubrics: Name and 

type of regulation/action; statutory decision/criteria; target of control action; primary 

object protected (human health, aquatic organism, etc.); economic impact; major 

uncertainties; and other important considerations governing decisions. Three annexes 

with data are cost- effectiveness estimates, hazard assessment, and exposure assess-

ment. The cost- effectiveness key includes control options, data on maximum indi-

vidual risk, data on aggregate population risk, and benefits other than risk reduction.

29. Milton Russell, assistant administrator, OPPE, memorandum to Alvin Alm, 

deputy administrator, “Procedures Regarding OMB Contacts,” January 9, 1984, 

Milton Russell Special Collection.

30. For instance, the OPPE sided with the OPTS to defend the “New Chemicals” 

program against recurrent OMB accusations of excessive conservatism and bias with 

regard to new chemicals.

31. Interview with the author.

32. In this case, much like the formaldehyde case, Todhunter had asked an EPA 

statistician to alter her estimates for EDB using a theory that she had never seen 

before— namely, the fact that risk levels decline exponentially with decreasing expo-

sure time.

33. Milton Russell, memorandum to Alvin Alm, “Regulatory Development,” Octo-

ber 1, 1984, Milton Russell Special Collection.

34. Ibid.

35. Don R. Clay, acting assistant administrator for pesticides and toxic substances, 

memorandum to Dan Beardsley, director, Integrated Environmental Management 

Program, “Interagency Chemical Strategies,” November 14, 1983, Milton Russell 

Special Collection.

36. Dan Beardsley, director, Integrated Environmental Management Program, 

memorandum to Don Clay, director of the Office of Toxic Substances, “Your Memo 
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on Interagency Chemical Strategies,” November 30, 1983, Milton Russell Special 

Collection.

37. Milton Russell, memorandum to William Ruckelshaus, through Alvin Alm, 

Report on Risk Assessment and Risk Management, August 13, 1984, Milton Russell Spe-

cial Collection.

38. Milton Russell, memorandum to all assistant administrators, Report on Risk 

Assessment and Risk Management, July 6, 1984, Milton Russell Special Collection.

39. John Moore, assistant administrator for pesticides and toxic substances, memo-

randum to Milton Russell, assistant administrator for policy, planning and evalua-

tion, “Comments on the Draft Final Report on Risk Assessment/Risk Management,” 

July 26, 1984, Milton Russell Special Collection.

40. Milton Russell, interview with the author.

41. Ibid.

42. John A. Little, deputy regional administrator for region IV, and Peter Preuss, 

director, Office of Regulatory Support, ORD, “Risk Assessment Review,” December 

12, 1985, National Archives and Records Administration, Records of the Environ-

mental Protection Agency (Record Group 412).

43. Ibid.

Chapter 7

1. Ernest F. Cloyna, memorandum to the administrator, William Ruckelshaus, 

“Report of the Laboratory Organization Review Group,” Science Advisory Board, 

July 28, 1983, National Archives and Records Administration, Records of the Envi-

ronmental Protection Agency.

2. Bernard Goldstein, memorandum to ORD laboratory and center directors, 

“Research and the Regulatory Agenda,” April 6, 1984, National Archives and Records 

Administration, Records of the Environmental Protection Agency.

3. Ibid.

4. The SAB is comprised of external scientists, but the agency also has a staff director 

who is in charge of coordinating the work of the board with the agency’s priorities.

5. “Historically, ORD program managers and the OMB have viewed the short- term 

and long- term components of EPA research as pursuing incompatible or unrelated 

objectives. In reality, both can serve to support EPA’s fundamental mission: to 

identify, assess and abate the risk of pollution to public health and the environ-

ment. Viewed in this context, the strategic mission of ORD’s research program, in 

both the current fiscal year and over a longer time frame, is to advance and develop 
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the scientific and technical basis for risk assessment and risk management.” Ernest 

Cloyna, Report of the Laboratory Organization Review Group to the Administrator, July 

28, 1983.

6. Terry F. Yosie, memorandum to the administrator, William D. Ruckelshaus, 

“Making Effective Use of the Science Advisory Board,” November 2, 1983, National 

Archives and Records Administration, Records of the Environmental Protection 

Agency.

7. Ibid.

8. “The Agency’s referral of studies and assessments to the SAB for peer review 

preceded, but is consistent with, the recommendations of the National Academy 

of Sciences in its report on risk assessment in the Federal government. A major 

recommendation of this report was for regulatory agencies to create independent 

peer review panels to review scientific studies that form the basis for major agency 

regulatory decisions” (Yosie 1987, 6).

9. Alvin Alm, memorandum to assistant administrators, general counsel, inspector 

general, regional administrators, “Risk Assessment,” May 21, 1984, Milton Russell 

Special Collection.

10. Interview with the author.

11. Milton Russell, assistant administrator, Office of Policy, Planning, and Evalua-

tion, memorandum to Alvin Alm, deputy administrator, “Problems in Risk Assess-

ment, Risk Management, and Risk Communication,” October 5, 1983, Milton 

Russell Special Collection.

12. Anonymous ORD risk assessment scientist, interview with the author.

13. Alvin Alm, deputy administrator, memorandum to assistant administrators, 

general counsel, inspector general, and regional administrators, “Risk Assessment,” 

May 21, 1984, Milton Russell Special Collection.

14. Rodrick’s business is now a large, multinational risk assessment consultancy 

called Environ.

15. Alvin Alm, deputy administrator, memorandum to assistant administrators, 

general counsel, inspector general, and regional administrators, “Risk Assessment,” 

May 21, 1984, Milton Russell Special Collection.

16. In the internal newsletter called the Risk Assessment Review, Peter Preuss of the 

OHEA (one of the main risk assessment shops of the agency) wrote a short article 

about this new Risk Management Council, noting, “Recently the Administrator has 

established a number of ‘Risky’ structures at EPA whose profusion can bring confu-

sion to the eyes of even the most battle- hardened bureaucrat.” For Lee Thomas, the 

main objective of the Risk Management Council was to have a place in which to 
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discuss and institute a cross- media perspective in the normal regulatory operations 

of the agency. The council was to identify such cross- media, multioffice issues and 

promote common management strategies.

17. Alan Ehrlich, 1988. “Advances in Risk Assessment Guidelines.” Presentation at 

the 34th Anniversary Technical Conference Mid- Atlantic States Section Air Pollu-

tion Control Association, Milton Russell Special Collection.

18. An ADI is a computation made for regulatory purposes, consisting of dividing by 

a safety factor of 10 or more, the lowest possible dose at which a chemical substance 

shows no adverse activity in the body of an experimental animal. The computed dose 

is deemed acceptable as it is presumed that a human person can be exposed to it on 

a daily basis during his or her lifetime without developing any serious adverse effects.

19. Donn J. Viviani, Chief Regulations Analysis Branch, memorandum to Al Jen-

nings, director, Chemical and Statistical Policy Division, “Haven’t We Met Before?,” 

August 20, 1985, Milton Russell Special Collection.

20. Anonymous ORD risk assessment scientist, interview with the author.

21. IRIS is an information technology database containing agreed- upon risk values 

for a wide range of chemicals, accessible by all regulatory offices, initially by internal 

email, aiming at improving the consistency of risk assessments across the agency. 

It has become one of the international databases of risk estimations of reference 

worldwide.

22. Guidelines provide an explicit point of reference, against which discrepancies 

between regulatory offices can be measured and explained too, though not neces-

sarily reduced: “[P]reparation of the guidelines was an instrument for addressing 

both an internal administrative problem and an external political problem. Within 

the agency, they could serve as an instrument to control how various offices used 

scientific data and how they recommend policy choices to the administrator. Exter-

nally, they represented one of Washington’s most venerable principles: be sure that 

your potential adversaries (be they industrial firms, environmentalists, Congress or 

the Office of Management and Budget) debate your ideas, and your agenda” (Yosie 

1989, 3).

23. Dorothy Patton, interview with the author,

24. Milton Russell, special assistant to the administrator, memorandum to Alvin 

Alm, deputy administrator, “Expected Reactions to Proposed Memorandum on Cri-

teria and Guidelines for Agency Review,” September 16, 1983, Milton Russell Special 

Collection.

25. Paul Ehrlich, memorandum to Bernard Goldstein, assistant administrator for 

the Office of Research and Development, and Elizabeth Anderson, director of OHEA, 

“Progress report on guidelines,” June 21, 1984, Milton Russell Special Collection.
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26. Richard Nill, memorandum to Jack Moore, assistant administrator, Office of 

Pesticides and Toxic Substances, “A Regulatory Decision- Making Nosology,” January 

12, 1984, Milton Russell Special Collection.

27. Ibid.

28. Ibid.

29. Milton Russell, memorandum to the administrator, “Equity and the Choice of 

Risk Measures,” Office of Policy Planning and Evaluation, EPA, June 7, 1984, Milton 

Russell Special Collection.

30. Milton Russell, memorandum to all assistant administrators, “Requirements for 

Exposure- Related Analysis,” May 8, 1984, Milton Russell Special Collection.

31. Alvin Alm, memorandum to all assistant administrators, regional administra-

tors, and general counsel, “Accuracy in Risk Assessment,” January 1, 1984, Milton 

Russell Special Collection.

32. Anonymous ORD risk assessment scientist, interview with the author.

33. This means that the experiments in animals did not show cancer in all species 

tested, or only at certain doses, and tumors were difficult to analyze as malignant or 

benign.

34. Milton Russell, memorandum to Alvin Alm, deputy administrator, “Carcinoge-

nicity, Strength of Evidence and the Need for Agency- wide Consistency,” Office of 

Policy, Planning, and Evaluation, March 16, 1984.

35. Ibid.

36. Paul Milvy, Office of Drinking Water, memorandum to Al Jennings, Office of 

Policy, Planning and Evaluation, “The Three Conclusions Reached by CAG on the 

Carcinogenicity of Perchlorethyelene (PCE) and the 3/8 Memorandum Entitled 

‘Strength of Evidence of Carcinogenicity— a Need for a Consistent, Agency- Wide 

Policy,’” March 9, 1984, Milton Russell Special Collection.

37. Russell to Alm, March 16, 1984, attachment I.

38. Ibid.

39. Elizabeth Anderson, director of OHEA, memorandum to Richard Morgenster, 

director of Office of Policy Analysis, “Weight of Evidence in Decision- making,” US 

EPA, March 28, 1984, Milton Russell Special Collection.

40. Russell to Alm, March 16, 1984, attachment I.

41. Bernie Goldstein, memorandum to the administrator, William Ruckelshaus, 

and deputy administrator, Alvin Alm, “The Presence or Absence of Thresholds in 
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Chemical Carcinogenesis: Scientific Issues,” October 11, 1983, Milton Russell Special 

Collection.

42. Terry Yosie, interview with the author.

43. Elizabeth Anderson, director of Office of Health and Environmental Assessment, 

memorandum to Alvin Alm, deputy administrator, “Characterizing Cancer Risk 

Quantitatively,” June 8, 1984, Milton Russell Special Collection.

44. William Ruckelshaus, administrator, “Letter to EPA Program Managers,” Novem-

ber 23, 1984, Milton Russell Special Collection.

45. The guidelines, as agreed between Anderson and the SAB, would be reviewed 

later by the board, but they were to be applied right away by each office.

46. During the press conference for the launch of the guidelines, Bernard Goldstein 

said, “The overall theme is to improve accuracy” (Anonymous 1984b).

Chapter 8

1. Ruckelshaus joined a company in an industry that the EPA regulated. In 1987, he 

joined the waste disposal company Browning- Ferris as director, soon after the EPA 

announced that it would sue the company for violations at a Louisiana landfill. This 

led to a settlement between Browning- Ferris and the EPA, which was considered 

controversial by some commentators. After the settlement, Ruckelshaus was named 

president and CEO. Phil Angell, who had been his close adviser during both of his 

mandates at the EPA, was Browning- Ferris’s spokesman.

2. Milton Russell, memorandum to the administrator, Lee Thomas, and to the 

deputy administrator, James Barnes, “OPPE Role in Decision Process,” October 21, 

1985, Milton Russell Special Collection.

3. Lee Thomas, “Assessing and Managing Risks in the Real World,” address before 

the National Petroleum Refiners Association, San Antonio, TX, March 25, 1985.

4. Russell to Thomas, October 1985, Milton Russell Special Collection.

5. Daniel Beardsley, memorandum to Milton Russell, “Application of Risk Con-

cepts,” September 10, 1984, Milton Russell Special Collection.

6. A special review is initiated by the Office of Pesticides when it suspects that an 

already- registered product has “unreasonable adverse effects on people or the envi-

ronment” (https:// www . epa . gov / pesticide - reevaluation / reregistration - and - other 

- review - programs - predating - pesticide - registration, last accessed December 11, 2018). 

The review involves evaluating existing data, acquiring new information and/or 

studies, assessing the identified risk, and determining appropriate risk reduction 

measures; it may result in the cancellation of the registration.
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7. A pilot effort had been attempted at the end of 1984, described as a “quick and 

dirty analysis” of all efforts related to risk reduction across programs. But this was 

done by the OPPE alone, without cooperation with program offices, and the office 

focused on cancer risks only (see EPA 1984a).

8. Milton Russell, interview with the author.

9. Alar is a pesticide that some studies had proved carcinogenic at the maximum tol-

erated dose, and that the EPA had informally placed under special review at the end 

of the 1970s. In 1980, after negotiations with the manufacturer, the idea of a formal 

special review was abandoned, and the manufacturer was asked instead to reregister 

the product. In 1984, however, the CAG produced a “Health and Environmental 

Effects Profile” for 1,1 Dimethylhydrazine (EPA/600X- 84/134), with a quantitative 

potency estimate, confirming its carcinogenic nature. The Office of Pesticides reini-

tiated the special review and the cancellation procedure in 1985. It produced a draft 

position document, reasserting that alar was a probable human carcinogen (EPA 

1985a). The SAP, which reviews all rules prepared by the pesticides office, criticized 

the draft position document. The panel delayed the action by arguing that there was 

insufficient experimental data available to perform a quantitative risk assessment or 

potency estimate as CAG did, and that more cancer studies should be performed. 

(The SAP opinion was critically regarded a couple of years later, when it surfaced 

that many of the members of the group had worked with the pesticide industry as 

consultants.) In 1986, the EPA followed the opinion of the SAP, announcing that 

Uniroyal could continue marketing the product, but the company would have to 

collect and frequently report monitoring data and chronic toxicity test results. For 

more on this, see the early and detailed account presented in Jasanoff (1987).

10. Terry Davies, interview with the author.

11. H.R. 2910, Mercury Environmental Risk and Comprehensive Utilization Reduc-

tion Initiative, 105th Congress (1997– 1998).

12. The White House memo of January 20, 1992, on “Reducing the Burden of Gov-

ernment Regulation,” with its ambition “to weed out unnecessary and burdensome 

government regulations” and issue a 90- day moratorium on all regulatory propos-

als, testifies to this stance (White House 1992). When Clinton came to office, he 

asked that those regulations that were on hold (there were several dozen of them, 

apparently) be returned to agencies to be reviewed by a Clinton appointee, to effec-

tively end the de facto embargo that the OIRA/OMB created on all new pieces of 

regulation.

13. Anonymous policy analyst, Office of Policy Analysis, interview with the author.

14. Anonymous economist, Office of Policy Analysis, interview with the author.

15. H.R.4306, the Risk Assessment Improvement Act of 1994, 103rd Congress 

(1993– 1994).
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16. This was part of H.R.1814, the Environmental Research, Development, and 

Demonstration Authorization Act of 1995.

Chapter 9

1. The new estimate was that exposure to one- tenth of a pictogram per kilogram 

of body weight of dioxin every day over seventy years created a one in a million 

cancer risk. The previous estimate was that such a risk materialized at a much lower 

dose (in cases of exposure to one six- thousandth of pictogram per kilogram of body 

weight) (Powell 1999).

2. The debate revolved around the qualification as adverse or harmful of the (not 

contested) respiratory effects in conditions of low concentration/durable exposure, 

as opposed to high- concentration/short- term exposure.

3. Interview with the author.

4. PBPK is a method that helps specify the doses at which a given substance may be 

found in particular organs of the body. It is a modeling method by which the vari-

ous organs and flux (e.g., blood, air) comprising the human physiological system are 

described in a set of equations. It helps to make a more precise determination con-

cerning the doses at which a given chemical is found in the body of a human, based 

on experiments in animals, without applying protective uncertainty or safety factors 

that the standard methodology of risk assessment uses to err on the safe side.

5. Yosie, the former EPA staff director for the SAB, left the agency in 1988 to join 

the American Petroleum Institute.

6. The reauthorization of the Clean Air Act had been on the agenda of Congress since 

the beginning of the 1980s, but it failed on several occasions between 1981 and 1988. 

However, under the influence of a renewed public concern about environmental pro-

tection and the commitment of George H. W. Bush during the presidential election 

campaign in 1988 to strengthen air pollution control, Republican opposition in Con-

gress to a revision of the Clean Air Act diminished (Oren 1991; Vogel 2012). The adop-

tion of the Clean Air Act amendments in 1990 benefited from these circumstances.

7. These terms evoke those of economist Lester Lave, a key scholar in the profes-

sional field of risk analysis in the United States, during a hearing on environmental 

issues before the Subcommittee on Transportation and Hazardous Materials of the 

Committee on Energy and Commerce, House of Representatives, in November 1993 

(US Congress 1994a, 45).

8. This was a popular comparison in books and articles of that time about the EPA 

and failed risk- risk trade- offs. See, for instance, Nichols and Zeckhauser (1986). Jus-

tice Stephen Breyer drew from these cases and from the OMB report in his 1993 

book (Breyer 1993).
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9. Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, Abelson published dozens of editorial papers 

attacking risk assessment as performed, or as appearing to be performed, by the EPA.

10. That is, other than those that qualify as “criteria pollutants” under title I.

11. S.1630— Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, 101st Congress (1989– 1990), 83.

12. Ibid., 83. For more on this point, see Graham 1985, 122, fn148.

13. See chapter 3 on Wilson’s participation in an EPA conference on behalf of the 

industry in order to criticize the linear approach.

14. Thornton also writes: “I might have called this model [the NRC paradigm] the 

acceptable discharge paradigm, or the pollution control paradigm, or the techno-

cratic paradigm; all of these names refer to essential elements of today’s regulatory 

system” (Thornton 2001).

15. For environmental critics, the adoption of quantitative risk assessment, coupled 

with cost- benefit analysis, was deregulation in scientific disguise. In their eyes, 

Ruckelshaus was essentially pursuing the same Reaganite agenda: “EPA needed to 

find a way to continue the substance of the Gorsuch- Hernandez deregulation efforts 

but with the appearance of scientific ‘objectivity.’ William Ruckelshaus, then in his 

second turn as EPA administrator, took the risk assessment efforts developed by EPA, 

FDA, and NRC over the previous 15 years, added cost- benefit analysis (under the 

rubric of risk management), and proclaimed his agency’s commitment to protecting 

public health and the environment in a ‘cost- effective way.’ The result was an ‘objec-

tive’ methodology, supported by the National Academy of Sciences, that enabled 

the EPA to set permit levels and clean- up levels for toxic substances. QRA theoreti-

cally gives them a method of determining what levels of pollution or pollutants are 

‘acceptably safe’ without having to evaluate available technology, alternative pro-

cesses, alternative substances, or community concerns” (Ginsburg 1997, 230).

16. In a subsequent paper, Goldstein more explicitly stated that the separation 

was a myth: “A myth about the early development of risk assessment was that it 

was believed to be fully independent of risk management. The simple dichotomy 

between risk assessment as science and risk management as policy has never really 

existed.” He argued that the separation was barred first by the existence of guide-

lines, and then by practices of risk characterization and risk communication, by 

which all of the choices, assumptions, and uncertainties pertaining to the assess-

ment of risk were shared by risk managers (Goldstein 2005, 141).

17. In its 1993 report Researching Health Risk, the Office of Technology Assessment 

(OTA) had reached the conclusion that “risk managers should be in contact with 

risk assessment researchers, the developers of methods and new approaches. The 

report sees the managers, who must apply the results of risk assessment, as becom-

ing aware of where research might reduce reliance on assumptions, highlight quali-

tative uncertainties, improve the process, and improve public confidence” (Gough, 
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cited in US Congress 1994c, 10). The OTA suggested that risk assessment should be 

more integrated with research from the outset.

18. However, as the reaction of Warner North to Ruckelshaus’s June 1983 speech 

shows (see North 2003, and chapter 5), the authors of RAFG clearly did not see their 

report as unilaterally advocating such a separation. What one could say is that their 

categories and overall framework of thinking were so effective that they influenced 

the way that people in the agency thought and behaved. Hence, those who saw 

themselves as doing risk assessment started to insulate themselves from others, 

just by virtue of embracing this identity. Organizational decisions in the agency 

did the rest.

19. Barnes wrote: “The vigorous developments in risk assessment that took place 

in the late 1970s and early 1980s shimmered and sparkled but, like so much Jello, 

lacked a unifying, undergirding structure. It was the NAS paradigm that finally suc-

ceeded in nailing much— but not all— of this Jello® to the wall. For example (to 

borrow from the comparison of the sacred and the secular), the paradigm provides 

a common, somewhat demystified language which both anointed practitioners 

(risk assessors) and laypeople (the rest of us) can use when communicating about 

risk. Both groups can appreciate that all scriptures (risk assessments) should have a 

common underlying structure (i.e., the four elements in the paradigm). Further, the 

paradigm lays out the moral equivalent of the Prime Directive (i.e. the separation of 

church [risk assessment] and state [risk management])” (Barnes 1993, 10).

20. The expression, for instance, is found in the NRC report Issues in Risk Assess-

ment and in volume 19 of the EPA Journal, both published in 1993. During the 

1970s and 1980s, the phrase “Red Book” referred to the FDA manual describing 

the data and methods applicable to the safety evaluation of food additives (Tardiff 

and Rodricks 1988).

21. A review of the use of risk management reporting formats across offices also 

showed that overall, they were accurate and useful. Where the formats were incom-

plete and insufficient, this was generally at the level of more contentious and 

sophisticated parts of the risk assessment, such as exposure assessment and quantita-

tive estimation of cancer potency. Most of the time, or so it appeared, the delays 

were caused not of the review of regulatory aspects and the costs and benefits of 

anticipated decisions, but of the risk assessment. See Daniel Fiorino, Chief Regula-

tion and Information Management Division Memorandum to Richard Morgenstern, 

Ron Smith, and Milton Russell, OPPE, “Use of the Risk Management Information 

Reporting Format,” October 24, 1984, Milton Russell Special Collection.

22. The summary of a later workshop sponsored by AIHC et al. (1992, 5) similarly 

stated that risk analyses had to be “relevant, timely and comprehensible,” and had 

to “provide a variety of risk measures (e.g., both societal and individual risk esti-

mates), as well as a clear statement of uncertainties.”
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23. In the EPA’s 1986 guidelines, the standard of proof of causal association between 

exposure and cancer was threefold: No bias could explain the association, the pos-

sibility of a hidden (“confounding”) factor has been ruled out, and, most important, 

“the association is unlikely to be due to chance.” This last item alone constituted the 

“statistical significance” criterion. In practice, it was expressed by the application 

of a 95 percent confidence level on all epidemiological studies— a standard of proof 

that environmental health scientists and environmental groups frequently decried 

because it excluded critical studies from consideration.

24. Flue- Cured Tobacco Coop. Stabilization Corp. v. EPA, No. 6:93CV00370, 1995 

U.S. Dist. LEXIS 7521 (M.D.N.C. May 23, 1995).

25. Flue- Cured Tobacco Co- Op Stabil. vs. U.S. EPA, 4 F. Supp. 2d 435 (M.D.N.C. 

1998), 466.

26. Anonymous former administrator chief of staff, interview with the author.

27. Ibid.

28. Anonymous ORD risk assessment scientists, interview with the author.

29. The 1980 CAG document on the calculation of the unit risk estimate for air 

pollutants, for instance, ends with a section noting that the unit risk estimate is a 

“rough indication” of the relative potency of the agent compared to other carcino-

gens. The document states that confidence levels for the estimate are generally not 

calculated “due to the difficulty of accounting for the uncertainty in the data” (EPA 

1980b). The Water Office guidance of 1982 mentions the uncertainty surrounding 

the mechanisms of carcinogenic action, as well as the evidence of mutagenicity of 

a substance, to justify employing a conventional toxicity evaluation method (safety 

factor applied to NOAEL) in parallel with a linear extrapolation model, and presents 

the results side by side, with some elements to judge the relative weight of each of 

them (EPA 1982). The 1984 guidelines for deriving numerical national water quality 

criteria warn only that criteria should be established only if the data are of a good- 

enough quality, but they do not describe methods to analyze uncertainties in the 

resulting estimates (Stephan et al. 1983). The 1984 document on probabilistic analy-

sis for water quality treats uncertainty via the application of the classical margins 

of safety and pleads for caution in altering this margin of safety, which provides a 

“cushion” for scientific uncertainty (EPA 1984c). The approach crafted by the Office 

of Pesticides’ Hazard Evaluation Division for Ecological Risk Assessment is no more 

precise about the estimation of uncertainties. Although it mentions quantitative 

uncertainty analysis in the evaluation of ecological risk scenarios, the document 

remains close to the conventional elaboration of toxicity estimates, understood as 

“rough” indications of the potential risks of pesticides to nontarget organisms. At 

that time, it seemed simply impossible, given the data available, to engage in any 

sort of quantitative estimation of model uncertainty (Urban and Cook 1986).
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30. Gil Omenn, interview with the author.

31. Bernard Goldstein, assistant administrator, ORD, memorandum to Alvin Alm, 

deputy administrator, and to Milton Russell, assistant administrator, OPPE, “Conser-

vatism,” October 28, 1983, Milton Russell Special Collection.

32. In 1991, two reports came out, both drafted under the aegis of the Board of 

Environmental Studies and Toxicology (BEST) at the NRC, and both were requested 

by the recently created Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATDSR) 

to push the development of exposure assessment and epidemiology in risk assess-

ment: Human Exposure Assessment for Airborne Pollutants: Advances and Opportuni-

ties and Environmental Epidemiology, Volume 1: Public Health and Hazardous Wastes. 

These documents reemphasized the difficulties involved in performing exposure 

assessment, the lack of data about where substances were found in the environment 

and at what doses, and the pathways through which people were exposed to these 

substances, over what period of time, and at what doses. Despite the acknowledged 

need to construct larger databases for exposure, these assessments continued to rely 

on typically nonvalidated models.

33. Anonymous senior scientist of the Office of Pesticides, interview with the 

author.

34. The NRC report was also the source of a compromise in Congress that allowed 

the endless debate on the application of the Delaney clause finally to be closed.

35. Anonymous former administrator chief of staff, interview with the author.

36. Boland, J. E. Executive Order. August 5, 1992. Philip Morris Incorporated. 

Bates No. 2022852158– 2160 at 2158. Minneapolis: Minnesota Tobacco Document 

Depository.

37. The staff of the Superfund program argued that they were already distinguishing 

between risk assessment and risk management, making it clear that baseline risk 

assessments were just one element for consideration by risk managers. Uncertainty 

analysis was already covered because the office applied a 95 percent confidence level 

on the arithmetic mean of site sampling data and used IRIS estimates. The program 

was slightly more challenged by the requirement to propose measures of high- end 

exposure and to take into account sensitive populations explicitly. However, the 

office argued, this was in progress. A new concept of “reasonable maximum expo-

sure” was being articulated (Longest and Diamond 1992).

38. The year 1993 saw a succession of no fewer than three congressional hearings, 

on environmental issues, on risk assessment and the regulatory process, and on risk 

assessment research. Those followed hearings on the role of science at EPA in 1992 

and on the strengths and limitation of the utilization of risk assessment for policy 

decisions in 1991 (US Congress 1991, 1992, 1994a, 1994b, 1994c).
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39. Anonymous, 1986, “Board on Toxicology and Environmental Health Hazards,” 

53, NAS- NRC Archives.

40. This is now called BEST. See note 11 in chapter 4.

41. The 1993 CRAM report had three parts. The two other parts concerned ecological 

risk assessment and the use of the maximum tolerated dose in animal experiments. 

The workshop and resulting report addressed the questions of whether that dose 

created imbalances in the organism of the animal under testing, so that the cancer 

effects that may eventually be observed would not just be linked to the substance 

itself, but to these imbalances; and what other dose may be used that would reveal 

carcinogenic effects, without artificially inducing them? The group did not resolve 

this issue, but concluded that “use of the MTD itself does not predict whether a 

material will elicit a carcinogenic response in a standard animal bioassay. The basis 

of the relationship is not clear” (NRC 1993b, 62). It argued that the rationale for 

the selection of a dose in an animal experiment should always be made clear when 

reporting results of the study.

42. Anonymous member of the NRC panel, interview with the author.

43. Brauman, Finkel, North, and McClellan had the opportunity to warm up for the 

discussion in one of the many conferences on risk regulation in the Washington, 

D.C., area in those days— notably the 1992 conference organized by Resources for 

the Future (where Finkel was based at the time) on comparative risk assessment and 

risk ranking.

44. Interview with the author.

45. According to the two authors, this could best be implemented as part of a tiered 

approach to risk assessment (which also was suggested in the body of the report 

and defended by the committee as a whole), by which chemicals would be placed 

in three separate categories. The first covered chemicals “with the least amount 

of data,” for which qualitative characterization was most appropriate. The second 

included “chemicals with more extensive data,” for which generic default options 

would remain applicable. The third category was that of chemicals for which avail-

able data sets were “extensive.” For those chemicals, “multiple risk calculations cor-

responding to alternative models and data sets corresponding to individuals and 

populations” may be provided (NRC 1994, 635). The two authors considered that 

the choice to depart from the default was the prerogative of risk managers, even 

though this claim was inconsistent with the principle that defaults should be over-

ridden when better science was available, for who other than risk assessors could 

and should take care of appreciating the availability of better scientific knowledge? 

The two authors themselves wrote that “weighing the plausibility of alternatives is 

a highly judgmental evaluation that must be carried out by scientists” (ibid., 633).

46. In a footnote, he also took support from a previous NRC report on Human 

Exposure Assessment for Airborne Pollutants which asserted that public health policy 
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requires that decisions be made despite incomplete evidence, with the aim of pro-

tecting public health in the future.

47. Interview with the author.

48. Anonymous employee of the NRC, interview with the author.

49. Anonymous former administrator chief of staff, interview with the author.

50. Clinton, in his presidential campaign, was explicit about the need to be cost- 

effective in environmental policymaking and to resolve the paralysis and inconsis-

tencies in scientific environmental assessments: “One of our biggest problems is the 

problem represented by the Superfund and some other areas, where you’ve got to 

fix something bad that’s already happened, where we spend too much money on 

lawyers, too much money on consultants, the endless decisions. It’s almost impos-

sible to get anybody at the local level to agree what the best solution is.… I am just 

appalled by the paralysis and the political divisions and the fact that the money 

is being blown.” he declared at the Economic Summit in Little Rock, Arkansas, 

on December 15, 1992. When she took office, Browner was queried on what she 

would do to improve the awful situation of those who are “governed by EPA,” an 

agency that takes “two contradictory positions at the same time and puts the heat 

on that state and the private sector,” or “takes one position, then another, and then 

another” (EPA Journal 1993). This was one of the reasons for her initial distancing 

from making risk assessment the systematic basis of all agency decisions, as Repub-

licans required.

51. This office was formally named the Office of Science, Planning, and Regulatory 

Evaluation.

52. Other than that, it took time for Browner to deliver on her promise of plac-

ing science at the heart of the EPA’s work. Recruiting the half- dozen top scientists, 

as suggested in Safeguarding Science, proved difficult, given the budget constraints. 

Browner could only pledge to recruit more researchers for ORD, thanks to the 

money saved on external contractors (Stone 1994a).

53. H.R.4306, the Risk Assessment Improvement Act passed by the 103rd Congress 

(1993– 1994), directed the EPA administrator to issue risk assessment guidelines 

regularly.

54. In a memo from Philip Morris reporting on the policies initiated by Browner, 

it is indicated that she was releasing her own risk characterization policy because 

“most EPA risk assessors and risk managers simply placed the 1992 risk characteriza-

tion policy in the bottom drawer of their desks and did not use it.” Boland, J. E. 

Executive Order. August 5, 1992. Philip Morris Incorporated. Bates No. 2022852158– 

2160 at 2158. Minneapolis: Minnesota Tobacco Document Depository.

55. Edward Ohanian, interview with the author.
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56. Ibid.

57. Various officials of the ORD and of the Office of Policy, interview with the 

author.

58. Al Meyerhoff, an attorney with the Natural Resources Defense Council, was 

among those who explained in the media that the increased flexibility would dra-

matically slow the whole process of regulating hazardous chemicals (Hanson 1996).

59. The EPA was now speaking of the effective dose— namely, the dose associated 

with a 10 percent biological response. Rather than an objective threshold that 

would be manifested in biological reactions, an effective dose is a regulatory arti-

fact. The EPA later got in the habit of calling this a point of departure that was 

deliberately constructed to provide a floor from which the extrapolation to other 

doses could then be made. If the mode of action led to an expected linear low- dose 

tumor incidence relationship, then a straight line was drawn from the ED10 to the 

origin (linear). The molecular approach to cancer risk was presented by the EPA and 

accepted as a major change. Indeed, it came down to abandoning the default appli-

cation of the LMS model, in favor of a quasi- avowal that there was a threshold.

60. The new criteria were (1) temporal relationship, (2) consistency, (3) magnitude 

of the association, (4) biological gradient, (5) specificity of the association, (6) bio-

logical plausibility, (7) information completeness, (8) coherence (EPA 1986a).

61. Interview with the author.

Chapter 10

1. The main project affected was the ongoing reflection on the methodology of 

minimal data values for chemicals under consideration in IRIS: a principle by which 

no safe dose would be set for chemicals for which studies and data were missing, 

and uncertainty appeared too large (Inside EPA 2010).

2. Speaking at the 40th anniversary of the EPA, he was quoted as saying, “I was 

assistant administrator of ORD soon after the Red Book appeared. My standard 

speech about the then new risk assessment paradigm contained the assertion that it 

would take ten years before we would know whether risk assessment was of value to 

the agency. I suspect that a similar time will be needed for sustainability” (Goldstein 

2011, 308).

3. A separate initiative in the Air Office echoes the same sort of move toward enlarg-

ing the scientific base for decision- making from risk assessment to a broader set of 

techniques and methods. That initiative consists of producing science integration 

documents instead of risk assessments in order to set up standards for levels of chem-

icals in ambient air. Science integration was originally a proposal from the American 

Petroleum Institute, approved by the EPA administrator in 2006 (Cole 2007).
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4. Interview with the author.

5. Ibid.

6. In subsequent discussions in the SAB and in the Science Policy Council on “sci-

ence integration” (which partly followed from Science and Decisions), the language 

concerns “managers” only.

7. Specifically, this refers to the reports Phthalates and Cumulative Risk Assessment: The 

Tasks Ahead (NRC 2008) and Toxicity Testing in the 21st Century: A Vision and A Strategy 

(NRC 2007). Both offered generic advice on how to perform risk assessment in the 

EPA. To plan the conference, telephone interviews were conducted with participants, 

who were questioned about their knowledge and views of the NRC reports, their pro-

gram’s risk assessment activities, their needs for new and/or updated guidance, and 

their vision for risk assessment and the steps that the agency can take to achieve that 

vision” (Human Health Risk Assessment Colloquium Summary Report, April 25, 2012).

8. The framework “draws on agency experience” and “takes into account the rec-

ommendations” of the Silver Book and “a considerable body of additional expert 

advice,” starting with the Red Book, the 1994 NRC report Science and Judgment, and 

the internal EPA report of 1984, Risk Assessment and Management: Framework for 

Decision- Making (EPA 1984b). It also cites eight other agencywide risk frameworks, 

from the Risk Assessment Guidance for Superfund Part, to the Framework for Eco-

logical Risk Assessment, to the Guidance on Cumulative Risk Assessment.

9. During the campaign, the contest between Bush and Vice President Al Gore, an 

environmental champion, forced the former to green his discourse. He pledged to 

regulate carbon dioxide emissions and greenhouse gases. But as soon as he was in 

office, he reversed these pledges, overturning an eleventh- hour decision by Clinton 

to set a standard of 10 ppb for arsenic in water.

10. She later revealed that her departure was triggered by the White House’s weak-

ening of EPA regulations on air pollution from aging power plants. According to 

Whitman, Vice President Dick Cheney pushed hard for a rule that “didn’t hamper 

industry,” and the final rule was written “at the direction of the White House,” over 

the objections of Whitman and EPA staff (Becker and Gellman 2007).

11. In the terms of the notice: “The appropriate level of precaution in risk assess-

ment and management is complicated by the need to balance efforts to mitigate 

these potential risks with countervailing risks that may arise from other sources” 

(OMB 2003b, 5498).

12. Interview with the author.

13. Several important policy principles are summarized in the document— notably, 

the definition of what it is to be “conservative” and protective of the environment 

and of public health when one aims to root decisions in the best possible science. 
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Since Science and Judgment and the protracted debate that took place within the con-

fines of the committee between “plausible conservatism” and “using all the science 

available” (as discussed in chapter 9), the agency made an effort to clarify its own 

position. The staff paper recalls this position: namely, uncertainty cannot justify 

inaction. The agency “seeks to adequately protect public and environmental health 

by ensuring that risk is not likely to be underestimated” (EPA 2004, 11). The staff 

paper also recalls the progress and changes made across the agency in the consider-

ation of uncertainties and variabilities.

14. Under the pressure of the OMB and requests for enhanced analysis of uncertain-

ties in risk assessments, the number of substances listed in IRIS declined dramati-

cally in those years (GAO 2008).

15. This substance, a rocket fuel engine, was a bone of contention between the EPA 

and the US Department of Defense. It had been known to cause cancer since at 

least the 1950s. In 1999, the agency requested the department to send a list of sites 

contaminated with perchlorate. By 2003, the latter had still not complied, but the 

agency went forward anyway, defining benchmark levels for the cleanup of polluted 

sites under the cross fire of senators Barbara Boxer (D- CA) and James Inhofe (R- OK), 

acting for and against the establishment of a protective standard, respectively.

16. Graham also detailed OIRA’s Nancy Beck to Gray’s Office of Science Advisor at 

the EPA, where she was put in charge of the formulation of the agency’s response to 

the OMB. In the end, the EPA did not really have to respond, as the bulletin initia-

tive was essentially killed by the NRC’s response.

17. Gil Omenn and Paul Slovic, also members of the earlier RAC, reviewed the 

report. Omenn concurred with the NRC’s overall severe assessment (Omenn 2006).

18. Under Bush’s EPA, the positions of assistant administrator for ORD and science 

advisor were occupied by the same person.

19. This last review was pushed by a Republican senator, David Vitter of Louisiana. 

Vitter threatened the EPA that he would oppose the nomination of the proposed 

new chief for ORD, Paul Anastas, until he came to a compromise with Lisa Jackson, 

the new administrator appointed by President Obama. Companies with stakes in the 

production of formaldehyde appear to have funded Vitter (Sapien 2010).

20. In 2012, Congress adopted a provision by which the EPA was directed to apply 

the recommendations of the NAS on formaldehyde, to report to the House and 

Senate how it did so, and to contract with the NAS for a set of three more reviews of 

IRIS assessments.

21. A ruling of the Supreme Court on greenhouse gases in Massachusetts [Massachu-

setts v. Environmental Protection Agency, 549 U.S. 497 (2007)] also took some of the 

heat out of the debate when it pushed the agency to regulate these gases, saying it 

should provide a scientific basis to justify not doing so (Greenhouse 2007).
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22. Interview with the author.

23. Ibid.

24. Ibid.

25. Ibid.

26. Ibid.

27. He published a separate paper in an academic journal to outline the concept, as 

well as several other papers to test the concept in case studies (Finkel  2011).

28. Dourson was one of the fathers of the RfD/RfC concepts. He was a longtime staff 

member of the OHEA (from the early 1980s until 1995). In 2017, he was nominated 

for the job of director of the OPTS. But his past work as a consultant for the indus-

try, combined with the revelation that he systematically defended less protective 

standards than the EPA for each of the chemicals on which he was consulted, made 

him appear too close to the regulated industry, which gradually compromised his 

candidacy, which he withdrew.

29. That included the Office of Modeling, Monitoring Systems, and Quality Assur-

ance; Office of Environmental Engineering and Technology Demonstration; Office 

of Environmental Processes and Effects Research; Office of Health Research; and 

OHEA.

30. The downside of the reorganization, however, was that it made the ORD more 

autonomous from program offices and limited their interaction with the risk man-

agement side (Powell 1999). For instance, Huggett launched an exercise in prioritiz-

ing subjects for ORD research, ranking the thirty- one risks that the report Unfinished 

Business listed back in 1987. But the managers of program offices were not invited to 

participate in the exercise (Risk Policy Report 1997).

31. When considering more diffuse cause- effect relationships, as in the case of envi-

ronmental hazards affecting species or milieus, the logic of risk assessment remains, 

but the preliminary, qualitative steps for identification of the hazard become more 

sophisticated. As noted by Suter (2008, 286), “The ORNL ERA framework differed 

from the Red Book framework in having 3 preliminary steps that differed from 

the hazard identification step in the Red Book framework. The first, defining the 

endpoints, was necessitated by the diversity of ecological entities and attributes 

that might be at risk (Suter 1989). The second, development of source terms, was 

neglected by the Red Book, which focused on human exposure processes. However, 

the synthetic fuels case studies clarified the importance of determining where, 

when, and how pollutants are released to the environment. The third, description 

of the environment, was necessitated by the recognition that ecological risks are 

determined by the environmental context.”

32. Interview with the author.
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33. Ibid.

34. The idea of addressing a variety of risks in an integrated manner also draws on a 

longer history of codification of the methods of the agency. It belongs specifically to 

what the agency specialists called cumulative risk assessment (CRA). The EPA produced 

its first synthetic document about CRA in 1997, approximately ten years after the 

Committee on Pesticides in the Diets of Infants and Children of the NRC started to 

sensitize the agency to the problem of multiple exposures. That guidance, drawing 

from the experience of the Office of Pesticides, produced a new vision of risk assess-

ment, incorporated into a broader dialogue to plan the assessment and future actions 

stemming from it. It stipulated that risk assessment should not be performed as a 

matter of habit, on isolated risks or hazards presumed to be the source of the problem. 

That problem should be appreciated for its complexity: A risk is a risk because the 

chemical hazard often compounds with such factors as “existing health condition, 

anxiety, nutritional status, crime, and congestion” (EPA 1997, 2). Rather than risks, 

these are stressors. In pinpointing the problem and planning for the analytic task, 

the “needs of risk management,” fed back from previous decision points, are an 

important point of reference. In terms of practical innovation, the report suggested 

establishing the “analysis plan,” or conceptual model that identifies the stressors, the 

exposed populations, and the end points that will be addressed in the risk assessment, 

as well as the relationships among them. The report recalls that the analysis plan 

can simply use and quote existing guidance (Ibid., 3). Again, the practice is borrowed 

from ecological risk assessment work, where the development of a conceptual model 

was already an old practice, rooted in the very first formalized plans for ecological risk 

assessment in the 1980s at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

35. The establishment of this risk commission was mandated in the Clean Air 

amendments of 1990, with the goal of reviewing the NRC report that these same 

amendments ordered the EPA to obtain in order to review its risk assessment meth-

ods. The commission did not start its work until 1994, however, because of the 

presidential election of 1992 and House and Senate elections of 1994. Gil Omenn, a 

former member of the OSTP under President Jimmy Carter in the 1970s and a coau-

thor of RAFG, was nominated by Congress and became chair. Alan Kessler, nomi-

nated by the White House, cochaired the group. Bernie Goldstein, a professor of 

environmental medicine and former head of the ORD during Ruckelshaus’s second 

term as EPA administrator, was nominated by the NAS. Omenn and Goldstein had 

particular influence on the group and the ideas presented in the report.

36. Interview with the author.

37. The report also distanced itself from RAFG. Volume 1 does not cite RAFG; rather, 

it starts from the definition of risk management that is given in this report and goes 

on to broaden it: “Risk management is the process of identifying, evaluating, select-

ing, and implementing actions to reduce risk to human health and to ecosystems. 

The goal of risk management is scientifically sound, cost- effective, integrated actions 
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that reduce or prevent risks while taking into account social, cultural, ethical, politi-

cal, and legal considerations. Our definition of risk management is broader than 

the traditional definition, which is restricted to the process of evaluating alterna-

tive regulatory actions and selecting among them” (Presidential and Congressional 

Commission 1997a, 1). Volume 2 of the report, however, mentions RAFG as the 

source of the “now universally recognized four- step framework for characterizing 

the likelihood of adverse health effects from particular chemical exposures” (Presi-

dential and Congressional Commission 1997b, 4).
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